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INTRODUCTION

This piece of research was carried out with young learners of 6 th grade at María
Auxiliadora School in Sahagún Córdoba, mainly with some cases of students who
show symptoms of anxiety in specific situations, such as conversations, role plays,
oral participation, or any other oral activity . However, an opposite reaction or
behaviour is seen when they participate in other types of classroom activities, in
the case of written exercises, group works, reading home works, etcetera.

Facing this type of problem in which

such feelings, affect and behaviour are

involved is a little difficult, specially if we as teacher do not have the appropriate
knowledge or adequate strategies to deal with it. Therefore, this research work,
aims to identify the most relevant factors that affect the oral participation of the
students

of 6th grade, determine what types of classroom activities ease and

diffictul oral participation in class, recognise the characteristic or symptoms of
anxiety in order to know if it is or not anxiety what these students feel, to identify
the strategies the students use to participate orally, to analyse students´behaviour
to find positive and negative attitudes towards the second language learning.

On the other hand, it is important to take into account that affect and all kind of
feeling that have to do with negative attitudes can affect students´ performance,
block their memory and even impede their learning and provoke other emotional
9

problems that could be irremediable if they are not treated on time. (Jane
Arnold, 1999: 43).

It might be said that in most of the Educative Institutions, these cases are sent to
Psychologist office, but there is a lack of communication between the
psychologist’s process and teachers´ process; this factor makes this situation
much more difficult

to deal with. Therefore, the study of aspects related to

students´ behaviour, feelings,

affect and

the teachers´ participation as a

consequence of these factors, in order to get academic goals and promote oral
interaction in the group, make this research a significant work. It is obvious that
students´ good performance has to do with many aspects which involve not only
positive emotions, but also getting academic high grades, integral formation and
others.

The quality of Education has been a concern for many years, mainly about what
we must teach and how we must do it according to the students´ necessities and
their context. On the other hand, education has been defined as “a permanent
learning process

that involves a personal and social character” (Procesos

Curriculares MEN, 1995). It is personal because it happens inside each individual
and it is social because participate with the society, their groups through the
interaction in which students, teachers, parents, administrators and psychologist
take part of the process. In this way, it is understandable that interaction and
personal attitudes are important factors for qualify education.
10

In relation to the last aspect described above, it shows how important and
useful is working on anxiety and oral interaction inside the educative process in this
piece of research.

Regarding the development of a research work focused on the aspects stated in
the paragraphs above implies many changes that has to do with the improvement
of the quality of education in different viewpoints, such as the necessity of the
teacher to assume an understanding attitude in relation to the students involved in
the process; a change of mind and behaviour in which both teachers and students
are involved; application of appropriate methods and strategies that help students´
performance in class;

communication among all the participants in the educative

process; development of strategies that ease the second language learning and
promoting self confidence.
This thesis is divided in five sections. The first one is concerned with the Rationale
which comprises a brief description of the situation under study, the intention and
a detailed justification of the current research supported on both the situation
reflected in the classroom and some researchers´ theories.
The second part has to do with the description of the context in which the research
took part and the research problem. Therefore the Core question, Sub-questions
and Objectives are stated. The third part is concerned with the Theoretical
Framework. In this section a very detailed description of the theories taken into
account as support for the development of this current study are given. They
include concepts of Anxiety, Language Anxiety, Anxiety Factors, Anxiety effects,
11

Techniques and Activities for decreasing language anxiety, definitions of Selfesteem, Competitiveness, Empathy, Beliefs, Risk Taking, Academic differences,
Motivation, Oral Participation and Learners´ Strategies such as Cognitive, Meta
cognitive, Communication and Socio- affective.

The fourth section refers to the Methodology proposed to carry out this piece of
research, a description of its characteristics and benefits. Besides, a brief
description of

the Qualitative Inquiry, Qualitative paradigm and the different

Traditions are also given, in which Ethnography is explained in extend since it was
the adequate according to the characteristics of this research. It comprises other
stages which includes the selection of instruments for collecting data and

a

description of each one of them; the description of the process of Triangulation; a
review of the Hermeneutic approach which was relevant for the interpretation of
our data, since it seeks the understanding of contexts, situations and phenomena
in social sciences, among which we find education; a description of the procedure
used for the Presentation and Analysis of the Results.

The fifth sections has to do with the Results. This part includes

a detailed

description of the results of the different instruments applied; the Analysis and
Categories found according to the situations described in this research. Besides
the sections mentioned above there are also two others which contain the
Pedagogical Implications and finally the Conclusions.

12

1. RATIONALE

Language learning always implies communication and interaction with others as a
need of all human being. Being sociable is almost an inherent feature to people,
no matter the age, academic, cultural, economic aspects or any other factor;
therefore,

language teaching must be focused on communicating, interacting,

sharing ideas, situations, thoughts and beliefs according to the their context.

The situation described above corresponds to a wonderful
classroom

framework of

second language activities, an excellent performance of students,

dynamic methodologies in which both teachers and students know what their goals
are; know what they like to do in the classroom. It is obvious that problems given
as a result of students´ behaviour , lack of participation or teachers´ passive
attitude are absent. But, in a normal classroom situation, we find heterogeneous
groups, in which there are special cases of students that do not interact with
others, do not participate in oral activities or do not reflect being motivated to do
what others enjoy.

These particular cases of students who do not take part of the class and reflect
fear, anxiety, inhibition, lack of self confidence, lack of motivation or self esteem
deserve being analysed through a serious work of search looking for the main
factors that affect their behaviour and also being treated in a special way without
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forgetting the academic goals. “The afflictive emotions tend to make one ill and
wholesome states of mind tend to promote health” ( Goleman, 1.997).

Personal experiences as teachers, show us there are many factors involved in the
students´ difficulties, specially in relation to oral production activities in which
nervousness, anxiety and lack of self confidence are present, particularly if this
activity has relevance on the mark as an evaluation, or if they compare excellent
and poor performances of others while the literature opposite happens when
students work in groups for filling up written tasks.

It is common to perceive in a normal situation of classroom activities that affect is
strongly related to learning and memory. “Affect has to do with “someone´s affect
toward a particular thing or action or situation or experience is how that thing, or
that action or that situation or that experience fits in with one´s needs or purposes
and its resulting effect on one´s emotions”. Learning means showing some sort of
change in how we react to what is going on around us. It is an internal resource in
which we relate both innate knowledge and knowledge acquired by experience, but
when we talk about lasting aspects or we use different terminology, we refer to
memory. (Earl Stevick: Affect in learning and memory )

Regarding these situations, it is important to remark that affect is considered as
aspects of emotion, feeling, mood or attitude which condition behaviour and how
these factors influence on language learning. (Jane Arnold and H. Douglas
14

Brown,1999). It should be noted that affective

side on learning is not in

opposition to the cognitive side. When both are used together, the learning process
can be constructed on a firmer foundation. Neither the cognitive nor the affective
has the last word, and indeed, neither can be separated from the other.

As we can realize, inside the classroom as language teachers, we have to deal
with different types of situations or aspects like academic, affective and
psychological

among others; and we need to provide students appropriate

situations that help them to develop their communicative abilities, facilitate the
second language learning as a participant in a socio- cultural situation, an
individual who relates to others. Thus, learning a language and using it are
basically interactive activities that depend on some types of relationships with
others and with the culture as a whole, the second language acquisition process is
strongly influenced by individual personality traits residing within the learner.
Regarding this situation, Jane Arnold stated that there are individual and relational
factors which have to do with our learning and attitudes.

The way we feel about ourselves

and our capabilities can either facilitate or

impede our learning, accordingly the learner intrinsic factors. Individual factors, for
example has to do with internal factors that are part of the learner´s personality
and feelings of anxiety, inhibition, extroversion-introversion, self esteem,
motivation can take place; and empathy, classroom transactions and cross cultural
processes have to do with relational factors.
15

As I have stated above, according to our experience in language teaching,
anxiety is perhaps one of the most relevant attitude or feeling we perceive inside
the classroom activities and according to experts´ opinion, they consider anxiety
is quite possibly the affective factor that most pervasively obstructs the learning
process. It is associated with negative feelings such as uneasiness, frustration,
self-doubt, apprehension and tension. For some people it may be a case of having
been ridiculed for a wrong answer in class. When anxiety is present in the
classroom, there is a down- spiralling effect. Anxiety makes us nervous and afraid
and thus contributes to poor performances; this in turn creates more anxiety and
even worse performance. The feelings of fear and nervousness are intimately
connected to the cognitive side of anxiety, which is worry.

Anxiety sometimes arises in response to a particular situation or event, but it can
be a major character trait. Language anxiety can start as transitory episodes of fear
in a situation in which the student has to perform in the language; at this time,
anxiety is simply a passing state; but when it is shown a negative relationship
between anxiety and performance is a negative kind of anxiety and it is called
debilitating anxiety, because it harms learners performance in many ways, both
indirectly through worry and self doubt and directly by reducing participation and
creating overt avoidance of the language. Harmful anxiety can be related to
plummeting motivation, negative attitudes and beliefs, and language performance
difficulties. (Rebbeca L. Oxford: Anxiety and the language learner).
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Some research suggested that

language anxiety was actually helpful or

“facilitating” in some ways, such as keeping students alert.

Other negative feelings have to do with the inhibition, which it comes from the
need to protect a fragile ego, and avoid whatever might threat the self. Internally,
our critical self and our performing self can be in conflict. Extroverts are often
stereotyped as being outgoing and talkative and, therefore better language
learners, since they are more likely to participate openly in the classroom and seek
out the opportunities to practice; but introverts might be considered less apt
language learners, since they seem to be too reserved, too self restrained. They
can have a great inner strength of character and may show high degree degrees of
empathy, both qualities being useful for language learning. Other cases in class
show problems due to the lack of self esteem . This one has to do with the
inevitable evaluations one makes about one´s

own worth and it is

a basic

requirement for successful cognitive and affective activity. We derive our notions
of self esteem from our inner experience and our relationship with the external
world.

It is important to take into account that learning is a process and therefore some
important actions along the way must be necessary in order to reach the goals we
pretend. Motivation is one of the most important steps in the learning process,
which is actually “a cluster of factors that energize behaviour and give it direction”
(Hilgard Atkinson, 1979).
17

Basically, extrinsic motivation comes from the desire to get a reward or avoid
punishment; the focus is on something external to the learning activity itself; while
with the intrinsic motivation the learning experience is its own reward and it is
evident when students show natural curiosity and interest energize their learning.
In this way, it would be more valuable to stimulate

this last type of motivation

which corresponds to the type of students we want to educate.

According to H. Douglas Brown (2000) some suggestions for stimulating the
growth of intrinsic motivation in the second language classroom would be help
learners to develop autonomy for learning and to use learning strategies;
encourage learners to find self- satisfaction in a task well done; facilitate learner
participation in determining some aspects of the program and give opportunities for
cooperative learning; involve students in content- based activities related to their
interests which focus their attention on meanings and purposes rather than on
verbs and prepositions; design tests which allow for some students input; provide
comments as well as a letter or numerical evaluation.

On the other hand, second language learning often involves particular emotional
difficulties produced by the confrontation between two cultures. “Culture is a mental
construct, a conceptual network that evolves within a group to provide a
manageable organization of reality” ( Kachru, 1992, cited in Arnold,J.1999:21) It
will involve ideas, beliefs, customs, skills, arts and so forth; and it fills definite
18

biological and psychological needs and establishes for the individual a context
of cognitive and affective behaviour”. In a second language situation the learner is
not only faced with the target language, but also with the target culture. Language
acquisition may also be inhibited by culture shock, which can be defined as
anxiety

resulting

from the disorientation encountered upon entering a new

culture.
Regarding to this last aspect, Schumann and Geert Hofstede (1991:21) state that
the social and psychological integration of the learner with the target language
group is called acculturation and suggest that this combination of social and
affective factors is a significant causal variable in SLA.

Brown (2000) proposes as a useful tool, to think of acculturation in terms of four
stages. The first is a stage of excitement about the new culture; the second stage
would be culture shock, which appears as cultural differences intrude into images
of self and security. The third stage, culture stress, is a tentative move towards
recovery; stage four represents assimilation or adaptation to the new culture and
acceptance of the self within it. According to the ideas stated above, we can infer
that language learning activities can focus on working through affective problems
encountered in the process of adapting to the new culture and language.

Regarding this last situation, Donahue and Parsons propose the use of role play
to overcome

cultural fatigue, which is the physical and emotional exhaustion

coming from the stress involved in adjusting to a new cultural environment. With
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role- play, learners have the opportunity to express their feelings of negativity,
to act out difficult situations and to search for solutions in an emotionally safer
atmosphere.

In fact, there are many types of anxiety which are described above, and also many
ways to identify language anxiety through students´ attitudes and performance. In
this regard, Rebecca Oxford (1990) states signs of language anxiety present in
general avoidance like “forgetting” the answer, showing carelessness, cutting
class, coming late, arriving unprepared, low levels of verbal production, lack of
volunteering in class, seeming inability to answer even the simplest questions;
physical actions like squirming, fidgeting, playing with hair or clothing, nervously
touching objects, stuttering or stammering, being unable to reproduce the sounds
or intonation of the target language even after repeated practice; physical
symptoms like complaining about a headache, experiencing tight muscles, feeling
unexplained pain or tension in any part of the body; other signs which might reflect
language anxiety, depending on the culture, over studying, perfectionism, social
avoidance, conversational withdrawal, lack of eye contact, hostility, monosyllabic or
noncommittal responses, image protection or masking behaviours, exaggerated
smiling, laughing, nodding, joking, excessive competitiveness, excessive self
effacement and self criticism.

In summary, affect plays a very important role in learning. It does so in five ways,
stated by Earl W. Stevick (1983) such as affective data are stored in the same
20

memory networks of other kinds of data; affective data may call up from long
term memory certain other kinds of data, using up processing

capacity and

keeping the kinds of data we are interested in from being processed efficiently;
affective side of feedback influences the shaping of the networks of long term
memory; affect is important in initiating voluntary playback of language, and plays
a part in response to involuntary playback; even after data have been well stored in
long term memory, affect may still interfere with one´s ability to draw on them.

In fact, the idea is not only to identify the mainly factors which affect language
learning in the classroom, or point at special cases present in each group we
teach; it goes on much more than we believe; it implies a change of attitude for
both teachers and learners, the use of different strategies able to reduce negative
attitudes and promote positive ones depending on students´ needs and cultural
background.

In this way, this piece of research intended to identify all those aspects described
above related to the negative factors such as anxiety that reduce oral participation
among learners; propose

different viewpoints in our behaviour as language

teachers conducted to facilitate oral production through the application of different
strategies in order to

promote

communication inside a self -confidence

environment.
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2. CONTEXTUALIZATION AND RESEARCH PROBLEM.

This piece of work will be carried out at Colegio María Auxiliadora in Sahagún, a
small city located in the department of Córdoba

on the Atlantic coast of our

country.

The economy in Sahagún is mainly based on agriculture and cattle raising and
most of people live from the productive sector, due to the lack of factories in the
region. Others are teachers and a small percentage doctors, engineers or lawyers.

Regarding the educative aspect, Sahagún has three private Institutions and six
Public Institutions which offer

their services to high school students and four

Private Institutions of Superior level, which offer very few programs. This last factor
make young and adult people to move to other cities if they want to get a diploma
or any other degree.

In relation to the cultural aspect, it is important to remark the great number of
goals Sahagún has reached not only inside the regional context, but also in a
national context, thanks to the development of different types of cultural
manifestation such as theatre, poetic art, music and literature, which have been the
reason for receiving the name of “cultural city”. People of the region, members of
the different Educative Institutions, individuals of the Education secretary office
take part through gatherings in order to plan and carry out year by year the famous
22

cultural week, which is supported by the major of the town and the economical
efforts of all the Educative Institutions.

María Auxiliadora School in which this work takes place, is a private, religious and
Franciscana Institution, and offers high school studies from 6th grade to 11th grade
since fifty nine years ago. It was founded in 1948 thanks to a group of missioners
sisters, who decided to begin this new

challenge with 240 female students. In

1958 this academic School changed to a Normal Superior due to the decision of
the Governor of the department of Córdoba. Since then the principal office has
always been directed by a religious woman. At the beginning students were only
women and they had to live in the school as boarding student, but then

the

Institution changed to external. In 1.967 this Institution changed its modality and
began to offer an academic level again. Then, the religious community began to
accept both males and females students in 1989

Colmauxi School as every body know it,

has become important in the region

thanks to its dedication and education focused on the moral, good customs, faith,
values, projection to the community

personal reconnaissance. In addition, its

concern for holding a good academic level has been permanent, in spite of the
economical limitations and poorness of academic resources.

Nowadays María Auxiliadora School has exactly 310 students registered from 6 th
to 11th grade and their ages are around ten and eighteen years old. It offers an
23

academic high school title and has fifteen teachers corresponding to the
different areas. Teachers are mostly professional and some of them have a
specialization diploma according to his or her subject.

The age of the students of 6th grade, who are the focus of this piece of work, are
from ten to twelve years old. Most of these students belong to a media class and
come from different primary schools of Sahagún and Chinú. At the beginning of
the year it was necessary to spend two weeks in order to balance the academic
level of students, due to the weaknesses found in the group in the different
subjects, mainly in Math and English.

Some students revealed that they spent only one hour a week for English at their
schools, therefore it was very difficult for them to go on at the same rhythm than
the others. Personal experience through the classroom activities showed cases of
nervousness, fear, anxiety, lack of self confidence, even sickness, specially with
oral performances in conversations or role plays; while positive emotions were
perceived with written exercises, games and group work.

The situation described above has encouraged me to work on special cases of
those students with problems of negative emotions, due to two reasons: they need
teachers´ help urgently before their problem grow up and become irremediable;
and teachers´ interests must be always focused on boost all students without any
exception; it is a challenge we must face as language teachers.
24

2.1 CORE QUESTION.

 What factors could affect students of

6th grade to participate orally in

class?

2.2.

SUB QUESTIONS.

 What are students´ behaviour in specific situations in which they have to
participate orally?
 What types of strategies and activities increase and decrease oral
production?
 What are students´ attitudes towards oral participation?
 What strategies do students use to produce orally?

2. 3. OBJECTIVES.

 To determine the factors that affect the oral participation in the
classroom.
 To determine students’ behaviour and attitudes in situations in which
they have to participate orally.
 To characterize the classroom activities and strategies that ease and
make difficult students´ oral participation.
 To analyze the strategies used by students to produce English orally.
25

3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

There are many different aspects that affect second language learning, which has
been a theme of interest of many psychologists, educators and linguistics. Many
cases of those aspects have to do with individual learner differences,(Ellis, R.
1985) as well as there are other factors that influence on language learning such
as learning strategies, aptitude, attitudes, age and motivation (Mac Intyre, P. 1989)
or affective factors (Arnold, J and Brown, D. 1999).

In fact, individuals vary in the rate at which they learn or the level of competence
they eventually attain is not controversial. And individuals will tend to learn what
they think is worth learning. Regarding this research which has concentrated on
accounting for differences in the proficiency levels of learners has tended to
emphasize the importance of individual learner factors.

On this respect, Arnold, J

and Brown, D (1999) state that abroad understanding of

affect in language

learning is important for at least two reasons. The first is that affective aspects can
lead to more effective language learning and the second is that attention on affect
in the language classroom reaches beyond language teaching and even beyond
what has traditionally been considered the academic realm.

According to Stevick, E.(1983) success depends less on materials, techniques,
and linguistic analysis, and more on what goes on inside and between the people
in the classroom.( Stevick,E.1983. p 386 cited in Arnold, J 1999 p 26). In the same
26

way, it has been stated that in a language classroom which focuses

on

meaningful interaction there is certainly room for dealing with affect. (Ehrman,
1998. p 102 cited in Arnold, 1999. p 3). Summing up what is said above, the
relationship between affect and language learning, is bi-directional. Attention to
affect can improve language teaching and learning, but the language classroom
can, in turn, contribute in a very significant way to educating learners affectively.
(Stevick. 1998.p 166 ).

The affective side of learning is not in opposition to the cognitive side. Regarding
this aspect,

Jane Arnold (1999) states that when both are used together, the

learning process can be constructed on a firmer foundation. Neither the cognitive
nor the affective has a last word, and, indeed, neither can be separated from the
other. Ernest Hilgard aims to a similar viewpoint and states that there is a need for
and integrative approach “purely cognitive theories of learning will be rejected
unless a role is assigned to affectivity” (Hilgard, E. 1963. p 267 cited in Arnold
1999. p.7).

Furthermore, taking into account that affectivity in second language learning has
been seen from two perspectives that which is concerned with the language
learner as individual and that which is focuses on the learner as participant in a
socio-cultural situation, and individual who inevitably relates to others. Thus,
Arnold,J (1999) classifies these factors in individual and Relational Factors. And
Ellis, R (1985, p 100) classifies them in Personal and General Factor.
27

Arnold, J. (1999, p8) states that Individual Factors has to do with internal
factors that are part of the learner´s personality, such as anxiety, inhibition,
extroversion- introversion, self esteem, motivation, and learning styles. The way we
feel about ourselves and our capabilities can either facilitate or impede our
learning.

Besides the factors stated above, Arnold, J. (1999, p62) has also

included under the Personal factors the Self – esteem, tolerance of ambiguity,
risk- taking,

competitiveness and social anxiety and has related the External

factors with identity and culture shock, beliefs, methods and Instructor - learner
interactions.

Regarding these personal factors, Schuman and Schuman state that observe a
third person is difficult and this methodological problem has been solved in two
ways. First through the use of diary studies and the second the use of
questionnaires

and

interview

with

individual

learners.

(Schuman

and

Schuman,1977; Schuman and Bailey, 1983 cited by Ellis, R. 1985 p.101).

Due to this research attempts to study the factors that affect students´oral
participation, the classification of factors stated by Arnold Jane will be taken in
consideration. Thus, in order to have a better idea about the terms included under
the category of factors and considered in the current piece of work, definitions will
be given.

28

Anxiety is quite possibly the affective factor that most pervasively

obstructs

the learning process. It is associated with negative feelings such as uneasiness,
frustration, self-doubt, apprehension and tension. (Heron. 1989: 33, cited in Arnold,
J. 1999, p 8). Heron also makes reference to what he terms existential anxiety,
which arises out of a group situation and has three interconnected components
that are relevant to the language classroom: Acceptance anxiety. Will I be
accepted, liked, wanted?. Orientation anxiety. Will I understand what is going on? ..
Performance anxiety. Will I be able to do what I have come to learn?
Anxiety makes students nervous and afraid

and that contributes to poor

performance; thus “the feeling of fear and nervousness are intimately connected to
the cognitive side of anxiety.” (Eysenck 1979, cited in Arnold, J, 1999, p9).

Peter McIntyre (1.993) states that has been demonstrated the pervasive effect of
anxiety on the language – learning process, which it refers to the existence of a
specific type of anxiety called “ language anxiety”. Horwitz and Young (1991, p1
cited in Young, 1998, p26.) referring to this type of anxiety expose two general
approaches. The first one, state that “this is simply a transfer of anxiety from
another domain, for example test anxiety; and the second one, refers to something
about language learning makes language anxiety a unique experience. These two
approaches are not necessarily opposing positions but represent different
perspectives. Under the first one, it is understandable that students come to the
classroom with certain apprehension to perform something, and according to the
second position, which it is more general, it means that the learning process of a
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second language provokes a specific type of anxiety related to the language
skills, such as speaking, listening, reading and writing.( Young, 1998, p172).
According to this approach, which the current study is focused, “Anxiety is
the apprehension or fear an individual feels about performing in the second
language”. (Daly, 1985, cited in Horwitz et al. 1986, p 3).

Referring to language learning anxiety Tsui, Amy (1983) stated that “we need to
understand leaning not only as a process of acquiring linguistic rules or
participating in communicative activities, but as a process in which individual
learners are constantly putting themselves in a vulnerable position of having their
own self- concept undetermined and subjecting themselves to negative
evaluations. This process is stressful and likely to generate much anxiety in the
learners”. (p 155). MacIntyre & Gardner (1989) define language anxiety as the
worry and negative emotional reaction aroused when learning or using a second
language. Thus, it could be interesting as language teachers

to know how to

identify when our students show any symptom of anxiety in the classroom.
Regarding this aspect, some studies, instruments and tests have been carried out
in order to infer the reaction of students in as specific language situation and
determine the scale of language anxiety. Horwitz (1986, cited in Arnold, J. 1999,
p66) designed an instrument

with this purpose and points at

behaviour vary

across cultures, and what might seem like anxious behaviour in one culture might
be normal behaviour in another culture. However, some signs of language
anxiety are stated by Horwitz:
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 General avoidance: It is related to “forgetting” the answer,

showing

carelessness, cutting class, coming late, arriving unprepared, low levels of
verbal production, lack of volunteering in class, seeming inability to answer
even the simplest questions.
 Physical actions: It has to do with squirming, fidgeting, playing with hair or
clothing, nervously touching objects, stuttering, displaying jittery behaviour,
being unable to reproduce the sounds or intonation of the target language.
 Physical symptoms: it refers to complaining about

a headache,

experiencing tight muscles, feeling unexplained pain or tension in any part
of the body.
 Other signs which might reflect language anxiety, depending on the culture:
over studying, perfectionism, social avoidance, conversational withdrawal,
lack of eye contact,

hostility, monosyllabic or noncommittal responses,

image protection or masking behaviours (exaggerated smiling, laughing,
nodding, joking), failing to interrupt when it would be natural to do so,
excessive competitiveness, and self- criticism.
Regarding the same aspect Horwitz et al (1986,p:9) state that “the subjective
feelings, physiological symptoms and behavioural responses of the anxious foreign
language learner are essentially the same as from any specific anxiety.

They

experience apprehension, worry, even dread; they have difficulty concentrating,
become forgetful, sweat and have palpitations. They exhibit avoidance behaviour
such as missing class and postponing homework and difficulty in speaking in class
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is probably the most frequently cited concern of the anxious foreign language
students”.

Regarding oral communication apprehension Mc.Croskey & Richmond (1980, cited
in Horwitz et al. 1986, p: 89) state that in normal educational situations, students
are apt to feel anxious in social situations in which they have little control, because
their participation is not voluntary but rather is required by someone in authority.
Typically students are required to participate in class meetings, group decisions,
oral reports to classmates, and conferences with counsellor and teachers. Because
students have little control over communication in these contexts, their required
participation may result in heightened anxiety, withdrawal, less persistence in a
second language, and negative academic consequences (Krashen, 1981).

It was also stated that the level of communication apprehension manifested by
student is potentially critical in the learning process because students who
experience a high degree of communicative apprehension are unlikely to
participate fully in the learning situation. It means that if a student is apprehensive
about

communicating in a particular language, he or she will have negative

affective feelings toward oral communication and will like avoid it.

In regard to the development of language anxiety, MacIntryre and Gardner (1989)
describe the way in which language is likely to develop. They explain that at the
earliest stages of language learning, a student encounter many difficulties in
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learning, comprehension, grammar; and if that student becomes anxious about
those experiences, if he or she feels uncomfortable making mistakes, then anxiety
occurs. Furthermore, Shekan (1991. cited in Young, 1998. p.31) considers that
personality influence on the student´s

performance; thus, a shy

introverted

personality may find language a very difficult experience, while the extrovert

is

more likely to enjoy the communication associated with language learning.

In relation to the origins of language anxiety, Price (1991) notes that students
seem to be more concerned about talking in front of their peers; fear of being
laughed at, embarrassed, and making a fool of oneself, make errors in
pronunciation. Arnold, Jane (1999:62) has demonstrated that there are factors
correlated to language anxiety. Horwitz and associated (1986) (cited in
MacIntyre.1985. p27) state that language anxiety stems from three primary
sources: communication apprehension, fear of negative evaluation by others, and
test anxiety. Regarding the first one, Heron, (1989, cited in Young, 1998), states
that with the grammar translation method one might assume a reduction of the
possibility of anxiety, since the learners have relatively little themselves invested in
the

activities

required.

However,

with

the

methods

which

focused

on

communication, and especially communication involving more personal aspects of
one´s being, such as feelings, if care is not taken to provide an emotionally safe
atmosphere, the chance for the development of anxiety can increase.
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In relation to the fear of negative evaluation by others, Defeu (1994:89-90,
cited in Arnold, J.1999), highlights that mistakes can be viewed as both internal
and external

threats to our ego. Externally, we perceive others exercising their

critical selves, even judging us as persons when we make an error in a second
language.

Test anxiety, refers to “the tendency to become alarmed about the consequences
on inadequate performance on a test or other evaluation” (Sarason, 1984, cited by
Oxford in Arnold,J. 1999: 64).

Communication apprehension has been also studied by Horwitz et al. (1986) who
expressed that people do not talk and fear talking, for any number of reasons, only
one of which may be communication anxiety. In the typical classroom, students
might avoid talking because they are unprepared, uninterested, unwilling to
disclose, alienated from the class, lacking confidence in their competence, or
because they fear communicating. In the classrooms the no apprehensive students
are more verbally participative (Richmond, 1984), they choose courses and majors
that require more communication (Daly & Shamo, 1977), select seats that are in
high attention zones, participate in more activities and are perceived by both
teachers and peers as more friendly and intelligent than their more anxious
counterparts (McCroskey, 1977).
On the contrary, apprehensive people have lower self- esteem than do less
apprehensive individuals. (Daly &Stafford, 1984).
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Apprehensive is related to

loneliness, general anxiety, test anxiety, intolerance for ambiguity, and touch
avoidance.

However, not all people have the same level of anxiety when they have to face
towards oral activities; according to Oxford (1996, cited in Brown, 2000, p151)
research on anxiety suggests that, like self esteem, anxiety can be experienced at
various levels. Liu´s study (1989), for example, found that “anxiety scores of
students whose English had been rated as “poor” by their teachers were much
higher than the scores of those whose English was rated as “good”. However, this
does not mean that the students with high English proficiency have little or no
anxiety” (p 157). In the same way, Endler (1980), for example identifies three
perspectives on the nature of anxiety: trait, situation- specific, and state anxiety.
Thus, it is important in a classroom for a teacher to try to determine whether a
student´s anxiety stems from a more global trait or whether it comes from a
particular situation at the moment.

An explanation of these types of anxieties are also given by

Gardner and

MacIntyre, (1993, cited in Arnold,J.1999); (McIntyre & Gardner, 1989 cited in
Young,1998), (Speilberger,1983); (Goldberg, 1.993, cited in Young,1998), who
consider that Trait anxiety refers to a stable predisposition to become nervous in
a wide range of situations. It has been defined as a feature of an individual´s
personality. In this case, anxiety can start as transitory episodes of fear in a
situation in which student has to perform in the language; at this time, anxiety is
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simply a passing state. However, language anxiety does not decreases over
the time for all students, and if repeated occurrences cause, anxiety becomes a
trait than a state.

Situation- specific anxiety is like trait anxiety, except applied to a single context
or situation only; thus it is stable over time but not necessary consistent across
situations. Examples are stage fright, test anxiety, math anxiety and language
anxiety, because each of these refers to a specific type of context.

State anxiety refers to the moment to moment experience of anxiety; it is
essentially the same

experience

whether is caused by test taking, public

speaking, or trying to communicate in a second language. It has an effect on
emotions, cognition and behaviour.

Research has demonstrated that it is possible to separate language anxiety from
other forms of anxiety. (Beatty and Andriate. 1985, cited in Young 1998 p.31).
Results of a factor analysis showed that among the large set of anxieties
variables, there were three clusters of anxiety. The first factor was found to include
most of the anxiety scales: measures of trait anxiety, communication,
apprehension, interpersonal anxiety, and others; which was labelled General
anxiety. The second factor was found to be State anxiety. The third factor was
composed of French use anxiety, French classroom anxiety and two measures of
French test anxiety; this factor was labelled Language Anxiety. (Young, D.1998. p.
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30). He also states that there are many questionnaire- type scales available
that ask students to indicate how anxious they feel in the language classroom,
when using the language and when learning the language.

Regarding the same aspect, Campbell and Ortiz (1991 cited in McIntyre, P. 1993.
p.24) consider for example that the level of anxiety in language classroom is
alarming and Horwitz and Young (1991) estimate that a half of the students
enrolled in language courses, experience debilitating levels of language anxiety.
Bailey (1983 cited in Ellis, R 1985 p.101) records in some details the anxiety and
competitiveness experienced by a number of diarists. As a result of the analysis
about competitiveness in different language learners, Bailey (1983, cited in Ellis,R.
1985) proposes a model of how the learner´s self image in comparisons with other
L2 learners can either impair or enhance SLA. Where the comparison results in
an unsuccessful self- image, there may be debilitating or facilitating anxiety.

Referring to the debilitating and facilitating anxiety, Alpert and Haber (1960) and
Scovel (1978) called them “harmful” and “helpful” anxiety and stated that “we
may be inclined to view anxiety as a negative factor, something to be avoided at
all costs. But the notion of facilitative anxiety is that some concern- some
apprehension- over a task to be accomplished is a positive factor. Otherwise, a
learner might be inclined to be “wishy- washy”, lacking that facilitative tension that
keeps one poised, alert, and just slightly unbalanced to the point that one cannot
relax entirely. The feeling or nervousness before giving a public speech is, in
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experienced speakers, often a sign of facilitative anxiety, a symptom of just
enough tension to get the job done”. (cited in Brown, 2000. p152).

In the same way, Bailey (1983) referring to Debilitating Anxiety, exposed that
learners may reduce or abandon learning effort. In the case of Facilitating Anxiety,
learners increase their efforts in order to compare more favourably with other
learners, and, as a result, learning is enhanced. Bailey´s model is summarized in
the following figure.
Competitive Second
Language Learner
(2LL)

. Learner perceives self on a
continuum of success when
compared to other 2LL´s
Unsuccessful
Self- image

Successful
Self- image

Anxiety
(State/ Trait)

Debilitating
Anxiety

2LL (temporaly or
permanently) avoids
contact.
Source of perceived
failure.

L2 learning is
impaired or
abandoned

Possitive rewards
associated with
success of L2
learning.
Facilitating
anxiety

Learner
increases
efforts to improve
L2.
Learner
becomes
more competitive.

L2 learning is
enhanced
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2LL continues to
participate in milieu
of success.

L2 learning is
enhanced

Competitiveness and the second language learner (Bailey, 1983)
MacIntyre and Gardner (1989) found that language anxiety was different from
more general types of anxiety and that performance in the second language was
negatively correlated with language anxiety but not with more general types of
anxiety.
On the other hand, Language anxiety has also be strongly related to its effects,
such as academic, cognitive, social and personal affect. (McIntyre and Gardner,
1994, cited in Young, D. 1998, p33). Thus, one of the major reasons for concern,
particularly among teachers and administrators, is the potential negative effect on
academic achievement, including course grades and standardized proficiency
tests.( Powel, C.1991 cited in Young 1986.p.33). Regarding this, MacIntyre and
Gardner (1994) consider that the importance of language learning in the global
economy may make language anxiety a barrier to a successful career. In addition,
(Clement. 1980, cited in Young.1986) referring to unpleasant personal experiences
of sever anxiety reaction, have to do with the different types of effects, such as:
academic, cognitive, social and personal effects.

In relation to the academic effect, studies have demonstrated that there is a
correlation

between

anxiety

and

course

grades,

especially

in

higher

grades.(Gardner, Smythe, Clement & Gliksman. 1976 cited in Young.1998). This
means that “high levels of language anxiety are associated with low levels of
academic achievement in second or foreign language courses”. (Eysenck 1979;
Schwarzer 1986, cited in Young,1998:34). Furthermore, they reported the relation
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between attitudes, motivation, and anxiety and how language anxiety was
associated with both the perception of second language competence and
measures of actual second language competence. (Gardner, Smythe, & Lalonde.
1984 cited in Young.1998).

According to Horwitz et al. one of the effects of academic language anxiety is
“overstudying”, which refers to the effort that students who experience anxiety, do
for increasing their learning as a response when notice a low performance.(Horwitz
et al. 1986, cited in Young, 1998). In this aspect some research suggested that
language anxiety was actually “helpful” or “facilitating” in some ways, such as
keeping students alert. On the contrary, the negative kind of anxiety is sometimes
called “debilitating anxiety” because it harms learners performance in many ways.
( Scovel ,1978, cited in Arnold,J.1999))

Regarding the cognitive effects Tobias (1979. cited in Young) provides a model,
in which he includes three stages, they are input, processing, and output. At the
input stage, anxiety acts like a filter preventing some information from getting into
the cognitive processing system, which is analogous to Krashen´ s concept of
“affective filter”. During the processing stage, anxiety can influence both the speed
and accuracy of learning, because anxiety acts as a distraction, and students may
not be able to learn new words, phrases, grammar, and they are worried. Anxiety
arousal at the output stage can influence the quality of second language
communication. Many people have had the experience of “freezing up” on an
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important test; they know the correct answer but it will not come to mind. The
anxiety acts as a disruption to the retrieval information.

Regarding this last point of view, MacIntyre& Gardner (1994, cited in Young. 1998)
state that “when anxiety is aroused, students may need more time to achieve the
same results as their relaxed counterparts”. “Thus it is clear that the effects of
anxiety on cognitive processes are a consequence of state anxiety arousal”.

On the other hand, Social Effects has to do with the influence of

language

anxiety in social contexts, such as a competitive classroom atmosphere, difficult
interaction with teachers, risks of embarrassment , opportunities for contact
members of the target language group.(McIntyre,P. in Young 1998).

In these cases, Clément (1980,1986, cited in Young 1998) underlines that a self
confident learner will be more highly motivated to communicate with speakers of
the target language. On the contrary, MacIntyre & Gardner,(1991), Daly
&McCroskey (1984) and Skehan (1991), cited in Young (1998) consider that the
most recurring finding on language anxiety, and the most important social effects,
is that anxious learners do not communicate as often as more relaxed learners.

Besides what it is stated above, “the most trouble some effects of language anxiety
is the severe anxiety reaction for an individual language learner”., which refers to
Personal Effects.(McIntyre, cited in Young 1998). In this respect, Young (1991,
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cited in Young 1998) states that language

learning provokes a traumatic

reaction in some individuals. In these cases of anxiety, “students worry that other
would think they are stupid, a total dingbat, or a babbling baby, because of their
problems using vocabulary and grammar structures”.(Price, 1991,p.105 cited in
Young, 1998).
According to the theories stated above, there are several types of language anxiety
effects; in which learners achieve lower grades, spend more time studying, and
have more trouble taking information in the second language, processing the
information, and displaying their L2 abilities. The cognitive disruption caused by
anxiety appears to be responsible for those negative effects.

As it was said above, not only anxiety has been considered like an important factor
that has to do with the students´ production or oral participation in the second
language; self- esteem, risk taking, competitiveness, beliefs, empathy and others
have also been taken into consideration in the current study.

Self- esteem is defined as self- judgment of worth or value, based on feelings of
efficacy, a sense of interacting effectively with one´s own environment. (Price
1991, cited in Arnold, J.1999). In the current study, samples of self esteem will be
seen as “The evaluation which individuals make and customarily maintain with
regard to themselves; it expresses an attitude of approval or disapproval, and
indicated the extent to which individuals believe themselves to be capable,
significant, successful and worthy. In short, self- esteem is a personal judgment of
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worthiness that is expressed in the attitudes that individuals hold towards
themselves”. (Coopersmith 1967:4-5. cited in Brown,H. 2000:145).

Oxford (1999) exposed that Self – esteem has been considered as an important
factor that affects learning process and like anxiety can be experienced at various
levels. Kemple, Kristen´s studies (1995) have also shown that

cases of low self

esteem could be related with shyness in the classroom, specially with children who
measure their expectations of self efficacy to perform tasks. Regarding this aspect,
Brown, H.(2000 ) exposed that “ people derive their sense of self esteem from the
accumulation of experiences with themselves and with others and from
assessments of the external world around them” ( p145). He also identified three
general

levels of

self- esteem: General or global self esteem, Situational or

specific self- esteem and Task self- esteem.

General or Global self-esteem is said to be relatively stable in a mature adult,
and is resistant to change except by active and extended therapy. It is the general
or prevailing assessment one makes of one ´s own worth over time and across a
number of situations. In a sense, it might be analogized to a statistical mean or
median level of overall self- appraisal.

Situational or Specific self- esteem refers to one ´s self- appraisals, in particular
life situations, such as social interaction, work, education, home, or certain
relatively discretely defined traits, such as intelligence, communicative ability,
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athletic ability, or personality traits like gregariousness, empathy, and flexibility.
The degree of specific self- esteem a person has may vary depending upon the
situation or the trait in question.

Task self- esteem relates to particular tasks within specific situations. For
example, within the educational domain, task self- esteem might refer to one
subject- matter area.
In an athletic context, for example, would be evaluated on the level of task selfesteem. Specific self- esteem might encompass second language acquisition in
general, and task self- esteem might appropriately refer to one ´s self- evaluation of
a particular aspect of the process: speaking, writing, a particular class in a second
language, or even a special kind of classroom exercise.

Therefore, it is interesting to identify the characteristics of a person with positive or
negative

self esteem which has been taken into consideration in the current

research. According to Cripe, B (1999) the characteristics of people with high
or positive self esteem can be identified because they consider themselves
worthy, and view themselves as equal to others. They recognize their limitations,
expect to grow and improve, and do not pretend to be perfect. In short, they:
Believe strongly in certain principles and values.
Are capable of acting in their own best judgment.
Have fewer health problems
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Genuinely enjoy themselves and participate in a wide variety of
activities.
Feel equal to others as a person.
Resist effort of peers to dominate or sway them.
Feel confident

in the ability to deal with challenging situations, despite

failures and setbacks.
Are sensitive to the needs of others; cares about others.
Are more flexible and adaptable in changing situations.
Are happy, energetic, enthusiastic, and enjoy life.

Those low in self- esteem generally experience self- rejection, self- dissatisfaction,
self- contempt, and self- disparagement. Low self- esteem can be a major factor in
mental health problems, suicide, alcohol and drug abuse, violence, and many other
problems. The characteristics of people with low or negative self- esteem can be
summarised below:
They are overly sensitive to criticism, and afraid to make a mistake.
Are overly critical of others and self.
Blame others.
Feel persecuted
Have a fear of competition and /or reluctant to try new things.
Are over- responsive to praise.
Are shy, timid, or withdrawn.
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Are uncertain of own opinions and values
May be jealous or possessive.
Have difficulty entering into loving relationships.

Regarding what to do as language teachers in the classroom, though

some

researchers expose that if cases where self esteem of students can not be
improved, it is doubtful whether there is anything we can do about it (Statman,
Daniel, 1993); others, propose strategies for building children´s

self- esteem.

Referring to this aspect, Canfield, Jack (1988) stated that “success will only result
if the adult leader is a caring, capable, and lovable individual that can communicate
a feeling of importance and self- worth to others. A positive self- esteem is
extremely important to the individual. And teaching self esteem, after all, is simple
a way to help others overcome their negative ideas about themselves and to
discover their unique potentials.”

Therefore, according to Canfield, J. (1988) one of the best ways to foster
children´s self- esteem is to get them to feel a sense of ownership and
responsibility for their experiences. Help children develop a personal and vested
interest in their own activities by:
Giving them the freedom to make mistakes.
Finding ways for them to contribute to their learning experience.
Giving them choices.
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Encouraging members to take risks. (sign up for a new project, present
a demonstration).
Providing a wide variety of opportunities. (participation in community
service, exploring different projects.)
Giving each member personal attention. (listening, encouraging, recognizing
members´ efforts and accomplishments).
In short, volunteer leaders can have a profound effect on children ´s positive
self- esteem development. Children need positive, caring adult leaders that
communicate a feeling of self- worth. Mahatma Gandhi once said that “people
often become what they believe themselves to be. If I believe I cannot do
something, it makes me incapable of doing it. But when I believe I can, then I
acquire the ability to do it even if I did not have it at the beginning”.

Tolerance of ambiguity is concerned with the acceptance of confusing situations.
It has to do with the ambiguity of meanings, referents and pronunciation, and this
can

often raise language anxiety. (Chapelle and Roberts 1986, cited in

Arnold,J.1999: 63).

Risk - Taking

has been considered an important characteristic of successful

learning of a second language. Learners have to be able to gamble a bit, to be
willing to try out hunches about the language and take the risk of being wrong.
(Brown, 2000. p149). Thus, some difficulties could be present when the students
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are not able to take risk in the language learning process. In this case, the
current research will keep in mind Beebe´s definition (1983:40), in which it is
exposed that risk –taking is “ the fear of risk taking, both in the classroom and in
natural settings” in the classroom might include a bad grade in the course, a bad
grade in the course, a fail on the exam, a reproach from the teacher, a smirk from a
classmate, punishment or embarrassment imposed by one-self. Outside the
classroom, individuals learning a second language face other negative
consequences If they make mistakes;

they fear looking ridiculous, fear of

frustration, showing that they have failed to communicate; they fear the alienation
or not being able to communicate and thereby get close to other human beings.
Perhaps, worst of all, they fear a loss of identity.
Decreases in risk- taking frequently occur when students feel extreme discomfort in
the language classroom (Ely, 1986). Students who avoid risks are stalled by actual
or anticipated criticism from others or by self- criticism that they themselves supply.
When they do not have enough practice, their language development becomes
seriously stunted.

According to some researchers Risk- taking has to do with the high anxiety of
students about the frequent ambiguities of language learning, which is related to
inhibition, fear ambiguity or a low self- esteem. ( Oxford 1990, Brown, H. 1994,
cited in Arnold J.1999). in the same way, Brown (2000) considers that self- esteem
seems to be closely connected to a risk- taking factor, when

those foolish

mistakes are made, a person with high global self- esteem is not daunted by the
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possible consequences of being laughed at. In these cases, Dufeu (1994, p
89-90) proposes to create a climate of acceptance that will stimulate selfconfidence, and encourage participants to experiment and to discover the target
language, allowing themselves to take risks without feeling embarrassed.

Another important factor considered in the current research is Competitiveness.
According to Bailey (1983) competitiveness happens when language learners
compare themselves to others or to an idealized self- image, which they can rarely
attain.

Scarcella and Oxford (1992, cited in Arnold, J. 1999) agreed that

competitiveness can relate to language anxiety but suggested that “ this link does
not occur

with all the students. The emotional import of competitiveness for a

given individual depends on the learning style preferences of the students, the
precise nature of the competition, and the demands and rewards of the
environment”. (p 63)
Regarding the pedagogical actions inside the classroom related to this factor,
Potter, G. and Wandzilak, T (1981) propose to avoid excessive competition and
focus the objectives to the participation, having fun, improving fundamental skills,
and maintaining students´ level of interest. (p67)

Social anxiety is another factor, which can include speech, anxiety, shyness,
stage fright, embarrassment, social evaluative anxiety and communication
apprehension (Leary 1983, cited in Arnold, 1999: 63). In this case, people are more
likely to avoid social situations in which others might view them negatively and
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when they relate to others, they often fail to take the initiative or participate
only minimally in conversations. In the classroom, for example this is observable
in behaviours such as keeping in silent, responding only when necessary, being
passive, and avoiding class entirely .

Beliefs are also linked to language anxiety. The fact that foreign

language

learners belief that they should be able to speak with great accuracy and excellent
accent in two years, can generate anxiety. Horwitz (1998) states that

many

language teachers maintain the belief that they should be directive, authoritarian
and even intimidating and that they must correct every error. However, these
behaviours can also lead to language anxiety. (Young,1991).

In the case of the current research, the concept of belief will be considered as “the
acceptance of truth of something: acceptance by the mind that something is true or
real, often underpinned by an emotional or spiritual sense of certainty”. (Encarta
2007).

Regarding this factor, Freeman and Richards, (1996)

state that “we

internalize specific behaviours as “good” or “bad” and that this internalization might
affect us as future individuals” (p15). Inside the classroom, for example, students
could believe they are “bad” and others “good” for learning language, which could
be a difficult situation and provokes anxiety. In the same way, this factor could be
identified with the teachers as Freeman and Richards exposed: “ when we are
faced with difficult situation, we may revert to teaching in the way we were taught,
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and this could cause us to use behaviours that are not conducive to the
learning environment we hope to foster”.

Empathy

has been considered as one of the most important factors in the

harmonious coexistence of individuals in society. It is related to cultural relativity,
which frees us from our conditioning and helps us to recognize that our way is not
the only way and possibly not even the best way. Under the view of the current
research Empathy is “the process of putting yourself into someone else´ s shoes”.
One need not abandon one´s own way of feeling or understanding, nor even agree
with the position of the other. It is simply an appreciation, possibly in a detached
manner, of the identity of another individual or culture. (Arnold, J. 1999, p19).

Brown, H.D.(2000) also exposed that Empathy is the process of “putting yourself
into someone´s shoes”, of reaching beyond the self to understand what another
person is feeling. It is probably the major factor in the harmonious coexistence of
individuals in society. Language is one of the primary means of empathizing, but
nonverbal communication facilitates the process of empathizing and must not be
overlooked. In more sophisticated terms, empathy is usually described as the
projection of one´s own personality into the personality of another in order to
understand him or her better. Empathy is not synonymous with sympathy. Empathy
implies more possibilities of detachment; sympathy connotes an agreement or
harmony between individuals. (p153)
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Referring to the difference between empathy and sympathy, Goleman (1995)
exposed that empathy does not require sharing the other´s feeling exactly but an
ability to understand or be able to take the perspective of the other. Empathy
requires some emotional distance, and calls on “thinking” as well as “feeling skills”.
To attempt to construct something close to another person´s perspective requires
effort, observation, listening, and imagination. In sympathy, you share the feelings
of, or “feel along with” the other.

Psychologists generally state that there are two necessary aspects to the
development and exercising of empathy: first and awareness and knowledge of
one´s own feelings, and second, identification with another person (Hogan, 1969).
In other words, you cannot fully empathize – or know someone else- until you
adequately know yourself.
Communication requires a sophisticated

degree of empathy. In order to

communicate effectively, you need to be able to understand the other person´s
affective and cognitive states; communication breaks down when false
presuppositions or assumptions are made about the other person´s state.

Oral communication is a case in which, cognitively at least, it is easy to achieve
empathetic communication because there is immediate feedback from the hearer.
A misunderstood word, phrase, or idea can be questioned by the hearer and then
rephrased by the speaker until a clear message is interpreted. Written
communication requires a special kind of empathy, a “cognitive” empathy in which
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the writer, without the benefit of immediate feedback from the reader, must
communicate ideas by means of a very clear empathetic intuition and judgment of
the reader´s state of mind and structure of knowledge. So, in a second language
learning situation, the problem of empathy becomes acute. (Brown, 2000).

Besides of the above factors, it is also important to point at the problems of lack of
attention and distraction inside the classroom, which

influence and affect

students´ oral participation and understanding during the development of the class.
The distraction in the classroom can be reflected in different ways. In regard to
this aspect, the psychologist Jean Piaget (1970) exposed the existence of four
different stages present in all human being and in the same order. Besides, he
states these stages are differentiated one from the others, not only in the quantity
of information acquired in each stage, but also in the quality of knowledge and
understanding acquired. Under this point of view, it could be said that the students
could carry out only those activities which correlate with their stages and different
things could have no sense for them.

Regarding this aspect, Vygotsky (1990, p63) stated that attention refers to focus of
interest on something, which it is related to the perception. Children at early ages
reflect attention to some stimulus such as sounds, movement. He exposed that
attention must be given in first place among the different

functions of the

psychological structures. According to Feldman, (1988, p296) the stimulus are
important for maintaining the attention and can increase or decrease our activities.
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Besides, Vygotsky (1990, p 63) stated that children begin to have domain of their
attention when they create new structures of the situation they perceive.He also
exposed that the child who has domain of the language is also able to direct his or
her attention in a dynamic way. On the other hand according to Feldman (1988),
students at early ages need to be motivated through stimulus

since they like

dynamic activities. in this regard, Child, Dennis (1986, p92) exposed that optimum
interest can be gained where information is unambiguous and the curriculum
designed to engage children in pursuits that have everyday relevance. Misgivings
about the raising of the school- leaving age are partly caused by our inability to
motivate yung people who would rather be earning than learning.

Regarding Attitudes and Motivation some researchers, Rod, Ellis (1985),
Schumann (1978, p116) consider that “ a person´s behavior is governed by
needs and interests which influence how he actually performs”. However, these
cannot be directly observed, and they have to be inferred from what he actually
does. Besides, they also exposed it is difficult to make distinction between attitudes
and motivation.
However, regarding motivation, this has been defined as an important factor that
lead and energize the behavior. (Feldman, 1998, p292). In the same way, Hilgard,
Atkinson and Atkinson (1998, p281) defined motivation as a cluster of factors that
energize behavior and give it direction. Besides, Chomsky (1988, p181) points out
the importance of activating learners´ motivation. Motivation involves the learners´
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reasons for attempting to acquire the second language, but precisely what
creates motivation is the crux of the matter. However, various definitions of
motivation have been proposed over the course of decades of research and three
different perspectives emerge:

1. From a behavioristic perspective, motivation is a quite simply the anticipation of
reward. In this view, our acts are likely to be at the mercy of external forces.
2. In cognitive terms, motivation places much more emphasis on the individual´s
decisions, “the choices people make as to what experiences or goals they will
approach or avoid and the degree of effort they will exert in that respect”. Under
this perspective, Ausubel (1968, 368-379), identified six needs undergirding the
construct of motivation:
The need of exploration, the need for manipulation, the need for activity
(movement, exercise, both physical and mental), the need for stimulation (by other
people, by ideas, thoughts, and feelings), the need for knowledge and the need for
ego enhancement (for the self to be known and to be accepted and approved by
others).
3. A constructivist view of motivation places even further emphasis on social
context as well as individual personal choices. (Williams and Buden, 1977, 120).
Under this perspective, each person is motivated differently, and will therefore act
on his or her environment in ways that are unique. Abraham Maslow (1970) saw
motivation as a construct in which ultimate attainment of goals was possible only
by passing through a “hierarchy of needs”, which range from fundamental physical
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necessities to higher needs of security, identity, self- esteem and selfactualization.

SELF ACTUALIZATION

SELF - ESTEEM

IDENTITY NECESSITIES
SECURITY NECESSITIES
PHYSICAL NECESSITIES

Robert Gardner and Wallace Lambert (1972) carried out one of the best known
and historically significant studies of motivation in second language learning in an
effort to determine how attitudinal and motivational factors affected language
learning success. Motivation was examined as a factor of a number of different
kinds of attitudes. Two different clusters of attitudes divided two basic types of what
Gardner and Lambert at that time identified as “Instrumental and Integrative”
motivation. The former referred to acquiring a language as a means for attaining
instrumental goals: furthering a career, reading technical material, translation,
getting a promotion, and so forth. The Integrative refers to a desire to learn the
language in order to relate to and even become part of the target language culture.
One type of motivation is not necessarily always more effective than the other,
what is important is the degree of energizing, and the firmness of the direction it
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provides, and that will also depend on other variables within the learner.
(Arnold, 1999, 13).

Another dimension of the whole motivation construct in general is the degree to
which learners are intrinsically or extrinsically motivated to succeed in a task.
(Edward Deci, 195. p23). Extrinsic motivation comes from the desire to get a
reward or avoid punishment; the focus is on something external to the learning
activity itself. Extrinsically motivation behavior are carried out in anticipation of a
reward from outside and beyond the self. Typical extrinsic rewards are money,
prizes, grades, and even certain types of positive feedback. With Intrinsic
motivation

is in evidence whenever students´ natural curiosity and interest

energize their learning. (Deci and Ryan, 1985. p245). According to Brown (2000,
p164) people seem to engage in the activities for their own sake and not because
they lead to an extrinsic reward. And intrinsically motivated behaviors are aimed at
bringing about certain internally rewarding consequences, namely, feelings of
competence and self- determination.

Research indicates that, while extrinsic motivation can also be beneficial, learning
is most favorably influenced by intrinsic orientations, especially for long- term
retention. Studies have shown that adding extrinsic rewards can actually reduce
motivation.(Kohn, 1990). According to H. D. Brown, (1994. p43-44) some
suggestions for stimulating the growth of intrinsic motivation in the L2 classroom
would be:
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Help learners develop autonomy by learning to set personal goals and
to use learning strategies.
Rather than over- rewarding them, encourage learners to find self selfsatisfaction in a task well done.
Facilitate learner participation in determining, some aspects of the
programme and give opportunities for cooperative learning.
Involve students in content- based activities related to their interests which
focus their attention on meanings and purposes rather than on verbs and
prepositions.
Design tests which allow for some student input and which are face- valid in
the eyes of students.
Provide comments as well as a letter or numerical evaluation.

According to Serradel and others, (2005. p196-197) it is necessary that both
parents and teachers maintain and promote motivation. They state some general
rules for stimulating a certain grade of motivation; they are:
Promote independence on both thoughts and actions.
Allow them doing their own activities and making mistakes.
Do not offer material prizes.
Be neutral towards the failures.
Help learners to discover the causes of their mistakes and the strategies for
avoiding them.
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In the same way, Kennedy and Bolitto (1984, p15) stated that problems occur
when the learners´motivation is not good or the level of motivation is low, thus, the
materials have to be carefully designed to raise this motivation or an artificial
motivation may have to be created, for example an exam in which counts towards
a final qualification.

Regarding attitudes, Lambert (1972, cited in Rod, Ellys, 1985, p117) defines it as
the persistence shown by a learner in striving for a goal. Brown (1981) uses the
term “attitudes” to refer to the set of beliefs that the learner holds towards members
of the target language group. (eg whether they are seen as interesting of boring,
honest, or dishonest, etc) and also towards his own culture. According to Kennedy
and Bolitto (1984, p17) the attitudes to learning may be influenced by a student´s
previous learning of English. Where this learning has not been successful, there
may be a negative feeling towards continuing something which in the past has
connotations of failure.

Gardner and Lambert have investigated a number of different attitudes which they
consider relevant to second language learning and Stern (1983, p118 cited in Rod,
Ellys, 1985) classifies these attitudes into three types:
1. Attitudes towards the community and people who speak the L2 (group specific
attitudes)
2. Attitudes towards learning the language concerned.
3. Attitudes towards languages and language learning in general.
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These attitudes are influenced by the kind of personality of the learner, for
instance whether he is ethnocentric or authoritarian. They may also be influenced
by the social milieu in which learning takes place.

According to Gardner (1991, p 44) Language learning would be influenced by
attitudes (Oller, Hudson, & Liu, 1977), (Brown, 2000, p181). In similar vein, Jones
(1950b) found a measure of attitudes toward learning L2 correlated significantly
with proficiency in the second language. Moreover, Jones demonstrated that such
attitudes varied with the linguistic background of the parents, indicating that
parental variables could play a role in the language learning process. In brief,
Gardner ´s

theory

holds that an individual successfully acquiring a second

language gradually adopts various aspects of behavior which characterize
members of another linguistic, cultural group. The learner´ s

ethnocentric

tendencies and his attitudes toward the other group are believed to determine his
success in learning the new language. His motivation to learn is thought to be
determined by his attitudes and his orientation toward leaning a second language.
(p47).

In this way, Brown (2000, p178) has considered attitudes as an important aspect
of the relationship between learning a second language and learning the cultural
context of the second language. Besides, exposed that attitudes like all aspects of
the development of cognition and affect in human beings, develop early in
childhood and are the result of parents´ and peers´ attitudes of contact with people
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who are “different” in any number of ways, and of interacting affective factors
in the human experience. These attitudes form a part of one´s perception of self of
others, and of the culture in which one is living.
Second language learners benefit from positive attitudes and that negative
attitudes may lead to decreased motivation and, in all likelihood, because of
decreased input and interaction, to successful attainment of proficiency. As it has
been exposed, learners can show positive and negative attitudes towards the
second language learning. In both cases, teachers´ role, teaching techniques and
student´ reactions must be taken into account. In this way, specific approaches and
teaching techniques have been considered in order to decrease negative attitudes
towards a second language. (Horwitz, 1986) and some studies about language
anxiety have been carried out since it is thought anxiety has a negative impact on
students´ attitudes toward language learning. (Phillips, 1990).

In regard to the reaction of foreign language students to natural approach activities
and teaching techniques, Koch, April and Terrel, Tracy ( in Horwitz et al. 1986,
109) state that instructors who fail to teach their students a foreign language are
the students who are too nervous, insecure, unmotivated, or indifferent to both the
instructor and culture of the language.

According to

a research

has been

confirmed that attitudinal factors relate to success and failure in second language
acquisition

must take these factors into account. Therefore, the teaching

techniques associated with the grammar translation approach, such as grammar
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exercises and translations, or memorizations and recitation of dialogues, can
foster negative attitudes toward the target and language learning in general.

Thus, one approach to foreign language instruction is the natural approach; which
attempts to provide comprehensible input in the target language and opportunities
for the students

to develop communicative competence by using the target

language in meaningful classroom activities. It emphasizes the acquisition

of

target language in stages in which they are not forced to produce the target
language. Students are encouraged to produce target language words or short
phrases in response to input; the study of the target language grammar is seen as
an aid to the acquisition process,

but not the primary focus of the natural

approach class. The methods and techniques under this approach are designed to
promote affectively positive attitudes.

It is also important to remark about what oral participation refers to, under the
viewoint of the current research, since they young group of students under study
evidence no interaction in the classroom. In regard this aspect, according to Gillian
Brown and George Yule (1983, p23), oral participation refers to the use of
spoken laguage, which is largely conceived of as teaching students to
pronounce written sentences. Students are not only taught to pronounce, but
they are given practice in listening to, examples of carefully spoken English. They
are required to discriminate between sounds or words spoken in isolation. They are
required to identify stressed words in taped sentences read aloud: In some cases,
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they are required to identify intonation in short texts read aloud. Regarding the
spoken language production, they state, learning to talk in the foreign language is
often considered to be one of the most difficult aspects of language learning for the
teacher to help the student with. The whole class can receive the same stimuls at
the same time and each student cand do whatever task is required of him by
himself. In the production of speech, however, each speaker needs to speak. He
needs to speak individually and, ideally, he needs someone to listen to him
speaking and to respond to him. Therefore, you find students giving individual
short responses to the teacher´s questions. The student is frequently expected
to “reply in complete sentences” when the teacher asks him a question in
class, since if he simply says yes or no, he gets so little practice in
producing the spoken form. The language he produces is, typically, evaluated by
the teacher for its correctness, either with respect to pronunciation or to grammar
or both. (p25).
In this regard, Harvey and Kendall (1969) expose that “the source of this problem
may lie in the instructional technique. The students have their books closed; the
teacher poses questions and expects the students to answer using words that they
have read only once or twice and probably have never spoken. It is folly to expect
students to have assimilated overnight a sufficient number of the new elements in
a reading selection to be able to rely correctly to a series of questions, which, if
true to form, may be inane or at least uninspired. Instead, the instructor should
give the student an opportunity to repeat and re- enforce without the fear of being
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interrogated. The teacher should give him some tips, some points of departure
that will clear the student´s mind and rela his tongue.” (p21)

In the same vein, Littlewood (1981, p8) regarding oral participation, he states
that learning activities themselves are “pre-communicative” rather than
“communicative”. That is, they aim to equip the learner with some of the skills
required

for

communication,

without

actually

requirng

him

to

perform

communicative acts. Participation is used as a “practice” and the term
“practice” as used here, includes not only activities where the learner´s
response is expected to be immediate (as in most drills and question and
answer practice), but also those where the learner has more time to reflect on the
operations he is performing (as in most written exercises). Each kind of activity has
its role to play in helping learners develop both fluency of behaviour and clarity of
understanding in their use of foreing linguistic system.
The term of oral participation is also associated with Speaking according to
Widdowson (1978, p58), who exposed that the term of Speaking is considered in
two manners: a usage verb and a use

verb and they are different

grammatically. For example, the expressions like “he speaks clearly” and “She
writes illegibly” refer to usage. Clarity or distinctiveness of speech refers to the
manner in which the phonological system of the language is manifested. But, the
expression, “He speaks correctly?” would probably refer to the grammatical system
of the language and the meaning would be that what he says conforms to the
accepted rules for sentence formation. So, it can be said that Speaking in the
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usage sense involves the manifestation either of the phonological
system or of the grammatical system of the language or both.
Now with reference to usage, it is perfectly true that speaking is active, or
productive, and makes use of the aural medium. However, the if we think of
Speaking in terms of use, the situation is rather different. To begin with, an act of
communication through speaking is commonly performed in face to face interaction
and occurs as part of a dialogue or other form of verbal exchange. Therefore, is
part of a recirocal exchange in which both reception and production play a part. In
this sense, the skill of speaking involves both receptive and productive
participation.
Thus, the term speaking is reserved for the manifestation of language as
usage and refer to the realization of language as use in spoken interaction as
talking.

In the same way, the terms skill and ability are considered

interchangeably. Those skills which are defined with reference to medium
(speaking, hearing, composing and comprehending) are linguistic skills. They refer
to the way in which the language system is manifested, or recognized to be
manifested, as usage. And those skills which are defined with reference to the
manner and mode in which the system is realized as use as communicative
abilities. Communicative abilities embrace linguistic

skills but not the

reverse.
In short, it could be said, according to Eunhee Han (2007) that one of the crucial
obstacles for EFL students´academic success is oral/ aural skill for class
participation. Preparation for required speaking involvement in the classroom is
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much longer and complex for the EFL students. Oral participation and the
contribution of ideas involve not only information to be disseminated, but diligent
practice for presenting the contribution in an easily understood oral manner. This
process assures extra hours of preparation and creates great stress for the
students. And “in most of the cases L2 students express their inhibition in class
participation due to a general lack of confidence in their speaking skills.” (Ferris,
1998)

In fact, taking into account what it is said above, it is also important to bring into
mind what interaction means. According to Rivers, Wilga (1987, p: 4) “linguistic
interaction is a collaborative activity involving the establishment of a triangular
relationship between the sender, the receiver and the context of situation”.
Interaction involves not just expressions of one´s own ideas, but comprehension of
those of others; in which one responds; others listen and respond. Therefore,
the factors that should be present as students learn to communicate: listening to
others, talking with others, negotiating meaning in a share context. Under this point
of view, the teacher´ s art is to create, or stimulate student creation of the types of
the situations in which interaction naturally blossoms and in which students can
use for actual communication what they have been learning in a more formal
fashion.
Interaction has been considered important in language learning situations, because
through interaction, students can increase their language store as they listen to or
read authentic linguistic material, or even the output of their fellow students in
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discussions, skits, joint problem solving tasks, or dialogues. It is important to
remark that in interaction, students can use all they possess of the language, all
they have learned or casually absorbed. (Rivers, 198, p160, cited in Rivers, 1987).

Rivers also stated that teachers not be looking for the best method for teaching
languages but rather the most appropriate approach, design of materials, or set of
procedures in a particular case. Teachers need to be flexible, with a repertoire of
techniques they can employ. Interaction refers to interaction between teacher and
student, student and teacher, students and student, student and authors of texts,
and student and the community that speaks the language.

Referring to the way how interaction can be promoted, Rivers Wilga (1987) states
that genuine interaction language learning requires individuals must appreciate the
uniqueness of the other individuals with their special needs, not manipulating or
directing them or deciding how they can or will learn, but encouraging them and
building up their confidence and enjoyment in what they are doing. Real interaction
in the classroom requires the teacher to step out the limelight, to cede a full role to
the students in developing and carrying through activities, to accepts all kinds of
opinions, and be tolerant of errors the student makes while attempting to
communicate. Interactive language teaching means elicitation of willing student
participation and initiative, it requires a high degree of indirect leadership, along
with emotional maturity, perceptiveness, and sensitivity to the feeling of others.
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When a teacher demonstrates these qualities, students lose their fear of
embarrassment and are willing to try express themselves. (Rivers, Wilga. (1987).

In the case of language anxiety for oral activities, Phillips, Elaine (cited in Young,
Dolly, 1998. p125) proposes some practical techniques for decreasing language
anxiety. It is expressed that anxious language students suffer significantly during
oral activities and that anxiety has a negative impact on students´ attitudes
toward language study (Phillips, 1990). In order to

understand some of the

variables related to anxiety and the oral skill and to offer teachers strategies for
lowering the level of stress in their classroom through

the

use of anxiety

management tools and activities that encourage authentic communication.
Researchers have examined the relationship between the language anxiety and
numerous variables such as classroom activity, competitiveness, risk- taking,
attitudes and in particular, beliefs about language learning, self esteem.

Regarding the techniques for oral activities, Phillips (1992, cited in Young, 1998.
p125) notes that although the correlation between anxiety levels and oral exam
scores is modest at best, students often believe that their anxiety affects their oral
performance, and she suggests that psychological factors play an important role in
determining whether students continue their study of a language. Price (1991)
mentions that the discrepancy between effort and results was specially frustrating
for high achievers.
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Another variable often mentioned as contributing to heightened language
anxiety is low self- esteem, because one´s
the ability to express oneself

self image is closely associated with

through language. (Guiora et al. 1972, cited in

Young, 1998). Students with low esteem are more likely to be concerned with
what their classmates think about them; thus,

fear of making a mistake or

appearing foolish in front of peers heightens their anxiety. Consequently, to help
anxious learners in the classroom, teachers need to begin with a great deal of
concern and empathy for the negative affect student s may experience. They must
talk openly with their students about realistic expectations for the course and about
the nature of language anxiety. They must develop strategies for developing a
sense of community among learners, activities that allow students a great deal of
non threatening oral practice,

and evaluation techniques designed to reduce

learner anxiety.

In regard to the techniques and activities that develop Community and reduce
anxiety, Young (1998, p: 129) points at the importance of developing a classroom
community, of teaching communicative gambits, and of using non threatening
group/ paired activities that increase the amount of time individual students send
communicating in the target language, which are defined below.

Conversation Gambits.

It is one technique

for cultivating a community and

provide learners a common language and helps feel students they are carrying on
a natural conversation.
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Oral activities with partners and in small groups. When students work in
groups, they often feel safer and are less conscious and embarrassed to speak
out because reporting on a group response is less threatening than giving an
answer for which only the individual student is responsible.

Recognition activity. The use of

a recognition activity is recommended as a

means of lowering anxiety even though the activity is not necessarily a group
exercise. Learners will be less anxious if they are allowed to react to the input
before being required to produce the new structure. Since the goal of the activity is
to produce the correct form, students feel pressured and embarrassed, and anxiety
is heightened.

Cued Response. Contextualized cued- response activities are also useful during
early production stage when cognitive overload heightens stress. They give
students alternatives while providing the option of an original response. It provides
students one right answer in parentheses, once again raising anxiety by making
form the sole focus of the activity and eliminating any creativity on the part of the
leaner. This activity can be done with the whole class, but student get more
practice if they go through the activity with a partner. Partner work reduces the
pressure to perform perfectly

and gives students more time to come up with

original answers.
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Information Gap Activities.

Another common format that increases tension

is the teacher question/ student response activity that places the responsibility for
answering squarely on the individual student. While the entire class waits silently
to hear the answer, second seems like minutes, and anxiety increases
exponentially for the learner who has been singled out. In contrast, with information
gap activities, whereby each person receives a part of the information needed to
solve a puzzle, students have time to formulate responses, and the solutions come
fro the team, not the individual.

Interviews and Surveys. This activity is also recommended for lowering anxiety
because, students generally feel more comfortable talking about the familiar: their
feelings, attitudes, opinions and habits. (Young, 1990, cited in Young 1998. P:134).
The practice of this activity make students feel more relaxed because they know
the answers and can focus their attention on producing them in the target
language. When students complete their surveys or when time is called, volunteers
report to the class on what they found out about their classmates.
Cartoon Stories and Role Play. These are examples of open- ended activities
that allow humor, a natural tension- reliever, to be injected into the classroom and
students´ creativity to be encouraged. Once again, the team is responsible for the
end product as opposed to the familiar oral report. The cartoon story can be used
at many levels depending on the simplicity or complexity
selected. To begin, a picture sequence

of the sequence

is selected and photocopied, and the

panels are cut apart with pieces arranged so that each group of students receives
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the full set of panels. The group´ s

goal is to arrange the panels in an

appropriate order, telling the story as they go.

Regarding some techniques

for error correction that are designed to reduce

learners´ anxiety with regard to speaking in the foreign language Young (1998)
also proposes the use of different methods of correction for different
circumstances.

It means

that if most time class is spent

on communicative

activities, overt error correction is not the most effective tool. Another technique is
Modeling, in which the teacher responds most importantly to what the student has
said while at the same time modeling the correct form of vocabulary item.

Besides the techniques stated above, Rivers, Wilga (1996, p 22) proposes some
mechanisms that teachers should carry out in the classroom regarding to the group
oriented interaction. She states teacher should encourage students to take control
of the turn- talking mechanism by adopting some of the features of natural
discourse, such as:
 Tolerate silences; refrain from filling the gaps between turns. This will put
pressure on students to initiate turns.
 Direct your gaze to any potential addressee of a student ´s utterance; do not
assume that

you

are the next speaker and the student ´s

addressee.
 Teach the students floor- taking gambits; do not grant the floor.
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exclusive

 Encourage students to sustain their speech

beyond one or two

sentences and to take longer turns; do not use a student´ s short utterance
as a springboard for your own lengthy turn.
 Extend your exchanges with individual students to include clarification of
the speaker´ s intentions and your understanding of them; do not cut off an
exchange too soon to pass on to another student.

In regard to the Suggestions for coping with or reducing Language Anxiety in the
classroom, Young (1998, p:242) proposes a list of actions to carry out for anxiety
stemming from personal factors;

anxiety from classroom procedures;

from

aspects of language testing, which comprise these suggestions:
For anxiety stemming from personal factors:
 Have students recognize their irrational beliefs or fears through group work
activities and games designed specifically for this.
 Suggest that highly anxious students participate in some form of
supplemental instruction, such as a support group, individual tutoring, or a
language club.
 Suggest students do relaxation exercises and practice self- talk.

For anxiety stemming from classroom procedures:
 Do more small group and pair work.
 Personalize language instruction.
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 Tailor activities to the affective needs of the learners, such as having
students practice their role- plays in groups before presenting them to the
class.

For anxiety stemming from aspects of language testing:
 Test what you teach in the context of how you teach it.
 Provide pretest practice of test item- types.
 Designate points on a test for conveyance of meaning and not just
grammar.

On the other hand, in regards to the learners´ strategies Hedge, Tricia (2000)
states that research into learners strategies has found that successful learner has
to do with their learning strategies, which refer to “any set of operations, steps,
plans, routines used by the learner to facilitate the obtaining, storage, retrieval and
use of information, that is what learners do to learn and do to regulate their
learning. (Rubin 1987p 19, cited in Hedge, 2000).
In the same way, Serradel (2005, p209) stated that learning strategies refer to the
techniques learners apply in order to understand, remember and learn contents,
which it is the object of learning. Moreover, the use of adequate strategies help to
attain the maximum of goals and success. In regard to the

different types of

learner strategies, Rubin (1987, p19) classified them in Cognitive, Metacognitive,
Communication and Socio- affective.
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Cognitive Strategies. According to Rebecca Oxford (1990, p43) Cognitive
strategies are essential in learning a new language and such strategies are a
varied lot, ranging from repeating to analyzing expressions to summarizing. With all
their variety, cognitive strategies are unified by a common function: manipulation or
transformation of the target language by the learner. Four sets of cognitive
strategies exist: Practicing, Receiving and Sending messages, Analyzing and
Reasoning, and Creating Structure for Input and Output.
Strategy for practicing are among the most important cognitive strategies
and include: Repeating, Formally practicing with sounds and writing
systems, Recognizing and using formulas and patterns, Recombining and
Practicing naturalistically.
Strategies for receiving and sending messages are necessary tools. They
involve: Getting the idea quickly, which helps learners locate the main idea
through skimming or the key points of interest through scanning; and using
resources for receiving and sending messages.
Analyzing and reasoning Strategies are commonly used by language
learners. Some strategies in this group are: Reasoning deductively,
Analyzing expressions, Analyzing constrastively (across

languages),

Translating, and Transferring.
Strategies for Creating Structure for Input and Output. There are three
strategies, considered as the way to create structure, which is necessary for
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both comprehension and production in the new language, they are:
Taking Notes, Summarizing and Highlighting.

In short, Rubin (1987) considers Cognitive strategies are thought processes used
directly in learning which enable learners to deal with the information presented in
tasks and materials by working on it in different ways. It comprises different ways:
 Analogy, which can be seen as a part of the more general strategy of
deductive reasoning (Rubin 1987), that is looking for rules in the second
language on the basis of existing knowledge about language.
 Memorization, in which the learner finds that both visual and auditory
memory are important. (Picket 1978). Shape of the word as a visual form,
whether printed or hand written is memorized. The sound of the item
reverberates somehow in the mind even though silently.
 Repetition. Students imitate a model, writing things down, and inferencing;
thus, the learner might guess the meaning of a word in a sentence.

Metacognitive

Strategies. They involve planning for learning, thinking about

learning and how to make it

effective, self- monitoring during learning and

evaluation of how successful learning has been after working on language in some
way. According to Oxford (1990) “Metacognitive” means beyond, beside, or with
the cognitive. Therefore, metacognitive strategies are actions which go beyond
purely cognitive devices, and which provide a way for learners to coordinate
their own learning process. Metacognitive strategies include three strategy sets:
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Centering your learning, Arranging and Planning your learning, and Evaluating
your learning. And ten strategies from these three groups exist. They are:
Centering your learning: Overviewing and linking with already known
material; Paying attention; Delaying speech production to focus on
listening.
Arranging and Planning your learning: Finding out about language
learning; Organizing; Setting goals and objectives; identifying the
purpose of a language task; Planning for a language task; Seeking
practice opportunities.
Evaluating your learning: Self- monitoring; Self evaluating.

Communication Strategies. A further category sometimes included in frameworks
of learner strategies

is that of communication strategies. When learners use

gesture, mime, synonyms, paraphrases, and cognate words from their first
language to make themselves understood and to maintain a conversation, despite
the gaps in their knowledge of the second language, they are using communication
strategies. The value of these is that they keep learners involved in conversations
through which they practice the language.

Socio- affective strategies, which provide learners with opportunities for practice.
Socio affective strategies have to do with social- medianting activity and interacting
with others. (Brown, 2000, p124). Examples include initiating conversation with
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native speakers,

using other people as informants

about the language,

collaborative on tasks, listening to the radio or watching TV programmes in the
language, or spending extra time in the language laboratory.
According to O´Malley et al. (1985b, p582- 584) socio affective includes two
strategies, such as:
Cooperation, which refers to working with one or more peers to obtain feedback,
pool information or model a languaguage activity; and Question for clarification,
which refers to asking a teacher or other native speaker for repetition,
paraphrasing, explanation and/ or examples.
Taking into account how the current study conceive Socio Affective Strategies, it is
important to remark Rebecca Oxford´s concepts (1990, p17-19). Regarding the
Affective Strategy, she stated that the term “affective” refers to emotions, attitudes,
motivations, and values. And three main sets of affective strategies exist: Lowering
your anxiety, Encouraging yourself, and Taking your Emotional Temperature. And
10 strategies in all, which can be stated as follows:
Lowering your anxiety:
Using progressive relaxation, deep breathing or mediation.
Using music
Using laughter.
Encouraging Yourself.
Making positive statements
Taking risks wisely
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Rewarding Yourself.
Taking your emotional temperature.
Listening your body
Using a checklist
Writing a language learning diary
Discussing your feelings with someone else.

The affective domain is imposible to describe within definable limtis. According to
H.Douglas Brown(2000) , “it spreads out like a fine- spun net, encompassing such
concepts as self- esteem, attitudes, motivation, anxiety, culture shock, inhibition,
risk taking, and tolerance for ambiguity. The affective side of the learner is probably
one of the very biggest influences on language learning success or failure. Good
language learners are often those who know how to control their emotions and
attitudes about learning. Negative feelings can stunt progress, even for the rare
learner who fully understands all the technical aspects of how to learn a new
language. On the other hand, positive emotions and attitudes can make language
learning far more effective and enjoyable.” (p124).

Regarding Social Strategies, Oxford (1990, p144) states that language is a form of
social behaviour; it is communication and communication occurs between and
among people. Learning a language thurs involves other people, and appropriate
social strategies are very important in this process. There are three sets of social
strategies, each set comprising two specific strategies. They are:
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Asking Questions.
Asking for clarification or verification
Asking for correction.
Cooperating with others.
Cooperating with peers
Cooperating with proficient users of the new language.
Empathizing with others.
Developing cultural understanding
Becoming aware of other´s thoughts and feelings.
Asking questions helps learners get closer to the intended meaning and thus aids
their understanding. It also helps learners encourage their conversation partners to
prvide larger quantities of “input” in the target language and indicates interest and
involvement. A related social strategy involves asking for correction, which is
especially useful in the classroom. The classroom setting provides much more
overt correction thant do natural, informal social settings.
In addition to asking questions, cooperating in general, is imperative for language
learners. Cooperation implies the absence of competition and the presence of
group spirit.

On the other hand, much of the research has tried to establish whether it is
possible to facilitate learning through the use of certain strategies, or whether
learners can modify their strategies and learn new, more effective ones. Therefore,
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Hedge (2000, p:90) proposes activities which train strategies and equip
learners to be active.

Regarding training cognitive strategies suggests replacing the techniques which
learners previously expected the teacher to explain the meanings of new words,
students can be trained to go through a series of techniques such as:
 Using clues in the text to guess meaning
 Using knowledge of affixation in a dictionary to establish a word ´s meaning
for themselves.
 Using text book materials as a resource, searching for language data and
analyzing them to find patterns and discover rules.

In relation to the training of meta cognitive strategies, states that can be productive
at the beginning of a course to ask students to share ideas about possible meta
cognitive strategies or self- help strategies. Some current textbook materials
engage students in describing and evaluating the strategies available to them.
Besides, Hedge (2000) explains different types:
 Centering learning: Over viewing, paying attention
 Arranging and planning learning : Setting goals and objectives, organizing
and seeking out practice opportunities.
 Evaluating learning: Self - monitoring.
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4. METHODOLOGY

“The aim of methodology is to help us to understand, in the broadest
possible terms, not the products of scientific enquiry but the process
itself” (Kaplan,1973).

In this part, what I intend is to define and give details of the type of Methodology
that was useful according to the complexity of this piece of research; the type of
tradition, the type of paradigm and make the selection of the different kinds of
instruments to use for collecting data, the

justification for these, and the

necessary procedures to attain the objectives of this research study.

The first stage was related to the process of reading about the literature that
could throw lights about the appropriate type of methodology to use according
to the situation before collecting information. Therefore it was necessary to
point out the difference between qualitative and quantitative research given by
David Nunan ( 1.993: 2-5),

Cohen and

Manion (1994:38) and Keith

Richards(2.003: 9-10). who stated that quantitative research is obtrusive and
controlled, objective, generalisable, which implies multiple case studies,
outcome oriented, assumes

the existence of facts which are

somehow

external to and independent of the observer or researcher; that is, seeks facts
or causes of social phenomena without regard to the subjective states of the
individuals.
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On the other hand, qualitative research assumes that all knowledge

is

relative, there is a subjective element to all knowledge and research, advocates
use of qualitative methods, it is characterized by a concern for the individual or
understanding human behaviour from the actor´s own frame of reference,
naturalistic and uncontrolled observation, discovery oriented, exploratory,
expansionist, descriptive and inductive.

Regarding these differences between qualitative and descriptive research,
Seliger and Shohamy (1989 p. 116-117) state that “some forms of qualitative
research narrow the focus of the research scope as the research progresses,
and not by a predetermined focus or hypothesis” and

in relation to

the

descriptive research, is defined as a type or category which utilizes already
existing data or non- experimental research with a preconceived hypothesis”.

In the same way, Allwright and Bailey (1991) point at the difference between
objectivity and subjectivity. On this point, they say that “ Objectivity meant
conformity with the object or independence from the subject, while subjectivity
referred to qualities or attitudes belonging to the thinking subject, as opposed to
the object of thought”. (p.63)
These characteristics are also synthesized or summed up in the following box
given by Keith Richards, (2003:10).
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Characteristics of qualitative inquiry
It will:

It will not:

Study human actors in natural settings, Set up artificial situations for the
in

the

context

of

their

ordinary, purposes of study or try to control the

everyday world.

conditions under which participants
act.

Seek to understand the meanings and Attempt to describe human behaviour
significance of these actions from the in terms of a limited set of preperspective of those involved.

determined categories.

Usually focus on a small number of Attempt to study a large population
(possibly just one) individuals, groups identified
or settings.

on the basis of particular

characteristics.

Employ a range of methods in order to Base

its

findings

on

a

single

establish different perspectives on the perspective or feature.
relevant issues.
Base its analysis on a wide range of Base its analysis on a single feature.
features.
Only use quantification where this is Represent its findings
appropriate for specific purposes and quantitative terms.
as a part of a broader approach.
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in primarily

Taking into consideration the definitions given above about the differences
between qualitative and quantitative research, and taking into account the focus of
this research points at subjective aspects of a small group of study, and whose
core question is What factors could affect students of

6th grade to participate

orally in class, “qualitative research” was appropriated for this type of research,
given the features of the research situation. In this case, it was be necessary to
carry out a study of particular cases of student´ s behaviour, as well as employ
different

instruments in order to establish relevant issues; and these features

corresponds to qualitative research.

Besides that, is the only methodology that throws light about how to deal with
individual cases and the central endeavour is to understand the subjective world of
human experience. This also means that interpretive or qualitative researchers
begin with individuals and set out to understand their interpretations of the world
around them. (David Nunan, 1.993.p 5)

In order to make a decision about the type of the most relevant tradition to go on
in this piece of search,

there are important aspects stated by Keith Richards

(2.003: 13) who considered seven core traditions in qualitative research. They
are ethnography, grounded theory, phenomenology, case study, life story, action
research and conversation analysis.

The core traditions stated above are defined as follow through the following chart.:
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Focus (outcome)
The

social

Tradition
world Ethnography

(Description

and

Primary means of data
collection
Observation, interview,
recording, documents.

interpretation of a group)
The

world Grounded theory

social

(Development of theory)
Lived experience

Observation,

interview,

recording, documents.
Phenomenology

Interview

(Understanding nature of
experience

of

phenomenon)
Particular

cases Case study

(Detailed description of

Interview,

documents,

observation, recording.

individual cases)
The person (Picture of Life history

Interview

individual life experience)
Professional

action Action research

(Improvement

of

Journal,

documents, recording.

professional practice)
Social

interaction Conversation analysis

(Explication

of

shared

interviews,

how

understandings

are constructed)
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Recording.

Grounded Theory insists that the research process works from data to theory
rather than vice versa, it also insists that the aim of the process is to generate a
theory. The theory is derived from or discovered through analysis of the data and
the methods used for data collection are similar to that ethnography. In this case of
grounded theory, the researcher does not begin with a particular theory in mind but
adopts an inductive approach that allows theory to develop from the data.

In relation to Phenomenology, its aim is to penetrate to the essential meaning of
human experience, to focus on the phenomenon or thing in order to generate
understanding from within. The methods used imply that researchers must set
aside their own memories, knowledge, speculation and so on concerning the
phenomenon itself .

Case study as its practitioners admit, means different things to different people
and the focus of

the research should be on a particular unit or set of units,

institutions, programmes, events and so on and the aim should be provide a
detailed description of the unit.

Life history is another tradition, where the focus is on the individual life as an
unfolding story, and life history, where the context plays an important part. The
methods used in life history involves prolonged interview, which usually consists of
a series of interviews in which triangulation is important in order to overcome two
important challenges to authenticity in such interviews: that the informant may not
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be telling the truth and the truth as perceived by the informant does not
represent what they truly believed or felt at the time.

Other type of tradition is conversation analysis, which refers to the use of careful
analysis of conversation to highlight significant aspects of social organisation. The
analytic emphasis falls on how speakers jointly construct conversation and their
shared understanding of what is happening in it. The methods used are focused
on

the sequential development of the conversation and the project might be

focused on an aspect of classroom interaction such as the way in which certain talk
is oriented to by the class.

After having described the types of tradition and analysed their characteristics, I
think the most appropriated tradition to work on this piece of search could
be Ethnography because it seeks to describe and understand the behaviour of a
particular social or cultural group. To further support this choice, in the following
paragraphs I explained the features that make it the best alternative.
Ethnography could be helpful in the present research because as it was said
above, according to Keith Richards (2003) Ethnography refers to the social world
and has to do with the description and interpretation of a group. In order to do this,
Keith Richards (2003) states that researchers try to see things from the perspective
of members of the group and this requires extended exposure to the field.
Fieldwork is central to all ethnography, which means that the researcher has to
negotiate entry into the research site, often as participant observer, a role in which
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the researcher undertakes work in the setting, for example, as a part- time
teacher, but at the same time gathers data. Adopting this perspective enables the
researcher to move from outsider to insider because this would mean taking for
granted the sorts of beliefs, attitudes and routines that researcher needs to remain
detached from in order to observe and describe. The main sources of data are field
notes and interviews, though documents may also be used and it may also be
possible to tape interaction. A typical ethnography might be when the researcher
join the staff as a temporary teacher, taking field notes, observing lessons,
interviewing teachers and perhaps students, even taping some staff meetings,
focusing particularly on the way in which teachers deal with new students in their
classes o how these students are represented in staff room talk.

According to Nunan (1992) “ethnographers” belief that human behavior cannot be
understood without incorporating into the research the subjective perceptions and
belief systems of those involved in the research, both as researchers and subjects.
Nunan ´s theory states that if we want to find out about behavior, we need to
investigate it in the natural contexts in which it occurs, rather than in the
experimental laboratory. Therefore, Ethnography involves the study of the culture/
characteristics

of a group in real world rather than laboratory settings.

Ethnography places great store on the collection and interpretation of data, and in
marked contrast with the experimental method, questions and hypotheses often
emerge during the course of the investigation, rather than beforehand.
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Nunan (1992) offers a set of characteristics about

Ethnography, in which

states that ethnographic research is contextual that is conducted in the context
where the subjects normally live, work or study in this case; Interpretive:
interpretive analysis of the data is done; ethnography often begins with questions,
not formal hypotheses. They may obtain data that do not answer or support their
original questions, but may be suggestive of others; educational ethnography
describes classroom processes; ethnography involves not just description, but
interpretation, analysis, explanation; has the holistic principle: takes into account
the behavior of the individuals, and /or group under investigation plus the context;
refers to factors influencing behaviors and interaction at the time they happen.

According to Watson –Gegeo and Ulichny (1988) (cited in Nunan,1992) there are
several key principles of ethnographic research. These include the adoption of a
grounded approach to data, the use of “thick” explanation, and going beyond
description to analysis, interpretation, and explanation. They point out that
ethnography involves interpretation, analysis, and explanation- not just description.
Explanation takes the form of grounded theory, which is based and derived from
data. The other key principles are holism and thick explanation. Holistic research
must take into account both the behavior of the individuals and or groups under
investigation and the context in which the behavior occurs, which has a major
influence on the behavior. There are two dimensions to this type of analysis, a
horizontal dimension and a vertical. The first one refers to the description of events
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and behaviors and the second one refers to the factors which influence
behavior and interaction at the time at which they occur.

In the current research five students of 6th grade were selected

at

María

Auxiliadora School from Sahagún Córdoba, because their behaviour show poor
oral performance in relation with the rest of the group, nervousness and anxiety
were also present, specially in oral interaction. Four of the students are girls and
one of them is a boy and their real names will not appear in this research study in
order to keep safe their identity.

The second stage of this piece of research has to do with the process of selecting
the instruments for collecting data. Therefore, for carrying out an ethnography
study with these students, different instruments included in this tradition, were
taken into account, as it is stated by

Leo van Lier (1996) who states that

Observation has been considered the centrepiece of any classroom research,
which is not a simple matter. It implies sitting in the back of the room and looking at
what is going on, taking notes, writing down, being selective about what impresses
us in the moment. But this matter is more difficult and complicated if the classroom
in question is the teacher´ s own, because it will be impossible to teach and
observe

him or her self at the same time. When this

situation happens the

teacher can find a colleague and make a reciprocal observation or another
possibility is to record the lessons on audio or video tape and to play these
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back. In this case, a transcription process is recommended. And the most
commonly recommended form of classroom research is action research.

Therefore, due to the difficulty to find a colleague during the process of the
research, the decision of recording videos and audio was taken according to Leo
Van Lier (1996). In Ethnography, instruments such as Observation, interviews,
recordings and documents are also proposed by Keith Richards (2003) In
summary, according to what it is said above, different types of techniques were
carried out, such as: observations, recording, questionnaires, interviews, diaries
and it was also used different tests, such as: “Self Confidence Test” by Brockert
and Braun G.(1997), “Debilitating and Facilitating Anxiety Scale” by Alpert, R. &
Haber, R.N. (1960) and “Personal Report of Communicative Apprehension” PRCA
Scale by Mc.Croskey, James, (1978) in order to give more validity to this piece or
research.

On the other hand, besides the type of methodology and tradition, paradigmatic
choices are also important to the development of this research. Regarding this
aspect, Keith Richards (2.003,p28) states that traditions are based on fundamental
beliefs about the world and a grasp of the relationship among these different
viewpoints promotes a deeper understanding of the nature of the inquiry itself. This
is what makes the consideration of paradigms a practical as well as a philosophical
enterprise. New paradigms emerge as theories and methods to form a new body of
principles, ideas and practices that will inform approaches to research.
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Ontology and epistemology are paradigmatic positions. The first one has to do
with the nature of our beliefs about reality, the science or study of being and the
second one has to do with knowledge, the nature of knowledge and the
relationship between knower and known; there are broadly two extremes between
which all the positions are to be found: objectivism and subjectivism.

The Qualitative paradigms are summed up in two positions, they are: Post –
Positivism and Constructivism. ( Louis Cohen and Lawrence Manion, 1994,p 9;
Keith Richards, 2003, p 36) Post- positivism is based on the fairly naïve objectivist
assumption that just as there is an objective world which is governed by laws
discoverable by science alone, so there are social laws governing the relationships
among individuals, institutions and society as a whole. Referring to the
Constructivism , the fundamental tenet of this position is that reality is socially
constructed,

so the focus of research should be on an understanding of this

construction and the multiple perspectives it implies. Actors are individuals with
biographies, acting in particular circumstances at particular times and constructing
meanings

from events and interactions. In this position, researcher and

researched stand in a dialogic relationship in which the researcher seeks to bring
about a change

in the consciousness

of the latter that will facilitate action

designed to redress the unequal and oppressive structure or oppression and
inequality.
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This last qualitative

paradigm which emphasises on interaction, particular

circumstances fits better than the other to this research; cases of anxiety and oral
interaction are involved in this paradigm and also it might be said that gives the
way to know what researcher needs and seeks.

As regards to methods, they are understood as the range of approaches used in
educational research to gather data which are to be used as a basis for inference
and interpretation, for explanation and prediction. Traditionally the word refers to
those techniques associated with eliciting responses to predetermined questions,
recording

measurements,

describing

phenomena,

performing

experiments,

participant observation, role- playing, non directive interviewing, episodes and
accounts. (Louis Cohen and Lawrence Manion, 1994, p 38).

If methods refer to techniques and procedures used in the process of data
gathering, the aim of methodology then, is to describe and analyse these methods,
throwing light on their limitations and resources, clarifying their presuppositions and
consequences, relating their potentialities to the twilight zone at frontiers of
knowledge. (Kaplan, 1.973)
According to the ideas above, methodology will be based on different methods or
techniques. In classroom research it is important to apply different instruments in
order to gather all the necessary information and to validate the answers to make
decisions.
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Therefore, as it was said before

different types of instruments such as

observations, recording, questionnaires, interviews, diaries and also tests were
carried out in order to give more validity to this piece or research taking into
account different authors, in relation to the Ethnography process. (Louis Cohen
and Lawrence Manion 1.994: 192); (Leo Van Lier, 1996); (Keith Richards, 2003).

All these instruments are very important, because thanks to them, we can know
what is happening in the classroom or what happens inside the student´ mind.
Next, I will refer to each technique or method useful and applicable for this piece of
research.

4.1. CLASSROOM OBSERVATIONS.

This is one of the most common forms of classroom research and what
normally think of when we use the term. The simplest way to carry it out is to
bring a tape recorder and record your class, then transcribe the recording.
Audio recording can be stored, so that you can go back to the original tape if
there are any doubts later. You can record the classroom by using video, if
you have the resources, but this implies at least two cameras, and someone to
operate them. Another way to observe the classroom is for an observer to take
notes. In this case, you must be clear about what kind of information you
need. For example, you may want to find how many minutes students X spent
with his attention focused on the teacher, or how much English he spoke when
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he was working in a group, or which students contributed most and what kind
of questions they asked.

The advantages of observation as a research technique are mainly in the
richness of the data which you get, especially from a video or audio recording.
Thus, from one recording you can obtain insights into various aspects of the
class.

Another advantage is that it needs not involve anyone else, and can be a
research project carried out by you with your own students. Thus, no-one feels
they are being “threatened” or judged. Furthermore, it is easy to carry out a
pilot study and repeat the study with the same group later. There is no limit to
the number of times you can record your class, while there is definite limit to
the number of questionnaires you can give your students.

Also, there is no restriction on the type of class you can record, there are even
cases of audio recordings of composition classes when the sound of pens
moving across paper at times was the only data!
The disadvantages lie mainly in the fact that recording seems immediately
attractive and recording one´s

classroom is easy. Teachers get very

enthusiastic and tape dozens of classes and then have the problem of making
sense of the data. This is in fact is where most work is involved. In order to
analyze what is going on in the classroom you need a theory and an objective.
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Another difficulty in

this type of observation is

the time taken up

in

transcribing. If you taped a class that lasted forty minutes you could spend
three hours or more transcribing the lesson, and then you have to type out the
transcription.

4.2. ELICITATION TECHNIQUES

4.2.1 Surveys.

According to Cohen and Manion (1.985), surveys are the

most commonly used descriptive method in educational research, and may vary
in scope from large-scale governmental investigations through to small scale
studies carried out by a single researcher. The purpose of a survey is generally
to obtain a snapshot of conditions, attitudes, and or events at a single point in
time. The purpose must be translated into a specific central aim.

Whether the survey is large-scale and undertaken by some governmental
bureau or small-scale and carried out by the lone researcher, the collection of
information typically involves one or more of the following

data-gathering

techniques: structured or semi-structured interviews, self- completion or postal
questionnaires, standardized tests of attainment or performance, and attitude
scales. Survey data are collected through questionnaires or interview, or a
combination of both.
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There are three prerequisites to the design of any survey are the specification
of the exact purpose of the enquiry; the population on which it is to focus; and
the resources that are available. First, a survey´ s general purpose must be
translated into a specific central aim. Thus, to explore teacher´ s views about in
service work´ is somewhat nebulous, whereas to obtain a detailed description
of

primary and secondary teachers´ priorities in the provision of in service

education courses´ is reasonably specific.

The second prerequisite refers to survey design, the specification of the
population to which the enquiry is addressed, affects decisions that researchers
must make both about sampling and resources.

The third important factor is designing and planning a survey is the financial
cost. Sample surveys are labour-intensive the largest single expenditure being
the fieldwork where costs arise out of the interviewing time, travel time and
transport claims of the interviewers themselves. There are additional demands
on the survey budget. Training and supervising the panel of interviewers can
often be as expensive as the costs incurred during the time that they actually
spend in the field.

In carrying out a survey, one works through a series of steps similar to those for
other types of research. These steps are stated below:
 Define objectives. What do we want to find out?
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 Identify target population. Who do we want to know about?
 Literature review. What have others said, discovered about the issue?
 Determine sample. How many subjects should we survey, and how will
we identify these?
 Identify survey instruments.

How will the data be collected:

questionnaire/ interview?
 Design survey procedures. How will the data collection actually be
carried out?
 Identify analytical procedures. How will the data be assembled and
analysed?
 Determine reporting procedure. How will results be written up and
presented?

In the case of this research study, both

techniques, questionnaires and

interviews are used with a group of five students, whose

behaviour show

difficulties in oral interaction, symptoms of anxiety and nervousness. The
process carried out during the development of these techniques are explained
below.

4.2.2 Questionnaires.

“Questionnaires are any written instruments that

present respondents with a series of questions or statements to which they are
to react either by writing out their answers or selecting from among existing
answers”. (Brown, 2.001p 6).
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The questionnaire is a relatively popular means of collecting data. It enables the
researcher to collect data in field settings, and the data themselves are more
amenable to quantification than discursive data such as free form field notes,
participant observers´ journals, the transcripts of oral language.

According to Zoltan Dornyei, (2003) questionnaires can yield three types of
data about the respondent: factual, behavioural and attitudinal.
questions are also called “classification” questions or

Factual

“subject descriptors”

and are used to find out about who the respondents are. They typically cover
demographic characteristics such as age, gender and race;

residential

location, marital and socio-economic status, level of education, religion,
occupation, as well as other background information that may be relevant to
interpreting the findings of the surveys. Such additional data in L2 studies often
include facts about the learners´ language learning history, amount of time
spent in an L2 environment, level of parents´L2 proficiency or the L2 course
book used.

Behavioural questions are used to find out what the respondents are doing or
have done in the past. They typically ask about people´s actions, life- styles,
habits, and personal history. The most well known questions of this type in L2
studies are the items in language learning strategy inventories that ask about
the frequency one has used a particular strategy in the past. Attitudinal
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questions are used to find out what people think. This is a broad category that
concerns attitudes, opinions, beliefs, interests, and values.

An important technique used in this research
questionnaires,

since its objective is

has been

behavioural

to know students´ attitudes

under

specific situations, such as oral interaction and performance in the second
language.

Therefore, five students, (four girls and a boy) who have showed

serious problems

for interacting and whose marks have been low,

were

selected to carry out this research.

Questionnaires can be prepared and administrated by teachers

to their

students, or the students at an institution. They can also be prepared by an
outside Investigator who wishes to find out and compare what is going on in a
wide variety of different classes. The great advantages of questionnaires are:
 They can involve a large number of subjects.
 The administering of questionnaires does not take too long.
 Most people do not regard answering a questionnaire as an invasion or
threat and usually subject co-operate.
 They are also versatile, which means that they can be used successfully
with a variety of people in a variety of situations targeting a variety of
topics.
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The main disadvantages are:
 It can involve a great deal of work in preparing the questionnaire itself
and processing the completed questionnaires.
 Results can often be disappointing, since answers are fairly restricted.
 Once you administer the questionnaire it is impossible to rectify any
mistake.
 The questions need to be sufficiently simple and straightforward to be
understood by everybody. (Zoltan Dornyei, 2.003 p 10)
 Subjects usually co-operate once with answering a questionnaire, but
resent having to fill in several on the same topic. Thus, it is important to
pilot the questionnaire and get a group of people to work in the items to
make sure they are foolproof.
Questionnaires items can be relatively closed or open ended (David Nunan,
1993, p 142). A closed item is one in which the range of possible responses is
determined by researcher, for example: “Foreign languages should be
compulsory in high school. Agree- neutral- disagree”. An open item is one in
which the subject can decide what to say and how to say it, for example: “what
do you think about the proposal that foreign language should be compulsory in
high school?
Questionnaires can consist

entirely of closed questions, entirely of open

questions, or a mixture of closed and open questions.
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On the other hand, constructing

good questionnaires involves a series of

steps and procedures, including:
Deciding o the general features of the questionnaire, such as the length,
the format, and the main parts.
Writing effective items questions and drawing up an item pool.
Selecting and sequencing the items.
Writing appropriate instructions and examples.
Piloting the questionnaire and conducting item analysis.

4.2.3. Interviews. Interview as a research technique is normally considered
as one of a range of survey methods in social research. The purposes
of the interview in the wider context of life are many and varied. It may
be

used as a means of evaluating or assessing a person in some

respect; for

selecting or promoting an employee; for effecting

therapeutic change, for testing or developing hypotheses; for gathering
data, so on. Though

in each situation

the respective roles of the

interviewer and interviewee may vary and the motives for taking part
may differ, a common denominator is the transaction that takes place
between seeking information on the part

of one and supplying

information on the part of the other (Louis Cohen and Lawrence Manion,
1994, p281)
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The research interview has been defined as a two person conversation
initiated by the interviewer for the specific purpose of obtaining researchrelevant information, and focused by him on content specified by research
objectives of systematic description, prediction, or explanation. In this sense, it
refers to a formal interview, in which set questions are asked and the answers
recorded on a standardized schedule. Interview is an unusual method in that it
involves the gathering of data through direct verbal interaction.

As a research technique, interview may serve three purposes:
 It may be used as the principal means of gathering information having
direct bearing on the research objectives. It provides access to what is
inside a person´ s head.
 It may be used to test hypothesis or to suggest new ones; or as an
explanatory device to help identify variables and relationships.
 It may be used in conjunction with other methods in a research undertaking.
On the other hand, there are four kinds of interviews that may be used
specifically as research tools: the structured interview;
interview;

the non- directive interview;

and

the unstructured

the focused interview. (Louis

Cohen and Lawrence Manion, 1.994, p273; Keith Richards, 2003,p 51)

The structured interview is one in which the content and procedures are
organized in advance. This means that the sequence and wording of the
questions are determined by means of a schedule and the interviewer is left
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little freedom to make modifications. It is therefore, characterized by being a
closed situation. The

unstructured interview is an open situation, having

greater flexibility and freedom. The research purposes govern the questions
asked, their content, sequence and wording are entirely in the hands of the
interviewer, but it has to be carefully planned.

The non – directive interview as a research

technique derives from the

therapeutic or psychiatric interview. The principal features of it are the minimal
direction or control exhibited by the interviewer and

the freedom the

respondent has to express her subjective feelings as fully and as
spontaneously as the chooses or is able. The focus interview focuses on a
respondent ´s

subjective responses to a known situation in which she has

been involved and which has been analysed by the interviewer prior to the
interview.

The type of interview one chooses will be determined by the nature of the
research and the degree of control the interviewer wishes to exert. (David
Nunan, 1993,p 149).

According to what Nunan (1993) states, regarding the type of interview and
the nature of the research, and considering the previous knowledge about the
situation of this group of students with symptoms of nervousness, anxiety and
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poor performances in oral interaction,

the application of

focus interview

seemed more relevant and appropriate.

The group of

five students mentioned above, were asked to answer

six

questions related to their behaviour, attitudes, interests and feelings related to
the particular situations in the development of class. Moreover, the interview
was also recorded in order to see student´ s reactions and behaviour in detail.
But, the presentation and analysis of this process will be spread in other
chapter.

Besides the different types of interviews, Keith Richard states that a good
interview is rich in detail and this means we have to encourage the interviewee
to provide responses that are slightly different from the norm. Some techniques
are also provides. They are stated below:
 Listening: A good interviewer is good listener
 Prompting:

There are no hard and fast rules about what sort of

questions you should ask because so much depends on the purpose of
the interview and the way the interviewee is responding, but it is possible
to refine questioning technique.

Regarding the main question types they are classified in Opening questions, in
which the interviewer begins inviting to a fairly length response, Check/reflect,
is useful when something has not been understood; Follow-up question, when
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the speaker has raised something or perhaps given a subtle indication that
there is more to be discovered on this topic, the interviewer may decide to
follow up; Probe question, which it emerges during the interview that demand
more careful excavation and here the interviewer needs to probe

specific

elements in order to build up a satisfactory picture; and Structuring question,
in a formal interview, it may be necessary to mark a shift of topic by using
structuring moves.

In order to set up and conducting an interview, Keith Richards suggests
working on preliminary questions (who?, when? Where? How long? And under
what conditions) preparation, opening and closing. Cohen and Manion (1985,p
151) also recommends for planning and conducting interviews, to take into
account different aspects, such as: Preparing the interview schedule which it
refers to translate the research objectives into interview questions; Piloting,
which it means that is very important that interview questions are piloted with a
small sample of subjects before doing used; selection of subjects, which it
involves

selecting appropriate proportions of subgroups of the population,

using whatever variables; and elements of interview, which depend on the
extent of the sequence of questions, however some elements that could be
included are briefing and explanation; and questioning.
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4.3.

DIARY STUDIES.

A long established method of gleaning data is by means of diary studies,
either those of students or teachers. In many cases, students

of applied

linguistics courses in the U.S. are asked to take a course in the learning of a
foreign language and then describe their experiences in the form of a diary
study.

The main point about diary study is that the diary entries should be written up
as soon as possible after the lesson, while the events and emotions are still
fresh in the mind, and without having time to reflect and distort impressions of
the class. In this way a true picture of the mood of the class is obtained.
The advantages of diary studies are that they are easy to carry out, it just needs
about 15 minutes

after the end of a class and that they can involve the

students as well in the research process.

Also diary studies are one way of carrying out longitudinal research, over a
period of time. While classroom observation is good offering a snapshot of a
lesson, diary studies offer a lesson by lesson survey of the whole course, from
start to finish. They very often show, for example, a lack of motivation or
frustration around the middle of the course, a period when the students do not
seem to get on well with each other, and usually and improvement in this
toward the end.
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The disadvantages are mainly in the lack of academic respectability of a diary
study. The researcher must be completely sincere and must be fairly secure
so as to be able to make adverse criticisms of himself in public. Also, he should
have a good working relationship with his students if he wishes to use the
diary data prepared by his own students. He needs to be sure that the students
will be franc and honest in their comments, and not merely produced a
whitewash. For this reason, it is often difficult to judge the generalisability of
someone else´ s diary studies.
Finally, once again there must be some kind of theory behind the analysis of
the diary studies.

4.4. CASE STUDY

Case study is based on a range of techniques employed in the collection and
analysis of qualitative and quantitative data. It is a method of observation,
which could be participant or non participant. Participant observation has to do
with the real participation of the observer in the group, in which he has access
to all the activities of the group and observation is possible in a closer way than
any other. This type of observation has been considered like complex and more
demanding and subjective.

Non participant observation implies to give some explanations about his or her
presence in the classroom. It corresponds to the opposite side of the participant
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observation, because here the observer stand aloof from the group activities
and the researcher

sits at the back of the classroom and

records the

relationship between the teacher and the students.

In both cases observation is not enough; it is necessary to complement this
activity with other techniques like filming, tape recordings, taking pictures and
field notes.(Woods,1986). It is also important that never resume

the

observations until the notes from the preceding observations are complete.
Observation setting can also vary from one place to other, perhaps in the
laboratory, the yard during the break, and not always in the classroom.

On the other hand, case study has many advantages that make it attractive to
its use. In fact, its strength is based on reality, the attention to the subtlety and
complexity of the case, can represent something of the differences or
discrepancies between the viewpoints held by participants and present
research or evaluation data in a more publicly accessible form than other kinds
of research report and it is also capable of serving multiple audiences.

Though case study has some advantages, it is also relevant to remark that only
observations do not reflect a complete idea of the problem we need to analyse.
First of all, because it its necessary to support observations with other
mechanisms like interviews, dialogues, field notes. On the other hand it is a
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useful tool for working with cases related to affect in which we need to identify
individuals with these types of problems.

In conclusion, we can affirm that despite the possible problems of validity and
reliability, the case study has a great deal of potential as a research method
and a major strength is its suitability to small scale investigations, in which both
quality and quantitative field methods can be applied.

In the current piece of research as it was said above, two types of techniques
under the case study approach were carried out with a sample of five students
who showed serious difficulties in oral participation, nervousness and anxiety
and poor performance in oral activities. Therefore, in order to carry out the
process, first of all dialogues with this group of five students were given, then
notebooks were delivered to them and asked to fill up with

personal

information, feelings, emotions they feel during the English class.
In this stage, some questions were given at the beginning of the process, such
as: Information questions ( date, place, goals of the class); and

Anxiety level

questions (expectations, difficulties, emotions, reflections, comments) as many
researchers suggest (Parkinson, B. and

Howell- Richardson,1990 cited in

Brumfit and Mitchell,1990. p.128), (Farrington, 1986), (Parkinson and Higham,
1986) and (Bailey, 1983). Students gave very specific information according to
the questions given, what made difficult to gather the necessary information;
therefore, it was necessary to suggest them to re write what they have done,
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but in a more natural and narrative way, without taking into account specific
questions.

4.5.

TESTS.

This instrument corresponds to another important way to collect data.
According to Seliger Herbert and Shohamy Elana (1989: 176) a test is a
procedure to collect data on subjects´ability or knowledge of certain disciplines.
In second language acquisition research, test are generally used to collect data
about the subject´s ability in and knowledge of the second language in areas
such as vocabulary, grammar, reading, metalinguistic awareness, and general
proficiency.
In this research project, three different tests were applied; they were:

4.5.1 Test: Do you have enough self confidence? By Brockert and Braun G.
(1997) and taken from The test of emotional intelligences. This test comprises
twenty three questions which measures the

degree of

self confidence

the

students under this research evidence in their behaviour and decisions taking in
particular situations.

4.5.2

Test: Debilitating and Facilitating Anxiety Scale by Alpert, R& Haber,

R.N. (1960). It is a test that measures anxiety in academic achievement situations,
which consists in nineteen questions and shows the degree of students anxiety
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according to their performance and the anxiety effects classifying them as
facilitating or debilitating. To determinate the students´ anxiety scales a score is
given, which comprises more than twenty two points for debilitating anxiety and
less than twenty one points for facilitating anxiety.

4.5.3 Test: Personal Report of Communication Apprehension (PRCA Scale)
by McCroskey, James, (1978). This test aims to identify the students levels or
scales of anxiety, regarding to different situations carried out in front of the public,
small groups, discussions in small groups, speech, meetings and conversations.

Besides of the different techniques, another important stage to carry out in this
research study is the Triangulation, which it is defined by Cohen and Manion
(1994) as the use of two or more methods of data collection in the study of some
aspect of human behavior. In the same way, triangulation process has been seen
as the value of multiple perspectives in data collection and in analysis by many
researchers. According to Allwright and Bailey (1991) in the practice of classroom
research these perspectives

do not guarantee accuracy, but at least they

counterbalance each other and make it much more difficult to believe

in the

absolute truth of data taken from any single perspective.

Cohen and Manion ( 1994) as Allwright and Bailey (1991) also consider that
whereas the single observation normally yields unambiguous information on
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selected phenomena, it provides only a limited view of the complexity of
human behaviour and of situations in which human beings interact.

Regarding this aspect, Lin, 1976, (cited in Cohen and Manion, 1994) states
that “the data generated are not simply artifacts of one specific method of
collection. Triangulation is used in interpretive research to investigate different
actor´s viewpoints, the same method, will naturally produce different sets of
data”. (Lin,1976, p. 233). Regarding this, Seliger and Shohany (1989) state
that “ the use of a variety of methods to collect data allows the researcher to
validate findings through triangulation”(p.123) and

“by using a variety of

procedures and by obtaining data from a variety of sources the researcher
often obtains rich and comprehensive data” (p. 160).

Many researchers consider that Triangulation can take several different forms.
(Denzin,1970 cited in Cohen and Manion,1994. p.235), (Allwright and Bailey,
1991 p.73). They stated the following types of triangulation used in research:

Time Triangulation, which it attempts to take into consideration the factors of
change and process by utilizing cross- sectional and longitudinal designs.
Space Triangulation, which it attempts to overcome the parochialism of studies
conducted in the same country by making use of cross- cultural techniques.
Combined levels of triangulation, which it refers to the use of more than one
level of analysis from the three principal levels used in the social science,
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namely, individual level, the interactive level or groups and the level of
collectivities.

Theoretical triangulation, which it draws upon alternative or competing theories
in preference to utilizing one viewpoint only. Investigator triangulation, which it
engages more than one observer. Methodological Triangulation, which it uses
either the same method on different occasions, or different methods on the
same object of study.

The fourth stage has to do with the Presentation and Analysis of results carried
out in this research study. Therefore, it is relevant to mention that the results were
taken from the different techniques applied according to the Qualitative research,
such as questionnaires, interview, observation, examining records, diaries, tests,
and verbal reporting. (Seliger and Shoahamy ,1989, p.160- 204) (Allwright and
Bailey, 1991. p.65). “In qualitative, the data are usually in the form of words in oral
or written modes”

In relation to the analysis, this is a process which enables the researcher to identify
themes and patterns of behavior emerging from both classroom practices and
teacher comments. (Bodgan and Taylor, 1975 p.206 cited in Donald and Richards,
(1996), (Lacey,1976, cited in Woods,1986, p.134). Besides, the analysis depends
on the type of research; thus, this study was carried out following the typical
features and techniques of Qualitative research.
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In relation to this last aspect, that is the analysis of qualitative data, two main
types of techniques can be identified: an organized scheme imposed on the data;
and categories derived directly from the data. (Seliger and Shohamy, 1989, p. 204,
208). In both cases the data are summarized and collapsed in a systematic way;
(Bliss, Monk, and Ogborn, 1983 cited in Cohen and Manion, p.210) then, they need
to be validated and verified. In this case, the categories were

derived

and

elaborated from the results of the most relevant aspects and variables that were
similar among the different techniques used for collecting data after a triangulation
process.

Referring to the analytical approach used in the current research, a synthetic /
holistic

perspective

was

taken

into

account,

which

emphasizes

the

interdependence of the parts of the field. According to Seliger and Shohamy (1989,
p27) by “synthetic” or holistic, they mean an approach to second language
phenomena that allows us to view the separate parts as a coherent whole.
Besides, they state the importance of grouping all the factors involved in second
language learning under some set of unifying categories. This enables us to deal
more easily with the complexity and to talk about “biological factors”, “linguistic
factors”!, “affective variables”, etc. And a number of language related systems,
such as the biological, psychological, have traditionally been identified as relating
to or affecting second language acquisition.
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In the current study for example, different factors that affect students´ oral
production were found, thus they were grouped in the category: “Factors that affect
Students´oral participation in the Classroom” as a synthesis of many other factors.
In the same vein, Weinberger (1987) exposed there are two ways to approach the
study of a field with many component parts: either we attempt to grasp the whole or
large parts of it in order to get a clearer idea of the possible inter relationships
among the components, or we identify small parts of the whole for careful and
close study, attempting to fit small pieces into a coherent picture of the whole at a
later stage.
In this study large which parts were taken into account

to get a better

understanding of the difficulties that students have when participating orally in
English at this school.

It can be also said that in the current study the process of analyzing the data, was
done through a construction of a list with all the behaviors observed and then, they
were categorized into patterns which see to emerge from what has been observed
and recorded from the students and also from what the theoretical review has
shown. For example, the observations and recording revealed that some activities
eased the oral participation which others limited and provoked anxiety symptoms;
therefore, the Types of Activities performed in the Classroom and Anxiety
Symptoms were considered.
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However, besides the analysis done about students´ behavior through different
instruments such as class observations and videos; students´ opinions and
feelings towards oral participation in the classroom were also taken into account to
be analyzed. In this case, diaries, surveys and interviews were the key to interpret
and know what was inside the students´ mind. Therefore, hermeneutic approach
was very helpful to find meaning and give an interpretation to the students´ texts,
since Hermeneutic which has been defined by Hans-Georg Gadamer (1983) as an
approach rather than a method

whose central focus is interpretation.

Hermeneutics may be described as the development and study of theories of the
interpretation and understanding of texts.

Essentially, hermeneutics involves cultivating the ability to understand things from
somebody else's point of view, and to appreciate the cultural and social forces that
may have influenced their outlook. Hermeneutics is the process of applying this
understanding to interpreting the meaning of written texts.

Thus, hermeneutic

guided the way for analyzing and interpreting the written data and helped to find
important factors in the current research which were the focus of this study.

Besides all the stages stated above, it was also important to take into account
some different steps in order to carry out this piece of research. Therefore,
regarding the process of searching some ideas from different authors were taken
into account. According to Seliger H. and Shohamy Elana, (1989) in order to give
sense this piece of research, after having collecting data, it comes a process of
transcriptions. To this respect, Keith Richards (2003) recommends to explain the
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reason why we wish to record the lesson(s); to see the transcripts; offer to
share any findings or insights that might be of use to the teacher. And regarding
to the transcriptions of classroom interaction, it is also recommended to use
verbatim transcripts, which display all the hesitations, false starts, pauses and
overlaps of natural speech. (Allwright, Dick and Bailey, Kathleen, 1991).
Therefore, the transcripts of questionnaires,

observations, records, interviews,

diaries, reflections were done.

After that, it was necessary to validate the data

through the process of

triangulation in order to identify the main variables or categories that could help to
organize information. In this step many aspects were born, as well as many
categories, which were purified through the process. Then, it was also necessary
to apply a new interview to the students under study in order to collect more
information about their strategies.

Having organized information inside categories the process of a starting analysis
began; it was a point of departure that could help to develop new sub categories,
which were compared with the different instruments and once more related to the
core question and sub questions to be sure they were well focused. In this part of
the process it is important to remark that it was necessary to look for
commonalities, regularities, or patterns across the various data text. Four
categories appeared from the instruments. They were: Classroom activities,
Students´ strategies, Anxiety Factors and Students ´attitudes.
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Regarding the final step, it was very important the interpretation of the results. It
was taken into account Seliger and Shohamy´s (1989, p 246) recommendation
about this part of the research.

They state that once

the results have been

reported and described, they must be interpreted and this interpretation occurs in
different levels. The common to all these levels is that the research results are
carried one step further toward an examination of their meaning in a broader
context and toward possible recommendations. The conclusions discuss the
meaning of the research results and place them in a broader and more general
context and perspective, often generalizing beyond the specific sample of the
study. Regarding Implications, they address the consequences of the results by
relating them to the more theoretical and conceptual framework of the research
topic, some pedagogical implications to take into account in the classroom and at
the end suggestions for further research.
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5. RESULTS

5.1.

DESCRIPTION OF RESULTS.

In this chapter the objective is to describe the results obtained from the different
instruments in order to be analysed. Thus, as Seliger and Shohamy state: “ Once
the research data have been collected with the aid of types of data collection
procedures ,the next step is to analyze those data”. (Seliger and Shohamy, 1989
p201).

Therefore, taking into account that it is also important to carry out the triangulation
process and validate the results taken from the data,

results of each instrument

are described first, before being analysed, which corresponds to the next chapter.
Regarding the result of the instruments, these correspond to those selected
according to the type of research, that guides this piece of work. Thus, techniques
like Observation recordings, Questionnaires, diaries, interviews, tests and
reflecting teacher, have been suggested for qualitative research and specially in
this case for action research. Percentages of the results are described below:

5.1.1

Results of the questionnaires applied to five students of 6 th grade

about their oral participation activities and their anxiety in the English class .
It

comprised

a total of

nineteen (19) questions which were focused on the

classroom activities that could ease or difficult students´ participation, students´
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attitudes in oral activities and types of materials used in the classroom. It was
applied to four girls and a boy. The results were as follows:

In regard to the students´ preferences about the activities performed in the
classroom, they stated to prefer translations from English to Spanish (80%), while
the English classes are focused on oral skills (100%); thus most of the activities
are centred in oral participation (40%) while another activities, such as translations,
repetitions or readings cover only 20% each one. Among those oral participation
activities conversations have been considered like the most frequent (80%).

Regarding the relation between the activities performed in class and students´
negative reactions such as anxiety or nervousness,

the students under study

stated to feel anxiety and nervousness symptoms during oral activities, specially
with presentations and oral participations (80%) or when they have a presentation
of an assignment (20%); or when they have to participate in an activity through
which they do not feel well like short dramatizations (40%), reading in front of the
group(40%) and conversations (20%).

Therefore, when these activities are carried out in class some reactions occur,
such as sweating hands (40%), movement of a leg or a hand on the chair (20%),
biting nails (20%)or freeze state (20%). Under this circumstance they expressed
to prefer staying quiet in the classroom (100%) and their participation occur mainly
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by own participation (40%) or when the teacher asks them (20%), the
classmates motivate them (20%) or they just stay quiet.

Another aspect to take into account refers to the types of materials more used in
class, the students stated that flash cards are usually used (60%), also tape
recorders (20%), and books (20%); regarding this aspect, the students under study
feel more motivated to participate with cards (40%), games (40%) and videos
(20%) and at home 60% of them have their own material for practicing speaking
and listening. Also, 82% of them consider speaking English is important as well
as understanding (72%).

Referring to the resources the students consider those resources which help them
to improve their oral skills are videos(40%), cassettes (20%), CDs (20%), teacher´s
participation (20%) and songs (20%).

5.1.2. Results of video recordings with students of 6th grade about their
negative reactions and oral participation activities in the

English

class.(Class Observation 1, Appendix 7) Two videos were recorded
because of the lack of another English teacher to take notes from the
observations. The first video corresponds to September 2 nd and its purpose
is focused on the types of

activities that could favour or impede oral

participation in the classroom, and the students´ reactions. The result of the
1st one is stated below:
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The class was carried out with students of 6th grade whose ages are around eleven
and twelve years. The objective of the class was describing daily activities. In this
case, some types of classroom activities were given, such as Identifying pictures
both in Spanish and English , students´ interaction through conversations about
personal daily activities, repetition of expressions, pair work, and matching
pictures with the written word.

Therefore, different materials were also used, such as flash cards, posters with
written expressions inside and

colourful posters

which included pictures.

Methodology was focused on the development of oral participation and interaction
between students and students and students and the teacher.

It was observed that some activities ease oral participation between teacher and
students such as identifying pictures with the whole class, as well as when
students are asked to match pictures with the written words on a poster and
repetition of expressions. In regard to student and student´s participation was
observed that pair works helped students to take turns for participating in a
volunteer way; however, it was not the same case of the students under study. On
the contrary, individual participation provoked avoidance and reject, specially if
the teacher asks for participating to a particular person (Turnos 29,30,37,53,60).
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Taking into account students´ reaction according to the oral activities carried
out in the class, most of the students assumed a positive attitude

while the

students under study showed symptoms of nervousness and anxiety, specially
with conversations in front of the group. Those symptoms were change in the
voice,

stuttering, body movement, laugh, covering the

face, stopping the

discourse, jump, silent and avoidance.

Regarding the materials used in the activities, students in general showed more
interested to participate orally through the description of flash cards (Turnos 17,
51) and matching pictures from a poster with flash cards with written words.

5.1.3

Results of the second video recordings with students of 6 th grade

about the strategies and activities that promote oral participation and reduce
negative reactions in the English class. (Class Observation 2, Appendix 8)
This class was carried out on September 28th /2007 with the students of 6th grade
and the objective was describing preferences about food through oral participation
activities. Some activities were developed such as identifying pictures from two
posters which comprised fruits and vegetables respectively, teacher and students
participation about likes and dislikes related to food, description of some real
products with the whole class, student and student´s
pictures from magazines and identifying them.
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participation and cutting

Methodology was focused on the development of oral participation activities
through volunteering participation,

pair work, conversations between students,

eliciting students by themselves and

the use of

posters, flash cards and

magazines for describing pictures related to the topic.

As regards the types of activities carried out in class, it was observed that the
whole class participated

identifying and describing pictures and food through

posters, flashcards and magazines and which vocabulary had been known last
class. In the same way, it was also observed that pair work promoted participation
between students; thus eight couples participated in a volunteer way and other
three couples participated under the pressure of one of the participants. These
three students corresponded

to those who are under study and in their

participation they read what they wanted to say.

On the contrary, the students who were asked by the teacher to participate in the
activity showed signs of avoidance and then were able to interact in a volunteer
way. In the case of the students under study two of them also interacted, but forced
by their partners.

In regards to the attitudes observed with the students under study it was seen
that they avoided to interact with another student or with the teacher in some
opportunities and in others, they showed symptoms of anxiety and nervousness
such as body swinging, closing the eyes, short performance, weak voice; while the
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other students were more spontaneous. It was also perceived that cutting
pictures from magazines also reduced negative emotions in the students and they
felt motivated when the couples participated and after their participation everybody
applauded them.

5.1.4 Result of the Interview carried out with five students of sixth grade in
order to know the factors that influence in their oral participation, their
attitudes and to know the types of activities they

feel confident. Basically,

six questions were designed previously, but according to the students´ answers
one was omitted and two others appeared. The five students under study were
called apart from their classmates in order to be interviewed in Spanish, therefore a
group interview was carried out with them.

According to what students said all of them are regular in their grades, because
they do not understand and feel nervousness. In regard to this aspect they also
added they are shy specially in English (3 or 5) and gave reasons such as fear of
making mistakes (3 of 5), fear of their classmates´ jokes (3 of 5) and nervousness
(2 of 5). Besides, they do not feel well in the classroom (5 of 5); there is lack of
confidence specially with some boys who have shouted some of their classmates
when they ask for clarifying ideas (3 of 5).

Regarding the classroom activities through which they feel more confidence, they
considered that translation exercises are easier (3 of 5) whether in groups or
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alone; on the contrary the other two students stated that dialogues are easier;
but they do not participate and they only like to see others participating.
With regard to the activities that impede their participation the students considered
some activities are difficult

such as conversations

and dramas (2 of 5),

translations (2 of 5) and many other things (1 of 5). Besides they also stated
sometimes understand, but not always; therefore when this situation occurs, they
prefer to ask a partner (4 of 5) and they do not ask the teacher because they feel
shy (2 of 5), in spite of feeling confidence in the teacher (5 of 5).

As a consequence of their difficulties in some activities, they expressed to feel
similar reactions, such as: sweating hands and trembling (5 of 5), desire to go to
the bath (2 of 5), nervousness (2 of 5) and forgetting signs (1 of 5).

5.1.5 . Presentation of the results of the diaries carried out by the students of
sixth grade during a period in the English class. The diaries were carried out
by 5 students under study for a short period of time (5 classes each one), which
objective was to identify students´ reaction or attitudes according to the types of
activities performed in the classroom.

Taking into account the students´ reports they stated feeling shy (4 of 5) when oral
activities are carried out, such as conversations, participation between students or
reading in public, as well as other symptoms like nervousness (2 of 5) and fear of
classmates (2 of 5) are present.
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Regarding personal

factors (Schuman & Schuman.1977) that influence in

their participation one student expressed that as he does not know to read in
English he feels embarrassed, another student stated that she does not bring
home works, and other student considered that good participations between other
students provokes nervousness. On the contrary of the reactions provoked by
oral participation activities, they feel relaxed with written exercises (2 students).

5.1.6. Presentation of the results about the personal scale of communicative
anxiety. It corresponds to a personal test that comprises twenty five questions,
and was applied to the five students under study with the objective of identify
individual and relational factors (Arnold, Jane, 1999) that affect their participation
in the classroom participation activities.

Therefore, taking into account to the results, three of them stated to feel very
nervous in communicative activities, fear to talk in public, short participations in
front of a group, signs of trembling, fear of participating with a loud voice, confusion
in their ideas. Thus, after the computation of their results it was found that three
students are categorized as high communicative apprehensive and the other two
students were in the scale of Moderate communication apprehensive.

5.1.7. Presentation of the results about a personal test related to anxiety
scale of the students under study. This test comprises nineteen questions and it
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was applied with the objective to know how anxiety can affect students´
performance, classifying them as debilitating or helpful anxiety.(Horwitz

and

Young, 1991). Therefore, according to their answers nervousness impede they get
good grades, taking tests provoke nervousness before and during the activity, and
sometimes they feel mind is confused.

According to the computation of their application, all five students

were

categorized under the scale of Debilitating anxiety.

5.1.8. Presentation of the results about a personal test related to students´
self confidence. A personal test which comprises twenty three questions were
applied to five student under study with the objective to identify personal and
external factors(Arnold, Jane, 1999) (p: 8) that may be a cause of students´
negative emotions like anxiety and nervousness.

According to their answers three of them stated they do not like to be in big
groups, they do not like to ask other persons something, they think other persons
talk about them, they are not considered as a leader by themselves, they prefer
the other persons´ opinions than take their own decisions.
Therefore, after having computerised the results of every student , it was found that
three of them were categorized under the scale of persons whose self confidence
is not very big; and the other two students classified as persons with a normal self
confidence.
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5.1.9. Presentation of the results about

class observation (Number 03,

Appendix 9) carried out with students of 6th grade to identify

students´

strategies used for easing oral participation. In this case the objective of the
class was describing future plans through which some activities were developed,
such as reading comprehension, teacher and students participation, students and
students´ participation.

The methodology was also focused on the development of oral participations and
involved teacher´s reading, asking for meaning to the students,

asking to the

whole class, pair work and use of visual aids. The materials implemented in the
class comprised posters which included a conversation. The students had to work
in pairs making questions and giving answers according to the reading.

In

regard

to

the

students´

strategies

(Hedge,Tricia.2000,p77)

used

for

understanding and improving participation It was observed that only two students
of five applied different strategies like asking to the teacher, using the dictionary,
asking for verifying if they understood well, asking the partners while they were
working in pairs. These students who asked for feedback were the same who took
turns for participating orally in a volunteer way.

The other

two students only

asked to the partners and took notes on their

notebooks. On the contrary most of the students of the class used different types
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of strategies, it was seen particular cases of students that asked for feed back
several times; they were the same students who participated spontaneously.

5.1.10. Presentation of the results about class observation carried out with
students of 6th grade to identify

classroom activities and students´

strategies used for easing oral participation. Regarding the goal of the class
with the group of 6th grade this referred to talking about future plans. Thus some
activities were carried out, such as: Describing pictures and Talking in pairs about
the people ´s future plans according to some pictures given.

Referring to the methodology, Some copies were delivered to the students who
were organized in pairs. Besides, twelve different pictures were included in the
copies with the instruction of the activity and additional information such as time,
place and names of the persons. The students were asked to describe pictures
first,

and then talked about what those persons plan to do according to the

information given in each picture.

It was observed the strategies that the students of 6 th grade use when they were
participating in pairs and preparing their participation in public. In this case, five
students under this

research study were carefully observed.

Among the

strategies used by them, it could be observed that two of five students asks for
meaning to the teacher, two of five

take notes from his or her classmate ´s
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notebook, one of five use the dictionary to know the meaning o a word and
one of five student s asks to partners of other groups.

On the contrary, was also observed that other students of the group of 6 th used
different types of strategies. Besides sharing ideas with the other partner during
the pair work, most of them asked many times for feedback to the teacher, they
also used dictionary.

5.1.11. Presentation of the results about individual interviews carried out
with eight students of 6th grade to identify students´ strategies and activities
that could help students to reduce anxiety and ease oral participation. This
individual interview was carried out particularly with the five students under study
and other three were elicited volunteering in order to contrast students´ strategies
in the group.

Students were asked to answer three questions related to the

activities that help them to participate and decrease anxiety; the activities that
provoke anxiety; the strategies they use before or during their participation or
learning process and finally strategies used by the teacher that could help them
to participate.

Regarding the first, that is the activities that help them to participate and decrease
their anxiety, three of five students under study stated dramas and group work
eased their participation; two of five considered games help them to participate
and other two of five students under study considered that go to the board and
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write something they did also helped them. And the other three students also
pointed at the same activities. They stated group works, pair work, games, and
go to the board helped them to participate. Two of three affirmed that reading an
exercise they have done before helped them.
In contrast, four of five students stated that reading in public provoke anxiety and
only one student considered written exercises stressed her.

In regard to the strategies they use to participate in class, three of the five students
under study stated they use the dictionary to know the meaning of words; four of
five students ask for meaning to the teacher; three of five students ask to a
partner. In relation to the other students (group of three), they all three stated they
ask the teacher and their partners; and two of the three students also use the
dictionary.
In relation to the question about the strategies used in the classroom that could
help student to participate, three students of
conversations and two of five students

the group of five

stated that

affirmed that group work help their

participation; in regard to the use of visual aids, two of five students considered
sometimes help them.
Regards to the same question, two of students of three considered that games,
conversations and oral participations help their interaction in class. One of the
group of three mentioned that also written exercises help their participation.
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5.2

ANALYSIS AND CATEGORIES

After the process of collecting data, it was necessary to group

similar

information by categories and make a comparison process among all the
information derived from the different techniques applied to the group under
study. Regarding to this, Seliger and Shohamy (1989) state that “Sometimes
categories emerge from the data themselves rather than a specific analysis
being imposed on the data; at other times, the researchers approach the data
with predetermined categories”.

Similarly, Freeman and Richards (1996) consider that “after the process of
becoming familiar with the data, it comes analysis, which involves both
transcribing the lesson videos and conference recordings as well as the use of
a classification

system”.(206).

Therefore, as it was said above in the

Methodology chapter, categories were derived from the results of the different
techniques and a grouping process of the information and common aspects.
Under this point of view, the categories and sub- categories are analysed.

5.2.1 Types of activities that may affect oral participation
5.2.1.1

Activities that provoke anxiety and make difficult oral interaction

5.2.1.2

Activities that provoke relaxing and ease oral interaction.
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5.2.2 Socio affective and academic Factors that influence Students´Oral
Participation..
 Self- esteem
 Risk Taking
 Competitiveness
 Anxiety
 Academic differences
 Relationship among students
 Beliefs
 Empathy
 Method
 Distraction in the classroom.
5.2.3 Students´ attitudes to oral production.
 Language Anxiety Symptoms
 Debilitating and facilitating anxiety
 Lack of Motivation
5.2.3 Students´ Strategies for Oral Production.
5.2.4.1

Cognitive Strategies

5.2.4.2

Socio affective Strategies.

5.2.1. Types of Activities that may affect oral participation. This category has
to do with all the Activities performed in the classroom that provoke anxiety and
make difficult oral participation and the activities that provoke relaxing and ease
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oral interaction. Regarding this concern, Stevick (1980) states that “success
depends less on materials, techniques and linguistic analyses, and more on what
goes on inside and between the people in the classroom”. Language studies have
revealed a consistent

relationship between anxiety and foreign language

proficiency (Horwitz et al. 1996, p110) and also have shown that anxiety can
influence both language learning and communication process and factors, such as
learning strategies,

aptitude, attitudes, and motivation, also play a role in

successful language learning. (McIntyre, 1998).

Gardner, Smythe, Clément

and Gliksman

(1976, p.198-213) reported that

classroom anxiety correlated with speech skills in a foreign language; Naimon,
Fróhlich, Stern, and Todesco (1978) claimed that classroom anxiety and fear
related to failure for a group of French students. These studies all indicate that
the activities in the foreign language class that create an atmosphere of panic,
fear, anger, and other unpleasant feelings, which are psychologically and
physiologically associated with anxiety, can impede language acquisition.

Horwitz et al. (1986) states that second language performance can be hampered
by anxiety, and it is important to keep in mind a distinction between language
learning and language performance. Poor performance on language tests or
classroom tasks could be indicative of inadequate knowledge or skill (learning) or
temporary dysfluency (performance). Although language anxiety is often
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associated with oral performance, Madsen, Brown and Jones find that many
types of language learning can be anxiety- provoking.(cited in Horwitz, 1986, p 55)

Regarding the types of classroom activities, April Koch and Tracy David Terrel
(cited in Horwitz et al. 1986) and Arnold, Jane (1999) propose a Natural Approach
developed by Krashen and Terrel (1983), which takes affect into consideration in a
prominent way. One of the five hypotheses in Krashen´s theory of second
language acquisition is the affective filter, and Natural

approach classroom

activities are designed to minimize stress and create a relaxed atmosphere. This
approach attempts to provide comprehensible input in the target language and
opportunities for the students to develop communicative competence by using the
target language in meaningful classroom activities. According to Koch and Terrel
(1986) (cited in Horwitz et al. 1986)

the Natural Approach emphasizes the

acquisition of target language skills in “stages”:

Students

first allowed a comprehension stage in which they are asked to

attend carefully to oral input and respond indicating comprehension, but are not
forced to produce the target language. In the second

stage, students are

encouraged to produce target language words or short phrases in response to
input. In the third stage,

speech emergence, students begin to put words

together to produce longer utterances. In all stages, the development of good
listening skills is seen as the basis for the acquisition process and consequently
the foundation for the speaking skills. (P 109)
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Koch and Terrel (1991) found that:
“More than half of their subjects reported oral skits and oral presentations in
front of the class as the most anxiety- producing activities and that oral quizzes
and being called on to respond orally were also anxiety- producing. Similar
results were found by Horwitz and Young (1991). Yet speaking tasks are not
the only anxiety triggers. For some language students, writing, reading or
listening can also create fear, depending on the student. Some teaching
methods, such as Community language Learning, can reduce language anxiety
for many learners” (Pag. 65).

In regard to the techniques and activities that develop Community and reduce
anxiety, Young (1998, p129) points at the importance of developing a classroom
community, of teaching communicative gambits; using non threatening group /
paired activities that increase the amount

of time individual students send

communicating in the target language, such as oral activities with partners and in
small groups which make feel safer and less conscious to speak;

recognition

activity which is recommended as a means of lowering anxiety. Cued- response
activities are also useful during early production stage when cognitive overload
heightens stress; Interviews and Surveys which low anxiety because, students
generally feel more comfortable talking about the familiar and Cartoon Stories and
Role Play which allow humor, a natural tension- reliever, to be injected into the
classroom and students´ creativity to be encouraged.
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Some techniques for error correction are designed to reduce learners´ anxiety
with regard to speaking in the foreign language Young (1998) who also proposes
the use of different methods of correction for different circumstances.

Wilga

(1996, p:22) proposes some mechanisms that teachers should carry out in the
classroom regarding the group oriented interaction. She states teacher should
encourage students to take control of the turn- talking mechanism by adopting
some of the features of natural discourse.

This review of literature has been developed deeply in the Theoretical Background
chapter of this piece of research and guided the different stages of the process of
description and analysis of results after the Data Collection.

5.2.1.1 Types of activities that provoke anxiety and limit oral participation in
the classroom. According to this, John Daly (Horwitz et al. 1986) states that there
is the tendency of some people to avoid and even, fear, communicating orally.
This was a very common feature reflected in four different instruments on the
group of five students under study who exposed their fear and feelings referring to
their performance in oral interaction.

Through the questionnaires for example 80% of the students under study
expressed that oral activities like presentations and oral participations provoke
them

anxiety. Through the diaries they also state about this kind of feeling

specially with participations in class; in the case of Adriana , for example, she
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wrote: “Mis compañeros le decían a la seño que me pasara al tablero, aunque
lo sabía, no lo decía porque me daba miedo y me coloco nerviosa”.(Appendix 13).
In this case she referred to talk in front of the group, not to write on the board. In
the same way María Mónica states how bad she feels in oral activities; in this
aspect she wrote: “Al principio me sentí bien, pero después me sentí muy
incómoda, porque hubo un momento donde la profesora me preguntó y todos me
quedaron mirando, después que me preguntaron yo quise contestar otras
preguntas, pero no”. (Appendix 13) In this case, she may be wanted to say that
she felt well at the beginning when she stood up and went in front of the group,
but at the end she could not participate, that what happened inside the class.

Another student is Miguel who also talked about evidence of anxiety nervousness
during oral participations . He wrote: “la seño nos preguntó quien iba a participar
y muchos alzaron la mano y nos ibamos preguntando que nos gustaba comer,
aunque yo no participé porque sentía nervios pero de todas maneras la pasé muy
bien con la seño y mis compañeros por que todos nos reíamos y nos divertimos”.
(Appendix 13)

Peter MacIntyre,(1998) states that “anxiety can influence both

language learning and communication process”.

In the case of Andrea she also states how anxiety and negative can affect her
grades at school. Regarding this aspect she

wrote: “Querido diario

no me

acuerdo bien de la fecha pero el tema se trató de rutinas diarias, no participé
porque me daba pena responder pero la clase estuvo muy bacana. En la clase
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nos dieron unos afiches para hacer drama con ellos. Primero la seño nos
explicó como ibamos a hacer y después nos dio minutos para poder practicar lo
del cartón que nos dio. A nosotros nos tocó hacer las tareas, pero al final de ya
tener todo listo me dio pena presentarme y dejé que nos sacáramos I, además no
me importó porque me dio pena y además no sabíamos que decir, tenía miedo”
Appendix 13, p 348) In this case, she refers to a drama, but

may be what she

wanted to mean was conversation, activity that was carried out with flash cards
and organized in pairs.

Through the two videos related to class observations (Appendixes 7,8) is seen
when the students do not accept participating orally, avoidance, silent was
common with a group of students, specially with those under study in this piece of
research. Some examples are taken from the transcription of the first video, such
as: Se ríe ( hace gestos negativos) ; (algunos convidan al compañero, pero otros
se resisten a salir); (Miguel) No responde – se sonríe, saca la lengua;( Mliguel se
cubre la cara y no responde); Carolina dice: Ay, no… seño! In the second video
for example we can see the same features of anxiety and nervousness and signs
of avoidance through oral participations; for example: (María Jose)Se agacha..
hace gestos negativos con la cabeza. Se ríe, se tapa la cara con las manos y
luego hace señales que después.

It can be seen that in some cases, oral interaction in the classroom can limit
student´s performance and provoke a type of anxiety. ”Although a few students
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may experience little anxiety related to oral performance in the language
classroom, the large majority confess to some degree of nervousness related to
the speaking skill” (Phillips, E, 1998. p126). In regard to this, students under study
talked also about their difficulties to participate in public and interact whether with
the teacher or their classmates. Through the group interview, for instance, Miguel
said: “Siempre que empiezan a participar, yo me pongo nervioso y no salgo”.
(Appendix 2, Turn 29)

Another instrument in which it is perceived students´ difficulties in oral interaction
was through the Personal Anxiety Test by Mc Croskey, James (1978) as a validity
of the PRCA as an index of oral communication apprehension, which was applied
to the students under study and according to the results three of five students
were categorized as high communicative apprehensive and the another two were
categorized as moderate communicative apprehensive. (Appendix 4).

Through the teacher´s reflection about students´ performance in class, she also
wrote:
“Miguel is a very nice student out of the classroom; he always says hello to me
wherever I am, but inside the class is different.

He becomes

shy and very

nervous specially in oral activities, thus he does not participate or interact in class.
He stays alone most of the time or decides to join to timid people when it is
necessary to perform an activity”.

About

another student she wrote: “María

Mónica is very timid in class and it is really difficult to motivate her in
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oral

activities.

She

does not participate in class until I ask her to do it and

effectively, she does when motivation is very high”.

And referring to Andrea,

another student, she wrote: “she does not participate in class, does not take part
of oral interaction activities and the worst is she does not ask me anything”
(Appendix 11)

Referring to another types of activities carried out in the classroom in which
students feel nervous, in the group Interview, Miguel answered: “Lo que más me
da nervio es salir a dramatizar y leer al frente de mis compañeros, a veces” . In
the same way, Andrea said: “ Se me dificultan los diálogos”. Regarding the same
aspect, Adriana said: “Me pongo nerviosa cuando tengo que pronunciar. Tiemblo
y me sudan las manos”. (Appendix 2,Turn 217 ) In regard to the same aspect,
through the individual interviews carried out with the five students under study and
three others who were elicited from the group; four of the first group expressed
that reading in public provoke anxiety. (Appendix 3) In contrast, two students of
the group of three stated that any activity stressed them. Only one of them stated
that dramas caused anxiety.

On the other hand, according to Allwright and Bailey (1991, p119), state that
classroom interaction has to do with teacher talk, learning strategies, group work,
and forced participation. Besides this, they affirm that input and interaction in
language classroom are related. Regarding this aspect, Krashen ´s concept of
comprehensible input, is nevertheless problematic in a variety of ways. First, it is
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not at all obvious that incomprehensible input is of absolutely no value to the
language learner; second, it is not easy to see how mere exposure to input, even if
comprehensible,

actually

promotes

language

development”

(Krashen,

1977,1982,1985 cited in Allwright and Bailey, 1991). This means it will be problems
for interacting if there are difficulties for understanding.

Therefore, referring to this aspect, Andrea said in the Group Interview as it follows:
“ mi rendimiento es medio, medio porque casi no entiendo y.. a veces me
embolato”.(Appendix 2, Turn 11) Adriana also exposed: Voy regular porque me da
nervios y a veces no le entiendo casi a Usted”. (Appendix 2, Turn 41)

Referring to forced participation, this has been considered by Allwright and Bailey
(1991) as an important aspect, which limit oral interaction. He states that “pupil´s
learning strategies may not always parallel teacher´s teaching strategies”. “Some
learners may wish to be quiet and listen in order to learn, while the teachers
believe they will learn by speaking”.(Schumann and Schumann 1977 cited in
Allwritght 1991,p145). Under this position, in relation to learner´s no interaction,
some students under study said during the interview they do not like to participate,
but see the others. Although is seems they enjoy and like the oral activities, they
fear and nervous and prefer not to participate or interact. Through the Group
Interview, one of the students referring to conversations in the classroom said: Si
disfruto verlos, pero me da pena salir. Another student said Me gusta verlos. Ellos
salen... y se va el tiempo y ya... . (Appendix 2, Turn 173)
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On the opposite, there are some activities the students enjoy and try to
participate, which will be extent in the next sub category.

5.2.1.2. Types of activities that provoke relaxing and ease oral participation.
On the contrary from oral activities, which cause anxiety in the group of students
under study; it seems there are another activities carried out in the classroom
which ease learners´ interaction and help them to feel more comfortable to
participate and

also motivate them. According to the analysis of the different

instruments it was found in three of them (Individual interviews, class observations
and teacher´s reflection) that students feel more relaxed to participate in Group
Works. Another

activity that helps them to interact or feel relaxed regards to

Translation exercises, which it can be evidenced through the questionnaires and
group interview.

However, there are another activities that helped students to interact, which are
perceived through the different observations and videos, such as repetitions of
words and expressions, responding with the whole class, identifying pictures and
matching them with the written words and interaction in the first language.

Regarding group work, Phillips(1988) states that when students work in groups,
they often feel safer and are less self conscious and embarrassed to speak out
because reporting on a group response is less threatening than giving an answer
for which only the individual student is responsible.(Phillip, E.1998, p31).
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In

regards to this aspect, four students of the group of five under study expressed
through the individual interviews that group works facilitate them to participate
(evidenced in a video). In the same way, other three students interviewed also
agreed that

group works ease them to participate. Adriana in the individual

interview states: “ los dramas me facilitan participar” , luego continua: “porque son
en grupo”; referring to the activities that favour oral interaction, Miguel says: “las
dramatizaciones a veces en grupo, a veces en parejas” and Adriana also said:
“Los trabajos en grupo o en pareja me relajan” . Another student in regard to
Group Work said: “Me facilitan los trabajos en grupo, por que…. Dos cabezas
piensan más que una” (Appendix 3, Video and Audio).

Through

the comments given

after class observations,

it can be said that

students enjoy group works. For instance in one of the class observations, the
teacher expresses about Miguel: It was observed he worked with his partner and
looked like interested doing the activity,” (Appendix 10) and referring to Adriana
wrote: “It was observed she was interested working in pairs. She shared ideas
with her partner and asked two times to the teacher” (Appendix 9).

Another evidences are stated through the diares; in which Adriana, for instance
wrote in her diary: “ la seño dijo que organizaramos una rueda, hablamos de lo
que hacíamos en lugares. Preguntaban con can y can´t y teníamos que responder
y participé porque me sentía muy

bien”. (Appendix 13) Though she did not

mentioned in her diary, in this time, she worked in groups and read an answer.
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The same feeling seems to be perceived by María Mónica, who wrote:
“desarrollamos una fotocopia también cositas sobre la hoja, gracias a Dios en esta
actividad me sentí muy bien y más segura. Participé, si claro lo hice bien, pero con
algunas dificultades que se van a ir arreglando”. This activity was in group and
both students stated they feel well and confidence. (Appendix 13).

The same kind of reaction was also perceived through the Class Observation 2
(Appendix 8, Turn 91) when students prepared a conversation in pairs, and in the
Class Observation 3 (Appendix 9, Turn 30-36) in which students under study
worked on a Reading Comprehension exercise. In relation to another activities,
which this group of students enjoy and participate easier as it was said above, it
could be mentioned

the Translation Exercises” from English to Spanish.

Regarding this aspect, through questionnaires applied to the group of five students
under study, four of them (80%) stated that they feel well with Translations.

It can be seen through the Individual interview one of the students said: María
José states that “Lo que son las oraciones que nos ponen para traducir, pero en
parejas” (Appendix 3, Video and audio).
It could be also seen that the students state be more relaxed with these types of
activities. In this case, Adriana, for example said in the interview: “me dificultan los
diálogos y me parecen más fácil las traducciones”. At this respect, Miguel said: “las
traducciones me parecen fáciles”. In the same way, María José also said: A mí se
me hacen más fácil las traducciones y…. Se me hacen más difíciles las.... los
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dramas y diálogos. Llenar y hacer oraciones también me parece fácil”. In the
group interview Andrea said : “Lo único que me agrada es cuando vamos a hacer
traducciones, lo demás... me da sueño” (se ríe) (Appendix 2, Turn 229)

In regards to another activities perceived through class observations, it was also
found students´ repetitions of words, phrases or sentences guided by the teacher.
It seems they do not feel anxious or nervous, may be, because it is something that
is performed by the whole class and nobody is evaluating them. Next examples
are extracted from the transcriptions of the class observation and videos (Class
Observation 1, Appendix 7). Referring to the daily activities the teacher pronounce
some expressions and make students repeat after her. In this case the whole class
participate orally without any kind of difficulties. For example, it can be seen in the
following example: The teacher says: Brush my teeth. And all students repeat:
Brush my teeth; then the teacher continues: Floss my teeth, and the students
repeat: Floss my teeth; then the teacher pronounces: Make the breakfast and the
students also repeat after her: Make the breakfast . The teacher continues: Have
breakfast and the students repeat again: Have breakfast. The teacher goes on
with pronunciation: Go to the bed

and the students repeat:

Go to the bed.

(Appendix 7, Turns 84- 99).

Through the questionnaire, diaries, videos and class observations it was observed
that those activities in which the use of some types of materials such as flash
cards, posters and pictures are used also help students to participate in an easier
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way. According to this, some experts state that another important aspect into
account is the use of Visuals and motivation, Young(1991), Allwright and Bailey
(1991).

Regarding visuals, has been considered as an inherent part of L2 activities and it
can be a beneficial addition to any listening task. Neuroscientists also consider that
vivid images exert the most powerful influences on a learner´ s behavior. Fiske
&Taylor, 1984, Nisbett & Ross, 1980, cited in Young, 1998, p117) Posters and
models have great impact as centrally located visual stimuli (Caine & Caine, 1994,
cited in Young,1998). Videos, video clips, taped or live television programs,
photographs, drawings or paintings, posters are example of this visuals.

Referring to this aspect, students under study in a 40% state through the
questionnaires that they feel more motivated to participate with the use of cards;
and also in a 40% with games and videos in a 20%. A similar result was also
seen through the diaries carried out by the same five students. Adriana for
example wrote: “Querido diario apenas que llegó la seño al salón comenzaron a
grabar, también la seño nos dijo que participáramos. Muchos de mis compañeros
participaban. La clase se trató de colocar unos papelitos en unos dibujos,
hablábamos con nuestros compañeros en Inglés de que si a qué horas hacían
eso, con quién y dónde”. (Appendix13) it can be seen that in spite of the video
camera and another person in the classroom, students could interact among them
with the use of some visual aids. Regarding this aspect, Vigotski (1900) states that
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“los experimentos realizados y la observación día a día muestran claramente
que para los niños pequeños resulta del todo imposible separar el campo del
significado del campo visual” (p.148).

Regarding the same point, María Mónica also wrote: “Querido diario algunos
compañeros se preguntaron que acciones hacían, a qué hora después la
profesora colocó una cartelera con dibujos con diferentes acciones y algunos de
mis compañeros colocaron unos cartoncitos que decían su nombre en su
respectivo lugar. Diario en esta clase me sentí mucho más a gusto, pero nunca
faltan los compañeros imprudentes que hacen sentir un poco mal. Yo participé
creo que lo hice bien, yo soy un poco penosa y como estaba parada al frente de la
cámara me puse nerviosa, pero creo que lo hice bien”. (Appendix 11)

Through the teacher´s reflection about the group of students under study, the
teacher wrote: María José only participates in class when I ask her to do it, but
she almost never interact in a volunteer way. I think she likes the games, songs or
exercises related to match words, expressions with pictures.”

Besides, Young(1998) states that visual support not only makes the topic of the
listening task more accessible for these listeners, but it also helps all listeners
relate personality to the topic, reducing the anxiety that can occur when they think
they do not know what is being discussed. Allwright and Bailey, regarding
motivation state that “participation in class seems to depend also on the type of
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motivation, and not just its strength or intensity. Learners with an integrative
motivation, who wished to learn in order to relate better to, tend to be much more
active in class”, volunteering, etc (Allwright and Bailey, 1991 p182).

In this case, Miguel wrote in his diary: “amigo diario en esta clase hicimos cosas
como pegar cuadros en el tablero y todo el salón participó e hicimos unos
ejercicios orales en grupo”. (Appendix 13) María Mónica wrote about her desires
to go ahead. She wrote:
“ Hoy puse todo mi empeño en la clase y puse toda la atención del mundo no solo
en lo que decían, sino como se pronunciaba, qué significaba, y como se
escribía”.(Appendix 13)

Through the questionnaires applied to the students they stated in a 40% that their
participation is given only by their own motivation, and another 40& considered
their participation is given because the teacher asks them and the another 20%
prefer to be in silent. On this aspect, videos show in many times that students
interact in conversations and take turns to participate orally in class when the
teacher asks for volunteers. On the contrary, they do not participate or interact
when the teacher asks them directly.

5.2.2 Socio affective and Academic Factors that influence Students´ Oral
Participation. In second language learning has been seen from two perspectives
that which is concerned with the language learner as and individual and that
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which is focuses on the learner as participant in a socio-cultural situation, and
individual who inevitably relates to others. Thus, Arnold,J (1999) classifies these
factors in individual and Relational Factors. And Ellis, R (1985) classifies them in
Personal and General Factor. However, the current study will take into account the
factors in a more general way.

In regard to the origins of language anxiety, Price (1991) notes that students seem
to be more concerned about talking in front of their peers; fear of being laughed at,
embarrassed, and making a fool of oneself, make errors in pronunciation. Arnold,
Jane (1999, p62) has demonstrated that there are factors correlated to language
anxiety. They have been classified in personal and procedural factors.

The Personal is related to self- esteem, tolerance of ambiguity, risk- taking,
competitiveness and social anxiety; and the Procedural or external has to do with
Identity and culture shock, beliefs, classroom activities and methods and Instructorlearner interactions. Arnold, J. (1999) states that Individual Factors has to do with
internal factors that are part of the learner´s personality, such as anxiety, inhibition,
extroversion- introversion, self esteem, motivation, and learning styles. The way we
feel about ourselves and our capabilities can either facilitate or impede our
learning.

Regarding

these personal

factors, Schuman and Schuman (1977) state that

observe a third person is difficult and this methodological problem has been solved
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in two ways. First through the use of diary studies and the second the use of
questionnaires and interview with individual learners. Besides, they grouped the
personal factors under three headings: group dynamics, attitudes to the teacher
and course materials, and individual learning techniques. (Schuman and
Schuman,1977; Schuman and Bailey, and 1983 cited by Ellis, R. 1985 p.101).
Anxiety has been associated

with negative feelings such as uneasiness,

frustration, self-doubt, apprehension and tension. And it has seen as the most
pervasively factor that obstructs the learning process. (Heron. 1989: 33, cited in
Young, 1998). Anxiety makes students nervous and afraid and that contributes to
poor performance; thus “the feeling of

fear and nervousness are intimately

connected to the cognitive side of anxiety.” (Eysenck 1979, cited in Young, 1998).
He also states that:

“It is not always clear how foreign language anxiety comes into being. For
some people it may be a case of having been ridiculed for a wrong answer in
class; for others it may have to do with factors unconnected with the language
class itself. In many cases the roots may be found in distress of the past- the
personal hurt particularly of childhood, that has been denied so that the
individal can survive emotionally” (p.9).

Horwitz and associates (1986), Lucas (1984); Young (1986); MacIntyre and
Gardner (1986) (cited in Young, 1998) described the way in which language
anxiety is likely to develop. They stated that:
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“ At the earliest stages of language learning, a student will encounter many
difficulties in learning, comprehension, grammar, and other areas. If that
student becomes anxious about these experiences, if he or she feels
uncomfortable making mistakes, then state anxiety occurs. After experiencing
repeated occurrences of state anxiety, the student comes to associate anxiety
arousal with the second language. When this happens, the student expects to
be anxious in second language contexts;
anxiety”

this is the genesis

of language

(p.31).

Regarding the types of anxiety, MacIntyre and Gardner(1989); Speilberger (1966)
(cited in Young, 1998) they distinguish between the three perspective on the nature
of anxiety, such as: trait, situation- specific, and state anxiety.

“Trait anxiety refers to a stable predisposition to become nervous in a wide
range of situations. People with a high trait anxiety is generally nervous and
people with a low trait anxiety is emotionally stable. A situation specific anxiety
refers to a single context or a situation only. It is stable over time, but not
consistent

across situations. Examples of this type

are stage fright, test

anxiety, math anxiety and language anxiety. State anxiety refers to the moment
to moment experience of anxiety; it is transient emotional state of feeling
nervous that can fluctuate over time and vary in intensity.” (p 28).
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As it was said above personal factors has to do with self- esteem, tolerance
of ambiguity, risk- taking, competitiveness, social anxiety; and

learner´s

personality, such as anxiety, inhibition, extroversion- introversion, and learning
styles.

Regarding Self- Esteem Brown, Douglas (2000) states that this is probably the
most pervasive aspect of any human behavior, and it involves the growth of a
person´s concept of self, acceptance of self, and reflection of self as seen in the
interaction between self and others. In relation to this aspect of self- esteem, It
was observed through the diaries, Personal Test about Communicative Anxiety,
Personal Test about Self Confidence

and questionnaires that this factor is

evidenced.

Through the Personal Test of Anxiety by McCroroskey (1978) as an index of oral
communication apprehension, the questions that goes from twenty three to twenty
five are related to the self esteem and self confidence. According to the results four
student of five stated that they fear to talk in conversations and the voice is down
when they have to participate in conversations. In the same way, two students of
five under study stated they disagree being confident or feeling self confidence
when they have to speak or give a speech; another two stated to feel undecided.
(Appendix 4). As a result, three of this group of five were categorized in the scale
of high communication apprehensive.
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Diaries were another instrument

in which self esteem was

evidenced .

Miguel, one of the students of the group of five under study wrote: “Lo que me
pasó hoy fue que pasaron a mi puesto a participar y me dio pena, porque no
sabia leer en Inglés y me daba vergüenza, pero al fin salí y con este
tratamiento siento que estoy mejorando mucho más” (Appendix 13)

Regarding the same aspect, another student also stated her personal reasons
because she did not participate in a class. She wrote: “”Preguntábamos que
hacíamos en la mañana, al medio día y noche. Me sentí bien, pero no
participé porque no me sentía preparada”. (Appendix 13) It was also observed
with the same student that she evaluate herself and classify her self as a regular
student. She wrote: “hicimos unas preguntas a nuestros compañeros, si
cuando hacíamos las cosas, siempre, algunas veces, casi siempre, etc. Me
sentí muy bien y participé, pero lo hice regularmente”. In this example we can
observed that this student felt well with the activity carried out in the classroom,
however when she expresses an attitude of disapproval , she felt bad and only
classify herself once more , as a poor student.

Adelaide Heyde (1979) (cited in Brown, Douglas 2000) studied the effect of three
levels of self esteem on performance of an oral production task by America college
students learning French as a foreign language. She found that :
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“All the three levels of self esteem correlated positively with performance on
the oral production measure. Watkins, Biggs, and Regmi (1991) all included
measures of self esteem in their studies of success in language learning. The
results revealed that self esteem appears to be an important variable in second
language acquisition, particularly in view of cross- cultural factors of second
language learning” (p146).

Mac.Intyre et al.( 1998, p 547) proposed a number of cognitive and affective
factors, such as: motivation, personality, inter group climate, and two levels of
self confidence. In regards to this last aspect, through the Self Confidence Test
by Brockert and Braun, G (1997) applied to the group of five students under
study it was observed that 100% considered they are not leaders in the group;
100% also stated that they do not know how to convince others about his or
her opinions or viewpoints; 80% of the students consider they can follow others´
opinions than take their own decisions; in a 60% of the student considered
they are not able to solve their problems by themselves; in a 60% of these
students do not like to ask Someone for anything.

Through the questionnaires, 80% of the students under study also stated they
feel anxious and nervous when they have oral presentations or oral
participations; which means they do not feel self confidence. In the same way,
through Class Observation 3, (Appendix 9, Turn 70, 115) it was also perceived
how students under study do not feel safe when they have to participate. Let´s
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see in the following example the reaction of the student when the teacher
asks her in English:
María José se puso un dedo en la boca y no dijo nada ( App. 9,T.70)
In a similar situation, a student tried to convince a classmate to participate in a
conversation.
Una niña se puso de pie y tomaba la mano de otra para que saliera, pero
la otra no quería. (App, 9,Turn 115)

Risk Taking also has to do with the personal factors. According to Rubin and
Thompson (1982) (cited in Brown, Douglas, 2000) “is one of the prominent
characteristics of good an successful language learners, it refers to the ability to
make intelligent guesses. Impulsivity was also described as a style that could
have positive effects on language success.

Learners have to be able to

gamble a bit, to be willing to try out hunches the language and take the risk of
being wrong.” (149).

According to Oxford (1990), Brown, H. (1994), (cited in Arnold J.1999) Risk
Taking has to do with the highly anxiety of students

about the frequent

ambiguities of language learning, which is related to inhibition, fear ambiguity or
a low self- esteem.
Under this situations, Beebe (1983,40) (cited in Brown, 2000) identifies:
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“Negative ramifications that foster fear of risk taking, both in the classroom
and in natural settings, such as: a bad grade in the course, a fail on the
exam, a reproach from the teacher, a smirk from a classmate, punishment
or embarrassment imposed by one-self. And outside the classroom they
fear looking ridiculous, fear of frustration, showing that they have failed to
communicate.” (p.149)

Risk Taking factor could be evidenced through

the Personal Test of

Communicative Anxiety, observation records, interviews and teacher´s
reflection about these group of students under study. Referring to the Personal
Test of Anxiety by McCroskey, James (1978), particular questions related to
this factor were carefully analysed and could be observed that 40% of the
students stated feeling very agree with the idea that they avoid to talk in public,
another 40% of them stated feeling agree with the idea the avoid to talk in
public and only the 20% of them disagreed this fact. In the same way, in regard
to take turns to participate in public 40% of the students stated being very
agree that they do not look for opportunities to talk in public, another 40%
stated being agree that they do not and only 20% stated being very disagree
with the idea of not look for opportunities to talk in public.

Another instrument that evidenced this factor of Risk Taking was observation
records and their transcriptions, (Appendixes 7, 8, 9) in which could be seen and
perceived that students under study do not take turns volunteering during oral
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interaction activities. It was also observed that they avoided oral participation
when the teacher asked for participating in class or in any activity. One of the
examples can be seen when the teacher asks to a particular student (under study)
and he or she does not give any response; when the teacher decides to ask to the
whole class and the other students do it. Next it is one of this situation:

“The teacher says: Very good. (aplaude a Valery) What do you do at noon?
(Se dirige a otro estudiante)
(Miguel) Se cubre la cara y no responde.
The teacher says: Qué significa “At noon”? (dirigiéndose a todos)
Students answer: Al medio día. ( Appendix 7, Turns 52-55)

It could be also said that in many parts of the transcriptions was relevant the fact
that student prefer to taker turns when the whole class participate; answers in
choral seem not to affect them and anxiety is reduced.
Another example of this type referring to another class the situation was similar.
Next the example is given:
“Teacher: No le gusta la papaya!. Ok… lo importante es que se entendió. Se
están comunicando en Inglés. Que ricoooo!!!

And now you? (señaló a

Adriana y Andrea).
(Andrea y Adriana hicieron gestos de negación con las manos)
Andrea y Adriana: Después seño.
Teacher: Cuándo?
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Estudiantes: (en coro cantan) Que pase Migue, Miguel! Que pase Miguel!
(Ese es Migue, ese es Migue!)
(Miguel se cubre el rostro con una hoja de papel)” (Appendix 8,.Turns250-255)

Through the Group Interview one of the student referring to their participation in
English class, stated: “En Inglés, porque en Inglés me siento más nerviosa
porque me vaya a equivocar y después los compañeros se burlan”.
(Appendix 2,Turn 90) As it was seen she fear of other students´ opinion , may be
as a product of a previous bad experience.

Teachers´reflection reflected particular situation with Adriana one of the students
under study. She wrote: “She is very organized

taking notes and

doing

homework, but does not participate, she stays alone or joins with timid
partners when oral participation is necessary in class. She worries because
of the marks, stays in silent during all classes and only tries to interact when
I ask her. Her performance is very poor. She never participates without I ask
her “ (Appendix 11).
A similar example was also extracted, referring to María José. She wrote:

“Most of the time she

has a “frozen smile” and “laugh” for nothing. She

only participates in class only when I ask her to do it,” (Appendix 11) in this
case, maybe this student hides her anxiety behind a smile and tries to look as
nothing wrong happens. Referring to another student, María Mónica she also
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wrote: “She does not participate in class until I ask her to do it and
effectively, she does when motivation is very high. She likes to participate in
games as the lottery and Simon says…” (Appendix 11).

Regarding Competitiveness, this has been

another factor which could be

perceived in the group of five students, affecting their oral interaction.
Competitiveness happens when language learners compare themselves to others
or to an idealized self- image, which they can rarely attain. (Bailey, 1983).
Competitiveness does not

occur with all the students, but it depends on the

learning style preferences of the students, the precise nature of the competition,
and the demands and rewards of the environment”. (Scarcella and Oxford, 1992).

Through different instruments applied to the students in this piece of paper, such
as Observation recordings, transcriptions and Group Interview, competitiveness
was evidenced. It was observed through the Group Interview, for example the
case of a female student who thinks some student in her group, specially who
are successful are genius of

“ English language”. Regarding this aspect, an

example is extracted from the transcription of the Group Interview,

we can

observed what she said:

“Estudiante: Afirma todo con la cabeza) dice: Si porque si uno se llega a
equivocar... de pronto los compañeros se vayan a burlar de uno o vayan a
decir algo... y entonces.
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Profesor: Ah... por los compañeros!
Andrea: Ajá y como están los dos genios del Inglés Luis Miguel y Polo se
vayan a reír de uno..
Profesor: Ah que tu consideras que ellos son genios. No.. si aquí todos
estamos aprendiendo cierto? Hasta yo estoy aprendiendo todavía.
Estudiantes: (Hacen gesto de poco convencimiento)” (Appendix 2,Turns 5862)
It was observed that not only competitiveness, but also the fear of other students´
opinion about her, could affect her.

Another important instrument in which was possible to observe this type of factor
was videos and transcriptions through which some participations arouse over
others and was perceived that some student waited the successful student
participate and they kept in silent . in other opportunities was also seen through
the videos and transcriptions a meaningful contrast between the participation of
successful student and others.
“Profesor: Yes,… y aquí qué dice? – pregunta (mostrando unas tarjetas).
Estudiantes : In the morning (en coro)..
Un Estudiante: En la mañana (respondió otro)
Profesor: Continúa mostrando otra tarjeta: - y aquí?(Pregunta )
Estudiante: On Weekends (repondió el mismo anterior)” (Appendix 7,Turns
16-20)
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It was observed that one student in this case, tries to answer first that the
others. Another examples extracted from the transcriptions corresponds to the
contrary, in which students under study prefer not to participate and the action
happened after the successful students´ participation. The example states below:
Carolina dice: Ay, no… seño!
(Empiezan a salir en pareja para dialogar sobre sus rutinas) (Appendix 7,
Turn 37)
Through the Class Observation 2 (Appendix 8) was also perceived that some
students wanted to participate first than others, while students under study stayed
quiet. Two examples of this situation are given:
Student: Polo! Polo! (Appendix 8, Turn 45).
This student as it is observed, repeat his name to be called by the teacher.
Student: A mí..a mí! (Appendix 8, Turn 69)
In this case, the student also asked to participate in an oral activity.

It can be observed that competitive students take turns immediately and they do
not wait the teacher asks them. Another example is perceived in Appendix 7, p288
(Turns 179-181) when once more time a pair of students take the turns of those
who do not interact or participate.
Profesor: Nos falta un solo cartoncito. Quién lo tiene?
Todos: Harold y Miguel
Miguel: (Miguel pasa la tarjeta a Harold, pero no salen a hacer la
conversación).
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Voluntariamente salen otros dos estudiantes.

Through the diaries María Mónica refers to the competence she feels through the
classroom activities and her wishes for participating in class. Regarding to this
aspect, she wrote:
“ Hola cómo estás querido diary espero que muy bien.
En esta clase mis compañeros unos a otros se hacían preguntas si cuando
alguna cosa como : regar las plantas, si siempre, algunas veces, casi
siempre, nunca, en fin Diary tu sabes lo mucho que he intentado participar
pero no participé porque intenté muchas veces, pero no pude quitar el
puesto a los de siempre, pero cuando pasaban a otra pregunta no lo
intentaba.
Yo me sentí muy gracias a Dios esta actividad está sirviendo mucho más por
eso quiero que esta actividad se ponga mucho más a todos los alumnos de
nuestra querida Institución que están penosos en la clase de lengua
extranjera . T.Q.M. Chao. (Appendix 13).

In another opportunity the same student referring to the factor of competitiveness,
wrote:
“Nos preguntaron que acciones hacemos en la mañana, al medio día y en la
noche. Me sentí muy bien pero en momentos me sentía en un ambiente muy
incómodo, porque traté de participar pero los que siempre participan no
dejaban que los otros participaran” (Appendix 13)
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Another case of competitiveness was evidenced through the Group interview
in which Adriana said that she feels have no opportunities to participate because
of her partners in the classroom. Regarding to this situation, she said:
“Cuando le entiendo no tengo la oportunidad de participar, porque los otros
compañeros salen.” (Appendix 2, Turn 41)
The student put in evidence two factors, the first one, she sometimes understand
and in another opportunities does not, which also means that anxiety could be
provoked because of misunderstanding or lack of knowledge; and second she
feels competence is strong and she is weak for competing with them, which also
provokes anxiety.

On the other hand, another important Anxiety factor is Anxiety; as it was said
above, according to Heron (1989) (cited in Arnold, Jane, 1999) anxiety obstructs
the learning process and it is

associated with negative feelings such as

frustrations, self- doubt, apprehension and tension. When anxiety is present in the
classroom, there is a down spiraling effect.

“ Anxiety makes us nervous and afraid and thus contributes to poor
performance; this in turn creates more anxiety and even worse performance.
The feelings of fear nervousness are intimately connected to the cognitive side
of anxiety, which is worry.” (p.9).
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it was observed that all five students showed any signs of anxiety through
the different instruments applied during the process of research. Feelings of fear
and nervousness were evidenced for example, through diaries, questionnaires,
interviews.
Regarding this aspect, Miguel, one of the students of the group of five wrote in his
diary:
“Amigo diario quiero comentarte que hoy la seño nos preguntó quien iba a
participar y muchos alzaron la mano y nos íbamos preguntando que nos
gustaba comer. Yo no participé porque sentía nervios”. (Appendix13, p343).
In this case, the student felt anxiety in an oral classroom activity, may be because
the other students´s participation was very high. Besides, the expression used “nos
íbamos preguntando” sounds as he was participating; maybe, it was his first
intention at the beginning of the activity, but feelings of anxiety impeded him.

In a similar way, María José also wrote: “La seño llamaba y a los que llamaban
pasaban al tablero, ella no me llamó pero de todas maneras yo no quise
salir, porque me daba pena” (Appendix 13).
Adriana also expresses anxiety regarding oral participation in class. She wrote in
her diary: “ Querido diario yo me quedo quieta cuando entra la seño al salón,
a veces me sé algunas cosas, pero no quiero participar delante de mis
compañeros. Aunque lo sabía no lo decía porque
coloco nerviosa” (Appendix 13)
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me daba miedo y me

In this case It was observed that the only teacher´s attendance was a reason
for feeling apprehension and tension, which increased when the oral activities
began. The student was conscious that nervousness and fear make her to fail.

Through the observation recordings and transcriptions was observable signs of
anxiety when the student participates only the necessary and changes her voice,
which becomes weak and strange and she corrects her self . Thus it can be said
through her participation that she also was looking for approval. Referring to a
question in which she had to say the meaning, the students said:

Teacher: In the evening… (se dirige a María José Quintero)
What is it?
Student: Noche… nochecita (en voz baja y se ríe) (Appendix 7,Turn 35)

Another example of anxiety was also perceived in the Class Observation 3
(Appendix 9) in which a student accepted to participate in a conversation after the
pressure of

a partner. The student´s voice was very low until the point that the

other students could not hear what she was saying.
Student: She… she is going to cook dinner.
Students: (En coro) que hable más duro! No se escucha! (Appendix 9,Turns
116,117)
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Through the interview the students also referred to fear and nervousness
when they have to participate or interact orally. One of the students said:
“El nivel académico por ahora, voy aceptable. Mis dificultades para participar
es como por un poquito de nervio.” (Appendix 2,Turn 15) In fact, it is observed
that the student is conscious that he is nervous, which

affects his or her

performance through the oral classroom activities. It is also perceived that the
student shows no self confidence and undecided to assert about the reasons or
factor he has difficulties to participate.

Regarding Social Anxiety can include speech, anxiety, shyness, stage fright,
embarrassment, social evaluative anxiety and communication apprehension
(Leary 1983, cited in Arnold, 1999: 63). In this case, people are more likely to
avoid social situations in which others might view them negatively and when they
relate to others, they often fail to take the initiative or participate only
minimally in conversations. In the classroom, for example this is observable in
behaviours such as keeping in silent, responding only when necessary, being
passive, and avoiding class entirely .

Referring to

Social anxiety

some instruments such as

diaries, interviews,

observation recordings (also their transcriptions) and test evidenced the feeling of
anxiety

in the students. Through the diaries for example, Miguel expresses his

bad experience in the group when he tried to interact in the classroom. He wrote:
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“Amigo diario en esta clase hicimos cosas como pegar cuadros en el
tablero y todo el salón participó y hicimos unos ejercicios orales en grupo.
Me sentí regular porque me decían que no sabía casi.” (Appendix 13, p 342) It
can be seen that the student felt affected because of the other students´ opinions.
Therefore, a social evaluative situation is present and it is obvious the student felt
bad when another person try to evaluate him or give opinions about him.

Through the observations, recordings, transcriptions and Group interview was also
observed an avoidance behavior which is a normal feature of anxious students.
Regarding to this, it was extracted the following example from a transcription:
(Augusto) pregunta a otro compañero: - What do you do at night?
Estudiante: (Se mece varias veces, cubre su rostro con la tarjeta. No
contesta. (Appendix 7, Turn 68-69)

It can be seen shyness, communicative apprehension, avoidance and silent .
Maybe, he did not understand the question or just he did not want to participate in
public, which means social anxiety is evidenced.

Another similar example in which the student may be feels anxiety, because
shows evidence of
answer is

keeping in silent, and being passive, and avoids giving any

taken from the transcriptions of a class, which referred to the

descriptions of daily activities.
“Teacher: Ok. You study. What else? Qué más?
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Todos saben que es Weekends verdad? Weekends, fines de semana..
Mayi.. Qué más?
Estudiante: Se ríe y sigue balanceándose. No dice nada más.” (Appendix 7,
Turns 77- 78).
Laugh, silent, movement could be a sign of anxiety and the student only gave
short answers and only said the necessary which indicates an evidence of social
anxiety.
Through the Class Observation 3 (Appendix 9, Turns 65- 70) students under study
avoid participating in class and they evidenced very short intervention, even in
Spanish, for example:
Teacher: Bueno y qué entendimos de lo que ellos dijeron? Volunteers?
Students: (Silencio)
Teacher: Bueno, podríamos decir en Español qué dijeron ellos)
(Una estudiante hizo el intento de pararse)
Teacher: Si Mayi? Te escuchamos.
Student: (Silencio). Se puso un dedo en la boca y no dijo nada.

In the Class Observation 3 (Appendix 9) a student reflected anxiety when the
teacher asked her something in English, for example:
Teacher: Do you like vegetables?
Student: (Baja la cabeza, mece el cuerpo, se ríe. No contesta).
(Appendix. 9,Turns 46-47)
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According to Horwitz et al. (1986) Communication apprehension has been also
studied by who expressed that people do not talk and fear talking, for any number
of reasons, only one of which may be communication anxiety. In the typical
classroom,

students might

avoid

talking because

they are

unprepared,

uninterested, unwilling to disclose, alienated from the class, lacking confidence in
their competence, or because they fear communicating.

Through the Group interview students talked about their fear and communicative
apprehension about their oral participation in the classroom activities. According to
what they stated, they fear of partners; their jokes and their opinions, which is
evidenced in the following examples taken from the transcriptions of the Interview.
One of the female students said referring to her fear of participating only in the
English class: “ Además no sabíamos que decir, bien tenía miedo po si se
fueran a burlar de mi ”(Appendix 13). And referring to her nervousness one of the
students undery study stated: “Me pongo nerviosa cuando tengo que
pronunciar. Tiemblo y me sudan las manos” (Appendix 2,Turn 217).

Adriana also said something similar to her partners, which means they have almost
the same anxiety features. Regarding what subject they feel more nervous to
participate , she said: “En Inglés, porque en Inglés me siento más nerviosa
porque me vaya a equivocar y después los compañeros se burlan. Teacher:
Ah... entonces también por los compañeros...” (Appendix 2, Turn 90). In a
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similar way, four of five students under study expressed they feel anxiety when
they have to read in public. (Appendix 3).

Besides, feelings related to embarrassing was also perceived through videos and
diaries. One of the students under study wrote as follows: “No participé porque
me daba pena responder” (Appendix 13). And another student also stated in her
diary a similar idea like this: “No quise salir porque me daba pena” (Appendix
13).

Arnold, J. (1999) states that all language teaching situations not only deal with the
language and with the learners and their particular cognitive and affective
characteristics; we must also take into account the relational aspects of learning a
new language.

He also affirms that Language learning and use is a transactional process and
transaction is the act of reaching out beyond the self to others, and as such it is
intimately connected with the learner ´s emotional being. When we bring a social
focus to language acquisition studies, we become aware that learners are not
anchored in a fixed state but rather are conditioned by forces in the social context
affecting them.

It

was observed during the process of data collection, specially through class

observations the differences of English level among the students who come from
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different Primary Schools and some of them did not emphasized much in
English class because of the lack of English Teachers in Primary Schools in
Sahagún. Therefore, high performances were observed by a group of students
making the difference with others whose participation is very low , aspect that
generates on them a high anxiety in a reduce group of students. Their anxiety
behavior was so evident that was no difficult to detect what was happening inside
the classroom.

It was the case of those students who avoided participating or interacting in the
Second Language , may be because they felt anxious or they were not prepared.
Next it is an example extracted from the First Class (Appendix 7,Turns 36-37)
Profesor: Now, today we are going to talk about your routines. Ustedes van a
hablar de sus rutinas. Van a preguntarle a un compañero. (Reparte tarjeticas
a los estudiantes) Le entrega una a Carolina.
Carolina dice: Ay, no....seño!
Another example taken from a class observation also evidenced this situation:
“Teacher: Mmj… I have breakfast alone (los aplaude.) Where do you have
breakfast? (Referring to other two students. Señala a Harold y a Miguel).
Come here, please.
Estudiante: Hace un gesto de fastidio. Appendix 7,Turns 190-191)

According to Pekrun´s Model (1992) about Expectancy- Value Theory of Anxiety
and Bandura´s Model (1991), concepts of worry and distraction relate first to
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appraisals of situations as threatening or not and then to learners´
determinations of their efficacy in dealing with these situations.

Foreseeing

negative, potentially harmful events in which individuals cannot see themselves as
effective mediators often produces anxiety.
When learners see situations as threatening, there can be an adverse affect on
learning. Because highly anxious individuals are often in a state of divided
attentional resources, their ability to concentrate and be successful at learning
tasks is hampered. In other words when students are constantly preoccupied with
the threat a learning situation poses, they cannot fully concentrate on that task.
(Eysenck, 1979)

The same students realized about their differences on the levels of English,
which it was registered in one of the diaries. Miguel, one of the students of the
group wrote:
“me pasaron en mi puesto a partisipar en ingles y me daba vergüenza pero al
fin sali y con este tratamiento siento que estoy mejorando mucho mas .hay
otros que lo hacen vien porque estan aciendo cursos de ingles.”
(Appendix 13)

In fact, the student recognized his weaknesses in reading in English and compare
himself with the other students´ performance, which make him to feel anxious,
embarrassed and also fear of his classmates´ opinions. Regarding this situation,
some researchers further differentiate the concept of anxiety by distinguishing
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between cognitive (worry) and emotional (affective) components of anxiety;
Deffenbacher (1980) and Schwarzer, (1986) state that anxiety related to cognitive
interference such as learning challenges, is due to extreme instances of worry, not
the arousal element of anxiety. Thus, the cognitive type of anxiety associated with
classroom learning is rarely facilitative.

As a consequence of this aspect, it has been observed that students tend to meet
together according to similar situations and abilities; small close groups were
perceived in which ones are highly participative; in others, one of the student is the
leader and participate in the name of the group; and other two small groups in
which communicative apprehension and anxiety are perceived. Videos show the
high participation of the same students in different situations and classroom
activities, and the contrary, students who avoid to participate in class or initiate an
oral interaction; signs of anxiety are seen in different settings.

In the following example is observed through the Group interview in which students
under study are asked by the teacher about who they work in groups with and
most of them referred to the same partners who had the same

personality

features.
Profesor: Cuando haces ejercicios de grupo para dialogar o para hacer una
tarea, te haces con quién?
Estudiante: Con Adriana o con Mary.
Profesor: O sea que se hacen con los de este grupo. Y tú Migue?
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Estudiante: mmm... (juega con el tapón de la mesa) eh... Luis Miguel
porque un día yo le pregunté y me dijo: bruto! Tú no sabes na! (Appendix 2,
Turns 354-357)

The student stated making group with Adriana and Mary, who are also shy and
anxious, which means they are in the same situation and do not have a different
partner to whom they find any support. Referring to this case, it was also observed
through the teacher ´s

reflection about the students,

what she wrote about

Adriana: “She stays alone or joins with timid partners when oral participation
is necessary in class. She worries because of her marks; stays in silent
during all classes and only tries to interact when I ask her”. (Appendix 11)
Through the diaries the same student (Adriana) wrote: “eso era una práctica,
pero sin embargo no participé”; then, she also wrote: “aunque lo sabía, pero
no lo decía porque me daba miedo y me coloco nerviosa” (Appendix 13)

In the case of Miguel, he tried to meet a successful student, but he was rejected;
the expression “bruto! Tú no sabes na! Made him to feel worse. Regarding to the
opposite situation, next, it is an example in which two students offer to participate
orally and make questions to the other students when the teacher delivered to the
whole class some flash cards:
“Students1-2: (Augusto y Jorge se ofrecen para formular las preguntas a los
demás compañeros)
Profesor: Ok. Very good.
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Estudiante1: What do you do in the afternoon?
Estudiante 2: I do homeworks”

(Appendix 7,Class 1.Turnos 41-44)

Both students continued making questions alternatively

to other four persons

more, which showed they felt well prepared and self confidence.

The differences among learners´ level as could be perceived, made student
subdivided in small groups according to their skills and abilities in the second
language, which also contributed to generate competitiveness in the group as it
was seen above.

Therefore, another factor that has to do with the students´ performance and affect
them meaningfully,

regards with the relationships among learners in the

classroom. It was observed through the Group interview (its transcription and
video), teacher ´s reflection and class recording that students feel affected with
negative behavior in the classroom. Some of them have felt rejected because of
their weaknesses in oral activities or rejected when they try to ask something to
the partners which increase anxiety, nervousness and lack of self esteem.

In regard to this aspect, Stevick (cited in Arnold, Jane, 1996) stated that affect
refers to the purposive and emotional sides of a persons´ reaction to what is going
on and affect plays a very important role in learning. Gloria Castillo (1973) also
remarks the need to unite the cognitive and affective domains in order to educate
the whole person.
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Some difficulties have been perceived in the relationship of the group which
have affected them both learning process

and affective factor.

Thus, they

expressed through the interview their perceptions. Most of them had bad and sad
experiences regarding their intentions of working in groups with others or asking
them something that do not understand. Some examples are extracted from the
transcriptions of the interview.
Referring to their feeling and relationship in the students answered:

Estudiante: Yo tengo un poco de desconfianza... por ejemplo.. no tanto las
niñas, sino los niños. Si uno les pregunta, salen con groserías, “Cállate, tú
nunca entiendes” con las niñas la cosa es diferente!
Profesor: Sientes si alguno de ellos te ha señalado o han sido groseros
cuando tú les preguntas?
Estudiante: No, pero he visto que con mis compañeros al que pregunta sí.
(Appendix 2, Turns 314-316)

Another student in a similar way, evidenced the same problem in the group:
Estudiante: Mi relación con las niñas... tengo más confianza, con los niños
por ejemplo les voy a preguntar sobre algo que hemos visto.. por ejemplo en
el caso de Dana, Dana pregunta y Luis le sale con grosería y le dice: Bruta!
Tu nunca entiendes! Bruta! (Appendix 2,Turn 20)

Another student also expressed a sad experience:
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Profesor: Cómo es la relación tuya con los compañeros?
Estudiante: Con las niñas más o menos, pero con los niños... no tanto.
Profesor: Por qué?
Estudiante: Porque los niños son como groseros. Uno les pregunta una cosa
y le dicen a uno: ah, tú nunca sabes! Eso le pasa a Dana casi siempre.
Profesor: Y a ti te ha pasado alguna vez?
Estudiante: (negó con la cabeza) (Appendix 2, Turns 325-330)

Another similar situation happened to Adriana:
Estudiante: Bien, tanto con los hombres como con las mujeres, pero me voy
mejor con Luis Miguel. Ese no me responde con tanta grosería como Polo
Profesor: Y cuéntame esa situación...cómo fue?
Yo le pregunté a Polo: Polo cómo se dice tal palabra en Inglés.. (se ríe) y él
me dijo: Bruta, ya la seño no lo escribió en el tablero?
Yo le dije: -Discúlpeme, perdón Polo. Y entonces le pregunté a Luis Miguel.
(Appendix 2, p Turns 332- 334)

Another student said:
Profesor: Y tú María Carolina?
Estudiante: Cuando le pregunto a Luis Miguel hay veces que me sale con
grosería, me dice que tu no entiendes nunca y que... que... espere... y no me
explica. (Appendix 2, Turn 351)

Regarding her feelings in the group María José also said:
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Profesor: Bueno, y tú? (señaló a María José): Cómo te sientes tu en el
grupo con tus compañeros?
Estudiante: Me siento más o menos. Como dije ahora... con las niñas me
siento mejor y los niños son groseros, no todos... pero más Polo y Luis
Miguel que son muy groseros y a veces Toñito... pero más... más... Polo.
Profesor: Eso hace que afecte tu participación en clase?
Estudiante: Sí. (Appendix 2,Turns 368- 371)

As it was seen students feel the need to join in the oral activities and interact with
others, but negative relation with others create a hard environment in the group
and fear of participating in front of them. Rivers, Wilga (1996) states that in
“interactive language teaching, comprehension and production retrieve their normal
relationship as an interactive duo. To achieve this, we need an ambiance and
relations among individuals that promote a desire for interaction. She also affirms
that interaction is also an affective, temperamental matter, not merely a question to
someone saying something to someone. Without a mutual respect, the building of
confidence, and the creating of many opportunities for experimentation in
communication without undue direction, classrooms will remain quiet places with
inhibit students who dare not try to express what really mattes to them.” (p.10)

Through the Personal Test about Oral Communication Apprehension is perceived
how a bad relationship among the members of the group affect their performance
in the group and make they fear of participating in front of their classmates. In the
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question 21 of the test the students under study were asked to answer if they
feel

relaxed

while they are speaking; and

40% of them stated to feel very

disagree; another 20% stated to feel disagree; 20% of them

stated being

undecided and another 20% of the students feel agree.
Regarding the question 17 in which students were asked to answer if they liked
to involve in group discussions, it was found that 40% of the students disagreed
very much; another 40% agree and the 20% of the students were undecided.

Another important factor to take into account in this research was the relationship
between the English teacher and the students; and the students with the others
from the group and the level of self confidence they have. It was observed that
there is affect and empathy between the teacher and students, who expressed
about her feelings of love and friendshipness through their diaries and stated their
confidence through the interview. The following example is extracted from the
diaries with the same errors that the students showed; María Mónica for example
wrote in her diary :
“ Gracias a la seño Liris que DIOS LA BENDIGA y que haci como esta haciendo
esta actividad a nosotros siempre se la aga a todos los niños que comiensan su
año en el colegio, en mi colegio adorado que Dios bendiga a los profesores, a la
directora y en especial a la seño Liris.”

In a similar way the same student wrote then:
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“querido diary tu eres mi mejor amigo y confidente te cuento que ya no
me está dando pena salir en público y que ahora me gusta más el INGLES O
LENGUA ESTRANGERA que antes me da mucha emosión saber que puedo
llegar a hacer una gran gringa y que gracias a la seño Liris puedo hacer mi
gran sueño GRACIAS A LA SEÑO LIRIS.” (Appendix13)

Another student also expressed his empathy towards some oral activities. He
referred in this way:
“me daba verguenza, pero al fin salí y con este tratamiento siento que estoy
mejorando mucho más.” (Appendix 13)
According to Brown, D.(2000) Empathy is the process of “putting yourself into
someone else´s shoes”. He also stated that “communication requires a
sophisticated degree of empathy. In order to communicate effectively you need to
be able to understand the other person ´s affective and cognitive states.” (p.153).

Through the group interview 100% of these students said they had confidence
with the English teacher and the coordinator of their group, but not with their
classmates, because of their classmates´ attitude towards them, which affect their
oral interaction in the classroom. Next these examples are extracted from the
transcription of the group interview :
Profesor: Y otra pregunta ya al final para irnos.. Ustedes sienten confianza
conmigo?
Estudiantes: Si (en coro). Otro dice: Yo sí
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Adriana: Sí, pero con los compañeros... no.
María José: Con usted sí, pero con los niños no! (Appendix 2. Turrns 374-377)

Referring to the empathy with the other students of the group, some students wrote
in this way: “me sentí muy bien pero en momentos me sentía en un ambiente
muy incómodo”.

“Diary nunca faltan los compañeros imprudentes

que

hacen sentir un poco mal”. (Appendix 13)

Regarding the relationship between method and oral interaction in the classroom,
students stated through diaries and the group interview they liked different types of
activities the teacher carries out in the classroom, such as dialogues, games and
matching words with pictures, which it is reflected in the following examples:
Through the diary Miguel wrote: “aunque yo no participé porque sentía nervios
pero de todas maneras la pasé muy vien con la seño y mis compañeros por
que todos reiamos y nos divertimos” (Appendix 13)

Adriana also wrote in her diary that she felt well in the English class: “Hoy llego
la seño digo que organizáramos en una rueda después habla de que se hacia
en la clausura y tambien hablábamos de que si que haciamos en lugares, de
que nos preguntaba con Can y teniamos que responder con Can y participe
por que me sentia muy bien.” (Appendix 13)
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Andrea wrote : “no participe porque me daba pena responder pero la
clase estuvo muy bacana”. (Appendix 13) Through the interview

the student

talked about the activities they liked the teacher carried out in the classroom.
Miguel said:

Miguel: (se limpia la cara varias veces con la manga de la camiseta) dice: me
agrada... la... las dramatizaciones y ya!
Profesor: Eso te agrada. Alguna otra cosa?
Miguel: Jugar lotería. (en voz baja) (Appendix 2,Turns 247-251)
Profesor: Mmmjjj... es bueno saber lo que no les gusta para tener en cuenta
eso
Miguel: Algunas medio, medio, que no me gusten no.
Adriana: A mí me agrada jugar a la lotería... los diálogos..y no me agrada
traducir y pasar a leer eso. (Appendix 2,Turn 266)

However, it was observed some aspects of the teacher´s methodology that may
be affected to the oral interaction in the classroom. Through different techniques,
such as

questionnaires,

diaries and interviews. Students stated the teacher

speaks in English most of the time and they do not understand at all or they have
to wait the teacher says in Spanish what she means; besides, most of the
classroom activities are focused on oral activities and through the video and diaries
was also perceived that

the teacher gave no much time to the students for
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preparing the dialogues or any another oral activity in class, which provoke
anxiety and lack of confidence.

According to the questionnaires 100% of the emphasis of the skills performed in
class correspond to speaking; and 100% of the students stated that the teacher
speaks most of the time in English. Group interview (Appendix 2, p241. Turns 269272) also reflected the students do not understand at all. Regarding this aspect
two students said:
Profesor: Bien, será que en clase ustedes me entienden cuando les explico?
Cuándo se les pregunta algo en Inglés, ustedes entienden? Andrea: Medio,
medio, a veces. Andrea: A veces yo le entiendo. Y cuando no Luis Miguel
me dice o espero que Usted diga en Español

Another student also stated that the reason because his lack of participation it was
no understanding, Miguel said:
Profesor: Y qué me dices tú?

Miguel: (silencio). Profesor: Si sabes cuál es

la pregunta, verdad? Estamos preguntando si entendemos en las clases de
Inglés?
Miguel: A veces si, a veces no. Profesor: Será por eso que no
contestas?Miguel: (se lleva las manos al rostro y afirma con movimientos de
cabeza). (Appendix 2, Turns 290-295)
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Regards to the same question, Adriana answered: “Yo le entiendo algunas
veces, pero a veces la burla de los compañeros... los compañeros distraen a
uno...”

Through the diaries María Mónica wrote about the English teacher in this term:
“la seño Liris se enojó porque uno de mis compañeros estaba molestando.
Aunque se salió de sus casillas después volvió a ser más calmada”
(Appendix 13)
As it is seen in this example, the teacher´s attitudes towards some situations given
in the classroom could affect students´ reactions towards the second language
learning and be reflected through different emotional states or negative attitudes.

In relation to the time, Andrea also wrote: “en la clase nos dieron unos afiches
para hacer un drama con ellos, pimero la seño nos explico como ivamos a
hacer despes nos dio 5 minutos para poder practicar lo del cartón que nos
dio a nosotros nos toco hacer las tareas.” (Appendix 13)
According to some studies carried out by Koch and Terrel (1991); Horwitz and
Young (1991) reported that oral skits and oral presentations in front of the class as
the most anxiety producing activities and that oral quizzes and being called on to
respond orally were also anxiety- producing and some teaching methods, such as
community language learning, can reduce language anxiety for many learners.
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It was also perceived through the recordings (and its transcriptions), diaries
and the group interview that belief was another factor that contribute to generate
anxiety in the students. Through the video for example, some successful students
reflect proudly they are the best and no body is able to perform in English as well
as they do and on the contrary, the less successful student believe they do not
know how to read or pronounce, which provoke anxiety. Diaries reflect student ´s
concerns about this aspect: “me dio pena porque no sabia leer en ingles”

In this example the student stated two important factors, which refer to the belief
factor through which he thinks, he is not unable to read in English, and a relational
factor that provokes shyness and embarrassment in front of his friends, which
means that friends´ opinion makes him to feel anxious in oral classroom activities.

Regarding this, research suggests that the beliefs of both learners and instructors
are linked to language anxiety and possibly to learner performance through
instructor´s

classroom

procedures

and

students´

responses

to

those

procedures.(Horwitz, 1998).
Leo Van Lier (1996) states that

“anxiety results from the insufficient skills or

insufficient challenges, and learning means that skills and challenges

are

increased in order to promote opportunities for hitting the flow channel” (p.106)

Another situation of belief was perceived through the interview, in which a student
did not want to select a specific aspect of his difficulties in the second language,
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because he thinks many things are difficult in English. The following example
is extracted from the transcription of the interview:
Profesor: Ah... qué te parece difícil? Miguel: (silencio) ( se centraba en mirar
y juguetear con el tapón de la mesa rimas). Profesor: Qué se te dificulta
hacer más en Inglés por el cual creas que tu materia sea aceptable
regular?

Miguel: (silencio)

o

(se mete el dedo en la boca). Profesor: Esa

partecita que tú consideras difícil, cuál será? Hay varias cosas difíciles en
Inglés?.
Miguel: (gesto afirmativo con la cabeza). (Appendix 2,Turns 135-140)

In the case of another students they believe two persons of the group are genius
because of their excellent performance in English; besides, they consider those
student could laugh of them. The following example is also extracted from the
transcription of the group interview:
Andrea: Ajá y como están los dos genios del Inglés Luis Miguel y Polo se
vayan a reir de uno.
Profesor: Ah que tu consideras que ellos son genios. No.. si aquí todos
estamos aprendiendo cierto? Hasta yo estoy aprendiendo todavía. (Appendix
2, Turns 60-61)

Through the diary, one of the student

expresses her belief

about having an

excellent performance which provokes anxiety when the results are not good. In
her diary, she wrote: “ Yo sé que puedo ganar mucho más que un
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sobresaliente, querido diario hoy puse todo mi empeño”; “Gracias a
Dios, a María Auxiliadora y a San Francisco de Asís todo me lo voy a
aprender con la ayuda de estos profesores y de la seño Liris”; “Se que me
voy a ganar en el 4º periodo a todos los alumnos que están en excelente por
que yo sé que con la ayuda de la seño Liris y Dios voy a lograrlo” (Appendix
13)

Regarding this situation, Horwitz states that the fact that foreign

language

learners belief that they should be able to speak with great accuracy and excellent
accent in two years, can generate anxiety. Horwitz (1998)

Besides the factors stated above, in the current research was also found another
one, which influence and affect students´ oral participation and understanding
during the development of the class. This refers to distraction in the classroom
which has been reflected in different ways, such as: students talking to his or her
partners, students keeping their books before the class ends. In regard to this
aspect, the psychologist Jean Piaget (1970) exposed the existence of four different
stages present in all human being and in the same order. Besides, he states
these stages are differentiated one from the others, not only in the quantity of
information acquired in each stage, but also in the quality of knowledge and
understanding acquired. Under this point of view, it could be said that the students
could carry out only those activities which correlate with their stages and different
things could have no sense for them.
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Regarding this aspect, Vygotsky (1990, p63) stated that attention refers to
focus of interest on something, which it is related to the perception. Children at
early ages reflect attention to some stimulus such as sounds, movement.

He

exposed that attention must be given in first place among the different functions of
the psychological structures. According to Feldman, (1988, p296) the stimulus are
important for maintaining the attention and can increase or decrease our activities.

According to what it is exposed above and the situations found in the current
research it could be said that there could exist many reasons by which students
reflect distraction inside the classroom. Cases of distractions were perceived in the
Class Observations 1, 2 and 3 (Appendixes 7,8,9) and their videos (Appendixes
7,8). In the first Class Observation, for example there were several cases in which
students were doing different things which could affect their understanding an of
course limit their oral participation in class. In the Track 1:37 one of the student
was playing with a ruler and another student had a small ball in his hands while the
teacher was giving instruction.

In the same way, almost at the end of the class another student took out a blue
mask from his bag, which made distract others. (Track 27:19). In this regard,
Vygotsky (1990, p 63) stated that children begin to have domain of their attention
when they create new structures of the situation they perceive. Besides, he
exposed that the child who has domain of the language is also able to direct his or
her attention in a dynamic way. According to this, it is also possible that those
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students felt few domain about what was happening in the class, and they
were also tired after two hours.
On the other hand according to Feldman (1988), students at early ages need to be
motivated through stimulus

since they like dynamic activities. In spite of the

pictures, posters and flash cards used in the class, It could be possible the
students felt static in their seats.
Another example was perceived in the Third Class Observation (Appendix 8) and
Teachers´comments ( Appendix 10) a student was playing with colourful, small
rubbers while the others were working in pairs on a reading comprehension
exercise; then, she could not participate because did not any idea about the text. In
this example it is reflected how distraction affect students´ learning and in this case
their participation.

Preparing a conversation with a partner and also talking about different things of
the class, were reflected on the videos. In the Class Observation 2 and Video
(appendix 8) is seen that a student spent much time talking to others and when the
teacher asked her, (“Do you like vegetables?”) she could not give any answer.
(Track 9:49).
In a similar vein, some students were practicing in English, while another two
students were performing a conversation in front of the group and then they were
not able to know what they meant. (Track 78: 57)
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Besides of talking to others, and be distracted with objects, it is important to
remark that the use of a camera during these period of classes affected students´
reaction who did not show in an spontaneous way. It was perceived for example
they smiled to the camera, or hid the face with something and in other cases they
felt nervous.
Some examples show Students smiling at the beginning of the class in the first
video (Appendix 7), One of the students under the study expressed during the
Group Interview (Appendix 2 ) she was nervous, forgetful and trembling because of
the camera, and in the Class Observation 2 (Appendix 8) some students smile and
others express a nice greeting with the hands to the camera, but they do not take
part in the class, they do not participate.

5.2.3. Students´ attitudes to Oral Production.
Attitudes have been considered as the persistence shown by a learner in striving
for a goal (Lambert, 1972). Besides, the term has been used to refer to the set of
beliefs that the learner holds towards members of the target language groups.
(Brown, 1981). Thus, language learning would be influenced by attitudes (Brown,
2000,p181). This means that learners could adopt different behaviours towards L2
learning and the cultural group.

According to Gardner (1971, p47) the learners tendencies and their attitudes
toward the other group determine their success in learning the new language and
motivation could be determined by their attitudes and orientation toward learning a
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second language. This means, students could show a positive or negative
attitude towards second language learning.

Therefore, taking into account what is stated above, the current study will attempt
to identify students´ attitudes towards the language concerned according to one of
the classifications given by Rod, Ellys(1985, p118). Referring to this point, negative
attitudes

were perceived through different perspectives, such as evidence of

anxiety symptoms, debilitating performances provoked by anxiety and lack of
motivation.
Referring to the former, MacIntyre & Gardner (1989) found that language anxiety
was distinct from more general types of anxiety and that performance

in the

second language was negatively correlated with language anxiety but not with
more general types of anxiety.” (p.27)

In a similar vein, Horwitz et al.(1986) stated that many people claim to have a
mental block against learning a foreign language, although these same people
may be good learners in other situations, strongly motivated. In many cases, they
may have an anxiety reaction which impedes their ability to perform successfully in
a foreign language class. “ Anxiety is the subjective feeling

of tension,

apprehension, nervousness, and worry associated with an arousal of the
autonomic nervous system”. (Spielberg, 1983). When the anxiety is limited to the
language learning situation, it falls into the category of specific anxiety reactions.
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Psychologists use the term specific anxiety reaction to differentiate people who
are generally anxious in a variety of situations from those who are anxious
only in specific situations. According to Horwitz et al. (1986) Research in
speech communication also suggests anxiety can affect an individual ´s
performance. Anxiety, for example may affect the quality of an individual ¨s
communication or willingness to communicate.

Daly & Stafford, (1984)

Mccroskey, (1978) has labeled this anxiety over speaking as “communication
apprehension”, which he defines as “an individual´s level of fear or anxiety
associated with either real or anticipated oral communication with another
person or persons” (p.58).

Kleinman (1977) studied avoidance behavior in the context of second language
learning. Horwitz et al. (1986) stated that “individuals who feel anxious about
communicating often avoid opportunities to enhance their
skills.

After much avoidance, when

these individuals

communication

find themselves in

situations where communication is required they are likely to do less well than
their more skilled counterparts” (p.6).

In the typical classroom, student might avoid talking because they are
unprepared, uninterested, unwilling to disclose, alienated from the class,
lacking confidence in their competence, or because they fear communicating.
“Evidence also suggests that once in a job, high apprehensive individuals are
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generally less satisfied in their work, and less successful”

(Richmond &

McCroskey, 1988).

Kleinman (1977) found that the affective state of the learner was determined by
Alpert and Haber´s Facilitating and Debilitating Anxiety Scale. Facilitating
Anxiety is an increase in drive level which results in improved performance
while Debilitating Anxiety is an increase in arousal of drive level which leads to
poor performance.

Regarding

the

individuals ´anxiety reactions,

language learning

provokes

Young, (1991) stated that

a traumatic reaction

in some individuals.

Referring to the same thing, Horwitz et al. (1986) affirmed that “the subjective
feelings, psycho- physiological symptoms and behavioral responses of the
anxious foreign language learner are essentially the same as for any specific
anxiety. They experience apprehension, worry, even dread. They have difficulty
concentrating, become forgetful, sweat, and have palpitations. They exhibit
avoidance behavior such as missing class and postponing homework.” (p.29).

Besides, it is important to have in mind different signs of anxiety stated by
Horwitz, such as:

General avoidance (“forgetting” the answer,

showing

carelessness, cutting class, coming late, arriving unprepared, low levels of verbal
production, lack of volunteering in class, seeming inability to answer even the
simplest questions); Physical actions, which has to do with squirming, fidgeting,
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playing with hair or clothing, nervously touching objects, stuttering, displaying
jittery behaviour, being unable to reproduce the sounds or intonation of the target
language; Physical symptoms(complaining about a headache, experiencing tight
muscles, feeling unexplained pain or tension in any part of the body; Other signs
reflect language anxiety, such as: over studying, perfectionism, social avoidance,
conversational withdrawal, lack of eye contact, hostility, monosyllabic or
noncommittal responses, image protection or masking behaviours (exaggerated
smiling, laughing, nodding, joking), failing to interrupt when it would be natural to
do so, excessive competitiveness, and self- criticism.
Referring to Motivation, Hilgard, Atkinson and Atkinson (1979, p281) defines it as a
cluster of factor that energize behaviour and give it direction. It involves learners´
reasons for attempting to acquire the second language.

This short summary about the category related to anxiety attitudes proposes to
give idea of what comes next; in order to understand better students´ reactions
and the examples given through the different techniques aimed to this purpose.

Through different techniques, such as diaries, interview it was observed students
avoided participating in the second language, reflected worry and fear, specially in
oral activities; and affirmed to be nervous, forgetful or fear of their classmates in
specific situations. Diaries for example evidenced students´ nervousness, coming
late and postponing homework in the Second Language classroom. Miguel for
example, wrote: “Sali con un compañero el me asia algunas preguntasy yo las
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respondia Sali regular porque estava nervioso.” (Appendix 13, p342)
Adriana also stated about her nervousness and dread in spite of having worked
know the answer of

the activity carried out at the moment. She wrote: “No

participé porque estaba nerviosa de que pasaran delante mis compañeros”
(Appendix 13, p344).
As it was said above, another situation observed with some student of this
group was General avoidance which in this case, was reflected coming late to
class and forgetting homeworks or the English notebook. Adriana wrote in her
diary: “Hoy llege tarde al Colegio la seño estaba en el salon después
mando a buscar unos alumnos para practicar los dialogos revisamos la
tarea y después de las notas del periodo y espero que me balla muy bien.”
In several opportunities , she stated the same features or evidence: “Hoy llege
tarde al colegio la seño reviso la actividad en el tablero me mando a leer
un dialogo con un compañero aunque no queria pasar pero termine
pasando después la seño pregunto quien había hecho la tarea pero la
tarea no la habia hecho.” (Appendix 13, p346)

Once more, the same student wrote: “Hoy llege tarde al salon ya estaba la
seño me puse nerviosa.La seño dijo que recordaramos lo que habíamos
dado en la clase pasa la revisaron la seño dijo que los que no la habian
hecho o traido que se pusieran en otro grupo yo como no la trage me
puse con otro grupo Despues dijo que nos orderanamos coloco a ser un
ejercicio nos esplico el ejercicio despues me puse con una compañera
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después dijo cuando tocaron el timbre dijo que el ejercicio 2 lo
hiciéramos en una hoja de block y la trajéramos en la proxima clase.”
(Appendix 13, p347).As it was stated above the most common symptom of this
student was avoiding English classes and she came late in different
opportunities.

María José also stated the same situation; in her diary she wrote: “Hoy me
paso que llegue tarde y me sente en la silla y espere que la seño llegara y
cuando la seño llego me pase para la silla de Laura después me pase
para donde Eliza. Porque yo hise la tarea con ella. Y a mi se me quedo el
cuaderno de ingles en la casa de ella despues empese hablar con ella
sobre el tema y Mary empeso a distraerme y la seño se quedo viéndonos
después se acabo la ora y la seño se fue eso fue todo lo que paso hoy.
(Appendix 13).

Fear or dread was also evidenced through the diaries in which the students
stated fear every time they have

to participate orally. Andrea for example

preferred to get bad grades instead of having to participate in class. (Appendix
13) She wrote: “al final de ya tener todo listo me dio pena presentarme y
deje que nos sacaramos i pero no me importo porque me dio pena y
ademas no sabiamos que decir bien tenia miedo por si se fueran a burlar
de mí”
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One of the student expresses her worry because of her mother´s health and
she was affected with this situation in the classroom. Regarding this aspect,
she wrote:” Seño hoy no participe porque estoy preocupada por mi mamá
le conteste con groserias a los niños porque tengo esa preocupación.
Primero la seño se puso a revisar la tarea Segundo fue que nos puso a
sernos preguntas a nosotros mismos despues isimos un cuadrito que
era para hacer preguntas. La seño salio para una reunión y nos dejo con
la seño Margarita y con ella pude descargar toda la preocupación que
tenia. despues no pusieron a hacer un ejercicio en el cual me va muy bien
y no me dio pena pasar al tablero. Att ANDREA”. (Appendix 13) As it is
perceived the student´s expression “descansé” referring to the teacher when
she had to leave the class because of a meeting,

it is an evidence of a

negative attitude toward L2 learning.

According to Krashen (cited in Horwitz, 1986) Anxiety contributes

to an

affective filter, which makes the individual unreceptive to language input; thus,
the learner fails to “take in” the available target language messages and
language acquisition does no progress. The anxious student is also inhibited
when attempting to utilize any second language fluency he or she has managed
to acquire. The resulting poor test performance and inability to perform in class
can contribute to a teacher´s inaccurate assessment that the student lacks
either some necessary aptitude for learning a language or sufficient motivation
to do the necessary work for a good performance”. (p.30).
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Through the interview

students stated they realized about their negative

emotions, such as to be nervous and fear when they have to participate orally
in the English classroom; even one of the student reflected being very nervous
when the interview was carrying out. Referring to those negative emotions the
students Miguel said he did not participate in class because of his nervousness
when others are participating in class. Another students like Adriana and María
José also expressed to feel the same negative emotions. They referred in these
terms: “Ma. José: (ji,ji,ji,ji). Yooommmm... en Inglés soy un poco penosa,
pero en las materias menos, porque a veces salgo por ahí. (se muerde los
labios y se ríe). (Appendix 2, p 230. Turn 84). And Adriana said: “en Inglés
me siento

más nerviosa porque me vaya a equivocar y después los

compañeros se burlan.” (Appendix 2, p231. Turn 90).
Besides, through the individual interview, 80% of the students under study
stated they feel nervousness when they have to participate in conversations
and reading in public. (Appendix 3, p249).
As it was observed

students reflected negative emotions

and negative

reactions in the classroom as a consequence of different factors which were
analysed above.

Another important instruments through which negative attitudes were observed,
were

the class observations and videos. Most of the

anxious student´s

attitude was negative, they kept in silent or covered the face with something;
postponed their participation with

their most common expression “después”
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and other students showed worry while others were participating. Next the
following examples are extracted from the first recording.

In the case of Miguel, he does not answer when the teacher asked him to
participate in a conversation, may be he was anxious or he did not know what
to say. His attitude is described below and the examples were taken from the
Appendix 7 (Class Observation and Video): “Miguel. (Se tapa la cara con las
manos) – No responde”. (Turn 30)
Similar attitude were also perceived by the same student through the class:
“(Miguel Se cubre la cara y no responde”) (Turn.53). (Miguel No responde
– se sonríe, saca la lengua) (Turn 60).
Another case

was Andrea, who showed being worried when the other

students were participating: “(La joven Andrea no participa y muerde la
carpeta de artística durante la clase) (urn 74).
(Miguel pasa la tarjeta a Harold, pero no salen a hacer la conversación).
(Turn 181).

In the second class recording (Class Observation 2, Appendix 8) a student
reflected a negative attitude regarding oral conversation. Thus, when the
teacher asked him and his partner he did not to participate. (“Se agacha..
hace gestos negativos con la cabeza. Se ríe, se tapa la cara con las
manos y luego hace señales que después”).

The same attitude was

repeated by María Mónica when the teacher asked her to perform a
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conversation with another student. An example of her attitude was extracted
from the transcription:
Teacher: Well, another student you María Mónica?
María Mónica: Se ríe (hace gestos negativos)
(Andrea y Adriana hicieron gestos de negación con las manos)

Another instruments in which negative attitudes were evidenced was through
the teacher´s reflection about students´attitudes in which she described the
types attitudes seen in the English classroom. Referring to Miguel she wrote:
“Sometimes, his attitude worried me, because he seems like not being in
class, does not look at me or the material I took to the class. On the other
hand, it has been necessary to talk to some students apart, because
Miguel has been pointed by some students who say him “tú nunca sabes”
“eres bruto”. “he usually has to copy from his partners, he sometimes
has forgotten his homework; thus I think that besides anxiety, he also
go unprepared to class.” (Appendix 11, p325)

Referring to another student the teacher remarked on the different attitude of a
student depending on the situation and context; in social events and dramas
carried out in the first language the student showed a natural behavior, while in
the second language, her attitude was opposite. The next example is taken
from the teacher´s reflection about students´ attitudes and behavior in the
classroom. “I knew her some years ago since she was in primary and
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always was asked to act as an angel or a sister in a special religious
event at school. Well, I thought she had self confidence and did not have
to do with nervousness or something like that. Now, she is my student
and she is always jumping on her chair when there is an oral activity in
class. Most of the time she

has a “frozen smile” and “laugh” for

nothing. She only participates in class only when I ask her to do it, but
she almost never interact in a volunteer way” (Appendix 11, p326)

Regarding this situation, many researchers have exposed their experiences
respecting Language anxiety, which it is defined as “ fear or apprehension
occurring

when a learner is expected to perform in the second or foreign

language” (Gardner and MacIntyre, 1993), (Young, 1998).

Students´ attitudes reflected both Emotional and physical changes when they
have to interact or participate in the classroom, which were closely associated
with the most common symptoms of anxiety. Most of the instruments carried
out through the research revealed anxiety symptoms of students in different
situations and activities performed in the classroom. Thus, it

was also

observed and proved through a “Communicative Anxiety Test , the level of
anxiety of each one of the students under study in relation to some particular
situations in the classrooms, such as conversations, participations or role plays.
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The questionnaires revealed that 80% of the students show anxiety symptoms
when they have oral classroom activities; through the interview the same
students

affirmed that anxiety symptoms happened when they have to

participate in class or they have a conversation with a classmate. It was also
observed that most of them were very nervous during the interview and anxiety
symptoms were perceived, Miguel for example was playing with the table all the
time; María José was laughing and forgot the questions, so the teacher had to
repeat her twice or three times; Andrea was biting her red pencil while the
other students answered.

According to this situation, some evidences are

shown below. Andrea for example stated she felt many things at the same time,
even during the interview which was in Spanish.

Profesor: Cuando ustedes están en una actividad oral de Inglés como
dicen que tienen nervio o algo... qué sienten? Qué les da? Cuéntenme,
explíquenme como se manifiesta eso en ustedes? Imagínense que
estamos en una actividad oral y vamos a salir.

Andrea: Tóqueme la

mano, tóqueme la mano!
Profesor: Qué pasa con la mano a ver? Andrea: La tengo sudá! Profesor:
Qué más te da? Andrea: Empiezo a temblá. Me quedo quieta y espero que
se vaya la hora.(Todos rien) Profesor: Y solamente en Inglés?Andrea:
Apenas en Inglés, porque eso da pena Profesor : Y qué más sentirás?
Andrea: Que me dan unas ganas como de ir al baño Profesor: mmmm... y
pides permiso? Andrea: No. (Appendix 2, p236. Turns 176- 188)
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Another student also stated described what he feels every time he has to
participate in class. He said: “Empiezo a temblá mmm...mmmm Sudo (se
retuerce las manos una con la otra). Profesor: y solamente en Inglés?
Estudiante: no, en Castellano también.” (Appendix 2, p237. Turns 199-203)

Another student who was very nervous jumped on her seat and said: “A mi me
da... me da miedo. Me empiezan a temblar las piernas...me pongo
nerviosa, empiezo a temblar... y me sudan las manos.” Profesor: Y ahora
cómo te sientes? Estudiante: Tengo pena y estoy temblando. (se agarra
los brazos) “Yo tengo todo en la cabeza y cuando salgo... se me olvida
todo, mire que ahora rato se me olvidó la pregunta. (se ríe)” . Referring to
the same question Adriana said: “Me pongo nerviosa cuando tengo que
pronunciar. Tiemblo y me sudan las manos”.

(Appendix 2,Turn 209). As it

was said above, one of the signs of anxiety has to do with forgetting things or
answers.

Diaries evidenced signs of anxiety symptoms; it is perceived for example in the
case of María José who wrote: “Pero eso si me entro una risa y una
tembladera en las manos y las piernas” (Appendix 13)
As it was said above, videos and observation class were important evidence in
which anxiety symptoms were perceived in the students and affected them to
have good performance. Evidences of stuttering, laugh, body movement and
short response were perceived in one of the student when the teacher asked
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her about her daily routines: “Teacher: What do you do on weekends?
María José:

eh… eh… (se sonríe, balancea el cuerpo) eh…I study”.

Teacher: OK, you study. What else? Qué más? Todos saben que es
weekends verdad? Weekends, fienes de semana. Mayi..Qué más?
Estudiante: Se ríe, sigue balanceándose, no dice nada más)”. (Appendix
7, Turns: 76-78)

In the second recording it was observed the case of one of the student who
was so anxious that could not pronounce any word when she was trying to
interact

orally with a partner. Next, the example is extracted from the

transcriptions: “Estudiante: What about… (se ríe) what do you breakfast?
María Mónica: (Abre y cierra la boca para hablar, pero no pronuncia nada
por unos instantes) balancea: ah… (se sientan)” (Appendix 8, Turns 222223)
As it was seen “ language learning provokes a traumatic reaction in some
individuals” (Young, 1991).

Besides the anxiety symptoms evidenced in the students, it was also perceived
the impact of those negative attitudes in their performance; it was perceived
that all the students who showed being anxious had poor performances both
in quality and extent; while those students who evidenced a relaxed attitude
had

successful performances.

Through the Anxiety Test

in academic

achievement situations by Alpert, R& Haber (1969) applied to the students was
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possible to measure the Scale of anxiety of the students and it was found that
100% of them were categorized in the “Debilitating Anxiety Scale”, which
means that they have negative impact in their performance.

Interviews also reflected students´ opinion about the relationship between their
results and their emotional reactions and anxiety symptoms. In this regard they
said:
Adriana: “Mi rendimiento académico...voy regular, porque me da nervio
salir al frente de mis compañeros.” In the case of María José, she also said:
“(se sonríe). Yooo digo que (ji,ji,ji,..) mi rendimiento es aceptable porque
me da pena participar... yo no entiendo casi a Usted, pero ya... yo estoy
estudiando y estudiando me va bien...” (Appendix 2,Turn 39) And Andrea
referring to the same situation said: “Mi rendimiento académico...voy
regular, porque me da nervio salir al frente de mis compañeros. Y a veces
no le entiendo casi a Usté cuando le entiendo no tengo la oportunidad de
participar, porque los otros compañeros salen”.(Appendix 2,Turn 41)

The same situation was perceived in the first class observation and its video
(Appendixes 7 and 12) in which one of the students under study showed
mental block and misunderstanding. Next the example is given: “This student
usually closes her eyes before speaking and make force with her eyes
and voice. Her voice is very low; she touches her nose, face and hair;
there is lack of eye contact”. “ Misunderstanding and mental block are
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other symptoms. There is no manifestation of interaction with other
students”. (Appendix 12)

According to MacIntyre & Gardner (1994) (cited in Young, 1998) when anxiety
is aroused, students may need more time to achieve the same results as their
relaxed counterparts. Anxious students may also take more time to write tests,
and the quality of their written of spoken output may be diminished. In any
even, a nervous student risks performing more poorly than a relaxed one”.
(p.37)

According to Rod, Ellis (1985) one of the most significant studies of motivation in
second language was carried out by Robert Gardner and Wallace Lambert (1972)
who made efforts to determine how attitudinal and motivational factors affected
language learning success. Motivation was examined as a factor of a number of
different kinds of attitudes. Gardner and Lambert define motivation” in terms of the
Second language learner´s overall goal or orientation.”

Brown (2000) proposed definitions of motivations in three different perspectives,
such as from the behaviouristic cognitive and constructivist terms. “From the
behaviouristic term, motivation “it is quite simply the anticipation of reward”. It is
driven to acquire positive reinforcement, and driven by previous experiences of
reward for behaviour. In cognitive terms, motivation places much more emphasis
on the individual ´s decisions, “the choices people make as to what experiences or
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goals they will approach or avoid, and the degree of effort they will exert in that
respect”. And a constructivist view of motivation places even further emphasis on
social context as well as individual personal choices. Each person is motivated
differently, and will therefore act on his or her environment ways that are unique.”
(p.160) .

According to Brown (2000) motivation can be global, situational, or task oriented.
“Learning a foreign language requires some of all three levels of motivation” for
example, a learner may possess high global motivation but low “task” motivation.
Motivation is also examined in terms of the intrinsic and extrinsic motives of the
learner. Those who learn for their own self- perceived needs and goals are
intrinsically motivated, and those who pursue a goal only to receive an external
reward from someone else are extrinsically motivated.

According to Edward Deci (1975:23) “ intrinsically motivated activities are ones for
which there is no apparent reward except the activity itself. People seem to engage
in the activities for their own sake and not because they lead to and extrinsic
reward”. “Extrinsically motivated behaviours are carried out in anticipation of a
reward from outside and beyond the self. Typical extrinsic rewards are money,
prizes, grades, and even certain types of positive feedback. Behaviours initiated
solely to avoid punishment are also extrinsically motivated, even though numerous
intrinsic benefits can ultimately accrue to those who, instead, view punishment
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avoidance as a challenge that can build their sense of competence and selfdetermination.

As it was said above, motivation is seen as a kind of attitude according to Gardner
and Lambert (1972). Through the

analysis

of the

students´ attitudes

was

perceived that most of their reactions were negative in relation with the oral
participations, which were reflected through anxiety symptoms, sign of avoidance,
apprehension, debilitating scale of anxiety and

obviously affected their

performance. This means that most of the students evidenced lack of motivation
which could be seen through the recordings, diaries and teacher´s comments.
One important instruments for this case, it was the diary through which students
could expressed their emotions regarding the real situation of the classroom. In
relation to the motivation, one of the student evidenced her lack of motivation in
this way: “primero hablamos de la hora y hicimos un taller pero alcansamos
a terminar. Me senti bien pero no participe porque para mi eso era una
practica pero sin embargo no participe. Adriana” (Appendix 13)

Another instruments that

reflected lack of motivation of the students were

recordings (Appendixes 7,8), teacher´s

comments (Appendixes 11,12) and

class observations, in which students´ distraction was perceived. Regarding
this aspect, the teacher wrote about one of the student: “María Mónica is very
timid in class and it is really difficult to motivate her in oral activities “.
About another student she wrote something very similar: his attitude worried
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me, because he seems like not being in class, does not look at me or the
material I took to the class.”

Referring to the lack of motivation and lack of

concentration to work on an activity in the classroom, the teacher wrote: “She
looked like distracted, she looked at the other classmates and show them
small round rubbers which she put between her teeth. The teacher had to
talk to her about that.

It was observed she did not interact with her

partner, she only wrote what the other student did”.

However, there were also evidenced some particular cases in which students
reflected being motivated according to some situations or activities carried out
in the classroom, such as the need of pass the subject ; improve academic
marks; type of strategies used in the classroom; praising. According to this
situations, both intrinsic and extrinsic motivation were present. Referring to the
Intrinsic motivation, It

was perceived that one of the students for example

expressed her purpose about pass the subject, improve her academic results
and become better than the excellent students. Regarding this type of
motivation, next there are two examples extracted from diaries without any
syntax or orthographic change. she wrote: “a mi me daba temor, pero con los
ejercicios los temores y los miedos van saliendo ya salir delante a un
público no me da miedo. Si me tocara salir delante a un publico grande
saliera eso yo quiero que ese deseo se me cumpla el otro año porque voy
a tomar clases de lengua extranjera para el otro año salir y ganar las
olimpiadas de la lengua extranjera gracias a la seño Liris que Dios la
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bendiga.” Another example of this type of motivation is the following: the
students wrote about her goals in the future: “me da mucha emosión saber
que puedo llegar a ser una gran gringa” (Appendix 13)

Another evidence of intrinsic motivation was perceived through the recordings
and its

transcriptions, and diaries, in which

could be perceived when the

students participated as volunteers in specific types of activities, specially
matching pictures and words; and work with magazines and scissors. One of
these examples was extracted from the transcription of the second recording:
Profesor: Yes, tenemos en cuenta eso, no olviden practicar la frecuencia.
(Coloca un poster grande y colorido con varias actividades) Ahora
ubiquemos los nombres de esta actividad con sus respectivas gráficas.
go to the disco. Estudiante: Lo ubica en la gráfica. Profesor: Play soccer.
Estudiantes: (Pasan varios y las ubican) (Andrea se le ve animada y
participa en esta actividad). Profesor: Ok. Now look at and answer. Do
they correspond to the pictures? Estudiantes: Yes, sí (en coro). As it was
seen, students evidenced more Instrumental motivation which has to do with
practical reasons for language learning, such as getting a promotion. (jane,
1999, p13).

According to the students´ reaction could be, they were self confidence with the
vocabulary used in the activity; or they were self confidence because matching
pictures with flash cards needed no linguistic language and they used them
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volunteering.

Regards this aspect, Jerome Bruner (1966) (cited in Brown,

2000) claimed that one of t the most effective ways to help both children and
adults think and learn is to free them from the control of rewards and
punishments” p.(165).

5.2.3. Students´ Strategies for Oral production. According to some researchers
Brown (2000); Rod, Ellis (1985); Hedge (2000) strategies are related to
learning styles, but between both terms there are differences.

Brown

stated that in learning a second language there are some variations in
learning styles that differ across individuals, and in strategies employed by
individuals to attack particular problems in particular contexts.

“Style is a term that refers to consistent and rather enduring tendencies or
preferences within an individual. style are those general characteristics of
intellectual functioning that pertain to you as an individual, and that differentiate
you from someone else. Strategies are specific methods of approaching a
problem or task, modes of operation for achieving a particular end, planned
designs for controlling and manipulating certain information”. (Brown, 2000:
113). The way we learn things in general and the way we attack a problem
seem to hinge on a rather amorphous link between personality and cognition;
refers to a cognitive style. According to Rod, Ellis (2000) cognitive style is a
term used to refer to the manner in which people perceive, conceptualize,
organize, and recall information.
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According to Brown (2000) research of the mid-1970s have defined specific
learning strategies. O´ Malley et all. (1983,1985,1987,1989) studied the use
of strategies by learners of English as a second language and strategies were
divided into three main Categories, such as Meta cognitive, Cognitive and
Socio affective. Rubin (1987) defines learner strategies in this way: “any set of
operations, steps plans, routines used by the learner to facilitate the obtaining,
storage, retrieval and use of information.. that is, what learner do to regulate
their learning”. (Rubin,1987,p 19).

According to Hedge, T.(2000) a simply way of distinguishing what learner do to
learn involves strategies that deal directly with the second language, refers to
Cognitive Strategies. These are thought processes used directly in learning
which enable learners to deal with the information presented in tasks and
materials by working in different ways. Regarding to this strategy, Rubin (1978)
stated that Analogy can be seen as a part of the more general strategy of
deductive reasoning. And Picket (1978) stated that another cognitive strategy is
memorization, in which learner finds both visual and auditory

memory are

important. O´Malley et al. 1985) classified in this category: Repetition,
resourcing, translation, grouping, note taking, deduction, recombination,
imagery, auditory representation, keyword,
transfer and inferencing.
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contextualization, elaboration,

Regarding the Metacognitive Strategies Hedge (2000) affirmed that involve
planning for learning, thinking about learning and how to make it effective, selfmonitoring during learning, and evaluation of how successful leaning has been
after working on language in some way. So when learners read carefully
through the teacher’s comments on their written work, or review the notes they
have made during class they are using metacognitive strategies. O´Malley et al.
1985) classified in this category: Advance organizers, Directed Attention, selfmanagement, functional planning, self monitoring and Self Evaluation.

A

further Category sometimes included in frameworks of learning strategies is
that of Communication Strategies when learners use gesture, mime, synonyms,
paraphrases and cognate words from the first language to make themselves
understood and to maintain a conversation.

In relation to the Socio affective strategies
learners

Hedge stated that these provide

with opportunities for practice. Examples

include initiating

conversations with native speakers, using other people as informants about the
language, collaborating on tasks, listening to the radio, or watching TV
programmes in the language, or spending extra time in the language laboratory.
O´Malley et al. (1985) included here : Cooperation and

Question for

clarification.

Some studies carried out by Rubin(1975); Stern (1975) and Thompson (1982)
have stated a relationship between the use of learning strategies and good
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language learners. Therefore, in order to find any relation between students
´performance and the strategies they use in the classroom activities, different
instruments were taken into account, such as individual interview, class
observation, recordings, and diaries through which were possible to know what
was happening inside. In regard to the socio affective strategy, It was found
through the class observations and recordings that most of the students prefer
to

work in

groups or pairs,

even those who did

not

evidence anxiety

symptoms, as if they shared the responsibility and not take part alone. The
students also expressed feeling better when they work in groups through the
individual interview carried out with each one of them. In this case, four of five
students interview said: “ Se me facilitan los dramas en grupo o e parejas” ;
“son fáciles.. las traducciones en grupo”; “ creo que se facilitan... los
dramas y los trabajos en pareja”. Through the group interview students also
expressed feeling better working in groups. The following example is extracted
from the transcriptions of the interview:

“Profesor: y cuentame te gusta

trabajar sola o con los compañeros?

Estudiante (María José) Con los

compañeros”

Furthermore, another important information emerged from the instruments in
relation to the students´ strategies, was related to what students do when they
do not understand in the second language classroom It was observed that most
of them prefer to ask another student the meaning of a word or any another
thing they do not understand instead of the teacher; the results reflected that
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only two of them

recurred to the teacher in regular opportunities.(Class

observations 3 and 4).Next, the examples are extracted from the transcriptions
of the group interview. Profesor: Y alguna vez has preguntado cuando no
entiendes? Estudiante: Si señora, una vez.

Profesor: Y el resto?

Estudiante: No sé. No lo hago....los nervios.” (Appendix 2) Another student
also stated he asked to a partner when he does not understand and he does
not ask to the teacher because of

shy.

“Estudiante: Algunas veces yo

entiendo, y cuando no… le pregunto a Luis Miguel. Profesor: Luis Miguel,
el compañero de salón?

Estudiante: Sí.

Profesor: y por qué no le

preguntas al profesor? No te gusta preguntar en clase?

Estudiante:

(niega con la cabeza) dice: me da pena.”

Regarding the questions used for clarifying ideas, some students evidenced
more interest and opened to share ideas with a partner, while others were only
copying answers without giving any opinion. The teacher´s comments related
to the Class Observation No.03 (Appendix 9), (Appendix 11) registered a
similar situation. The teacher wrote referring to Miguel: “ It was observed he
was concerned because he did not have a partner to work with. He asked
to the teacher in two opportunities to verify if the activity he was doing in
pairs was ok; he used the dictionary during the pair work and he also
asked to his partner, but he did not take notes. At the end, did not
participate orally.”

Another different situation was perceived with Andrea,

regards to this situation, the teacher wrote: “ It was observed she copied
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what the partner did in class. She asked her partner to have feed back
with the teacher, but she did not do it directly. She did not use the
dictionary or any other strategy. During the oral interaction her
participation was very short and read her notes. She stated to be
suffering with that activity”.

An extract from an student ´s diary also show a cooperation example when she
referred to do homework with another partner and sharing ideas about the
class. She wrote: “ hoy me paso que llegue tarde y me sente en la silla y
espere que la seño llegara y cuando la seño llego me pase para la silla de
Laura después me pase para donde Eliza porque yo hise la tarea con ella.
Y a mi se me quedó el cuaderno de ingles en la casa de ella. Después
empese hablar con ella sobre el tema” (Appendix 13)

As it was seen, cooperation

through

group works and question

for

clarifications which were directed to the other classmates were two strategies
used by students in the classroom. However, both had difficulties in different
senses; the first one because it was observed some of them do not work as a
group, they only write from the partner´s notes and in relation to the second
one, that is questions for clarification,
classmates, but others did not.
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some

students

asked to their

Regarding Cognitive Strategies such as the resources the students use for
learning and develop their activities two class observations (No. 03- No.04)
(Appendixes 9 and 10) evidenced

the students do not use regularly the

dictionary in the classroom. Only one student did it in the class No. 03 and only
two student used it

through the class No. 04, as it is in the Appendixes.

However, the individual interview carried out with the students, 80% of them
stated to use the dictionary when they do not understand something.

Another Cognitive Strategies used by students which emerged from the
instruments were translation and note taking. Students tend to translate all the
exercises, they consider a reading comprehension exercise is a translation
exercise. So, expressions like “ nos tocó traducir…”; “y tenemos que
traducir todo esto?” it was seen that students perceive translation

as a

synonym of reading. Through group works and pair works in which students
were asked to prepare a conversation or a role play, it was also seen that they
first take notes of what they want to say and then according to the
circumstances read the piece of paper. Not reading what they worked in class
is a suffering like Andrea said: “no me torture seño”.(Appendix 9, Turn 119 ).

An extract from a student ´s diary (Appendix 13) shows her using analogy in
order to explain the meaning of a word given in English to another student.
María Mónica wrote: “La seño Liris nos puso un ejercicio para ver que
podía hacer los perros, las gallinas, el cat,etc. El segundo punto trata de
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escoger tu super heroe y describirlo y por que es tu heroe favorito.
Cuando yo le estaba explicando a Mary que era un heroe por que ella no
entendia el segundo punto y le dije tu eres un heroe cuando por ejemplo:
un viejito va por la calle y tu vez el carro que viene a toda velosidad y tu
alcanzas a coger al viejito para que el carro no lo coja ese es heroe pero
si tu te quedas mirando mientras el viejito cruza la calle eso es tener un
duro pero aquí se trata de hablar de tu super heroe favorito. Pero con esa
explicación si le silvio para la lengua extranjera por que silvio para que
ampliara el trabajo.”

Another extract from a student´s diary also reflected

a cognitive strategy

related to visual and auditive memorization that the student take into account
because she wants to improve her grades in the subject. She wrote: “ yo se
que puedo ganar más que una sobresaliente querido diario hoy puse todo
mi empeño en la clase y puse toda la atención del mundo no solo en lo
que desian si no como se pronunciaba, que se significaba, y como se
escribia. Todo eso y estoy segura

que es muy importante para mi

estudio”. (Appendix 13)

It can be said that the strategy more used by the students is the Cognitive,
specially the use of dictionaries according to the students´ report and note
takings, because another strategies perceived were isolated cases of a
particular student. Regarding the Socio affective Strategies students tend to
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ask their classmates what they do not understand. There was no evidence of
any Metacognitive Strategy in the students which means there is no
autonomous learning in the group.
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PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS.

Language anxiety has been associated with the learner´s performance as well as
language learning and motivation inside the classroom, which could be seen as a
synonym of a serious constraint and a point of discussion specially if this factor
limit

students´ abilities to develop oral skills and affect their academic outcomes.

Since language anxiety is related to the worry and negative emotional reaction
aroused when learning or using a second language, according to MacIntyre &
Gardner ´s theory (1989), it could be said that perhaps one of the most important
implications for mainstream teachers lies through the work on both affective and
cognitive aspects for giving students the appropriate conditions to reduce their
negative feelings toward the second language. On this respect, Arnold, J and
Brown, D (1999) state that abroad understanding of affect in language learning is
important because affective aspects can lead to more effective language learning.

As language apprehension is related to loneliness, general anxiety, test anxiety,
intolerance for ambiguity, and touch avoidance (Daly &Stafford, 1984), it could be
interested and meaningful that language teachers talk openly with their students
about their expectations and about the nature of language anxiety, make some
decisions together in order to assume a different attitude toward oral interaction in
the class; as well as to develop strategies for developing a sense of community
among learners, to carry out some activities that allow students a great deal of non
threatening oral practice, to design evaluation techniques that allow students to
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reduce learner anxiety; to increase the group work with small number of
participants which could help student to share responsibility and feel safer in oral
participations.

Another important pedagogical implication for mainstream teachers lies in trying to
reduce personal factors such as competitiveness in the group which affect
considerably to the anxious students and arise the fear of talking in public. On the
same way it will be important to build self confidence in the group, specially with
the anxious students, to balance students´ personality since they are in period of
formation in which both teachers and parents could carry out an important role to
improve their abilities. Under this circumstances, the teacher it is also called to
create beneficial conditions for language learning.

Regarding another possible consideration to take into account once a diagnosing
anxious behaviour have been done, mainstream language teachers could act for
diminishing anxiety symptoms in their learners according to their needs or
situations. Therefore, language teachers could be very clear about the classroom
goals and help students develop strategies to meet these goals;

to provide

activities that address varied learning style and strategies in the classroom;
encourage moderate risk taking in a comfortable environment; help students
practice first before doing in public; to let students use the language without taking
into account the linguistic mistakes.
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Since learning anxiety and language apprehension are related to the
weaknesses students feel and evidence about the development of some language
skills,

perhaps, it could be relevant

for language teachers to work on those

weaknesses which could become in possible strength for the students and try to
decrease their anxiety. In regard to this aspect, language teachers could carry out
many actions in order to help students to go beyond they are doing. It could be
helpful teachers offer feedback after every activity no matter what skills are being
developed in the classroom. Students need to feel sure what they are doing is
correct or not; it has been evidenced through this research that students do not talk
because of many different reasons in which weaknesses, lack of self confidence,
no preparation or fear of being evaluated by others are main factors that provoke
anxiety.
In regard to this aspect, some suggestions for diminishing language anxiety in
which teachers are called to participate are given by Rebecca Oxford, (1990) who
considers teachers might help students understand that language anxiety episodes
can be transient and do not inevitably develop into a lasting problem; boost the
self- esteem and self confidence

of students for whom language anxiety has

already become a long term trait by providing multiple opportunities for classroom
success in the language; reduce the competition present in the classroom; be very
clear about classroom goals and help students develop strategies to meet those
goals; give students permission to use the language with less than perfect
performance; encourage students to relax through music, laughter or games; use
fair tests with unambiguous, familiar item types; give rewards that are meaningful
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to students and that help support language use; enable students to recognize
symptoms of anxiety; help students practice positive self talk self encouragement
and cognitive reframing of negative or irrational ideas.

Besides, it could be also interesting to point out important aspects of teaching and
learning a second language related to the type and quantity of input used with
young students, since they need enough and adecquate material in order to
understand, and feel confidence to participate. In the same way, educators must
be careful at the time of assingning home works; thus, it is relevant to point at the
specific goals, design them according to the level of English of the students as
well as their mental stage, take into account the quantity and quality of them. A
bad orientation of tasks, activities, enough quantity of them could generate
negative attitudes towards the learning of a second language.
In the same way, it would be important to remark that permanent corrections
during

students´ participation could generate

negative attitudes,

communicative apprehension or any other symptoms of language anxiety;
but it is also important to take time in order to correct mistakes as a process of
teaching that allow students not to repeat the same errors , but go on without
limitations.

In summary, it could be said that both teachers and learners have an important role
in the teaching and learning process of a second language in which it must be
assumed a positive change of attitude that has to do with flexibility, variability in the
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use of activities and strategies in the classroom, development of self esteem
and self confidence and the creation of beneficial conditions for learning in which
cooperation, affect, a nice environment and knowledge take an important place in
the classroom in order to decrease anxiety among learners and please language
learning. Regarding this aspect, Nolasco, R & Louis, A. (1988) state that “effective
classroom management is the key to classroom success”.

Finally, as researchers we must also involve others in the process of finding every
thing or factors that attempt or go against the normal and successful learning in
the classroom and make healthful decisions with the purpose of help learners to go
ahead and improve the quality of education we are sharing in our context. In the
same way, researchers must be called to share their ideas and look for the
cooperation of others, such as administrators, teachers of the different disciplines
and mainly parents and students. Once the researcher´s seed is put on the ground
correspond to everybody take part in the process which allow students an excellent
educational growth.

Besides, there is no doubt the existence of many similar situations lived inside the
classroom related not only with anxiety in oral interaction, but also negative
behaviour, avoidance or anxiety through the development of the different language
skills, such as writing and reading, perhaps it could be interesting and important
to point to future researches focused on another skills.
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CONCLUSIONS

After collecting data and analyzing the information gathered from a small group of
students of 6th grade at María Auxiliadora School in Sahagun about the factors
that affect them to participate orally in class, it is relevant to summarize the process
and point at the main aspects that emerged from this study. First, it is also
interesting to mention that the academic results of the students and their attitudes
towards English language learning were the motivation to carry out this study, as
well as the challenge of working on the first research about seond language at this
School.

Therefore, as the point of departure of the current research was students´ attitudes
and

behaviours, Qualitative research

guided all the process, since it is

characterized by a concern for the individual or understanding human behaviour.
(Seliger and Shohamy, 1989, p116-117). Besides, Qualitative seeks to understand
the meaning and significance of those actions from the perspective of those
involved. It is usually focus on a small number of individuals, grous or settings. and
employs a range of methods in order to establish different perspectives on the
relevant issues. (Richards, K. 2003, p10)

Referring the main tradition to go on this study, from Qualitative research was
selected Ethnography which helped and threw lights about both the description and
interpretation of the group selected as well as the selection of the main instruments
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for collecting data. Referring to this point, Richards, K. (2003) stated that
Ethnography seeks to describe and understand the behaviour of a particular social
or cultural group. In the same vein, Nunan (1992) exposed some characteristics
about Ethnograhy, in which states that this type of research is contextual,
interpretive, it begins with questions, not formal hypothesis; describes classroom
processes; involves not just description, but interpretation, analysis, explanation;
has the holistic principle, which refers to factors influencing behaviours and
interaction at the time they happen.

Another important stage to carry out this study was the selection of the instruments
for gathering information,which as it was said above, Ethnography was relevant in
this step.thus, different types of instruments were applied, such as: Questionnaires,
Interviews (Group interview and Individual Interview); Tests (Personal report of
Communicative Anxiety Test, Personal Test about Self Confidence and Test about
Facilitating and Debilitating Anxiety Scale); 4 Class Observations (2 Videos,
3Transcriptions and 2 Checklists); Teacher´s comments and Student´s diaries.

It can be said that thanks to the Hermeneutic approach the interpretation of data
was possible, since Hermeneutic has to do with the interpretation of written texts.
(Gadamer, 1983). Besides, a holistic or synthetic perspective was also relevant to
understand

and give interpretation to the students´behaviour since Holistic

research must take into account both the behaviour of the individuals and or
groups under investigation and the context in which the behaviour occurs, which
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has a major influence on the behaviour (Nunan, 1992). Besides, there are
two dimensions to this type of analysis, a horizontal and a vertical. The first, refers
to the description of events and behaviours and the second one, refers to the
factors which influence behaviour and interaction at the time at which they occur.

The interpretation of data and the process of Triangulation were the main step to
deduce the Categories which emerged from the data. In this regard, Seliger and
Shohamy (1989, p123) state that the use of a variety of methods to collect data
allows the researcher to validate findings through triangulation. In this way, four
categories emerged after the process of triangulation; they were: Types of
Activities performed in the classroom; Activities that provoke anxiety and make
difficult oral participation; Students´ attitudes and Students´ strategies.

Before giving the conclusions of what was fund, I consider also relevant to point
at some theories that helped to carry out this research in order to guide and give
more coherence between the situation posed above and the findings. Language
anxiety which has been one of the most important factors that impede language
learning in the young learners, has been defined as the worry and negative
emotional reaction aroused when learning or using a second language according
to MacIntyre & Gardner (1986). Besides, there are many factors that could
influence language learning and one of them refers to the strategies the learner
use to learn. Regarding this aspect Rubin and Hedge (2000) defined it as any set
of operations, steps, plans, routines used by learner to facilitate the obtaining,
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storage, retrieval and use of information, that is what learners do to learn and
to regulate their learning. In the same way, Anxiety has also been associated with
negative feelings such as uneasiness, frustration, self-doubt, apprehension and
tension. And it has seen as the most pervasively factor that obstructs the learning
process. (Heron,1983, cited in Young, 1998).

Now, according to the research question first posed, which refers to the factors that
could affect students of 6th grade to participate orally in class, was answered
through the data and also related with many factors which affect students´
participation

in the classroom. Regarding this question,

after the process of

description and analysis of the data, it was found that some activities ease oral
participation in the classroom, while others difficult and limit it, which provoke
anxiety in the students. Another important aspect that emerged from the data was
the existence of a great variey of factors which affect students´ participation in the
classroom, such as:

Self- esteem, Risk Taking, Competitiveness, Anxiety,

Academic differences, Relationship amont students, Empathy, Teachin method,
Beliefs and Lack of attention or Distraction in the classroom.

Besides, the group of students under study reflected negative attitudes towards
oral participation in the classroom, which was perceived through different ways,
such as their anxiety symptoms, lack of motivation. Thanks the Debilitating and
Facilitating Anxiety Test, by Alpert, R. & Haber, R.(1960)

was found these

students were categorized under a Debilitating Anxiety scale, which means they
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did not assume an alerted position of improvement, but on the contrary, they
tended to fear, be quiet, and shy. This group of five students, for example reflected
nervousness and anxiety symptoms, such as low voice, trembling, freezing state,
forgetful, when they have to face an oral activity or interact whether the partners or
the teacher.

Finally, the study also evidenced that students under study prefer to work in groups
and apart of using the dictionary in some few opportunities and asking to their
partners, they do not have another learning strategies.

In short, this study have revealed that the group of students under study, in spite of
their short age have recognized through the data they have some limitations about
the use of the second language, and there are different English levels of students
in the same classroom. This aspect, summed up to the competitiveness of the
group and a bad relationship among them; besides, in part contributed to develop
negative attitudes toward the use of the second language learning, and also affect
their language learning. Regarding this aspect, Jane Arnold (1999) stated that
“affective side of learning is not in opposition to the cognitive side. When both are
used together, the learning process can be constructed on a firmer foundation.”

On the other hand, after having remarked on main aspects of the study carried out,
it is also important to point at the young learners need to be guided during all their
learning process in a systematic and pedagogical way, since they could assume
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negative attitudes towards the learning of the second language or towards the
teacher. Besides, due to their short age, Englis teachers must provide them the
necessary conditions to create a favourable environment in the classroom. This
means, affect, permanent motivation, appropriate material, supervision of the
quantity and quality of tasks, inough input, feedback, etc in order to help students
to get their goals, make use of the language in a communicative way, to interact
with others, which it is the purpose of second language teaching.

Perhaps, many teachers and students have lived a similar experience in the
classroom, but it is just obvious to recognize that every person as well as every
context must be different ones from others. However, it is important to point to the
different strategies both teachers and learners could use in order to improve
anxiety situations in the classroom and try to recognize the most important factors
that affect students under specific situations. Therefore, teachers´ interest must be
focused not only on teaching knowledge, but also boost the students to get their
objectives in a relaxed, easy way inside an appropriate environment through
which learning result a dynamic, interactive and meaningful activity for the
students.
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Appendix 1
STUDENTS´ QUESTIONNAIRE
Fecha: Agosto 2de 2007.
Institución: COLEGIO MARIA AUXILIADORA

Apreciado estudiante:
Tu opinión es valiosa para el mejoramiento de la calidad de la enseñanza de la
lengua extranjera. Este trabajo corresponde a un proyecto de investigación sobre
la lengua inglesa, por eso, te solicito que diligencies este cuestionario de la
manera más sincera y objetiva posible, marcando con una x la(s) opción(es) que
mejor respondan a tu situación personal. No hay necesidad de colocar tu nombre y
esta información será estrictamente confidencial.
Si piensas que tu respuesta no está incluida en la lista de opciones, ten plena
libertad de anotarla en el espacio en blanco que le queda a cada pregunta en el
lado derecho. Muchas gracias.
Liris Lafont Mendoza.

1. En la clase de Inglés, con cuál de las siguientes actividades del aula te
sientes más a gusto?
-------Traducciones de Inglés a Español
-------Explicaciones gramaticales
-------Repetición de sonidos
-------Ejercicios escritos
-------Interacción oral
-------Ejercicios de escucha
-------Lecturas de material impreso.
Otro: ___________________________
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2. La mayoría de las actividades en el aula de clase se centran en :

------ Explicaciones gramaticales
------ Traducciones de ingles a español
------- Repeticiones de sonidos
------- Lecturas del libro
------- Ejercicios de escucha
------- Ejercicios escritos
------- Ejercicios de Interacción oral.
Otro: _____________________________

3. Marque de 1 a 4 ( 1= menor énfasis y 4= mayor énfasis) el énfasis
que se le está dando a las siguientes habilidades:
-----------Oral: Diálogos, dramas, role plays,etc. ( Speaking)
-----------Escucha: CDS, cassettes, videos

(Listening)

------- ----Escritura: Ejercicios escritos (Writing)
---------- Gramática: Ejercicios gramaticales, explicaciones (Grammar)

4. Con cual de estas actividades sientes ansiedad o nerviosismo?
-------Actividades orales: Presentaciones, participación verbal, sustentaciones.
-------Escucha de grabaciones.
-------Lectura de textos en frente de tus compañeros
-------Ejercicios escritos en tu cuaderno o en material impreso.
-------Trabajos en grupo
-------Presentación de trabajos
Otro: ____________________________

5. Cuando tienes una actividad en Inglés y no deseas participar de ella, cual
de las siguientes excusas acostumbras a dar:
--------Dices que estás enfermo (a)
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--------Pides permiso para ir al baño
--------Le echas la culpa a otro compañero por no estar preparado.
--------Permaneces en silencio.
Otra: ______________________________

6. Tu participación en el aula se debe a:
--------Motivación propia
--------El profesor te pregunta
--------Los compañeros te motivan
--------Permaneces en silencio.
Otro: ____________________________

7.Cuando tienes una actividad de Inglés en el aula de clases cómo
reaccionas?
--------Se te olvida todo
--------Mueves incesantemente una pierna o las manos sobre la silla
--------Juegas con un objeto entre las manos.
--------Te comes las uñas.
--------Te da una risa incontrolable
-------- Tartamudeas
---------Te sudan las manos
---------Te pones helado (a)
---------Te quedas en silencio.
Otro:_______________________
8. Qué materiales utilizan con más frecuencia en el aula de clases?
-------Videos
-------Grabadoras
-------Libros
-------Tarjetas
-------Láminas
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-------Periódicos
-------Revistas
-------Cassettes
-------C.D.S
-------Juegos
Otro: ________________________

9. Con qué frecuencia usas el inglés en el aula?

--------Siempre
-------- La mayoría de las veces
---------Algunas Veces
-------- Nunca
Por qué?
10. Con cual de los siguientes materiales te sientes más motivado a
participar?
-------Videos
-------Grabadoras
-------Libros
-------Tarjetas
-------Láminas
-------Periódicos
-------Revistas
-------Cassettes
-------C.D.S
-------Juegos
Otro: ____________________________
11.

De las siguientes

opciones señale la actividad oral que se ejercite con

más frecuencia:
-------Conversaciones
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-------Dramatizaciones cortas
-------Role play
-------Lecturas de textos frente al grupo
Otra: ____________________________

12. Con cual de las siguientes actividades orales no te sientes a gusto?
-------Conversaciones
-------Dramatizaciones cortas
-------Role play
-------Lecturas de textos frente al grupo
Otra: ____________________________

13. Con qué frecuencia se hacen actividades orales?
--------- Siempre
----------Usualmente
----------Raras veces
----------Nunca
14. Tu profesor habla la mayor parte del tiempo en Inglés?

---------Si
15.

----------No

Entiendes lo que el profesor te pregunta?

---------Si

---------No

----------A veces

16. Tienes materiales propios para ejercitarte en escucha y oralidad?

-----------Si

17.

----------No

Tu contacto con el idioma se da con más frecuencia a través de :
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-------Revistas
-------Periódicos
-------Radio
-------Parabólica
------- C.D.S.
-------Textos técnicos
--------Internet
--------Angloparlantes
Otro: ______________

18. Asigne valores de 1 a 5 a las siguientes habilidades de acuerdo a la
importancia que para ti tienen.( 1=menor y 5=mayor)
------Entender el ingles
------Expresarse en ingles
------Leer en ingles
------Traducir
------Escribir en ingles

19. Qué recurso consideras te ayuda a mejorar la habilidad oral (Speaking) ?
------Cassettes- CDS
------Videos
------Participación del profesor
------Participación de los compañeros
------Un visitante extranjero
-------Canciones.
Otro: ____________________________

GRACIAS POR TU COLABORACIÓN!
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STUDENTS´ QUESTIONNAIRE
Fecha: Agosto 2de 2007.
Institución: COLEGIO MARIA AUXILIADORA
1.
En la clase de Inglés, con cuál de las siguientes
actividades del aula te sientes más a gusto?

80%

20%
0%

Interacción
oral

0%

0%

Lecturas de
material
impreso

0%

Repetición de
sonidos

0%

Traducciones
en Inglés a
Español
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2. La mayoría de las actividades en el aula de clase se centran en :
La mayoría de las actividades en el aula de clases se centra
en
25%
20%
15%
10%

20%

20%

20%

20%

------ Explicaciones gramaticales
------ Traducciones de ingles a español
------- Repeticiones de sonidos
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0%

Ejercicios
escritos

Ejercicios de
escucha

Lecturas del
libro

Repeticiones
de sonidos

0%

Traducciones
de inglés a
español

0%

Explicaciones
gramaticales

0%

Ejecicios de
Interacción
oral

5%

------- Lecturas del libro
------- Ejercicios de escucha
------- Ejercicios escritos
------- Ejercicios de Interacción oral.
Otro: _____________________________
3. Marque de 1 a 4 ( 1= menor énfasis y 4= mayor énfasis) el énfasis
que se le está dando a las siguientes habilidades:
Marque de 1 a 4 (1=menor énfasis y 4= mayor énfasis) el énfasis
que se le está dando a las siguientes habilidades:
4,5
4
3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0

4

Oral: Diálogos,
dramas, role plays,
etc. (Speaking)

3

3

3

Escucha: CDs,
cassettes, videos
(Listening)

Escritura: Ejercicios
escritos (Writing)

Grmática: Ejercicios
gramaticales,
explicaciones
(Grammar)

-----------Oral: Diálogos, dramas, role plays,etc. ( Speaking)
-----------Escucha: CDS, cassettes, videos
(Listening)
------- ----Escritura: Ejercicios escritos (Writing)
---------- Gramática: Ejercicios gramaticales, explicaciones (Grammar)

4.Con cual de estas actividades sientes ansiedad o nerviosismo?
Con cuál de estas actividades sientes ansiedad o
nerviosismo
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textos en frente
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Presentaciones,
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0%
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-------Actividades orales: Presentaciones, participación verbal, sustentaciones.
-------Escucha de grabaciones.
-------Lectura de textos en frente de tus compañeros
-------Ejercicios escritos en tu cuaderno o en material impreso.
-------Trabajos en grupo
-------Presentación de trabajos
Otro: ____________________________
5. Cuando tienes una actividad en Inglés y no deseas participar de ella,
cual de las siguientes excusas acostumbras a dar:

Cuando tienes una actividad en Inglés y no deseas participar
de ella, cuál de las siguientes excusas acostumbras a dar
120%
100%
80%
60%

100%

40%
20%
0%

0%
Dices que estás
enfermo(a)

0%
Pides permiso
para ir al baño

0%
Le echas la culpa
a otro compañero
por no estar
preparado

Permaneces en
silencio

6. Tu participación en el aula se debe a:
Tu participación en el aula se debe a
45%
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20%

El profesor te
pregunta

Los compañeros te
motivan

Permaneces en
silencio

5%
0%
Motivación propia
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7. Cuando tienes una actividad de Inglés en el aula de clases cómo
reaccionas?
Cuando tienes una actividad de Inglés en el aula de clases cómo
reaccionas?
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Te sudan las
manos

Te da una risa
incontrolable

Juegas con un
objeto entre las
manos

Se te olvida todo

0%

20%

Te quedas en
silencio

20%

8. Qué materiales utilizan con más frecuencia en el aula de clases?

Qué materiales utilizan con más frecuencia en el aula de
clases
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40%
60%
20%
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9. Con qué frecuencia usas el inglés en el aula?
Con qué frecuencia usas el inglés en el aula?
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%

60%
40%

20%
10%
0%

0%
Siempre

La mayoría de las
veces

Algunas veces

0%
Nunca

Por qué?

10. Con cual de los siguientes materiales te sientes más motivado a
participar?
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11. De las siguientes
con más frecuencia:

opciones señale la actividad oral que se ejercite

De las siguientes opciones señale la actividad oral que se
ejercite con más frecuencia
90%
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10%
0%

80%

20%
Conversaciones

0%
Dramatizaciones
cortas

0%
Role play

Lecturas de textos
frente al grupo

12.Con cual de las siguientes actividades orales no te sientes a gusto?

Con cual de las siguientes actividades orales no te sientes
a gusto?
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40%

40%
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5%
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Conversaciones

Dramatizaciones
cortas

Role play
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Lecturas de textos
frente al grupo

13. Con qué frecuencia se hacen actividades orales?
Con qué frecuencia se hacen actividades orales?
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%

60%
40%

20%
10%
0%
Siempre

Usualmente

0%

0%

Raras veces

Nunca

14. Tu profesor habla la mayor parte del tiempo en Inglés?
Tu profesor habla la mayor parte del tiempo en Inglés
120%
100%
80%
60%
100%
40%
20%
0%

0%
No

Si

15.

Entiendes lo que el profesor te pregunta?
Entiendes lo que el profesor te pregunta
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%

80%

30%
20%
20%

10%
0%
Si

No
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16.

Tienes materiales propios para ejercitarte en escucha y oralidad?
Tienes materiales propios para ejercitarte en escucha y
oralidad?
70%
60%
50%
40%
60%

30%
20%

40%

10%
0%
Si

Tu contacto con el idioma se da con más frecuencia a través de :
Tu contacto con el idioma se da con más frecuencia a
través de
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20%

20%
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17.

No

18. Asigne valores de 1 a 5 a las siguientes habilidades de acuerdo a la
importancia que para ti tienen.( 1=menor y 5=mayor)
Asigne valores de 1 a 5 a las siguientes habilidades de acuerdo a la
importancia que para ti tienen (1= menor y 5=mayor)
4,5
4
3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0

4

4
3

3

Traducir

Escribir en inglés

2

Entender el inglés

Expresarse en
inglés

Leer en inglés

19. Qué recurso consideras te ayuda a mejorar la habilidad oral (Speaking) ?
Qué recursos consieras te ayuda a mejorar la habilidad oral
(speaking)?
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del profesor
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20%
0%
Participación
de los
compañeros

0%
Un visitante
extranjero

Canciones

Comments:

After having applied a questionnaire to a group of

five students who show

symptoms of anxiety, nervousness in oral interaction and poor performance with
regular results in their academic marks, it could be said that despite English class
is focused on oral skill, (5 of 5) students feel more confidence with translation
exercises, games, contrary to short dramatizations or any other oral activity like
reading in public, which produces on them reactions of anxiety and nervousness.

On this last aspect they state the most common anxiety reaction is keeping in silent
(5 o 5), besides other reactions

like sweating hands, or frozen state , beating of

hands or legs. Regarding to the teacher, classes are in English most of the time (5)
and flash cards, (2) games (2) and videos (1) are used in class, which students
enjoy and understand (5 of 5).
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Appendix 2
COLEGIO MARIA AUXILIADORA
GRADO 6o.
STUDENTS´ GROUP INTERVIEW
Fecha: Agosto 7 de 2007
Con el objetivo de averiguar cuales son los factores que pueden influir en la
interacción oral en la L2 y conocer con cuáles actividades se sienten mejor o con
más confianza, le(s) agradezco me colabore(n) con la siguiente entrevista

1. Cómo es tu rendimiento académico en Inglés?

2. Cuáles crees que sean los motivos o causas de ese rendimiento?

3. Qué se te dificulta y qué te parece fácil en la asignatura de Inglés?

4. Qué sientes cuando tienes alguna actividad oral en Inglés? Estás tranquilo?
Te da nervios? Ansiedad? Explícame.

5. Qué te agrada y qué no te agrada de la asignatura?

6. Le entiendes o no a la profesora de Inglés cuando te pregunta en clase?
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TRANSCRIPCIÓN DE LA ENTREVISTA GRUPAL.

Participan

Turn

tes

o

P

1

Bueno, hoy los hice llamar porque les quiero pedir un favor bien
grande. Con el objetivo de averiguar cuáles son las dificultades
que ustedes han venido presentando en la interacción oral para
responder en Inglés en el salón de clase… el favor es que
ustedes me respondan unas preguntas de una entrevista muy
cortica.

Est.(s)

2

(Algunos afirmaron con un movimiento de cabeza)

P.

3

La entrevista la vamos hacer así en grupo
Las preguntas que les vaya haciendo, la van respondiendo uno
por uno.

Andrea

4

Son esas preguntas? Y están en Inglés?

P

5

No.. en Español
(Se ríen)

E

6

Bueno vamos a hablar a cerca de como es su rendimiento
académico. Hasta ahora llevamos 1º, 2º y 3º período verdad?
Como es su rendimiento académico en Ingles?
Por aquí? (señala a la derecha)

Andrea

7

(levantó la mano)

P

8

Ahh bueno… por aquí. Señalando a Andrea
Y seguimos en círculo

E

9

(se recuesta en la mesa)

P

10

Si..? dime cómo es tu rendimiento académico?

Andrea

11

Mi rendimiento académico es medio, medio porque casi no
entiendo y… a veces me embolato y me da pena salir.

P.

12

Entonces dices que te da pena salir y tu rendimiento es
medio...medio...aja! y entonces la razón viene siendo cuál, para
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ti?
Andrea

13

La pena.

P.

14

La pena... a ver que dice Caro?

Carolina 15

El nivel académico por ahora, voy aceptable. Mis dificultades
para participar es como por un poquito de nervio.

P.

16

Cuando dices aceptable, cuéntame has perdido algún período?

Carolina 17

En Inglés Sobre y A, pero no he perdido ningún período.

P.

18

Ninguno... y tú Andrea?

Andrea

19

Ninguno, en Sobre y en A. (mastica un lapicero)

P.

20

Sobre y A, por acá?

María

21

(Cierra los ojos fuertemente antes de hablar) dice: En XXX....y en

Mónica

XXXX...

P.

22

Perdiste un período y ya lo recuperaste?

María

23

(Mueve la cabeza afirmativamente)

P.

24

Ya lo recuperaste?

María

25

Sí

P.

26

Qué consideras tú nene?

Miguel

27

(juega con el tapón de la mesa rimax), dice: Es aceptable.

P.

28

Aja. Aceptable en qué período? Cómo? Cuéntame.

Miguel

29

Siempre que empiezan a participar yo me pongo nervioso y no

Mónica

Mónica

Ángel

Angel
P.

salgo.
30

Y los resultados académicos en los diferentes periodos, cómo
han sido?

Miguel

31

En el 1º S, S ó A y en el 2º perdí.

32

Y cómo vas en el 3º?

Angel
P.
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Miguel

33

(silencio)

P.

34

Ah?....

Miguel

35

(silencio)

P.

36

Digo, cómo crees que vas en este período?

Miguel

37

Sobresaliente.

P.

38

Vas sobresaliente?.... Bueno.. y qué nos dice María José?

María

39

(se sonríe). Yooo digo que (ji,ji,ji,..) mi rendimiento es aceptable

Angel

Angel

José

porque me da pena participar... yo no entiendo casi a Usted, pero
ya... yo estoy estudiando y estudiando me va bien...

P.

40

Mmj.... y qué dice la jovencita? (Mirando hacia Adriana)

Adriana

41

Mi rendimiento académico...voy regular, porque me da nervio
salir al frente de mis compañeros. Y a veces no le entiendo casi
a Usté cuando le entiendo no tengo la oportunidad de participar,
porque los otros compañeros salen.

P.

42

Ajá... entonces miren que me han dicho que van regular,
aceptable, otros que ya han recuperado.. hay que mirar esa parte
cierto? Porque es bueno saber como es nuestro rendimiento
académico. Bueno seamos más concretos sobre cuáles creemos
que son esas razones por las cuales ustedes piensan que ese
rendimiento es regular. Unos me han dicho que la pena...
quiénes fueron los que dijeron que por pena?

Estudia

43

ntes

Andrea, María Mónica,

Adriana y María José levantaron la

mano.

P.

44

Otros me han dicho que por nervios.

Estudia

45

María José, Miguel y Andrea levantaron la mano.

46

Bueno qué más creen ustedes? Será que siempre nos da pena

ntes
P.
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cuando nos toca hablar en público? Ah? Qué me dices tú?
(señala a Andrea)
Andrea

47

Sí.

P.

48

Siempre te da pena? Será solo en Inglés o en cualquier materia?

49

Dime a ver?

50

Me da pena en Inglés porque si uno se llega a equivocar o dice

Andrea

una palabra mal.
P.

51

Carolina 52

Mmjjj...

Ajá y tú?

Algunas veces. Si en Inglés apenas porque en las demás... yo
participo.

P.

53

En las demás participas bien?

Carolina 54

(Afirma con un movimiento)

P.

Y en Inglés me dices que qué?

55

Carolina 56

Muy poco

P.

Bueno, vamos a ver si voy bien, participas en las demás

57

materias, no te da miedo, no te da pena, pero en Inglés si te da.
Carolina 58

(Afirma todo con la cabeza) dice: Si porque si uno se llega a
equivocar... de pronto los compañeros se vayan a burlar de uno
o vayan a decir algo... y entonces.

P.

59

Ah... por los compañeros!

Andrea

60

Ajá y como están los dos genios del Inglés Luis Miguel y Polo se
vayan a reir de uno.

P.

61

Ah que tu consideras que ellos son genios. No.. si aquí todos
estamos aprendiendo cierto? Hasta yo estoy aprendiendo
todavía.

Todos

62

(Hacen gesto de poco convencimiento)

P.

63

Ustedes no saben que yo estoy estudiando?

Todos

64

Si...? (en coro)
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P.

65

Claro... con lo viejita que estoy todavía estoy estudiando. Vieron
que no hay genios. Uno siempre está estudiando. A ver que me
dices tú? (señala a María Mónica)

Ma.

66

Mónica

En todas las materias porque es que al frente de los compañeros
me da pena.

P.

67

Entonces en todas las materias te da pena?

Ma.

68

Sí, pero ya estoy saliendo

P.

69

Ya estás saliendo de...?

Ma.

70

De la pena.

P.

71

De la pena... (se ríe). Qué dices tú? (señala a Miguel)

Miguel

72

En Español y en Inglés

P.

73

Y en las demás? Te va bien... participas? Y entonces en la

Mónica

Mónica

interacción oral en qué actividades crees tú que más, más, más
te cohíbes?
Miguel

74

Cómo así?

P.

75

Con que actividades te da más nervio?

Miguel

76

En... (se ríe). Silencio (mastica), dice: salir a dramatizar.

P.

77

En qué materia?

Miguel

78

En Inglés

P.

79

Dramatizaciones... alguna otra?

Miguel

80

Niega con movimientos en la boca.

P.

81

Lecturas por ejemplo? O diálogos?

Miguel

82

Sí, a veces.

P.

83

Y qué dices tú Mayi?

Ma.

84

(ji,ji,ji,ji). Yooommmm... en Inglés soy un poco penosa, pero en

José

las materias menos, porque a veces salgo por ahí. (se muerde
los labios y se ríe).
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P.

85

O sea que se nota más en Inglés?

Ma.

86

En Inglés

P.

87

Sí?

Ma.

88

Sí.

P.

89

Y qué dices tú? (se dirige a Adriana)

Adriana

90

En Inglés, porque en Inglés me siento más nerviosa porque me

José

José

vaya a equivocar y después los compañeros se burlan.
Profeso

91

Ah.. entonces también por los compañeros.

Adriana

92

(asegura con la cabeza)

Profes.

93

Ajá! Y por ti misma? Te dan ganas? No te dan ganas a veces de

r

participar?
Adriana

94

Sí

P.

95

Bueno, qué se nos dificulta más en Inglés y qué nos parece fácil?
Por aquí? (señala a su izquierda)

Andrea

96

Me dificulta los diálogos y me parece más fácil la traducción.

P.

97

Si? Te gusta más traducir, solita... o con los compañeros?

Andrea

98

No!... sola!

P.

99

Por qué no con los compañeros?

Andrea

100

Porque no!

P.

101

Mmmm?

Andrea

102

Porque no!

P.

103

Por qué no?

Andrea

104

Por que no! Porque.. porque... (se ríe) y dice: me da así como

sola!

pena.
P.

105

Ya.. y con los ejercicios

escritos, esos que no sean de

traducción, que más te parece fácil?
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Andrea

106

(niega con la cabeza)

P.

107

Apenas eso! Y tú Caro?

Carolina 108

A mí no se me dificulta nada, pero me parecen más fáciles los
diálogos

P.

109

Ah.. te parecen más fáciles

Carolina 110

Mmmjjj

P.

Los disfrutas?

111

Carolina 112

(afirma con un movimiento de cabeza)

P.

Y sales siempre a participar en los diálogos?

113

Carolina 114

Hay veces que sí y a veces no!

P.

115

Qué dices tú? (dirigiéndose a Ma. Carolina)

Ma.

116

Me parecen más fáciles los diálogos.

P.

117

Ah, que te parece más fácil... y qué te parece más difícil?

Ma.

118

Las traducciones.

P.

119

Será que lo que parece fácil, es lo que más hacemos?

Ma. C.

120

Sí.

P.

121

Luego qué más hacen allá? Diálogos? En qué más participas tú,

Carolina

Carolina

en diálogos o en traducciones?
Ma.

122

En traducciones

P.

123

Sí? Entonces..? explícame

Ma.

124

O sea que en traducciones uno a veces no sabe, en cambio que

Carolina

Carolina

en diálogos...XXXX

P.

125

Mmmmjjj.... Y tú Migue?

Miguel

126

Las traducciones me parecen fáciles.

P.

127

Te parecen fáciles las traducciones... cuando estás solito o en
grupo?
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Miguel

128

En las dos.

P.

129

En las dos! Y qué más te parece fácil?

Miguel

130

Las dramatizaciones

P.

131

Y como las dramatizaciones te parecen fáciles, siempre sales a
dramatizar? Me decías ahora rato que ahí tenías dificultad, No?

Miguel

132

(Movió varias veces los labios en señal de negación)

P.

133

No?

Miguel

134

Fue Adriana. Yo a veces salgo y a veces no salgo.

P.

135

Ah... qué te parece difícil?

Miguel

136

(silencio) ( se centraba en mirar y juguetear con el tapón de la
mesa rimas)

P.

137

Qué se te dificulta hacer más en Inglés por el cual creas que tu
materia sea aceptable o regular?

Miguel

138

(silencio) (se mete el dedo en la boca)

P.

139

Esa partecita que tú consideras difícil, cuál será? Hay varias
cosas difíciles en Inglés?

Miguel

140

(gesto afirmativo con la cabeza)

P.

141

Bueno, vas pensando y me dices, sí? Me cuentas . qué me dices
Mayi?

Ma.

142

José

A mí se me hacen más fáciles las traducciones y... se me hacen
más difíciles los dramas... y los diálogos.

P.

143

Y qué otras actividades te parecen más fáciles?

Ma.

144

mmmm... ji,ji,ji, (ríe)

P.

145

De pronto llenar espacios en blanco, hacer oraciones...

Ma.

146

Si llenar y hacer oraciones

Pofesor

147

Y cuéntame te gusta trabajar sola o con los compañeros?

Ma.

148

Con los compañeros.

José

José
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José
Profeso

149

Ajá. Y qué me dices tú?

Adriana

150

Lo más difícil para mí son las traducciones y lo.. más fácil es...
es... dialogo con los compañeros ( se tira del cabello, se echa
fresco con la mano)

Profesr

151

Es más fácil para ti! (se dirige a todos)
Miren lo que han dicho, a unos les parecen fáciles los diálogos,
sin embargo no lo hacen de manera espontánea, o les da pena..
o no lo hacen. Eso quiere decir que tenemos que hacer un alto y
mejorar ese punto, porque si les gusta. Sí les gusta, entonces
ustedes disfrutan hacer conversaciones y dramatizaciones? A
ver, quienes disfrutan hacer diálogos?

Estudia

152

(Carolina, Ma. Carolina, Miguel) levantan la mano.

153

O les gusta ver a los compañeros, pero ustedes no lo hacen,

ntes
Profeso

díganme cómo es eso?
Andrea

154

(Se ríe y levanta la mano)

María

155

(Levanta la mano y se ríe) dice: Sí.

P

156

Si qué?

Ma.

157

Si disfruto verlos, pero me da pena salir.

P

158

Y tú Migue?

Miguel

159

Disfruto verlos

P

160

Y disfrutas salir?

Miguel

161

Sí. Y también ver.

P

162

Y tú?

Ma.

163

Disfruto hacerlos

José

José

Carolina
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P

164

Los disfrutas! O sea que no te da miedo

Ma.

165

(Niega con la cabeza)

P

166

Cuando uno disfruta algo, estamos sin miedo, sin pena.

Ma.

167

Algunas veces.

P

168

Entonces?

Ma.

169

(silencio)

170

Bueno, y quién más... tú Caro?

Carolina

Carolina

Carolina
P

Carolina 171

Yo los disfruto

P

172

Y tú mi vida? (se dirige a Andrea)

Andrea

173

Me gusta verlos. Ellos salen... y se va el tiempo y ya...

P

174

Entonces se va el tiempo y ya! Y no saliste!

Andrea

175

(se ríe) dice: No salgo.

P

176

Pero ahora nos vamos a poner una meta, para eso estamos,
verdad? Todo lo que estamos haciendo es para que todos
ustedes cambien esa actitud.
Bueno, otra preguntica: Cuando ustedes están en una actividad
oral de

Inglés como dicen que tienen nervio o algo... qué

sienten? Qué les da? Cuéntenme, explíquenme como se
manifiesta eso en ustedes? Imagínense que estamos en una
actividad oral y vamos a salir.
Andrea

177

Tóqueme la mano, tóqueme la mano!

P

178

Qué pasa con la mano a ver?

Andrea

179

La tengo sudá!

P

180

Qué más te da?

Andrea

181

Empiezo a temblá. Me quedo quieta y espero que se vaya la
hora.
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182

(Todos ríen)

P

183

Y solamente en Inglés?

Andrea

184

Apenas en Inglés, porque eso da pena.

P

185

Y qué más sentirás?

Andrea

186

Que me dan unas ganas como de ir al baño

P

187

mmmm... y pides permiso?

Andrea

188

No.

189

(Todos ríen)

190

Qué dices tú Carolina?

P

Carolina 191

Me sudan las manos y empiezo a temblar

P

Y eso te ocurre....?

192

Carolina 193

Solo en Inglés

P

194

Tú qué me dices?

Ma.

195

Me tiemblan las manos, me sudan y me dan ganas de ir al baño.

P

196

Cuando te pregunta el profesor o los compañeros?

Ma.

197

Los dos.

P

198

Las dos cosas. Y Tú Migue, qué sientes tú?

Miguel

199

Empiezo a temblá mmm...mmmm

P

200

Qué más?

Miguel

201

Sudo (se retuerce las manos una con la otra)

P

202

Y solamente en Inglés?

Miguel

203

No, en Castellano también.

P

204

Cuando tienen qué?

Miguel

205

Exposiciones

Pr

206

Y tú Mayi?

Ma.

207

(da saltos en la silla, se ríe) dice: se me olvidó la pregunta.

Carolina

Carolina

José
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Profeso

208

Cómo se manifiestan esas emociones?

209

A mi me da... me da miedo. Me empiezan a temblar las

r
Ma.
José

piernas...me pongo nerviosa, empiezo a temblar... y me sudan
las manos.

Profeso

210

Y ahora cómo te sientes?

211

Tengo pena

212

Si?

213

Y estoy temblando (se agarra los brazos)

214

Pero ahora no se está calificando nada..

215

Por la cámara.

216

Ah... y por aquí qué dices tú Adriana?

217

Me pongo nerviosa cuando tengo que pronunciar. Tiemblo y me

r
Ma.
José
Profeso
r
Ma.
José
Profeso
r
Ma.
José
Profeso
r
Adriana

sudan las manos.
Ma.

218

A mí se me olvida todo

219

Oye lo que dice Mayi. Y a ti se te olvidan las cosas también?

Adriana

220

(niega con la cabeza)

Ma.

221

Yo tengo todo en la cabeza y cuando salgo... se me olvida todo,

José
Profeso
r

José
Profeso

mire que ahora rato se me olvidó la pregunta. (se ríe)
222

Sí, a veces pasa eso.
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r
Ma.

223

Se me va la paloma

224

Otra pregunta, oigan, qué te agrada de las clases de Inglés y qué

José
Profeso
r

te desagrada?

Carolina 225

Me agradan super los diálogos

Profeso

Super? Y qué no te gusta?

226

r
Carolina 227

No, no me desagrada nada, no me aburre ninguna actividad solo
los nervios ese es el problema.

Profeso

228

Bueno, y por aquí?

229

Lo único que me agrada es cuando vamos a hacer traducciones,

r
Andrea

lo demás... me da sueño (se ríe)
Profeso

230

Te da sueño! Y cuéntame cuándo te da más sueño?

Andrea

231

Cuando están haciendo los diálogos

Profeso

232

Y las dramatizaciones?

Andrea

233

También.

Profeso

234

Y los juegos de lotería?

Andrea

235

No (se ríe)

Profeso

236

No qué?

Andrea

237

Esos si me gustan

Profeso

238

Y tú María Carolina?

239

Lo que me gustan son los diálogos y las dramatizaciones y no

r

r

r

r
Ma.
Carolina

me gustan las traducciones y las exposiciones.
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Profeso

240

Exposiciones en Inglés? Cuáles?

241

A leer al frente

242

Ah... leer un texto. A eso le llamas exposiciones. Entonces

r
Ma.
Carolina
Profeso
r

cuando tienes que hacer alguna lectura en público; eso es lo
que me quieres decir?

Ma.

243

Si

244

Y qué me dices Migue?

Miguel

245

(silencio)

Profeso

246

Qué será lo que te agrada o no de Inglés?

247

(se limpia la cara varias veces con la manga de la camiseta)

Carolina
Profeso
r

r
Miguel

dice: me agrada... la... las dramatizaciones y ya!
Profeso

248

Eso te agrada. Alguna otra cosa?

Miguel

249

Jugar lotería. (en voz baja)

Profeso

250

Cómo?

Miguel

251

Jugar lotería

Profeso

252

Y tú sientes que aprendes cuando juegas lotería?

Miguel

253

Qué?

Profeso

254

Aprendes vocabulario?

Miguel

255

Si y no.

P

256

Cómo así?

r

r

r

r
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Miguel

257

(silencio) (juega con la mesa)

P

258

Será que aprendes algunas palabras y otras no? Eso es lo que
me quieres decir?

Miguel

259

Ajá. ...pena

P

260

Mmmjjj... es bueno saber lo que no les gusta para tener en
cuenta eso.

Miguel

261

Algunas medio.. medio, que no me gusten no.

P

261

Y tú?

Ma.

262

Pues a mi me agrada.. salir allá con otro compañero. A dialogar...

José
P

no!
263

Y cuando salen ellos y hablan sobre comidas... tampoco te
agrada?

Ma. J.

264

(balancea los brazos al lado de su cuerpo y se sopla las manos)
dice: me agrada verlos pero no participar.

Profeso

265

Y qué dices tú?

Adriana

266

A mí me agrada jugar a la lotería... los diálogos..y no me agrada
traducir y pasar a leer eso.

P

267

mmmm...entonces la parte que no te agrada es que tengas que
escribir o que tengas que leer en público lo que hiciste? Así es?

Adriana

268

Si

Profeso

269

Bien, será que en clase ustedes me entienden cuando les
explico? Cuándo se les pregunta algo en Inglés, ustedes
entienden?

Andrea

270

Medio, medio, a veces.

P

271

Miren que se les va diciendo en Inglés y en Español. Ustedes
esperan que se diga en Español o entienden al momento en que
se les dice en Inglés?

Andrea

272

A veces yo le entiendo. Y cuando no Luis Miguel me dice o
espero que Usted diga en Español.

275

P

273

Mmmjjj. Y cuando te preguntan algo y no entiendes, alguna vez
has dicho no entiendo? Has preguntado?

Andrea

274

No.

Profeso

275

Por qué no preguntas?

Andrea

276

Porque... lo de siempre, la pena.

Profes

277

Y tú qué dices Caro?

Carolina 278

Si entiendo en Inglés y también espero.. en español, las dos
cositas.

Profes

279

Y alguna vez has preguntado cuando no entiendes?

Carolina 280

Si, si señora... una vez.

Profeso

Y el resto?

281

Carolina 282

No sé, no lo hago.. los nervios.

Profesor

283

Qué dices tú?

María

284

Algunas veces yo entiendo, y cuando no... le pregunto a Luis

Carolina

Miguel.

Profeso

286

Luis Miguel Vergara? El compañero de salón?

Ma.

287

Si

288

Y por qué no le preguntas al profesor? No te gusta preguntar en

Carolina
Profeso
r
Ma.

clase?
289

(niega con la cabeza) dice: me da pena.

Profeso

290

Y qué me dices tú?

Miguel

291

(silencio)

Profesr

292

Si sabes cuál es la pregunta, verdad? Estamos preguntando si

Carolina

entendemos en las clases de Inglés?
Miguel

293

A veces si, a veces no.

P

294

Será por eso que no contestas?

Miguel

295

(se lleva las manos al rostro y afirma con movimientos de
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cabeza)
Profeso

296

r

Y alguna vez le has dicho a tu profesor que no entiendes? O le
preguntas a un compañero?

Miguel

297

Le pregunto a un compañero.

Profeso

298

Y ya luego, participas y respondes?

Miguel

299

(recuesta la frente sobre la mesa y niega con un dedo)

Carolina 300

Por ejemplo Luis Miguel y Polo nos dicen.

Profeso

301

Aja. Y qué dices tú?

Ma.

302

Ji,ji,ji, (ríe y da salticos)

Profeso

303

Entiendes las clases? Entiendes las preguntas?

Ma.

304

Bueno, a veces yo sé, pero cuando voy a responder se me olvida

José

José
Profeso

todo, pero sí le entiendo.
305

Alguna vez le has preguntado a un compañero?

Ma José 306

Sí, a veces

Profeso

307

Y tú que me dices?

Adriana

308

Yo le entiendo algunas veces, pero a veces la burla de los
compañeros... los compañeros distraen a uno...

Profeso

309

Mmjjj. preguntas en clase cuando no entiendes?

Adriana

310

Algunas veces

Profeso

311

Le preguntas a tu profesor o a tus compañeros?

Andrea

312

A mis compañeros. Al que está detrás de mí.

Profeso

313

Ustedes han tocado un

r

punto muy importante, entonces les

agradecería me dijeran cómo es la relación de ustedes con su
grupo? Cómo se sienten con los compañeros? Cómo el grupo lo
recibe a usted? hay confianza o no en el grupo?
A ver. ... quién quiere contestar primero?

Carolina 314

Yo tengo un poco de desconfianza... por ejemplo.. no tanto las
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niñas, sino los niños. Si uno les pregunta, salen con groserías,
“Cállate, tú nunca entiendes” con las niñas la cosa es diferente!
Profeso

315

Sientes si alguno de ellos te ha señalado o han sido groseros

r

cuando tú les preguntas?

Carolina 316

No, pero he visto que con mis compañeros al que pregunta sí.

Profeso

Ah.. pero no contigo. Quién más quiere responder?

317

Ma José 318

Me repite la pregunta? Ji,ji,ji.... (ríe)

Profeso

319

Cómo es tu relación con tus compañeros de clase?

Ma.

320

Mi relación con las niñas... tengo más confianza, con los niños

José

por ejemplo les voy a preguntar sobre algo que hemos visto.. por
ejemplo en el caso de Dana, Dana pregunta y Luis le sale con
grosería y le dice: Bruta! Tu nunca entiendes! Bruta!

Andrea

321

Y Mauricio también.

Ma.

322

Mauricio no tanto, porque cuando fue... que me explicó? Una

José

solita vez... y tengo más confianza con él que con los demás.

Profeso

323

Mmjjj.- y tú?

Adriana

324

(silencio)

Profeso

325

Cómo es la relación tuya con los compañeros?

Adriana

326

Con las niñas más o menos, pero con los niños... no tanto.

Profeso

327

Por qué?

Adriana

328

Porque los niños son como groseros. Uno les pregunta una cosa
y le dicen a uno: ah, tú nunca sabes! Eso le pasa a Dana casi
siempre.

Profeso

329

Y a ti te ha pasado alguna vez?

Adriana

330

(negó con la cabeza)

Profeso

331

Qué me dices tú Andrea?

Andrea

332

Bien, tanto con los hombres como con las mujeres, pero me voy
mejor con Luis Miguel. Ese no me responde con tanta grosería
como Polo.
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Profeso

333

Y cuéntame esa situación. Cómo fue?

Andrea

334

Yo le pregunté a Polo: Polo cómo se dice tal palabra en Inglés..
(se ríe) y él me dijo: Bruta, ya la seño no lo escribió en el tablero?
Yo le dije: -Discúlpeme, perdón Polo. Y entonces le pregunté a
Lis Miguel.

Profeso

335

Tú crees que de pronto no quieres salir por ellos? Será eso?

Andrea

336

Sí.

Todos

337

Sí (dijeron en coro los demás y asintieron con la cabeza)

Profeso

338

En todas las clases son ellos así?

Andrea

339

Si.

Todos

340

Hay veces. A veces

Profeso

341

Y aparte de ellos, quiénes más?

Carolina 342

Más amables o más groseros?

Profeso

Quiénes más son groseros cuando se les pregunta?

343

Carolina 344

No, nada más ellos.

Profes.

Y las niñas?

345

Má José 346

Las niñas... súper!

Andrea

347

Para mí... hay dos que son groseras.

Profeso

348

Sí? Han salido con groserías contigo?

Adriana

349

(Se ríe y afirma con un movimiento de cabeza)
dice: yo antes las ayudaba y las metía en los trabajos, pero ya
no.

Profeso

350

Y tú María Carolina?

Ma.

351

Cuando le pregunto a Luis Miguel hay veces que me sale con

Carolina

grosería, me dice que tu no entiendes nunca y que... que...
espere... y no me explica.

Profeso

352

Eso te hace sentir mal en el grupo?

Ma.

353

Si

Carolina
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Profeso

354

r
Ma.

Cuando haces ejercicios de grupo para dialogar o para hacer una
tarea, te haces con quién?

355

Con Adriana o con Mary.

356

O sea que se hacen con los de este grupo. Y tú Migue?

357

mmm... (juega con el tapón de la mesa) eh... Luis Miguel porque

Carolina
Profeso
r
Miguel

un día yo le pregunté y me dijo: bruto! Tú no sabes na!
Profeso

358

Eso te hizo sentir mal? Eso fue en qué clase?

Miguel

359

En una de Castellano.

Profeso

360

En Inglés, te ha pasado eso? Quizás en una conversación, en un

r

r

dialogo, alguien te ha dicho algo?

Miguel

361

(afirmó con un movimiento de cabeza)

Profeso

362

Si? Cómo quién?

Miguel

363

Harold

Profeso

364

Ah... Harold. Y te hizo sentir mal…

Miguel

365

(siguió afirmando con la cabeza)

Profeso

366

Y llegaste a participar ese día?

Miguel

367

Si llegué a participar.

Profeso

368

Bueno, y tú? (señaló a María José)

r
Ma.

Cómo te sientes tu en el grupo con tus compañeros?
369

José

Me siento más o menos. Como dije ahora... con las niñas me
siento mejor y los niños son groseros, no todos... pero más Polo
y Luis Miguel que son muy groseros y a veces Toñito... pero
más... más... Polo.

Profeso

370

Eso hace que afecte tu participación en clase?

Ma José 371

Si

Profeso

Cuando decías que le tenías pena a los amiguitos, era a ellos a

372
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r
Ma.

quienes te referías?
373

José
Profeso

Si, porque por ejemplo, yo voy a participar y me dicen: Sale!
Hay.. que no sé, penosa! Y eso me da pena...

374

Bueno, espero que esta sea una invitación a que cambiemos un
poquito de actitud y que dos o tres niños no nos dañe el día
oyeron? Tratemos de mejorar... estamos para eso, intercambiar
ideas. Y otra pregunta ya al final para irnos.. Ustedes sienten
confianza conmigo?

Estudia

375

Si (en coro). Otro dice: Yo sí.

376

Si, pero con los compañeros.... no.

ntes
Adriana

Ma José 377

Con usted si, pero con los niños no!

Carolina 378

Con mis compañeros, la Hermana Flor y usted.

Ma.Caro

379

Si

Profes.

380

Y tú mi vida?

Miguel

381

Con usted, con la Hermana Flor y la profesora Eliana.

Ma.

382

Con usted y la hermana, porque con los niños... me responden

José

con el abecedario.

Profes.

383

Y tú qué me dices?

Andrea

384

Con.. Luis Miguel, Polo, Jorge Andrés, estas dos niñas de acá y
usted.

Profes.

385

Espero que vean en mí una amiga, no tenemos por qué sentir
temores. Esperar que todos cambien un poco la actitud en clase.
Y muchísimas gracias por su colaboración.
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Appendix 3
COLEGIO MARIA AUXILIADORA
GRADO 6TH.
STUDENTS´ INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEW

Objetivo: identificar las estrategias que utilizan los estudiantes a los estudiantes
de 6º. Grado en su aprendizaje de una segunda lengua y las actividades que les
ayudan a reducir la ansiedad y facilitar la interacción oral.

PREGUNTAS.
1. Qué tipos de actividades en clase crees que disminuye tu ansiedad en el
aula? Cuáles actividades te aumenta la ansiedad?

2. Cuando tienes una actividad oral en la segunda lengua y sientes alguna
dificultad, qué haces? Qué estrategias empleas?

3. Qué estrategias

que se empleen en el aula crees que

participación?
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faciliten tu

ESQUEMA SOBRE RESULTADOS DE LA ENTREVISTA INDIVIDUAL DE LOS
ESTUDIANTES DE 6TH GRADO.
Estudiantes

Actividades
que

se

Actividades

Estrategias de Estrategias en

les que les causa aprendizaje

facilitan

Ansiedad

el aula que les

empleadas por ayuda
los

a

interactuar.

estudiantes.
Andrea

Juegos

Ejercicios

Dramas

escritos

Diccionario

Traducciones
Conversaciones

Grupos
María José

.

Traducciones en Role plays

Pregunta

parejas.

Conversaciones profesor

Lecturas.

Lecturas

al A veces el uso
si

va de as tarjetas.

en bien.

público.

Solo

Diccionario

responde

cuando sabe.

Pregunta a los
compañeros.
Miguel

Dramas

en Lecturas

en Pregunta

parejas y grupos público
Juegos

profesor.

Participar en el Pregunta
tablero.

compañeros.

al Explicaciones
del profesor.
los Dramas
Tareas en grupo
Preguntas

y

respuestas

a

toda la clase.
Ma. Mónica

Conversaciones Señalar algo en Diccionario
Salir al tablero Inglés.

Pregunta

individualmente. Leer

las profesor

carteleras.

Conversaciones
al Más lecturas
Uso

de

las

imágenes

y

dibujos
Adriana

Ir al tablero
Marcar

Lecturas

Pregunta

con

opciones.
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al Conversaciones

profesor

Escribir

Diccionario

tablero.

en

el

Muñecos

Pregunta

al

Conversaciones

compañero.

Dramas
Trabajos

de

pareja
Grupos

de

trabajo
Luis

Trabajos

de

Le pregunta al Participación en

grupo

profesor

Ir al tablero

Pregunta

Trabajos

en

al Las

compañero

parejas
A

clase.

recuperaciones

Diccionario
veces

lecturas.
Jorge

Antonio

Explicaciones

Dramas

Le pregunta al Juegos

Pronunciación

profesor

Conversaciones

Escritura

Pregunta

Grupos

compañero

Juegos

Diccionario

Conversaciones Ninguna

Pregunta

en parejas.

profesor

Decir las tareas

significado

Grupos

Pregunta

Ir al tablero.

explicación

al Escritura
Lluvia de ideas.

al Juegos
algún Conversaciones
Lecturas
por Conversaciones
Preguntas

Pregunta a los respuestas
compañeros.
Mira

en

cuaderno.
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Las carteleras.
el

y

Appendix 4

ESCALA DE REPORTE PERSONAL DE LA ANSIEDAD
COMUNICATIVA
McCroskey, James. (1978). Validity of the PRCA as an index of oral communication
apprehension. Communication Monograph, 45, 192-203.

INSTRUCCIONES: Este

instrumento está compuesto de 25 oraciones

concernientes a la comunicación con otras personas. Por favor indica el grado
en el cual cada oración te aplica marcando si tu estás:
1. Muy de acuerdo

2. De acuerdo

4. En desacuerdo

5. Muy en desacuerdo.

3. Indeciso

No hay respuestas buenas ni malas. Trabaja rápidamente basándote en tu
primera impresión.
1

Me siento muy nervioso mientras participo en una 1 2 3
conversación con una

persona que acabo de

conocer.

2

Me da miedo enfrentarme a un público.

3

Hablo menos porque soy tímido.

4

Me agrada expresar mis opiniones en público.

5

Me da miedo expresarme en medio de un grupo de
personas.
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4 5

6

Busco siempre oportunidades de hablar en público.

7

Hablar para mí, es una actividad poco placentera.

8

Cuando me comunico, siento que estoy siendo forzado
y poco natural.

9

Me tensiono y pongo nervioso cuando participo en una
discusión de grupo.

10. Aunque yo hablo fluidamente con mis amigos, soy de
pocas palabras cuando me sacan al frente de la clase.
11 No siento temor de expresarme en un grupo.
12 Mis manos tiemblan cuando estoy frente a un público y
tengo que agarrar algún objeto.
13 Evito hablar en público, si es posible.
14 Siento que tengo más fluidez que otras personas
cuando me comunico con otra gente.
15 Me da miedo y me pongo tenso mientras hablo ante un
grupo de personas.
16. Mis pensamientos llegan a ser confusos cuando hablo
frente a un público.
17 Me gusta involucrarme en discusiones de grupo,
18 Aunque me pongo nervioso antes de ponerme de pie,
pronto olvido mis temores y disfruto de la experiencia.
19 Conversar con personas que tienen algún nivel de
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autoridad me causa temor y tensión.
20 No me gusta usar mi cuerpo y mi voz de maneras
expresivas.
21 Me siento relajado y cómodo mientras hablo.
22 Me siento cohibido cuando soy llamado a responder
una pregunta o a dar una opinión en clase.
23 Siento que tengo confianza en mí mismo cuando doy
un discurso.
24 Me da miedo alzar la voz en conversaciones, es decir
el tono de mi voz se baja cuando participo en
conversaciones.
25 Me gustaría dar un discurso en un show de televisión.

TO COMPUTE THE PRCA STORE FOLLOW THESE THREE STEPS:
1. Add the scores for items 1, 3, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12. 13, 15, 16, 19, 20, 22 y 24.
2. Add the scores for items 2, 4, 6, 7, 11, 14, 17, 18, 21, 23 and 25.
3. Complete the following formula:
PRCA : 84- (TOTAL FROM STEP 1) + (TOTAL FROM STEP 2).
Those people scoring above 80 are considered “High Communication
Apprehensives”,

and

those

scoring

below

51

are

considered

“Low

Communication Apprehensives” Those in between 51 and 80 are considered
“Moderates”.
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RESULT OF THE TEST PRCA APPLIED TO THE STUDENTS
No.

ANDREA

ADRIANA

MARIA MONICA

MARIA JOSE MIGUEL

1

1

1

1

1

3

2

1

2

2

2

2

3

5

5

1

3

5

4

4

4

2

2

4

5

5

2

1

1

3

6

3

4

3

4

1

7

2

5

5

3

2

8

5

1

5

3

3

9

5

4

4

1

2

10

4

4

1

1

3

11

5

4

3

2

1

12

5

1

1

1

3

13

4

2

2

1

1

14

3

1

3

3

2

15

5

2

1

2

3

16

3

4

2

1

2

17

4

4

5

3

5

18

3

1

1

3

1

19

5

1

2

2

3

20

3

2

5

1

1

21

1

5

3

4

4

22

5

1

3

1

2

23

4

1

4

3

3

24

3

1

1

1

2

25

1

5

1

5

1
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RESULT OF THE TEST PRCA APPLIED TO THE STUDENTS

ANDREA

84 _ (62) + (31) = 53

Moderate

Communication

Apprehensive
ADRIANA

84_ (31) + (36) = 89

High

Communication

Apprehensive.
MA. MONICA 84_ (30) + (32) = 86

High

Communication

Apprehensive
MA.JOSE

84_ (20) + (30)= 94

High

Communication

Apprehensive.
MIGUEL

84_ (36) +(26) = 74

Moderate
Apprehensive.
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Communication

Appendix 5
TEST
TIENE SUFICIENTE CONFIANZA EN SÍ MISMO?
(S.Brockert y G.Braun,1997)
“Los tests de la Inteligencia emocional”

Algunas veces estamos seguros en la vida, pero en otras perdemos los
estribos por el más pequeño motivo. Cómo es su situación actual? Ante
todo debería pasar por alto los pequeños indicios que demuestren
carencias en la auto confianza. Responda “si” o “no” a las siguientes
preguntas.

1. Se mira en todos los espejos ante los que pasa (o en los cristales de los
escaparates)?
Si______

NO________

2. Le gustaría cambiar su vida?
SI__________

No__________

3. Le gustaría cambiar su destino por el de otra persona?
SI _________

NO _________

4. Ha notado que los demás le miran fijamente con relativa frecuencia?
SI _________

NO__________

5. Le desagradan las aglomeraciones de gente’
SI______________

NO____________
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6. Se considera un buen perdedor?
SI___________

NO_________

7. Intente juzgar su voz. Es profunda y sonora?
SI___________

NO_________

8. Habla casi siempre bastante rápido?
SI____________

NO___________

9. A menudo se asegura más de dos veces si ha cerrado correctamente la
puerta de la casa cuando sale?
SI____________ NO _________
10. Considera correcto que otras personas muestren abiertamente sus
sentimientos?
SI____________ NO__________
11. Le molesta pedir algo a otras personas?
SI__________-

NO________

12. Sabe (o cree) que se cuentan chismes sobre usted?
SI__________ NO__________
13. Prefiere estudiar el mapa de una ciudad durante algunos minutos andtes
que preguntar el camino a un transeúnte?
SI___________ NO___________
14. En este mismo momento se siente a gusto con su ropa?
SI___________

NO____________

15. Hace algunas veces favores que en realidad son innecesarios?
SI _________ NO___________
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16. Sabe convencer fácilmente a los demás sobre su punto de vista?
SI_________

NO__________

17. Aclara las discusiones hasta el punto de que cada cual sabe quién tiene
razón y quién no?
SI________

NO________

18. Le sienta mal que otra persona sea el centro de atención en vez de usted?
SI_________ NO________
19. Se considera un líder nato?
SI_________ NO________
20. Puede seguir a otras personas (o siempre prefiere determinar usted mismo
hacia donde avanzar)?
SI_______

NO________

21. Ha tenido un fracaso en el trabajo. Se propone seriamente no volver a
cometer un error nunca más?
SI___________ NO_________
22. Critica con frecuencia a los demás?
SI__________

NO___________

23. Está convencido de que puede resolver todos los problemas que se le
planteen en la vida?
SI_________ NO_________
Puntos de CE
Anote un punto por cada sí señalado en las preguntas 6, 7, 14, 15, 16, 19 y 20 y
otro punto por cada no en las demás. (NO _ SI : Total.)
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VALORACIÓN
Menos de 5 puntos: usted es una persona interesada y deseosa de aprender.
Pero su auto confianza no es en estos momentos muy grande. Se siente
dependiente de otras personas y, peor aún usted mismo entierra

su propia

seguridad. Probablemente es demasiado crítico y demasiado autocrítico. Debería
concentrarse más en los puntos fuertes de los demás y de sí mismo y no en los
débiles.
Entre 5 y 9 puntos: Su auto confianza no es mayor ni menor que la de la mayoría
de personas, pero podría ser mucho mejor. Tal vez considere egoísta buscar la
seguridad en sí mismo pero tenga en cuenta que las personas con una buena auto
conciencia pueden dar ánimo y fuerza a los demás. Y eso no es en absoluto
egoísta.
Entre 10 y 14 puntos:

Su auto confianza es tan fuerte que los demás no

pueden hacerle nada malo. Pero examine de una manera más auto crítica sus
puntos fuertes a nivel espiritual y compruebe si no ha erigido un sólido muro a su
alrededor en el que ningún enemigo (pero tampoco algunos amigos) puede
penetrar.
Más de 14 puntos: En la mayoría de situaciones de la vida se muestra seguro y
equilibrado. Esto no quiere decir que tenga menos problemas que las otras
personas, sólo que reacciona de manera diferente ante ellos. Los asume, intenta
lo mejor y reconoce que una persona no siempre puede tener éxito ni permanecer
en el centro de atención. En esto se diferencia de las personas que aparentan
auto confianza pero que en realidad se sienten tremendamente inseguros.
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RESULT OF THE TEST APPLIED TO THE STUDENTS
“Tiene usted confianza en sí mismo?
No.

ANDREA

ADRIANA

MARIA MONICA

MARIA JOSE MIGUEL

1

NO

SI

NO

NO

NO

2

SI

NO

NO

NO

SI

3

NO

SI

NO

NO

NO

4

SI

NO

SI

NO

NO

5

SI

SI

NO

SI

NO

6

NO

SI

SI

NO

NO

7

NO

SI

NO

NO

SI

8

SI

SI

SI

SI

NO

9

NO

SI

SI

SI

SI

10

SI

SI

SI

NO

NO

11

SI

SI

SI

NO

NO

12

SI

NO

SI

SI

NO

13

SI

NO

SI

SI

NO

14

NO

NO

SI

SI

SI

15

SI

SI

NO

NO

SI

16

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

17

SI

SI

SI

SI

SI

18

NO

NO

NO

SI

NO

19

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

20

SI

SI

SI

NO

SI

21

SI

SI

SI

NO

NO

22

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

23

NO

NO

SI

SI

NO
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RESULT OF THE TEST APPLIED TO THE STUDENTS
“Tiene usted confianza en sí mismo?
ANDREA

NO: 6 - SI: 2

TOTAL: 4

Auto confianza no muy grande.
Depende de otras personas

ADRIANA

NO:7 - SI:4

TOTAL: 3

Auto confianza no muy grande.
Depende de otras personas

MA. MONICA NO: 6

SI: 3

TOTAL: 3

Auto confianza no muy grande.
Depende de otras personas

MA.JOSE

NO: 8

SI: 1

TOTAL : 7

Auto confianza ni mayor ni
menor que la de otros.

MIGUEL

NO: 13

SI: 4

TOTAL: 9

Auto confianza ni mayor ni
menor que la de otros.

De acuerdo al resultado estos estudiantes dependen en su mayoría de alguien
para ciertas actividades y sienten

confianza en sí mismos, pero esta

desfallece según las circunstancias y situaciones que se le presentan.
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Appendix 6

ESCALA DE ANSIEDAD
FACILITADORA O DEBILITADORA
Alpert, R& Haber, R.N.(1960).
Anxiety in academic achievement situations. Journal of
Abnormal and Social Psychology.
Instrucciones. Por favor marca con una X la opción que se ajuste a tu
situación personal.
1. El estar nervioso mientras hago un examen me impide que me vaya bien.
(1) Siempre

(2) Usualmente (3)Algunas

(4)Casi nunca

(5) Nunca

veces

2. Cuando la actividad es muy importante, trabajo mejor bajo presión
( necesidad, stress, obligación).
(1) Siempre

(2) Usualmente (3)Algunas

(4)Casi nunca

(5) Nunca

veces

3. En una asignatura donde me está yendo mal, mi miedo a obtener malas
notas reduce mi desempeño.
(1) Nunca

(2) Casi nunca

(3)Algunas
veces
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(4)Usualmente

(5) Siempre

4. Cuando no estoy muy bien preparado(a) para un examen, me molesto
y me va peor para lo poco que estoy preparado.
(1) Nunca

(2) Casi nunca

(3)Algunas

(4)Usualmente

(5) Siempre

veces

5. Entre más importante es el examen, peor me va.
(1) Siempre

(2) Usualmente (3)Algunas

(4)Casi nunca

(5) Nunca

veces

6. Es posible que pueda estar nervioso (a) antes de un examen, pero una vez
empezado se me olvida mi nerviosismo.
(1) Siempre

(2) Usualmente (3)Algunas

(4)Casi nunca

(5) Nunca

veces

7. Cuando realizo un examen me bloqueo con las respuestas que sé y
después de terminar y haber entregado el examen, entonces me acuerdo
de las respuestas.
(1) Siempre

(2) Usualmente (3)Algunas

(4)Casi nunca

(5) Nunca

veces

8. Estar nervioso mientras tomo un examen me ayuda a que me vaya mejor.
(1) Nunca

(2) Casi nunca

(3)Algunas
veces
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(4)Usualmente

(5) Siempre

9. Cuando comienzo un examen nada me distrae.
(1) Siempre

(2) Usualmente (3)Algunas

(4)Casi nunca

(5) Nunca

veces

10. Me va mejor que a otras personas en las asignaturas donde la nota final se
basa en los resultados de un solo examen.
(1) Nunca

(2) Casi nunca

(3)Algunas

(4)Usualmente

(5) Siempre

veces

11. Encuentro que mi mente se bloquea antes de empezar un examen y que
me toma unos minutos aclarar mis ideas.
(1) Siempre

(2) Usualmente (3)Algunas

(4)Casi nunca

(5) Nunca

veces

12. Me complace saber que voy a tener un examen.
(1) Nunca

(2) Casi nunca

(3)Algunas

(4)Usualmente

(5) Siempre

veces

13. Estoy tan cansado(a) de preocuparme por los exámenes que ya no me
importa si me va bien o mal.
(1) Nunca

(2) Casi nunca

(3)Algunas
veces
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(4)Usualmente

(5) Siempre

14. La presión del tiempo en un examen hace que me vaya peor que a
otros estudiantes bajo las mismas condiciones.
(1) Siempre

(2) Usualmente (3)Algunas

(4)Casi nunca

(5) Nunca

veces

15. A pesar de que embutirse de conocimientos antes de un examen no es
efectivo para la mayoría de las personas, yo veo que si hay la necesidad,
me puedo aprender el material o lecciones inmediatamente antes de
empezarlo aunque esté bajo condiciones de presión.
(1) Siempre

(2) Usualmente (3)Algunas

(4)Casi nunca

(5) Nunca

veces

16. Disfruto más tomar exámenes difíciles que fáciles.
(1) Siempre

(2) Usualmente (3)Algunas

(4)Casi nunca

(5) Nunca

veces

17. Me sorprendo a mí mismo leyendo las preguntas del examen sin
entenderlas.
(1) Nunca

(2) Casi nunca

(3)Algunas

(4)Usualmente

(5) Siempre

veces

18. Entre más importante es el examen, mejor me va.
(1) Siempre

(2) Usualmente (3)Algunas
veces
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(4)Casi nunca

(5) Nunca

19. Cuando no me va bien en un punto difícil al inicio de un examen, me
molesto y me bloqueo, inclusive en las preguntas fáciles.
(1) Nunca

(2) Casi nunca

(3)Algunas

(4)Usualmente

(5) Siempre

veces

TO TAKE OUT THE RESULTS.
SCORING.
Debilitating Anxiety: Refers to anxiety that has a negative impact on your test
performance and is more indicative of a “test anxiety” problem. If your
Debilitating Anxiety Score is greater than 22 points you may have this type of
Anxiety.
Facilitating Anxiety refers to the anxiety that does not hinder your
performance on an examination and actually may result in improved
performance. If your score is less than 21 points, you may want to examine
ways to improve your ability to motivate

or “pump yourself up” for an

examination.

Taken from Alpert, R. Haber, R. N. (1960). Anxiety in academic achievement
situations. “Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology”,. 61, 201-215
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RESULTS OF THE DEBILITATING AND FACILITATING ANXIETY SCALE
No.

MARÍA
MONICA

1

3

MARIA
JOSE
3

MIGUEL
ANGEL
3

ADRIANA

ANDREA

1

3

2

4

3

3

3

2

3

5

5

2

5

1

4

1

1

3

2

1

5

3

3

4

1

5

6

1

2

3

1

3

7

3

1

2

3

1

8

3

1

2

8

2

9

1

3

3

4

3

10

2

1

3

4

1

11

2

3

3

5

1

12

5

3

4

3

1

13

1

1

2

2

3

14

2

3

3

4

3

15

1

1

3

3

4

16

3

5

5

5

5

17

4

3

2

1

3

18

1

3

4

5

5

19

3

3

3

5

3

TOTAL

48

48

57

65

50
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Appendix 7

CLASS OBSERVATION 1
Date: Agosto 02 del 2007

VIDEO 2. 28/08/2007

Researcher: Liris Lafont Mendoza.
T: Teacher/ S: Student/ P: Participants
P

Turno

VIDEO

CLASS DESCRIPTI

TRANSCRIPTION

ANALYSIS

ON

T

1. 1 Good morning

S

2. 2 Good morning teacher

T

3. 3 How are you today?

S

4. 4 Very good (algunos hacen

ES

They could Activity that

muestras satisfactorias con la

feel

favors

mano)

confidence

relax.

using known
expression
T

5. 5 Ok. That’s very good. I’m fine
too.
Now, we are going to make a
circle and start the class,
make a circle, please.
(Los estudiantes se organizan
en círculo)
El profesor coloca un cartel en
el pizarrón.

T

6.

Ok thank you. What’s the goal
of the class? El objetivo….

S

7.

CATEGORI

de la clase (complementan en
coro)
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Ss´

T

8.

Talking about routines.

S

9.

Hablar de rutinas

T

&

S´

Activity that

interact.

favors

Spanish

relax..

S´

discourse
T

10.

Ok. Hablar sobre Rutinas…

S

11.

Diarias

(complementan

en Group

coro)

It could be Activity that

interaction
T

&

they do not favors
S´ feel

Ss´

any relax..

interaction

pressure in

in Spanish.

group.
They

feel

relaxed
talking

in

Spanish
T

12.

Y cuando hablamos de las
Rutinas diarias, a qué nos
referimos?

S

13.

A lo que hacemos.

T

&

S´ Maybe

he

interaction

feels

in Spanish.

confidence
using

their

native L.
T

14.

Lo que hacemos cuando?

S

15.

Todos los días (repiten en T & Group´s It could be Activity that

T

16.

coro)

interact.

they

otro dice: en la mañana

Spanish

support with relax..

discourse

the group.

Yes,… y aquí qué dice? – Use
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of

feel favors

S´

pregunta

(mostrando

unas visual aid

tarjetas).
S

17.

In the morning (en coro)..

Ss read a It could be Activity that
card

they feel a favors

Group

shared

interaction

responsibilit
y

in

S´

relax..

the

group
S

18.

En la mañana

(respondió S.

otro)

Competitive

Translates
before

ness
T

asks.
T

S

19.

20.

Continúa

mostrando

otra T asks

tarjeta: - y aquí?(Pregunta )

Use of cards

On Weekends

S reads a It could be Competitive
card

He likes to ness

Use of L2

participate
and

he

knows

the

word
T

21.

Que significa?

S

22.

El fin de semana ( contestaron T
algunos)

&

S´ It could be

interaction

they

in Spanish.

confidence

Relaxing

participating
in

Some

feel

Spanish L2 anxiety

Ss and

keep silent

Ss do not
know
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some

the

vocabulary.
T

23.

Yes, good. And this....?

At

night?
S

24.

En la noche (en coro) – Ss translate May

be Activity that

algunos

Ss promotes S´

permanecen

en Choral

silencio

Response

some

feel support relax.
in the group
and

others L2 anxiety

do not know Symptom
the
expressions
T

25.

Eso es!

T praises

(Muestra otra tarjeta y les T reads the

S

26.

pronuncia “ At noon “

card

media noche

Response
Spanish

T

27.

Les repite í: At noon.

S

28.

Al medio día

T repeats

(corrigiéndose Voc.

así mismo)
T

29.

correction

Yes, al medio día. Very good T elicits S to It could be
Polo. Es lo mismo que mid – participate

the T wants

day. Ok. Now, please, listen:

to know if

In the morning, what is “in the

the Ss can

morning”?

give

(dirigiéndose a un estudiante:

response

Miguel Ocampo

without

the

support

of
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a

the

group

and

their

reactions

S

30.

(Se tapa la cara con las Shy

May be he Personal

manos) – No responde.

feels

Otros

estudiantes:

En

Silent
la Lack

mañana (en coro)

effect

of ashamed

knowledge

Cognitive

because he effect
does

not

know

the

answer
T

31.

And… In the afternoon? Se
dirige a otro estudiante

S

32.

En la tarde.

Oral
Translation

T

33.

En la tarde. Good!

T

34.

In the evening… (se dirige a Teacher
María José Quintero)

asks

What is it?
S

35.

Noche… nochecita (en voz Self-

She may be Self. esteem

baja y se ríe)

correction

does

not Symptom of

Voice

feel

self Anxiety

change

confidence

laugh
T

36.

Duro! Eso es! Very good. T praises

Maybe the T

Now, today we are going to T

wants

to

identify

the

talk

about

your

routines… encourages

Ustedes van a hablar de sus S

S´s reaction

rutinas. Van a preguntarle a T´s

in
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oral

un

compañero.

(Reparte Instructions

interaction

tarjeticas a los estudiantes).
Le entrega una a Carolina.
S

37.

Carolina dice: Ay, no… seño!

L2

She

could Symptom of

(Empiezan a salir en pareja Avoidance

be

Anxiety

para

nervousnes

Cognitive

dialogar

sobre

sus

rutinas).

s

and

not effect.

prepared
S

38.

(Augusto): What do you do in S
the morning?

&

S´s

Interaction
Use of L2

S

39.

(Mary): I wear uniform.

Short

It could be Symptom of

answer

she

does anxiety.

not

know

much
vocabulary
T

40.

Que nos dijo? (dirigiéndose a T asks
todos)

S

41.

Que usa uniforme (en coro)
Augusto
ofrecen

y

Hernández

para

preguntas

a

formular
los

Translation
se T

&S´

It could be Activity that
s Sts

las Interaction

demás Spanish

compañeros.
T

42.

Ok, very good.

S

43.

What

1

do

you

do

in

the S & S´ s

afternoon?

Interaction
Use of L2

S

44.

I do homeworks

2
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S´

motivated to interaction.
participate
in group

T praises

feel favors

T

45.

OK. (se dirige a todos) y qué T

asks

es “do homeworks”?
S

46.

1

Hacer las tareas (antes que Response

It could be Competitive

todos respondieran)

he

wanted ness

to show he
knew

the

answer and
catch

the

attention.
T

47.

Now, you: Valery…and you T elicits Ss
Hernando.

S

48.

What

do

you

do

in

the S

afternoon?
S

49.

&S

´s

interaction

I… I. homework. I watch TV. Stuttering

May be she Symptoms

I’m…

was nervous of anxiety

Grammar

I’m… talk to friends… I’m… problems

and did not

(se lleva una tarjeta a la boca Body

remember

Language

y se mece varias veces). No movements

the

anxiety

dice nada más.

S stops the vocabulary
discourse

related

to

daily
activities.
She
be

could
anxious

because
her
grammar
difficulties
T

50.

OK. Valery …dirigiéndose a T praises
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of

todos: Qué hace Valery en la T asks.
tarde?
S

51.

Ve

televisión

/en

coro/ Choral

almuerza

It could be Activity that

Response

they

feel favors

S´

otro estudiante: habla con los Translation

confidence

interaction.

amigos.

participating

Translation

in

Spanish

and group
T

52.

Very good. (aplaude a Valery)

T praises

What do you do at noon? (Se T asks
dirige a otro estudiante)
S

53.

(Miguel) Se cubre la cara y no Shy

May be he Language

responde.

Avoidance

feels

anxiety

Silent

ashamed

Cognitive

because he effect
does

not Symptom of

understand
T

54.

Qué

significa

“At

anxiety

noon”? T asks

(dirigiéndose a todos)

Use

of

Spanish
S

55.

Al medio día.

Ss translate

s

Use

They could Activity that

of feel

Spanish

confidence
participating
in group .

T

56.

Si. Es lo mismo que mid-day - T explains
mid – day

T asks

“At noon” es lo mismo.

Use

Entonces Migue qué haces al Spanish
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of

favors
interaction.

medio día cuando tu sales del
colegio para tu casa?
Sl

57.

(Miguel) Me quito el uniforme.

Response
Use

Maybe
of feels

Spanish

he
well

using
Spanish

T

58.

Te quitas el uniforme! Y cómo T takes S´s
se dice uniforme en ingles?

idea
T aks

S

59.

Uniform!

S´s

s
S

response
60.

(Miguel) No responde – se Silent

He could be Symptoms

sonríe, saca la lengua

anxious

Laugh
Gesture

of because he L2 anxiety

being in a does
hurry

of anxiety

not

know how to
answer.

T

61.

Miguel takes off the uniform.

It could be Motivation

(Salen

these

dos

estudiantes

voluntarios)

Ss

were
motivated

S

62.

(Augusto) What do you do in
the evening?

S

T

63.

64.

(Antonio) I… I in the evening… Stuttering

He could be Symptom of

play soccer… eh.. eh.. watch

a

T.V. and sleep.

nervous

Good…

(aplauden

dirigiéndose

a

todos) T praises
todos, T asks

pregunta: Qué dijo Toñito?
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little anxiety

S

65.

Que juega fútbol, que ve Response
televisión.

T

66.

And.

Spanish

Sleep…

Sleep.

They could Activity that
/ feel

favors

relax

confidence

Translation

translating

interaction

Qué

significa?
S

67.

Dormir

S

68.

(Augusto) Pregunta a

otro S&S´s

compañero: What do you do at Interaction
night?
S

69.

(Montes).

Se

mece

varias Body

Symptoms

veces, cubre su rostro con la movement

of anxiety

tarjeta. No contesta.

Cognitive

Shy Silent

effect
T

70.

(Se dirige a todos) In English T asks
please. What do you do at
night?

S

71.

I watch T.V. (poniéndose de Volunteer

Motivation

pie)

Competitive

Response

ness
T

72.

She watches T.V.

T takes S´s
idea

S

73.

I Talk… I sleep

Volunteer

May be she Motivation

Use of L2

is motivated
and

she Competitive

knows

the ness

vocab
T

74.

Yes, she talks and she sleeps.
(Le recibe la tarjeta a la
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She

could

estudiante)

Silent

(La joven Andrea no participa S bites
y

muerde

la

carpeta

be

an or she fears of anxiety

de object

artística durante la clase)
T

75.

anxious Symptoms

to
participate

Now, another student (señala T elicits a S
a María José)

T asks

On weekends.
What

do

you

do

on

weekends?
S

76.

Eh…

eh…

(se

sonríe, Stuttering

She

could Activity that

balancea el cuerpo) eh… I Laugh/ Body be nervous, promote
study.

T

77.

movement

anxious

anxiety

Short

Symptom of

response

anxiety

Ok. You study. What else? T asks
Qué más?
Todos

saben

que

es

weekends verdad? Weekends,
fines de semana.. Mayi.. Qué
más?
S

78.

Se ríe y sigue balanceándose. Laugh

It could be L2 anxiety

No dice nada más.

Silent/

she

does

Movement

not

know Symptoms

much vocab of Anxiety
and
feels
nervous

T

79.

Ok. Ok. You’re right. (Se dirige T asks
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she

a otro estudiante)
What

do

you

do

on

weekends?
S

80.

El fin de semana?

S translates He may be
the

T´s wants

question

to

verify if he
understood

T

81.

Ajá …

S

82.

(Laura) Se toca las gafas y se Laugh
ríe.

She

could Symptom of

S touches a be nervous, anxiety
personal

anxious

Cognitive

object
S

83.

Otro

estudiante:

I

effect

do Volunteer

homework, watch T.V

It could be Motivation

S Takes the he likes to Competitive
turn

participate
and

ness

knows

the vocab
T

84.

Ok. Perfect!

Se dirige al T praises

pizarrón.

T

Activity that

uses

favors

Look at this activity (Muestra visual aids
varias imagenes)
Remember

these

interaction

T
activities. encourages

Take a shower

S

to

Repeat: take a shower – take pronounce

S

85.

a shower

some

Take a bath, take a bath

expressions

Repiten: take a bath

Ss

repeat It could be Repetition

what the

s

T they

says/ Choral relaxed
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feel

S´

repeating
some
expressions
T

86.

Brush my teeth

T
pronounces

S

87.

Repiten: brush my teeth

Ss repeat

88.

Floss my teeth

T

Repetition

s
T

pronounces
S

89.

Floss my teeth

T

90.

Make the breakfast

S

91.

Make the breakfast

92.

Make sandwiches.

Ss repeat

Repetition

s

Repetition

s
T

T
pronounces

S

93.

Repiten: “make sandwiches”

T

94.

What is make the breakfast ( T asks

Ss repeat

Repetition

pregunta )
S

95.

Hacer el desayuno (responden Ss answer

They could Oral

varios)

feel relaxed Translation

Ss translate

in group
T

96.

Have breakfast

in group

T
pronounces

S

97.

Repiten: Have breakfast

Ss repeat

T

98.

Go to the bed

T

Repetition

pronounces
Go to the bed (Repiten)

S

99.

T

100. Qué significa?

Ss repeat
T asks for
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Repetition

meaning
S

101. Ir a la cama

Response

He could be Oral

S translates

motivated to translation
participate.

Motivation

It could be
he does not
feel

any

pressure.
T

102. Que más?

T
encourages
S

S

103. Irse a dormir

S

´

Oral

response
T

translation

104. Good, good, very good. And T praises
this picture?

S

105. Do exercise

Volunteer

Motivation

Use of L2
T

106. Ok. And this: this is…

S

107. Play soccer!

Volunteer

He could be Motivation

Use of L2

motivated to
participate
and

he

knows
vocabulary
T

108. And this?... This… ok Repeat
swim

S

109. Swim

Ss repeat

T

110. Look at the picture (Señala T reads a
una lamina) Lee:

poster
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Repetition

What do you do? What do you
do at night?
S

111. Repiten: What do you do at S repeat

They
be

night?

could repetition
relaxed

reading

in

group
T

112. Where? What time?

S

113. A qué hora?

Ss translate

T

114. Who do you swim with?

T

Motivation

gives

Ahora ustedes van a recibir un instructions
flash

card.

Y

con

un

compañero van a practicar
sobre lo que hacen y cuando
lo hacen. Si es en la mañana

She

could

o en la noche o el fin de

feel nervous

semana. El compañero le va a

or

anxious Symptom of

preguntar donde hace eso, a S pulls on because

of anxiety.

qué horas y con quién. Listo? her hair

the activity

Bien

She

could Symptom of

(Andrea se estira mechoncitos S is isolated

be

worry anxiety

de su cabello)

because

Practiquen 5 minutos

Volunteer

does

not

(algunos se hacen en parejas

have

a

y practican.

partner

to

María

work

José está sola y se

rasca la cabeza)
Salen en parejas.
S

115. What

do

you

do

in

the S

morning?

&

S´s

interaction
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Motivation

S

116. I take a bath

S

117. Where do to take a bath?

Grammar
problem

S

118. Eh… eh…

Stuttering

It could be L2 anxiety
he does not
understand

Symptom of

or does not anxiety
know much
vocab
T

119. in the bathroom

T helps

S

120. (Repite) In the bathroom

S repeats

S

121. Who do you take a shower ?

T

122. With

Repetition

T completes
S´s question

S

123. With

S corrects

S

124. Alone

S answers

T

125. Yes, ok. Yes. Very good (los T praises

Repetition

aplaude)
(Sale otra pareja)
S

126. María

José. (Muestra una

May be she Symptom of

tarjeta con gráficas)
Otro

estudiante:

feels
se

anxiety

nervous

balancea…
T

127. Where do you play basketball T helps
?

S

128. Repite: Where do you play S

repeats It could be Repetition

the question

basketball?

she

does

not

know

how to say
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the
expression
in L2
S

129. Maria José. Se sonríe. Da Laugh
brinquitos.

Responde:

It could be Symptom of

With Jumps / S she

friends.

feels anxiety

has

nervous and Cognitive

mistakes

she

does effect

not
understand
T

130. Where? Dónde?

T corrects

S

131. Ah. Dónde… (saca la lengua). Gestures
No responde.

Silent

She

could L2 anxiety

feel

Symptom

ashamed
because

of

her mistake
T

132. OK. Continue

T
encourages

S

133. What time?
What

time

S corrects
do

you

play

basketball?
S

134. Continua

dando

salticos, S jumps

She

could Symptom of

sonríe y mira a todos. No S looks at be nervous, A.
contesta.

around

anxious

Silent

does

or Cognitive
not effect

know.
T

135. Ok. Cómo dirían ustedes en
ingles “a las 2 en punto”? At
two o’clock

S

136. Todos. At two o’clock (en Translation
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It could be Activity that

in group

coro)

they

feel favors

relaxed

interaction

participating
in group
S

Motivation

137. Who? (continua)
138. With my friend

T

139. Ok. Good.
Y qué significa “do homework”
140. Algunos estudiantes: hacer las Some

S

Motivation

answer

tareas.
(Andrea se ríe)
T

141. Yes, hacer las tareas, si nos T
preguntaran
hacemos

a

las

qué

asks in

horas Spanish

tareas,

qué

podríamos responder?
S

142. Un estudiante: en la tarde.

He could be Activity that
feel

favor

confidence

interaction

S´

to
participate
in Spanish
T

143. Yes, in the afternoon.
(Sale otra pareja que había
recibido tarjeta)

S

144. (María

Mónica)Aprieta

fuertemente los ojos y dice
algo muy bajo.
T

She

could L2 anxiety

be nervous

Symptom of
A.

145. No te escucho, habla más
fuerte para que se escuche lo
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que estás diciendo
S

146. Ay seño… XXXX (dice algo St´s
más)

voice May be she L2 anxiety

changes

feels

Symptom

embarrasse
d
S

147. Qué dijo? (dice la otra S
volviéndose al grupo)

S

148. (Se toca la nariz, la boca y
luego

el

cabello).

…

She

se

could Activity that

be nervous

promotes

balancea y da la espalda al

anxiety

público.

Symptom of
A.

T

149. I take a bath, I take a bath.
Pregúntale

dónde?

(dirigiéndose a la otra joven)
S

150. Permanece en silencio y no She
responde.

keeps She

silent

not

could Cognitive
know effect

how to ask
T

L2 anxiety

151. (dirigiendo a todos) como se
dice dónde?

S

152. Where (todos)

Ss

s

answer They could Motivation

at the same feel well in Activity that
time

group

favors
interaction

T

153. A ver, dónde nos bañamos?
En el baño. Y cómo se dice
baño en inglés?

S

154. (algunos) In the bathroom.
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Some

Some

students

could

S Symptom of
not A.

participates

know

the Motivation

vocab
T

155. Repite: in the bathroom. Ahora
pregunten a qué horas.

S

156. (apretando los ojos y con gran S makes a She

could Activity that

esfuerzo) dice en voz muy lot of effort feel

provokes

baja: What time?

anxiety

to speak L2

nervous.

Symptom of
A.
T

157. Mmjjj…
(Sale otra pareja)

S

158. What do you do.. eh.. in the Stuttering
morning?

The S could Symptom of
be

a

little A.

nervous, but Motivation
they did it
well
S

159. I study

S

160. Where?

S

161. In my house

S

162. Who do you…

Grammar

Instead

problems

the

of Motivation

incomplete
question he
was
understanda
ble
S

163. Alone

T

164. Alone! Perfect! (las aplaude)
Sale otra pareja
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S

165. What time….

Do you… Stuttering

What time do you swim?
S

S could be
nervous

166. In the… At five o’clock

Self

May be

correction

feels

he Symptom of
A.

anxious and
does

not

want

to

make
mistakes
S

167. Who do you swim with?

S

168. On weekends

He could not Cognitive
have
understood
the
question.

T

169. Qué significa weekends?

S

170. El fin de semana

T

171. Aja! Pero te están diciendo T corrects S
“who”, o sea con quién.

S

172. Ah. My family

Self
correction

T

173. With my family.. very good.
(los aplaude)
(aclara)
cuándo.
pregunten

When

significa

Cuándo
when

nos

podríamos

responder On weekends y si
nos preguntaran where?
S

174. Eso es....? Dónde
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effect

T

175. Y

dónde

nadamos? T

(dirigiéndose a todos)
S

&

S

interact

176. En la piscina

T

&

S S could be Activity

interact

T

motivated to provokes
participate

relax

in Spanish

Motivation

177. Good. In the swimming pool. I
swim in the swimming pool.
And who do you swim with?
Con quién nadas?

S

178. Algunos contestan. With the Some
family.

answer

(otros se ven distraídos)

English
Other

Sts It could they Motivation
in are

Activity that

motivated

favors

Ss because

keep silent

S´interaction

know
vocabulary
May

be

others

do

L2 anxiety

not know or
are bored
T

179. Nos falta un solo cartoncito.
Quién lo tiene?

S

180. Harold y Miguel.
181. (Miguel

pasa

la

tarjeta

a

They

could L2 anxiety

Harold, pero no salen a hacer

be nervous Symptom of

la conversación).

to interact in A.

Voluntariamente salen otros

the L2

dos estudiantes

They
be
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could Motivation

motivated
S

182. What

do

you

do

in

the

morning?
S

183. I do in the morning .. have… Stuttering
have… have a homework

They could Symptom of
be nervous

A.
Cognitive
effect

T

184. (mirando la gráfica) dice: have Self
correction

breakfast
S

He could be
anxious

185. Where do you have breakfast?

Oral
interaction
Motivation

S

186. In my house

Competitive
ness

S

187. What time?

S

188. Eh.. at six o’clock a.m.

S

189. Who do you have breakfast?

T

190. Mmj… I have breakfast alone
(los aplaude)
Where do you have breakfast?
(Señala a Harold y a Miguel)
Come here, please.

S

S

191. Hace un gesto de fastidio

He could be L2 anxiety
not

Symptom of

prepared

A.

192. Pregunta: What do you do in
the morning?

s

193. Se cubre la cara con la tarjeta

It seems to Activity that
be ashamed provokes
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or it could anxiety
be he does Symptom
not know.
S

194. Se enoja porque Miguel no

It could be Social

responde.

his

partner anxiety

means

a

pressure for
him.
T

195. Ride bicycle. Cómo es? Ride
bicycle

S

196. Responde: Ride bicycle.

Repeat

He could be Repetition
relaxed
repeating

T

197. A ver? La segunda pregunta
cuál es?

S

198. What time?

T

199. Aja…

S

200. Se cubre el rostro. (dice algo Avoidance
muy bajo)

He could be L2 anxiety
embarrasse

Symptom of

d or he does A.
not know.

Cognitive
effect

201. Ah?
S

202. No responde.

Silent

It could be L2 anxiety
he does not Symptom
know
he
anxious

T

203. Ok. Sit down. (Se dirige a
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and Cognitive
feels effect

todos) Where do you ride
bicycle?
S

204. Dónde?

Ss translate

s

May be they Activity that
feel well in favors
group.

T

interaction.

205. Mmj. Dónde?
206. Algunos: In the park.

S

&

T They

could Motivation

interact

feel

Use of L2

confidence
in

their

answer and
want

to

show
themselves
T

207. Y qué es “in the park”?

S

208. En el parque

T

209. Y qué significa in the street?

S

210. En la calle

They could Activity that
feel relaxed favors
using
Spanish

T

211. Ahora en esta otra actividad
vamos

a

ver

con

qué

frecuencia haremos las cosas.
Si?
(pide la colaboración de uno
de los estudiantes)
- me ayuda? (coloca una
lámina en el pizarrón)
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interaction.

Miremos lo que dice acá
How often do you go to the
gym? Con qué frecuencia vas
a…
S

212. Al gimnasio

T

213. Aja

al

gimnasio.

Miremos

como se responde a esa
pregunta.
I go to the gym (pausa)
everyday. Repite: everyday
214. Un estudiante: todos los días.
T

215. Continua: I go to the gym once
a week, I go to the gym twice
a week.
Once: una vez, twice: dos
veces. Repeat please
(convida al grupo)
Every day

S

216. Every day (en coro)

Ss

repeat They could Repetition

expressions

feel
confidence
repeating in
group

T

217. Twice a week

S

218. Repiten: twice a week

Students

Most of the Repetition

(Miguel Ocampo, juega con su repeat

Ss

could

nariz, boca y mano. No repite). Avoidance

feel well in
group
One student
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L2 anxiety

could

be

distracted
T

219. Once es lo mismo que One
time. Aquí la palabra Time no
significa tiempo, sino Vez.
Two times?

S

220. Dos veces

T

221. Pero si quisiéramos decir tres
veces, cuatro o cinco veces?

S

222. Three times

S use L2

It could be Motivation

volunteering

they

feel

confidence
and

know

vocab.
T

223. Eso es.

S

224. (en coro) Three times, four Ss use L2

They

could Motivation

times.

be

El joven Harold juega con

motivated to

unas gafas de Foamy

participate
in group

T

225. Y acá: every month?

S

226. Todos los meses

T

227. Y every year?

S

228. Todos los años

Ss
Spanish

use It could be
relaxed

to

use Spanish
T

229. Yes, tenemos en cuenta eso,
no

olviden

practicar

la

frecuencia.
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(Coloca un poster grande y
colorido

con

varias

actividades)
Ahora ubiquemos los nombres
de esta actividad con sus
respectivas gráficas.
- go to the disco.
S

230. La ubica en la gráfica

T

231. Play soccer

S

232. (Pasan varios y las ubican)

Ss

match They

could Motivation

griten words be

s

(Andrea se le ve animada y with
participa en esta actividad)

pictures

the motivated to
match ideas
and not use
L2

T

233. Ok. Now look at and answer.
Do they correspond to the
pictures?

S

234. Yes, si! (en coro)

It

seems Motivation

they
understand
T

235. Ok.

Ahora

si

vamos

a

preguntar con qué frecuencia
hacemos estas actividades?
Por

ejemplo,

con

qué

frecuencia tenemos un picnic?
Cómo

vamos

a

empezar

nuestra pregunta?
A

ver..

How

often.
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Escuchemos

primero

“How

often”
Repitamos ahora
S

236. Repiten: How often

Sts

repeat It could be a Repetition

what the T relaxed
asks
T

237. How often

S

238. How often

T

239. Do you

S

240. Do you

T

241. Y le agregamos cualquiera de

activity

Repetition

Repetition

estas actividades ok?
Y qué vamos a responder?
(señala el poster) Everyday,
every week, twice a week.. ok,
y así sucesivamente vamos a
ir contestando.
S

242. (sale de voluntaria)

T

243. (Le entrega una pelotica de
goma con una carita feliz)
dice: Select a partner and
throw him the happy face.

S

244. (Tira la pelota a Laura) – you,
Laura.

S

245. Hace señas de negación con A
la mano).

does

Student She

not feel nervous Symptom of

want
participate
S

246. (arroja la pelota nuevamente).
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could L2 anxiety

to or she does A.
not know.

Sale Dana.
Dana, How often do you have
a picnic?
S

247. O - ne – a time

S

&

S´s

interaction
T

248. Ah..?

S

249. o-ne a time

T

250. Ah! Once. One time. Very
good. Ok. The time is over. Se
nos acabó la clase. Van a
seguir practicando con los
compañeros esas actividades.
Ahora la meta es: How often.
Bye – Bye.

S

251. Bye,

chao.

(Algunos

se

despiden de la profe con un
beso).
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They could Affect
feel affect

Appendix 8

CLASS OBSERVATION 2
Date: September 28/ 2007 . VIDEO 2.

VIDEO 3. 07/09/2007

Researcher: Liris Lafont Mendoza.

T: Teacher/ S: Student/ P: Participants
Turn

TRANSCRIPTION

o

T

1

Good morning

S

2

Good morning teacher.

T

3

How are you today? Sit down please.

S

4

I’m fine teacher

S

5

Thank you

T

6

Ok Remember… Recuerden that we studied last class…

S

7

One student: la clase pasada

T

8

Ajá, yes, What do we study?

S

9

The fruits

T

10

Yes, and food. Frutas y…

S

11

Comidas.

T

12

Nuestro objetivo, the goal for the class is Talking about food and
routines. Qué significa eso?

S

13

Hablando de las comidas y rutinas diarias.

T

14

Ok. Yes, el otro objetivo es identifying vocabulary related to food.

S

15

Identificar vocabulario relacionado con comidas

T

16

Eso es! Ok! Good. Look at the picture. What do we have here?

S

17

The fruits

T

18

What are they?

S

19

Bananas
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T

20

And this?

S

21

Pears

T

22

These?

S

23

Apples!

T

24

What color are they

S

25

Apple green and apple red

T

26

Good green apple and red apple. First is the color and then the
fruit. 1º el color y luego la fruta. Well, and what fruit is this?

S

27

Papaya.

T

28

Well, look and listen. Is the pepper a fruit?

S

29

No!

T

30

What is it?

S

31

Vegetales

T

32

Good. Vegetables. Cómo es?

S

33

Vegetables

T

34

Good. And what’s this?

S

35

Vegetable

T

36

Do you like vegetables? Te gustan los vegetales.

S

37

Si – Yes! No!

T

38

Ok. I like too. Well revisemos algún vocabulario antes de hacer
una actividad. Yes? Look at. This is

S

39

Vegetable

T

40

Listen. Do you like vegetables Dana?

S

41

(niega con la cabeza)

T

42

No…?

S

43

Otro estudiante: I don’t like vegetable.

T

44

I don’t like vegetable, good. Sit down. Another student.

S

45

Polo!

T

46

Ok. Stand up. Do you like vegetable?
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47

(Baja la cabeza y mece el cuerpo) Se ríe

T

48

Ah?

S

49

(Mira hacia arriba y da salticos).

T

50

Ok. I don’t like vegetable. Repeat: I don’t like vegetables, sit down

MaJo
sé

(dirigiéndose a la estudiante)
Toma otros objetos. Dice: look at these are fruits. Estas son…
S

51

Frutas

T

52

Ok. Luis?

S

53

(se pone de pie)

T

54

Do you like fruits?

S

55

I like fruits

T

56

And what fruit do you prefer? Apples or grapes?

S

57

Grapes

T

58

Oh! Grapes! Me too. Luis, ask Polito about this

S

59

What fruit like?

S

60

I like.. eh. Apples

S

61

What fruit prefer?

S

62

What fruit? The apple

T

63

That’s good. It’s fine. (Dirigiéndose a todos)
Remember the question what fruit do you like? What fruit do you
prefer?
I like … I prefer… decimos cuál, listo?
Recuerden que hay varias clases de comidas. Ok Let’s see
(muestra).

S

64

Yogurt (en coro)

T

65

Muestra otro producto

S

66

Milk

S

67

Yogurt – milk
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T

68

Good. Well, vamos a preguntarle a un compañero si le gusta la
leche. (Le entrega una cajita con leche).

S

69

A mi!

S

70

Selecciona una compañera (María Mónica Lozano)

T

71

Pregúntale si le gusta la leche.

Ángel

72

What milk? What milk?

Ma.An 73

a mi!

(se balancea, aprieta los ojos). I don’t… the milk

gelica
T

74

Yes or no? Te gusta o no te gusta la leche?

S

75

Yes.

T

76

Well Repeat Yes,

S

77

Yes

T

78

I like

S

79

I like

T

80

The milk

S

81

The milk

T

82

Ok. Good very good.

S

83

Sale voluntario

T

84

Pregúntale a un compañero

S

85

Said. Do you like yogurt?

S

86

Yes, I like.

T

87

Congratulations (aplauden todos)
Ahora

vamos a

tener unos minutos para

preparar una

conversación en parejas.
Van a preguntarse sobre qué desayunan, qué tipos de comidas, si
les gustan los cereals, fruits, meat, vegetables, sweet or sugar, fat,
dairy food or fast food.
Quién me dice qué son los fast food?
S

88

Comidas rápidas (en coro)
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T

89

Perfect! Tienen entonces 10 minutos, les parece bien?

S

90

Yes.

T

91

Listo 10 minutos y luego nos reunimos.
Los estudiantes trabajan 10 minutos.

T

92

Empecemos con las conversaciones. Una vez terminen las
parejas saldrá otra o voluntario y dirán lo que van entendiendo.
Eso quiere decir que todos debemos estas atentos. El objetivo es
comunicarnos hablando a cerca de las…

S

93

Comidas.
(Un estudiante levanta la mano)

T

94

Yes, come please. Se traen frutas, cosas…
(organizan una mesa con frutas, vegetales, lácteos, etc.)
Well, listen, listen to the students.

S

95

What food do you like?

S

96

I like fruit and you?

S

97

Me too, what fruit do you like?

S

98

I like apple and banana. And you?

S

99

I’m… mm.. papaya y … and… grape… y I don’t like apple

T

100

Mmj.. Yes. Very good. (aplauden) que entendieron?

Toñito

101

Que fruta le gusta, pero no entendí.

T

102

Repeat. What fruit

S

103

Yo dije que papaya

T

104

Another student?
(Sale Antonio)

S

105

Hello John. John What is your favorite fruit?

S

106

My favorite fruit is apple

S

107

Oh. Me too, I love apple. What food do you prefer?

S

108

I prefer... prefer… cereal

S

109

What type of food do you prefer?
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S

110

I prefer the fruits

S

111

Bye

T

112

Good very good (aplauden) De qué hablaron ellos?
A ver? quien quiere decir?

S

113

Yo! Yo! Ellos hablaron de frutas, alimentos y cuál de ellas
prefieren.

T

114

Y qué contestó?

S

115

Cuál le gusta y le dijo que cereal.

T

116

Yes, good, now you... Said

S

117

Se agacha.. hace gestos negativos con la cabeza. Se ríe, se tapa
la cara con las manos y luego hace señales que después.

T

118

Well, another student you María Mónica?

S

119

Se ríe (hace gestos negativos)

120

Otro estudiante: no quiere salir

T

121

ok. Volunteers?

S

122

Hablan al tiempo (algunos convidan al compañero, pero otros se
resisten a salir)

T

123

Harold? Ok. Come,.. los demás, escuchamos por favor.

S

124

Hi Mauricio
Mauricio What type of fruit don’t you like?

S

125

I don’t… papaya bye Mauricio

T

126

Ok good (aplaude)
What fruit doesn’t Harold like?

S

127

Papaya!

T

128

And what fruit does he like?

S

129

Passion fruit

T

130

Very good. Sit down. Volunteers? You Mayi?

S

131

Se niega con novimientos de cabeza.

T

132

Ok. Hoy como estamos muy participativos
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T

133

Remember: What fruit do you like? What fruit do you prefer? What
do you have for breakfast? Esas cortas preguntas por el
desayuno, preguntar por nuestras frutas preferidas, preguntar por
el tipo de comida que nos.. gusta. Eso! Nada más. Listo!
Another group. Do you want to participate (dirigiéndose a dos
estudiantes)

S

134

Después.

T

135

Después de qué?

S

136

Espérese, espérese, después de otro grupo.
Un minutico (hacen gestos de esperar con las manos)

T

137

Buenos vamos a enumerarnos en orden de participación.
Empieza, sigue Polito, luego ustedes dos, sigue el grupo de María
José, el de ustedes 5… ah Bueno y el de ustedes 6. listo?
Empezamos Valery.

S

138

Si pero ella no quiere…

T

139

Adriana?

S

140

(Adriana se levanta no muy convencida)

S

141

Hello what type of food do you prefery?

S

142

I prefer fruits and you?

S

143

I don’t… I don’t fruit I like prefery is cereal. What do you like the
fruit?

S

144

I like apples

S

145

What do you have for breakfast?

S

146

Cereal. Bye.

T

147

Ok. Good. Pero veamos si están prestando atención. Qué
entendimos de lo que ellas dijeron?
En

español,

qué

entendieron?

Nadie?

Bueno

vamos

a

escucharlas otra vez y ustedes tienen que prestar atención de lo
que dicen sus compañeritos. Qué gracia tiene que ellos participen
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y nadie sepa lo que estén diciendo.
S

148

Entonces iniciamos listo?

(Miran unos papelitos)
what type do you prefery?

S

149

I prefer the fruits.. and you?

S

150

(leyendo) I don’t like fruits. I prefer cereal.
What fruit no you like?

S

151

I like strawberry and you?

S

152

I don’t strawberry (se balancea) what do you have for breakfast?
(cierra el papelito)

S

153

I have cereal. Bye

T

154

Good.. very good…

S

155

(Aplauden)

T

156

A ver? Qué entendieron?

S

157

De frutas!

T

158

Qué más?

S

159

A ella le gustaban las fresas

T

160

Ok. Sit down.
(Salió otra pareja)

S

161

(se saludaron) what fruit do you like?

S

162

I like banana and what fruit do you prefery?

S

163

My prefery is apple. What… what.. do you like of breakfast?

S

164

I have cereal. What food do you prefery?

S

165

My food prefery… is hot dog.

T

166

Mmj.. Said What did you understand? Qué entendiste?

S

167

(hizo señales de no haber escuchado con las manos).

T

168

No escuchaste? Ok another? Carolina?
Carolina se cubrió el rostro con las manos, se negó.

T

169

Aja! Student.
(Salió otro grupo de 3 estudiantes): Augusto, Ángel y Luis. (Se ven
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alegres)
S

170

What type of food do you like? You prefer?

S

171

I prefer fruit. And.. and you?

S

172

I prefer fruits and you?

S

173

Fruits, what fruit do you like?

S

174

I like… I preference apples, and… and bananas
I like bananas

S

175

What don’t.. what don’t like?

S

176

I don’t like fruit… eh… papaya and you

S

177

And you? Pear you?

S

178

Eh… me too

S

179

Bye, bye

S

180

Bye

T

181

Ok good., very good. Algún voluntario que quiera decir de qué
hablaron ellos.

S

182

De frutas!

T

183

Y qué frutas mencionaron?

S

184

Apples

S

185

Manzanas y bananas

T

186

Y a alguno de ellos no le gusta algo?

S

187

La papaya

T

188

Mmj.. ahora otro grupo.. come!
Salen 3 estudiantes: María José, 2 más.

T

189

Hagamos silencio para escuchar las conversaciones de los
compañeros (se dirige a todos) empezamos?

S

189

Hello.. hello!

S

190

What fruit do you like?

S

191

I like apple and you? (Se dirige a María José)

S

192

(echa un vistazo a un papelito)
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I… pears and you?
S

193

(También mira de reojo unos papelitos) (da pequeños salticos y
responde: I like pears)

S

194

(María José sigue leyendo y trata de ayudarle a la compañera)
What do you…

S

195

(Repite y continua) what do you have for breakfast?

S

196

I have… have coffee and bread and you?
(Lee en un papelito)

S

197

I… XXXX

S

198

I have cereal

S

199

Bye – bye

S

200

Bye

T

201

It was very short, but good. Another group? Y prevenimos al Sr.

(habló muy bajo, no se le entendió)

Ocampo.
(Salieron dos jóvenes)
S

202

What food do you prefer?

S

203

I prefer fruit and you?

S

204

Eh… eh… I don’t fruit I prefery… prefer cereal.

S

205

What do you have for breakfast?
I… I’m breakfast bri… bread and milk eh… and you?

S

206

Me too.

S

207

Bye.

T

208

Very good! (Se dirige a todos) What food do they prefer?

S

209

(en silencio)

T

210

Que comidas prefieren ellos?

S

211

Cereal

T

212

Yes cereal. Y qué más dijeron?

S

213

Pan!

T

214

Y qué más entendieron?
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S

215

Leche

T

216

Y cómo se dice en Inglés leche?

S

217

En coro, milk!

T

218

Very good! Ok… Migue, your group?
(Miguel se sonríe, no se levanta de su silla)
El compañero de al lado le toma de la mano para salir, pero él no
quiere)

T

219

Mary…? Como here, please.
(Mary desde su silla empieza a leer un papelito) convida a la
compañera María Lozano.

S

220

What do you like?

S

221

(cierra los ojos fuertemente) y dice: I like apple
(Vuelve aprear los ojos) and I… pear.

S

222

What about… (se ríe) what do you breakfast?

S

223

(Abre y cierra la boca para hablar, pero no pronuncia nada por
unos instantes) balancea:
ah… … (se sientan)

T

224

Y por qué no repetimos? Yo no pude escuchar bien.

S

225

Se miraron entre si, gestos de negación con la cabeza.

T

226

Ok. Another group?
(Salieron Said y José Tenorio)

S

227

Hello Said. What fruit do you like?

S

228

The fruit I like… apple. I like apple
(entra otro estudiante y Saluda)

S

229

Hello, hello.

S

230

What fruit do you like?

S

231

I like black berry

S

232

Me too, me too. Eh…

S

233

What, what you don’t like?
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S

234

I don’t like papaya. Me, too
Me, too.
Bye, bye.

T

235

Good… que fruta no les gusta a ellos? Dirigiéndose a todos

S

236

La papaya (en coro)

T

237

Well. You? (señalando a una pareja)

S

238

Hello Dana.

S

239

Hello What.. What type of food do you prefer?

S

240

I am.. I prefer the fruit and you?

S

241

Me too. Ah.. I. .. I hate papaya…

S

242

What do you have for break

S

243

Ah.. ah… (se balancea) I have eh.. cereal
(mira hacia arriba) and you?

S

244

I… I

S

245

Bye, bye

T

246

Mmj… good. Good, very good. Qué entendimos de esa
conversación?

S

247

Que a Dana le gustaban los cereales!

T

248

Y qué más dijo?

S

249

Que no le gusta la papaya.

T

250

No le gusta la papaya!. Ok… lo importante es que se entendió. Se
están comunicando en Inglés. Que ricoooo!!!
And now you? (señaló a Adriana y Andrea)

S

251

(Andrea y Adriana hicieron gestos de negación con las manos)

S

252

Después seño.

T

253

Cuándo?

S

254

(en coro cantan) Que pase Migue, Miguel! Que pase Miguel! (Ese
es Migue, ese es Migue!)

S

255

Miguel se cubre el rostro con una hoja de papel
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T

256

Qué otro grupo nos hace falta? El tuyo Laura?

S

257

No!

T

258

No qué?

S

259

(se cubre la boca con las manos) hace gestos negativos.

T

260

No quieres hablar? Bueno un aplauso grande a todos porque lo
hicieron muy bien!

S

261

Bravo! (aplauden)
(Miguel y Andrea no aplauden)

T

262

Bueno ustedes trajeron hoy unos recortes cierto?

S

263

Si! (en coro)

T

264

Bien, esos recortes los vamos a pegar en el cuaderno y vamos a
identificar allí los vegetales, las frutas, todo lo que trajeron lo van a
ir identificando. Entonces tenemos unos minutos para eso.
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Appendix 9

CLASS OBSERVATION 3
Date: October 9 -2007

Time: 6.30 a.m. to 7.30 a.m.

Researcher: Liris Lafont Mendoza.
Observer: Alvaro Alvarez Calle.
T: Teacher/ S: Student/ P: Participants
P.

TURNO CLASS

T

1

Good morning. How are you today?

Ss

2

Good morning. (en coro)

T

3

How are you? (levantando más la voz)

Ss

4

Fine. Thank you (responden en coro)

T

5

Well, the goal of the class is… describing the future
plans. Do you know what is it?

S

6

Describiendo los planes futuros.

T

7

Correct. Miren que por lo general todos planeamos lo que
vamos a hacer un fin de semana,

o dentro de poco

estaremos planeando nuestras vacaciones. Pues bien la
idea es que aprendamos a describir nuestros planes
haciendo uso de Be going to.
Look at the board please. (Coloca un poster en el tablero
el cual contiene una conversación en Inglés)
El profesor lee: - Conversation.
Ss

8

Una conversación (en coro)

T

9

Yes, una conversación. Veamos de que se trata. Lee:

Pregunta: De qué se trata la conversación? Qué
entendieron?
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S

10

Que Dennis va a cenar

S

11

Que Mónica va a comer con los amigos.

S

12

Que Mónica va a comer sopa de pescado con los
amigos.

T

13

Y ellos estarán hablando de planes?

S

14

Si

T

15

Cómo los saben? Dónde lo dice?

S

16

Por el uso de going to

T

17

Y saben qué significa eso?

Ss

18

Ir a (en coro)

T

19

Good. Well, Do you know what is Thanksgiving? Saben
qué es Thanksgiving?

S

20

(En silencio)

T

21

(El profesor cubre con la mano una parte de la palabra y
queda Thanks)

S

21

Gracias

T

22

Por allí va...

S

23

Dar gracias.. dar gracias (en voz alta y agitando una
mano)

T

24

Mmmjjj... Quién más?

S

25

No es el día de acción de gracias?

T

26

Yes, good. Very good. El día de acción de gracias es
considerado como una ocasión muy especial que se
celebra todos los años. Y cada familia se reúne y tienen
una cena que por lo general es pavo. Nosotros no
celebramos ese día por acá en Colombia.
Bien, de acuerdo al contenido de la conversación, la
actividad que vamos a hacer consiste en preguntarle a
un compañero sobre los planes de Mónica y de Dennis.
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Esto quiere decir que vamos a hacer preguntas y a
responderle al compañero. Para esta actividad nos
organizamos en parejas. Todos sin excepción deberán
trabajar y participar en clase.
Qué me dicen del tiempo,

estaremos bien en diez

minutos?
S

27

Denos más minuticos

S

28

En quince mejor

T

29

Listo! Quince minutos.

Ss

30

(Se organizan en parejas)

S

31

(acercándose al profesor) dice: -Y qué voy hacer?

32

Vas a preparar con tu compañera una serie de preguntas

Andrea
T

y respuestas sobre los planes de Mónica y Dennis de
acuerdo a lo que diga la conversación. Lo deben
socializar oralmente.
S

33

(Afirma con la cabeza y se sienta).

S(Miguel)

34

Seño yo estoy solo.

T

35

O.K. Come, please.

(lo ubica con un compañero que

estaba trabajando solo)
S(Adriana) 36

Es así profe? (muestra el cuaderno) Cómo se dice
comer?

T

37

Eat. (deletrea: E-A-T)

S

38

(Lo anota en el cuaderno)

S (Polo)

39

(Se acerca al profesor)- Seño para preguntar tengo que
decir she is going to... o coloco primero el “is”?

T

40

Así como lo tienes está bien. What is she going to do for
Thanksgiving? Good. Bueno y ahora que contestarías?

S

41

No, ya eso si sé como es.
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S(Miguel)

42

Mire, voy bien así?

T

43

Bueno aquí tienes: “Mónica going to do cook the dinner.”
Qué crees que falta después de Mónica?

S

44

Silencio

T

45

Como estamos hablando de ella, que es Monica le
agregamos is. Ahora esta otra partecita... tú dices que
ella va a hacer cocinar.. Te das cuenta? Entonces le
quitamos el “do” y ya.

S

46

Mmmmjjj... ( se sienta)

S(Polo)

47

Yo puedo preguntar lo que no se usa, es decir... lo que
no es usual? Por que en la conversación dice que la
sopa de pescado no es usual en ese día.

T

48

Sí, claro que sí.

S(Miguel)

49

Seño, me da permiso para buscar un diccionario?

T

50

Ajá.. pero no se demore.

Ss)

51

(Continúan trabajando en parejas) algunas utilizan el
diccionario. Una niña revisa en su cuaderno de apuntes
la clase anterior.

S(Polo)

52

Para decir que van a cenar o a comer puedo usar have?
Yo tengo What is she going to have? Pero este man me
dice que have está malo y que tiene que ser “eat”

T

53

Los dos tienen razón, pueden usar have y también eat

S(Polo)

54

Ah.... Viste...viste...

Ss

55

Siguen trabajando. Ma.José no pregunta, no utiliza el
diccionario y su compañera tampoco.

T

56

O.k. the time is over. Let´s share what you did. Se acabó
el tiempo. Ahora vamos a compartir a través de un
diálogo lo que hicieron en parejas. Quién quiere
empezar? Voluntarios?
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S

57

Podemos leer o tenemos que decirlo así sin nada?

T

58

Como quieran, pero si tenemos que compartir lo que
prepararon en parejas

S

59

(Salen dos niños voluntarios)
What is Dennis going to do for Thanksgiving?

S

60

Dennis is going to have dinner at her house with her
parents.

S

61

What is Monica going to do for the thanksgiving?

S

62

Monica is going to cook dinner with some friends.

S

63

What is Monica going to cook?

S

64

Monica is going to cook fish soup.

T

65

Good. Very good. Bueno, y que entendimos de lo que
ellos dijeron? Volunteers?

S

66

(silencio)

T

67

Podríamos decir en Español qué dijeron ellos?

S

68

Una estudiante hizo el intento de pararse.

T

69

Si Mayi? Te escuchamos

S

70

(Silencio) (se colocó el dedo en la boca y no dijo nada).

T

71

Alguien quiere participar?

S

72

Ellos dijeron que si qué hacía Mónica en el día de gracias
y qué los que hace es que cena con los amigos.

T

73

Good. Otra pareja?

S

74

(Salen otros dos niños voluntarios)
What is Dennis going to do for Thanksgiving day?

S

75

Dennis going to have dinner her parent´s house

S

76

What is Mónica going to do for Thanksgiving day?

S

77

Mónica going to cook dinner with some friends. We´re
going to make fish soup.

S

78

Where is Dennis going to have dinner?
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S

79

Dennis is going to in the house parents.

T

80

Very good. Who else? Quién más?

S

81

(Salen dos niñas:)
What is Dennis going to do for thanksgiving?

S

82

Dennis going to have dinner at parent´s house.

S

83

What going to cook dinner Monica?

S

84

Monica going to cook fish soup

S

85

Who is Monica going to dinner?

S

86

Monica going to dinner Dennis her friends.

S

87

What going to dinner Dennis Thanksgiving day’

S

88

Dennis going to always dinner turkey, mashed potatoes.

T

89

Good .

S

90

(Se ponen de pie dos niños)
What is Dennis going to do for Thanksgiving Day?

S

91

Dennis going to dinner at your parents´house.

S

92

What is Mónica going to do thanksgiving day?

S

93

Mónica going to cook dinner with some friends.

S

94

What is Dennis going to dinner?

S

95

Dennis going to dinner a turkey, mashed potatoes.

S

96

What is Monica going to dinner?

S

97

Monica going to dinner a soup fish.

T

98

O.K. very good. Quién quiere decir algo de lo que haya
entendido?

S

99

Que si qué va a cenar Dennis.

100

Yes. Y qué contestó el compañero?

Ma.Monica
T

Ma.Monica 101

Que...que pavo y papa. Bueno...puré de papa.

T

102

Very good. Volunteers?

S

103

(Dos niñas salieron voluntarias)
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What is Dennis going to do for Thanksgiving day?
S

104

What is Dennis going to do eat

S

105

With is Dennis going to eat?

S

106

With is Dennis eat father.

T

107

Well, Dennis is going to eat at her parents´house. Any
other students?

S

108

(Dos niños pasan al frente del grupo)
What is Dennis going to do for Thanksgiving day?

S

109

I´m going to have dinner at my friend´s house.

S

110

What is Monica going to any plans?

S

111

I´m going to cook dinner with some friends fish soup.

S

112

Where is Dennis going to do have dinner?

S

113

Turkey, mashed potatoes.

T

114

Mmmjjj… Quiénes más?

S

115

(Una niña se puso de pie y tomaba de la mano a otra
para que saliera, pero la otra no quería. Después
salieron)
What is Mónica going to do for Thanksgiving?

S(Andrea) 116

(Con voz bastante baja) she... she is going to cook
dinner.

Ss

117

(algunos

estudiantes manifestaron) Que hablen más

duro. _No se escucha.
T

118

Bueno, podría repetir para que los compañeros escuchen
y entiendan?

S(Andrea) 119

No me torture seño...
Se sentaron.

T

120

Who else? Quién más?

S

121

(La compañera de Adriana se puso de pie)
What is Dennis going to do for Thanksgiving?
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S(Adriana) 122

Dennis is going to have dinner in her parent´s house. (se
sentó)

T

123

O.K. good

T

124

Bueno,

el tiempo se nos acabó por el día de hoy.

continúen practicando no solo con los planes de Mónica
y Dennis. Practiquen con sus planes personales. Anoten
en el cuaderno lo que van a practicar en sus casas.
(Escribió en el tablero)
What are you going to do next weekend?
What are you going to do tomorrow afternoon?
O.K. Bye. See you next class.
Ss

125

Bye
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Appendix 9
Observation Checklist
Grade Level: 6 th.

Researcher: Liris Lafont Mendoza
Subject Observed: English
Date of Observation: October 9 –2007
Observer: Alvaro Älvarez Calle
Number of students in the group: 42

Time: 6.30 a.m.- 7.30 a.m.

 Objective: To identify the types of Classroom activities and the strategies
the students of 6th grade use before and during oral interaction.
Rating Scale: E=Evident
NE= Not Evident
CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES
 Reading Comprehension about a
conversation
 Teacher and students´ interaction
 Pair work
 Students and students´ interaction
 Teacher´s Instructions
 Feedback








E
X

NE

X
X
X
X
X

METHODOLOGY
Teacher reads
Teacher asks for meaning
Teacher asks for volunteering
Teacher asks to the whole class
The teacher asks students for participating
orally
Students organization for a Pair work
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E
X
X
X
X
X
X

COMMENTS
The class was organized in
four parts, which comprised
reading with the whole
class, teacher and students´
interaction
about
the
reading, pair work and
interaction
between
students in public. The
reading
comprehension
exercise was performed
with the whole class and
students interacted both in
Spanish and English. The
feedback was done only
with some groups during
the pair work.

NE
It

COMMENTS
was
observed

students

were

the

motivated

with the poster and some
students participated when

 Use of visual aid

X

the teacher asked. It was
also

evident

they

participated a lot when the
questions were directed to
the

whole

preferred

class
doing

and
in

a

volunteer way.
Some
students
had
problems to join a partner;
thus, the teacher helped
them.

STUDENTS´ STRATEGIES

E

MIGUEL
Asks to the teacher
Uses the dictionary
Asks for verifying if they are working well
Asks to the partners
Writes what they want to say in oral interaction
Reads what they do in class during their
participation when interaction happens.

ANDREA
Asks to the teacher
Uses the dictionary
Asks for verifying if they are working well
Asks to the partners
Writes what they want to say in oral interaction
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NE

X
X
X
X
X
X

E

X
X

COMMENTS
It was observed he was
concerned because he did
not have a partner to work
with. He asked to the
teacher in two opportunities
to verify the activity he was
doing in pairs was ok; he
used the dictionary during
the pair work and he also
asked to his partner, but he
did not take notes. At the
end, did not participate
orally.

NE
COMMENTS
X It was observed she copied
X what the partner did in
X class. She asked her
partner to have feed back
with the teacher, but she did

Reads what they do in class during their
participation when interaction happens.

X

ADRIANA
Asks to the teacher
Uses the dictionary
Asks for verifying if they are working well
Asks to the partners
Writes what they want to say in oral interaction
Reads what they do in class during their
participation when interaction happens.

E
X

not do it. She did not use
the dictionary or any other
strategy. During the oral
interaction her participation
was very short and read her
notes. She stated to be
suffering with that activity.
NE
X

X
X
X
X

COMMENTS
It was observed she was
interested working in pairs.
She shared ideas with her
partner

and

asked

two

times to the teacher. First
she asked for the meaning
of a word and then she
wanted to know if she was
ok. Then she

interacted

orally, but her participation
was very short, in spite of
being reading.
MARIA JOSE
Asks to the teacher
Uses the dictionary
Asks for verifying if they are working well
Asks to the partners
Writes what they want to say in oral interaction
Reads what they do in class during their
participation when interaction happens.

E

MARIA MONICA
Asks to the teacher
Uses the dictionary
Ask for verifying if they are working well
Asks to the partners
Writes what they want to say in oral interaction

E
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X
X

X
X

NE
COMMENTS
X It was observed she shared
X ideas with her partner and
X took notes. It seems like
she does not know other
different
strategies for
X learning and preparing oral
participations.
NE
COMMENTS
X She only shared ideas with
X her partner and then took
X notes.

Reads what they do in class during their
participation when interaction happens.

X

OTHER STUDENTS
Students ask to the teacher
Students use the dictionary
Students ask for verifying if they are working well
Students asks to the partners
Students write what they want to say in oral
interaction
Students read what they do in class during their
participation when interaction happens.

E
X
X
X
X
X

NE

X

COMMENTS
Some students asked to the
teacher for feed back
several times when they
were working in pairs, while
others did not do it. Some
students preferred to share
ideas with the classmate
and take notes than ask to
the teacher or using the
dictionary. Only one student
checked in her notes.

RESEARCHER´S ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
It was observed that only two students of five under study of this piece of work asked for
feedback to the teacher while they were working in pairs and only one of them used the
dictionary during the activity. Most of them shared ideas with his or her partner and took
notes, but at the end they did not participate orally. The

two students who asked for

feedback were the same who took turns for interacting orally in public.

On the other hand, the other students who used different strategies like dictionary, asking
for feedback to the teacher and asking to the partner were those who participated as
volunteers. During the oral interaction in pairs all the students read their notes.

Regards to the dictionary it was observed that few students had their own dictionary, so
they had to go to the library.
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Appendix 10
Observation Checklist
Teacher: Liris Lafont Mendoza
Grade Level: 6 th.
Subject Observed: English
Date of Observation: October 12–2007
Observer: Liris Lafont Mendoza
Time: 8.30 a.m.- 9.30 a.m.
Number of students:
 Objective: To identify the types of Classroom activities and the strategies
the students of 6th grade use before and during oral interaction.
GOAL OF THE CLASS
The goal of the class was:
COMMENTS
This was written on the board by the
Talking about future plans
teacher and the students expressed in
Spanish what they understood. The
teacher stated it was the continuation
of the last class.
ACTIVITIES
Describing pictures.

COMMENTS
In pairs the students identified the
Talking in pairs about the people ´s activities of the pictures, described
future plans according to the pictures. them and shared ideas interacting
between them (pair work) about future
plans .

METHODOLOGY
Some copies were delivered to the students who were organized in pairs.
Twelve different pictures were included in the copies with the instruction of the
activity and additional information such as time, place and names of the
persons.
The students were asked to describe pictures first, and then talked about what
those persons plan to do according to the information given in each picture.
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STUDENTS´ STRATEGIES
It was observed the strategies that the students of 6 th grade use when they are
interacting in pairs and preparing their interaction in public. In this case, five
students under this research study were carefully observed. The strategies
used by them are stated below :
MIGUEL
COMENTS
Uses of dictionary
It was observed he worked with his
Asks for meaning to the teacher.
partner and looked like interested
Copies from his partner´s notebook.
doing the activity, but in spite of using
the dictionary and asking for
feedback, he waited his partner
developed the activity and then he
copied .
MARIA MONICA
COMMENTS
Asks for meaning to the teacher in one It was observed she worked very
opportunity
slowly. She only worked on two
Asks to the teacher if she is ok.
pictures with her partner. She did not
interact in English with her partner.
ANDREA
COMMENTS
She waits her partner finishes the She looked like distracted, she looked
exercise and then she copies from her at the other classmates and show
partner´s notebook.
them small round rubbers which she
put between her teeth. The teacher
had to talk to her about that. It was
observed she did not interact with her
partner, she only wrote what the other
student did.
ADRIANA
She uses the dictionary

COMMENTS
She looked like she was working
alone, she did not interact with her
partner.

MARIA JOSE
COMMENTS
She asks to a partner who is in another She did not interact as much with her
group.
partner in this exercise; she preferred
to ask another student from other
group.
It was also observed she did not work
very much. She only worked on two
pictures.
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OTHER STUDENTS
Asks to the teacher several times
Asks for feedback to the teacher
Check in the notebooks.
Use of the dictionary

COMMENTS
Some students practiced orally first
with his or her partner and then they
took notes.
Many students asked for feedback to
the teacher and then they asked again
for verifying if they were ok.

Some students
checked on their
notebook, words and expressions from
last classes.
ADITIONAL COMMENTS
Most of the students of this group of five do not ask for feedback to the teacher
and they do not use the dictionary either. Three of them take into account their
partners´ answers. They do not interact in English when they are working in
pairs, they wait the teacher asked them to do it in public.
The class was over and there was no time to interact in public.
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Appendix 11
ENGLISH TEACHER´S COMMENTS ABOUT THE GROUP OF STUDENTS
UNDER STUDY.

There are some common features among this group of five students under study
and whose behavior are related to anxiety, nervousness and language anxiety.
English teacher´s opinion about them is stated below:

MIGUEL OCAMPO: He is a very nice student out of the classroom; he always
says hello to me wherever I am, but inside the class is different. He becomes shy
and very nervous specially in oral activities, thus he does not participate or interact
in class. He stays alone most of the time or decides to join to timid people as well
as him when it is necessary to perform an activity. Sometimes, his attitude worried
me, because he seems like not being in class, does not look at me or the material
I took to the class. On the other hand, it has been necessary to talk to some
students apart, because Miguel has been pointed by some students who say him
“tú nunca sabes” “eres bruto”. Despite he did not give me details during the
interview, I know the classroom situation affects him highly. Another aspect is that
he is slow to take notes in class, and he usually has to copy from his partners, he
sometimes has forgotten his homework; thus I think that besides anxiety, he also
go unprepared to class.
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MARIA MONICA LOZANO: She is very timid in class and it is really difficult to
motivate her in oral activities. She does not participate in class until I ask her to
do it and effectively, she does when motivation is high. She likes to participate in
games as the lottery and Simon says… Sometimes, I have joined her in a group,
because she waits someone calls her to work. Once I met her mother at the Bank
and told me her daughter had come happy at home because she had stayed
talking to me during the break.
I think talk to students during the break it is nothing out of this world, but how
wrong I was. In this case, I think, she needed affect and confidence.

MARIA JOSE QUINTERO: I knew her some years ago since she was in primary
and always was asked to act as an angel or a sister in a special religious event at
school. Well, I thought she had self confidence and did not have to do with
nervousness or something like that. Now, she is my student and she is always
jumping on her chair when there is an oral activity in class. Most of the time she
has a “frozen smile” and “laugh” for nothing. She only participates in class only
when I ask her to do it, but she almost never interact in a volunteer way. I think she
likes the games, songs or exercises related to match words, expressions with
pictures.

ANDREA DURAN: I think she is not shy at all. Sometimes, I have talked to her
because she is talking to someone during the class and I think distraction affects
her for understanding what she must do in class. The problem is that she does not
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participate in class, does not take part of oral interaction and the worst is she
does not ask me anything. She changes her color skin, feels embarrassed when
there are oral activities in class. She works during written exercises and it seems
that games, English song or associating words with pictures engage her.

ADRIANA OVIEDO: She is very organized taking notes and doing homework, but
does not participate,

she stays alone or joins with timid partners when oral

participation is necessary in class. She worries because of the marks, stays in
silent during all classes and only tries to interact when I ask her. Her performance
is very poor. She never participates without I ask her .
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Appendix 12

VIDEO TAPE 1. Class observation
Place: María Auxiliadora School.
Date: August 2- 07
Time: 8.30 a.m.
Objective: To recognize factors and activities that motivate or difficult students
´oral interaction and increase or decrease their level of anxiety in students of 6 th
grade at María Auxiliadora School.

1. Type of activities developed in the English class by students of 6th grade.
Identifying pictures about routines, Students and teacher´ s

interaction,

Students and students´ interaction, Describing flash cards, Teacher´s
instructions,

Answering

questions,

Questioning,

Choral

participation

,

Associating .

2. Students´ attitudes toward oral interaction. (Emotional reaction Motivation of
learners)
Communication apprehension, Fear, Shy, Silent, Gestures of afraid, Smiles,
Boring, Nervousness, Excitement.
3. Language anxiety.
Avoidance of oral interaction, State of quiescence, Fear of communicating,
State of “freezing up”
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4. Language learning and anxiety.
Poor performance, Low academic achievements, Test anxiety.

5. Symptoms of language anxiety.
Low level of verbal production, lack of volunteering in class, seeming inability to
answer even the simplest questions,

playing with hair or clothing, touching

objects, social avoidance, masking behaviors.

6. Effects of Language Anxiety.
Low academic results, misunderstanding, poor performance in oral interaction,
avoidance of communication.

7. Correlates of Language Anxiety.
Fear of embarrassment, do not take risks, competitiveness in the group.
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Students 1.Types of
Activities.

2.Student´s
attitudes
toward
oral interaction.
Emotion reactions
Motivation
of
learners.

Miguel
He sat quickly
Ocampo when
the
teacher came.
Then
he
followed the T´s
instruction
to
organize
the
class in a circle.
He was asked to
describe
flash
cards, but he did
not do it.
He gave
no
answer
when
other
student
asked him about
his
routines.
Then
the
teacher
asked
him
to
participate and
did it in Spanish.
Finally, he gave
a flash card to
another student
and
sat
immediately.

He
seemed
absent
and
distracted all the
time. He did not
focused
his
attention to the
Teacher´s
instructions.
He
gave
no
answers in four
opportunities
when the teacher
or a student asked
him
something;
one time, he gave
the turn to another
student. Students
helped him with
the meaning of a
word, but he did
not
show any
emotion. He did
not seem to be
motivated in any
activity and was
not
able
to
pronounce
any
word. At the end
of the class, he
seemed to be

3.Language
Anxiety.
Communication
apprehension.
Foreign
language
anxiety.
Despite he had
many
opportunities for
participating
and interacting
with the T and
Ss, he was not
able
to
communicate
ideas in public.
He was sat
alone,
with
nobody at his
side.
He
avoided
opportunities to
enhance
communications
skills
and
besides, he did
not interrupt to
ask.
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4.Language
5.Symptoms
Learning and
Of language
Anxiety.
anxiety
Measuring
the
anxiety.

6.Effects
of
language anxiety.
Academic E.
Cognitive E.
Social E.
Personal E.

It seemed like he
was blocked and
gave
the
sensation
of
misunderstanding.
He was not able
to pronounce any
word. Thus, his
performance was
very poor,

He has a low
level
of
academic
achievement. He
showed
to be
slow in solving
exercises;
reflected
misunderstanding
and therefore his
output was poor.
It
was
also
observable
he
had
difficulties
for
oral
interaction
with
other
students
and
also
for
associating
words
with
pictures.

It
was
observable
different
symptoms of
language
anxiety. This
S.
had
a
freeze state,
stayed quiet
all the time,
he
played
with
his
hands,
his
face,
he
sometimes
took out the
tongue,
smiled with no
apparent
reason,
avoidance of
communicate.

7.Correlates of
the
language
anxiety.
Self-esteem
Risk- taking
Competitivenes
s
The group is
very
competitive,
perhaps he fear
of
embarrassment
in
public
or
making
mistakes.
He
did not take
risks.
Therefore,
he
did
not
participate
by
his own desire.
He
always
waited someone
called him.

Ma.José First said hello
Quintero to the T and
smiled.
She
paid attention to
the
T´s
instruction
to
organize
the
class.
She was asked
to
give
the
meaning of a
word and she
doubted before
answering. She
said:
“noche…nocheci
ta..”
She was asked
to interact with
the teacher and
her answer was
very
short.,
besides
was
very nervous.
Then she was
asked to interact
with
a
classmate, she
confused
“Where”
by
who”, thus she
gave no answer
then. She looks
around
the
partners waiting
for help.

boring.
She
looked
interested in the
class, but was
sometimes
alienated.
She
tried to answer
when she was
asked to do it, but
her results were
not good at all.
The first time she
showed lack of
self
confidence,
The second time
she
interacted
with a partner, but
was very nervous
and seemed not
understand
the
questions. So, she
made
mistakes
and stayed in
silent.
She
sometimes looked
at her partners for
help.
She
had
a
permanent smile
al the time and
gave short jumps.
She
enjoyed
students
and
student´s
interaction, though
she did not do it.

It was evident
her fear for oral
interaction
in
front
of
the
other students.
The
teacher
had to join her
in
a
group,
because
she
was alone.
Her
answers
were too short.
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She
did
not
understand
the
questions
when
was
interacting
with other student.
She
confused
words
and
sometimes
she
gave no answers.
She seemed not
to be prepared.

She was very
nervous
during all the
class.
She
smiled with no
reason, gave
short jumps,
squirmed her
hands, maybe
forgot
the
answers,
because
stayed
in
silent.
Besides,
general
avoidance
was
also
observable.
Thus, she had
low level of
verbal
production,
lack
of
volunteering
in class, no
answer with
simple
questions.

Her
academic
results has been
low, her lack of
practice in the
oral way during
the
English
classes, makes
she has poor
performance
in
the use of the
language. Signs
of
misunderstanding
and
lack
of
volunteering were
also present.

This
student
was not able to
participate
by
her own desire,
which
could
mean, she does
not like to take
risks.
She
always
waited to be
asked by the
teacher
or
other student.
She looked at
her
partners´
faces
to get
help.

Ma.
Mónica
Lozano

First, she stood
up and said
hello
to
the
teacher.
Then
she lifted her
chair to organize
the class in a
circle.
She
observed
students
and
teacher´s
interaction, but
she did not take
part
at
the
beginning.
Then, she was
asked
to
participate with
other
student
and
reflected
being
very
nervous.
She was very
quiet during all
the
class.
Sometimes she
smiled
about
what
the
classmates did.

She was quiet
during the class,
At the beginning
she
did
not
participate
in
pronunciation.
She was asked to
interact
with
another
student
and
accepted.
She was anxious
and very nervous,
her voice was too
quiet
that
the
partner had to ask
her
to
repeat
again, but she
was not able to do
it.
She tried to say
something, but the
voice
did
not
come and made
force to speak,
she also closed
her eyes before
speaking.
However
it
seemed ,she paid
attention to her
partner´s actions
during the class.
She
did
not
manifest sign of
motivation
with
the
different

She was not
communicative
in spite of the
different
pair
activities. She
tended to speak
with a girl sat
next to her.
During the class
there was not
any evidence in
which
she
wanted to share
ideas
with a
partner.
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Her
academic
achievements are
low and she does
not show signal
for changing this
aspect.
She usually takes
notes about what
goes on during
the
class;
however it seems
like she does not
understand
or
review
them,
because she does
not
use
the
language
for
communicating or
give answers in
class.

She
shows
different signs
of
anxiety
during
oral
activities.
This student
usually close
her
eyes
before
speaking and
make
force
with her eyes
and
voice.
Her voice is
very
quiet,
touches her
nose,
face,
mouth
and
hair; lack of
eye contact.

Academically,
she
has
low
achievements
during
the
different
terms
and she has not
been able to
improve them.
Misunderstanding
and mental block
are
other
symptoms
present. There is
no manifestation
of interaction with
other students.

This
student
was very timid,
quiet during the
class.
She
waited to be
asked by the
teacher or a
partner and was
not able to give
clear answers
or ask for help
or take risk. The
group is very
competitive and
she
stayed
observing them
while the other
participated.

Adriana
Oviedo.

She stayed very
quiet during all
the class. She
sat between two
partners,
but
was
not
communicative
with them.
She
paid
attention to what
went on the
class.
Then
when
the
teacher asked to
repeat
some
words, she did it.
While
the
students interact
between
them
(Pair-work) she
bit a folder and
then started to
pull on her hair.
Finally, she only
smiled to see
the
other
students
associating
words
and
pictures.
and
she also take
part
of
the
activity.

activities carried
out in class.
During the oral
interaction
activities, she was
very quiet and no
communicative..
She
observed
while the teacher
interacted with the
students, but she
was not motivated
to participate.
She
looked
anxious
and
nervous
during
the
students´
interaction.
In
some
opportunities, she
bit a folder. She
was
asked
to
participate,
but
she
did
not
accepted .Almost
at the end of the
class,
she
associated words
and
pictures
without fear.

It seemed like
she
fear
of
communicating
She
avoided
participating in
oral interaction
activities, even
in pair work
exercises, she
joined
a shy
partner and at
the end did not
participate.
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She did not show
much interest for
learning, Her lack
of participation did
not help her to get
involve in the
different activities.
However
her
previous
difficulties could
be a factor that
limit her to go
ahead.

She
was
nervous
during
the
whole class.
Some signs
were present
such as:
Smiled to the
teacher
whenever
sight crossed,
she was very
quiet , did not
pronounce
any word for
asking
or
answering.
Besides,
some
behavior
during
the
students
´Interactions
were
observable
like pull on
her hair, bit a
folder,
rejected
talking
in
English
in
some
opportunities.

Her behavior and
attitudes reflect
symptoms
of
misunderstanding
, therefore, her
results are low.
The teacher must
be behind her in
order to know if
she understands,
She is not able to
ask for clearing
up ideas.

She did not
take part of the
groups
´interactions
during the class;
there was sign
of mental flee
in
some
opportunities,
specially when
her
partners
asked
for
participating in
public.,
since
she belongs to
a
very
competitive
class.

Andrea
Durán

At the beginning
of the class, She
paid attention to
the Teacher ´s
instruction
to
organize
the
class, she read
in Spanish the
goal
of
the
class. She sat
on the left side
of the classroom
between
two
another
students.
Then,
she
repeated some
words following
the
teacher´s
instruction.
When
the
teacher started
to ask for oral
interaction to the
students,
she
was quiet and
serious.
Despite
being
communicative
with
her
partners, she did
not participate in
oral activities.
At the end of the
class,
she

First she was very
enthusiastic, and
participated to say
the goal of the
class in Spanish.
When teacher and
students´
oral
interaction started
she changed her
attitude. Suddenly,
she did not seem
to be motivated.
She stayed quiet
during the class.
and joined
to
another partner,
only when the
teacher
asked
them to prepare a
short conversation
about
their
routines. She did
not participate.

She did not
want
to
participate
in
spite of different
opportunities
given by the
teacher.
She
was
nervous every
time the teacher
asked her to
interact
with
other students.

Then,
She
associated some
words with the
respective
pictures.
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She participated
only in Spanish,
while
speaking
English
was
rejected
during
the class. it could
be observed how
her
anxiety
increased in oral
interaction
and
decreased
in
other types of
exercises
like
associating,
identifying
pictures
and
meaning.

Despite this
student is not
very shy out
of class, She
stayed quiet,
smiled
with
apparent no
reason,
difficulties to
pronounce
sounds, lack
of
volunteering
in class.

Low performance
in oral interaction,
low
academic
achievement,
difficulties
for
processing ideas,
few
social
relations,
no
interaction
in
group works.

This student did
not participate
in class, while
the rest of the
class wanted to
do it, she took
no risk, it was
seen her fear of
making
mistakes in front
of the other
students.
As a result of
her
anxiety
state,
competitiveness
, risk- taking
took
and
important role in
this aspect.

associated
a
word with the
picture.
Video Tape 2. Class Observation.
Date: August 28- 07
Students

Miguel
Ocampo

1.Types of
Activities.
Recognizing
vocabulary.
T
and
St´s
interaction. sts
and sts´interact.
He sat when the
teacher came.
One
of
the
students asked
him something
about food and
he gave a very
short
answer.
After that, he
was asked again
to
participate,
but he stayed in
silent.
Finally,
the
teacher
asked
him and he did
not
want
to
participate. So,
his
partners
sang to him:
Qué
pase
Migue” que pase
Migue”…!

2.Student´s
attitudes
toward
oral interaction.
Emotion reactions
Motivation
of
learners.
Despite
all
students
were
asked to bring any
type of food and
most of the group
was interested in
the class, he was
shy,
and
not
motivated at all.
He stayed in silent
and
sometimes
distracted. He only
took part of a
conversation
because a partner
asked him. At this
point his answer
was very short
and
he
was
embarrassed. He
was sat alone and
he almost did not
speak with his

3.Language
Anxiety.
Communication
apprehension.
Foreign
language
anxiety.
He had three
different
opportunities for
participating
and interacting
with his teacher
or a partner, but
he did not want
to interact or
share ideas in
public.
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4.Language
5.Symptoms
Learning and
Of language
Anxiety.
anxiety
Measuring
the
anxiety.

6.Effects
of
language anxiety.
Academic E.
Cognitive E.
Social E.
Personal E.

He
gave
no
answers to the
questions. Thus,
he did not take
part
of
conversations , he
acted as he did
not understand.

Evidences of low
level
of
academic
achievement.
Misunderstanding
Poor
performances.
Problems
for
interacting
in
public.

Many
symptoms
related
to
general
avoidance
and physical
actions were
present, such
as: he hid his
face with his
hands or a
sheet
of
paper, he was
shy, doubt to
answer, self
correction,
smiled
for
everything,
avoidance to
participate.

7.Correlates of
the
language
anxiety.
Self-esteem
Risk- taking
Competitivenes
s
This student did
not take risks,
he
did
not
participate as a
volunteer,
he
feels bad and
embarrassment
in oral activities,
specially in front
of the group,
which is very
competitive.

partners to ask for
something
or
make comments.
Ma.José
Quintero

She smiled to
the teacher and
said hello. Then
she sat next to
the
teacher´s
desk. Then she
pronounced
words related to
food. She stayed
very quiet when
the
teacher
started
to
interact with the
students.
The
teacher
asked
her
to
participate, but
she
did
not
know.
Then,
She had ten
minutes
for
preparing
a
short
conversation
with a partner;
and she waited
another student
called her to
make group.

She was very
nervous during the
class especially in
oral interactions,
while the partners
were organizing in
pairs, she was
alone, her sight
was lost. She did
not answer the
questions, At the
end of the class,
she
participated
with other two
students. She was
embarrassed,
however she tried
to
help
her
partners
whispering what
they must say
looking at a piece
of paper.
She peeped on a
paper
before
pronouncing some
word.

She did not take
the starting to
communicate
ideas.
She
rejected
communication
and interaction
in
different
opportunities.
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She did not know
the
vocabulary
related to food.
Lack
of
confidence
and
lack of knowledge
limited
her
to
interact with her
partners.

She looked at
the
ceiling
and smiled at
the
time
someone
asked
her
something in
English.
Besides, she
laughed,
swung
her
body,
when
she
spoke,
her
voice
became very
quiet..

Her limitation to
use the language
in the classroom,
have made she
has
academic
difficulties,
her
performance
is
poor.
On the other
hand she did not
express
an
outgoing
behavior with her
partners.
She
was shy and no
talkative.

Lack
of
confidence was
present several
times in her
behavior: lack
of eye contact ,
peeping on a
paper, looking
at the ceiling
while
was
speaking, she
did not start any
interaction
because of fear
of
embarrassment;
Her
anxiety
increases when
other students
participate
or
are
eliciting
from
their
partners
to
interact.

MARÍA
MONICA
LOZANO

She sat taking
into
account
teacher´s
instructions. At
the beginning of
the class, She
did not repeat
the vocabulary
related to food
and fruits like
the
other
students did.
Then
she
listened to her
partners
interacting with
the teacher and
identifying types
of food from a
poster, but she
did not take part
of that activity.
After that, a
student
asked
her
to
participate. she
stood up and sat
down
immediately she
replied:
.”no,no,no..”
She was helped
by the teacher
and was invited

She was very shy
and
anxious
during the class.
She did not take
part
of
pronunciation
exercise and oral
interaction.
Her attitude was
negative since she
fear
of
communicate
everything.
She felt forced to
go in front of her
classmates
and
when she did not
know what to say,
she blocked her
mind. There was
no way to make
she
participates
again.
She
was
not
motivated during
the oral activities,
she seemed like
worried
and
anxious.

She fear of
communicating
or
expressing
ideas.
During
the class she
was most of the
time like absent.
She did not ask
for
understanding
or
having
interaction with
others.
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She
was
not
communicative
during the whole
class. She only
observed
some
groups interacting
to each other, but
she
did
not
participate.
She was blocked,
anxious when was
called to interact
in front of
the
classmates.
She could not
give any answer,
only
repeated
what the teacher
said
to
her
.Misunderstanding
and
confusion
were
also
perceived.

She
stayed
very quiet all
the time. At
the time she
went in front
of the group,
she revealed
body
movements,
nervousness,
lack of eyes
contact,
laughing,
effort
for
speaking, and
changes
of
the voice.

Different effects
were
present
through
her
behavior.
she
revealed a poor
performance
in
oral interaction,
low
academic
achievements, no
social interaction,
even in Spanish,
difficulties
for
asking
and
clearing up ideas,
personal conflict
about “do it or
not to do it”.

She did not
take any risk
during the class,
in fact, she did
not participate
as a volunteer
and
besides,
rejected
the
idea of oral
interaction
in
spite of she was
called to interact
four times.
Fear, doubt and
lack
of
self
esteem
were
evident.

to
repeat
a
possible answer
and she did it.
As a part of the
class, she joined
to other student
to prepare a
short
conversation.
Despite
they
were asked by
the teacher two
times, they did
not participate.

ADRIANA At the beginning
OVIEDO of the class she
sat next to other
two
partners.
Then
all
students
repeated words
related to the
food and she
also did it. She
was asked to
prepare a short
conversation
with
another
student.
Then
she was asked
to interact in
public. At this
time, she felt
engaged by her
partner,
sho
said: “Ella no

She was very
quiet, most of the
class. During the
pronunciation
exercise,
she
sometimes
engaged on it.
There was doubt
about participate
or not. She was
embarrassed and
it seemed like she
wanted to end
quickly.
It was evident the
students´
comments made
her to participate.
She was asked to
repeat
the
conversation

She was not
very
communicative
during
the
class. She was
nervous
and
anxious.
She
did not interact
with
the
teacher.
However
she
interacted with
another student.
Being in public
made she forgot
what she had
prepared.
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Despite she did
not participate at
the beginning of
the class and did
not interact with
the teacher, in her
short participation
with
another
student
it was
evident she had
ideas about the
topic. It was also
relevant to notice
the
oral
interaction
in
public was the
main factor that
made her to forget
ideas and become
anxious
and
nervous.

She was shy
and nervous
when
the
teacher saw
at her side.
She
gave
very
short
answers. She
also showed
signs
of
mental block,
movements,
pale skin and
nervousness.

Poor
performance, fear
of
communicating,
lack
of
self
confidence, low
academic
achievements,
less interaction.

This
student
did
not
participate in a
volunteer way,
specially when
the others were
interacting, he
seemed to be
more nervous
and anxious to
be elicited. In
other times she
was like absent.
It
is
very
important
to
take
into
account that this
group is very
competitive.

ANDREA
DURAN

quiere
salir
seño”
Thus,
stood up not
very convinced,
she participated
quickly and gave
short answers “I
like
apples”,
“Cereal, bye”.
As students did
not understand
the
conversation,
the
teacher
asked to repeat.
They did, but
this time, both
students peeped
on papers the
conversation.
They did not
remembered it.
At the end of the
class, she was
asked
to
participate
by
the teacher, but
she
did
not
want, just said:
“después seño”

again and she
forgot what they
prepared in class
and read the text.

She sat down
next
to
her
classmates. At
the beginning of
the class she
repeated some
words related to

She was nervous,
shy and very quiet
all the time. She
showed a positive
attitude to repeat
pronunciation
in
choral, but
she

She fear of
communicating,
she
only
observed
the
other students
interacting,
sometimes
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Pronounce words
was ok for her,
but performance
in public generate
her problems and
anxiety.
She rejected all

She was very
quiet during
all the class,
nervous and
shy. She did
not accept to
interact
in

Lack
of
self
confidence,
no
interaction
with
the
classmates
during the class,
social reject, low
academic

She did not take
risk,
she
admired
students´partici
pation . Maybe
she felt
she
could not be

food in choral.
She
did
not
participated
in
any other of the
oral
activities
carried out in
class.
She was asked
to interact with
the teacher, but
she
did
not
want.
Then at the end
of the class she
was asked to
perform
a
conversation
with a partner
and just said:
“después seño”

did not enhance
any other oral
activity.
She was waiting
the other groups
interact and the
time
passed
without taking any
risk.

laughed,
but the opportunities
she did not take to participate and
part
of
the interact in public.
activities.
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class,
she achievement, no able to do it.
laughed and organization
of
moved a leg ideas.
every time the
teacher
looked at her.

DIARIES
6th grade

Teacher:
Liris Lafont
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MIGUEL
Fecha: Agosto 14 de 2007
Hora: 6:30 a.m.
Amigo diario en esta clase isimos cosas como pegar cuados
en el tablero y todo es salon participo isimos uno ejercisios
orales en grupo, Me senti regular porque medecian que no
sabia casi.
Sali con un compañero el me asia algunas preguntasy yo las
respondia Sali regular porque estava nervioso.
Fecha: Agosto 16 de 2007
Hora: 6.30 a.m.
Tuvimos una grabación nos pasaron al frente a dialogar en
Ingles. Me senti mal porque yo Sali a dialogar mi
acompañante me de sia que yo no se. Sali con mi compañro a
dialogar y sali mal por que tenia pena.
Fecha: Agosto 21
Hora: 6.30 a.m.
amigo diario en esta clase cuando benia la seño Sali
coriendo a la silla y cuando entro ala clase nos saludo
yenpeso a explicar el nuebotema sobre con que frecuencia
asemos las actividades de siempre casi siempre y nunca ect.
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MIGUEL
Fecha: Agosto 30
Hora: 8:30 a.m.
Amigo diario quiero comentarte que hoy la seño nos preguntó
quien iva a participar y muchos alsaron la mano y nos ivamos
preguntando que nos gustava comer auque yo no participé
porque sentía nervios pero de todas maneras la pasé muy vien
con la seño y mis compañeros por que todos reiamos y nos
divertimos.
Fecha: Septiembre 25
Hora: 6.30 a.m.
Lo que paso hoy fue que me pasaron en mi puesto a partisipar
y me dio pena porque no sabia leer en ingles y medaba
vergüenza pero al fin sali y con este tratamiento siento que
estoy mejorando mucho mas .hay otros que lo hacen vien
porque estan aciendo cursos de ingles
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ADRIANA
Fecha: Agosto 14-2007
Hora: 6.30 a.m.
Querido Diario yo me Quedo Quieta cuando entra la seño al salón
A veces se me algunas cosas pero no Quiero participar delante de
mis compañeros yo apenas Que mis compañeros le decian a la seño
Que me pasara al tablero aunque lo sabia pero no lo decia por Que
me daba miedo y me coloco nerviosa. La clase trato de Que
teniamos Que colocar unos papelitos en el tablero Que decian Que
haciamos en las horas de la mañana en la tarde y en la noche
tambien los compañeros les preguntaban a otros Que hacian en la
tarde en la mañana o en la noche.
Fecha:(Agosto 16)
Hora: 6.30 a.m.
Querido Diarios apenas Que llego la señor al Salon nos
comensaron a grabar tambien la seño nos dijo Que participaramos
mucho mis Compañeros participaban La Clase Se trato de de
colocar unos
papelitos en unos dibujos hablavamos con nuestros compañeros en
ingles de Que si a queHoras hacian eso con Quien y donde.
Aunque no participe pero estaba nerviosa de Que pasaron de
lantes mis compañeros.
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ADRIANA
Fecha: Agosto 21
Hora: 6.30 a.m.
Querido Diario le preguntabamos a nuestrosCompañeros
con que frecuencia hacian las cosas si Siempre o nunca
Casi nunca Aveces o Algunas Veces.
Fecha: Agosto 28
Hora: 6.30 a.m.
Querido diario primero la seño llego resamos la oración
despues ella dijo lo que ivamos hacer durante la clase
primero la teacher lello el texto despues dijo Que lo leyeran
hasta los puntos y traducieran y tambien Que le
hicieramos a nuestro compañeros unas preguntas
Despues hicimos un ejercicio de Listening. Aunque no
participe pero si hice el ejercicio y espero
Que me salga Bien.
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ADRIANA
Fecha: Agosto 30
Hora: 8:30 a.m.
Hablamos de que si que frutas nos justaban de que frutas
no nos justaban y que comida preferida nos justaban uno
contesta que les justaban los cereales otros vegelates y otros
las frutas.
Tambien hablamos de que frutas eran asidas y que no y la
seño dijo que ella iva a decir las palabras de las frutas en
español y nosotros en inglés
Septiembre 18
Hora: 6:30 a.m.
Hoy llege tarde al Colegio la seño estaba en el salon después
mando a buscar unos alumnos para practicar los dialogos
revisamos la tarea y después de las notas del periodo y
espero que me balla muy bien.
(Septiembre 25)
Hora: 6:30 a.m.
Hoy llege tarde al colegio la seño reviso la actividad en el
tablero me mando a leer un dialogo con un compañero
aunque no queria pasar pero termine pasando después la
seño pregunto quien había hecho la tarea pero la tarea no la
habia hecho.
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.

Septiembre 27
Hora: 6:30 a.m.
Hoy llego la seño digo que organizáramos en una rueda
después habla de que se hacia en la clausura y tambien
hablábamos de que si que haciamos en lugares, de que nos
preguntaba con Can y teniamos que responder con Can y
participe por que me sentia muy bien.
Observación: Este día la joven trabajó en grupo y leyó una
respuesta.
Fecha: Octubre 09
Hora: 6:30 a.m.
Hoy llege tarde al salon ya estaba la seño me puse nerviosa.
La seño dijo que recordaramos lo que habíamos dado en la
clase pasa la revisaron la seño dijo que los que no la habian
hecho o traido que se pusieran en otro grupo yo como no la
trage me puse con otro grupo
Despues dijo que nos orderanamos coloco a ser un ejercicio
nos esplico el ejercicio despues me puse con una compañera
después dijo cuando tocaron el timbre dijo que el ejercicio 2
lo hiciéramos en una hoja de block y la trajéramos en la
proxima clase.
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ANDREA
Fecha: (AGOSTO 16
Hora: 6:30 a.m.
Querido diario no me acuerdo bien de la fecha el tema se
trato de rutinas diarias no participe porque me daba pena
responder pero la clase estuvo muy bacana Laseño Liris
trajo una niña de octavo a grabar la clase nos dieron unos
afiches para hacer un drama con ellos primero la seño nos
explico como ivamos a hacer
despues nos dio 5
minutos para poder practicar lo del
carton que nos dio a nosotros nos toco hacer las tareas pero
al final de ya tener todo listo me dio pena presentarme y
deje que nos sacaramos i pero no me importo porque me dio
pena y ademas no sabiamos que decir bien tenia miedo por si
se fueran a burlar de mi pero me vencio el miedo. y me
vencio nada mas porque no tuve mas remedio que no pasar
al salón.
Att: ANDREA.
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ANDREA
Fecha: Agosto 28
Hoa: 6.30 a.m.
Seño hoy no participe porque estoy preocupada por mi
mamá le conteste con groserias a los niños porque tengo
esa preocupación.Primero la seño se puso a revisar la tarea
Segundo fue que nos puso a sernos preguntas a nosotros
mismos despues isimos un cuadrito que era para hacer
preguntas.La seño salio para una reunión y nos dejo con
la seño Margarita y con ella pude descargar toda la
preocupación que tenia. despues no pusieron a hacer un
ejercicio en el cual me va muy bien y no me dio pena pasar
al tablero.
Att ANDREA
Fecha: Agosto 30
Hora: 8:30 a.m.
Primero la seño nos dibujo en el tablero una pirámide en la
cual decia las comidas favoritas. Después puso un letrero
que tenia unas siertas preguntas. No medio pena pasar al
tablero.
Después hicimos especie de conversación y como solo fue
una hora se nos acabo el tiempo y no pudimos hacer mas.
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MARIA JOSE
Fecja: AGOSTO 16
Hora: 6.30 a.m.
Querido diario La seño entro al salon de clase y dijo
sientence y se portanbien no hagan desorden porque les
trage a mi nueva nina ella es la que va a gravar la clase y
empezo hablar en ingles despues comenzo a entregar unas
caricar y me entrego una ami y despues me toco pasar al
frente y polo me pregunto que si que asia yo los fines de
semana y yo le respondi despues la semo me entrego otro
carton y pasa alfrente con gloria Angela y Maria
Angelarepreguntaba y yo Responsia. Pero eso si me entro
una risa y una tembladera en las manos y las piernas.
Despues La seño Liris se fue porque se habia acabado la
hora.
Fecha: (AGOSTO 21
Hora: 6.30 a.m.
La seño unas carteleras de las Routina y unos cartones
pero los pelaos participaron bueno querido
diario. La seño llamaba y a los que llamaba pasaban al
tablero ella no me llamo. pero yo de todas maneras yo no
quise salir. porque me daba pena. querido diarios eso fue lo
que paso en el dia de hoy.
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MARIA JOSE
Fecha: Agosto 23
Hora: 6.30 a.m.
Divino y tierno diario te cuento que la Seno Liris nos
esplico un tema nuevo de que hago yo Ejemplo cuando yo
ago ejercicio si yo ago ejercio nuna Casi nuna Siempre etc.
y nos dicto lo oraciones. yo realize 8 y las 2 mascopia del
tablero despues nos dejo una fotocopia de un parrafo yo lo
comence y me faltaron para terminar 2 oraciones bueno
diario eso fue lo que icimos hoy te dejo nos vemos el Martes
bye bye ocea chao.
Fecha: Agosto 28
Hora: 6.30 a.m.
Querido diario te cuento que la seño entro y Sali a sentarme
y la seño hizo la oracion de la mañana y nos saludo. despues
rebisamos la tarea menos mal que todos los puntos me
salieron buenos, y empezaron a participar los pelaos, a mi
no me llamaron para que participara pero yo desde aca de mi
puesto yo hiba corrigiendo después la seño nos puso a
preguntarnos. entre nosotros ocea
con los companeros sobre el parrafo de la tarea. Y despues
escribimos o dibujamos un cuadro que la seño hizo en el
tablero. despues nos hizo una evaluación sorpresa y yo me
imagino que me salio mala depronto
me saco sobre saliente bueno querido diario te dejo chao.
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MARIA JOSE
Fecha: Septiembre 4
Hora: 6.30 a.m.
Hoy me paso que llegue tarde y me sente en la silla y espere
que la seño llegara y cuando la seño llego me pase para la
silla de Laura después me pase para donde Eliza. Porque yo
hise la tarea con ella. Y a mi se me quedo el cuaderno de
ingles en la casa de ella despues empese hablar con ella sobre
el tema y Mary empeso a distraerme y la seño se quedo
viéndonos después se acabo la ora y la seño se fue eso fue
todo lo que paso hoy.
Chao (bye bye).
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MARIA MONICA
Fecha: (Agosto 14
Hora: 6.30 a.m.
Querido diario nos preguntaron que acciones hacemos en la
mañana, al medio día y en la noche. Me senti muy bien pero
en momentos me sentia en un ambiente muy incomodo.
No participe por que trate de participar pero los que siempre
participan no dejaban que los otros participaran.
(Agosto 16) Hora: 6.30 a.m.

Querido diario algunos compañeros, se preguntaron que
acciones hacian, a que hora tambien la profesora coloco una
cartelera con unos dibujos con diferentes acciones y unos
compañeros colocarón unos cartoncitos que desian su
nombre en el respectivo dibujo.
Diario en esta clase me senti mucho mas a gusto pero
nunca faltan los compañeros imprudentes que hacen sentir
un poco mal.
Yo participé, creo que lo hice bien yo soy un poco penosa y
como estaba parada al frente de la camara me puse muy
nerviosa pero yo creo que lo hice bien.
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MARIA MONICA
Fecha: Agosto 21

Hora: 6.30 a.m.

Hola como estas querido diary espero que muy bien.
En esta clase mis compañeros unos a otros se asian pregungas si
cuando alguna cosa como regar las plantas si siempre, algunas veces,
casi siempre, nunca, en fin Diary tu sabes lo mucho que e intentado
participar pero no participe porque intente muchas veces pero no
pude quitar el puesto a los de siempre pero cuando pasaban a otra
pregunta no lo intentaba.
Yo me senti muy gracias a Dios esta actividad esta sirviendo mucho
mas por eso quiero que esta actividad se ponga mucho mas a todos
los alumnos de nuestra querida institución que estan penosos en la
clase de lengua extranjera T.Q.M y chao.
Fecha: AGOSTO 23
Hora: 6.30 a.m.
Hola diary es muy especial venir a visitarte pero es mas especial
venir a contarte mis sentimientos en este dia hicimos muchas cosas
entre las que estaban conversar sobre la hora y después desarrollamos
una fotocopia tambien cositas sobre la hora gracias a Dios en esta
actividad me senti muy bien y mas segura. Participe si, claro lo hice
bien pero con algunas dificultades que se ban arreglando con
pisiencia, el amor, la ternura de la seño Liris. Querido diary dile que
la quiero mucho y que el la mejor profesora del lengua extranjera.
Querido diario me tengo que despedir pero luego nos volveremos a
ver.
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MARIA MONICA
Fecha: Sptiembre 4
Hora: 6.30 a.m.
Querido diario hoy te hestoy ablando para contarte algo que me tiene
muy triste es que: perdi la asignatura de lengua extranjera pero yo le
estoy poniendo mucho animo y fuerzas para ganar la asignatura en
el 4 periodo y yo se que con la ayuda de Dios, San Francisco de Asis,
mi inteligencia, mi profesora muy querida o sea la seño Liris yo se
que puedo ganar mucho mas que una sobresaliente. Querido diario
hoy puse todo mi empeño en la clase y puse toda la atención del
mundo no solo es lo que decian si no como se pronunciaba, que se
significaba, y como se escribia.
Todo eso yo creo y estoy segura que es muy importante para mi
estudio. Por que yo quiero triunfar es la lengua extranjera por eso me
pienso meter a un curso de inglés para aprender cosas que no se
todavía. Y gracias a Dios, a María Auxiliadora y a San Francisco
de Asis todo me lo voy a aprender con la ayuda de estos patrones y
de la seño Liris.
Querido diary las actividades que hicimos en las clase fueron
recordar lo de la clase anterior y preguntaron a algunos compañeros
como Jorge Andres, Polo, Elisabeth, valeria a echos les pregunto la
seño Liris después la seño le pregunto a uno de mis compañeros que
perdió la asignatura en el 2 periodo y contesto de maravilla por
lastima no me preguntaron a mí. Pero querido diario otra
oportunidad sera no todo se puede gracias a Dios yo se que puedo
triunfar.
Querido diary me tengo que ir te voy a estrañar pero hay una frase
que dice asi: me da tristeza partir pero de nuevo vamos a poder
compartir.
T.Q.M y agradece a la seño Liris por todo dile que la quiero mucho y
que es una persona muy especial.
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MARIA MONICA
Fecha: Septiembre 6
Hora: 8.30 a.m.
Querido diary hoy te quiero contar con gran cariño y aprecio lo
que me pasó hoy. Hoy estabamos escuchando la traducción de
la fotocopia. La seño Liris primero la leyo en la lengua
extranjera y después le pregunto a algunos compañeros entre
echos: Luis Miguel, Valeria, Daniel, Dana entre otros. Y
después lo pronunciaron en español. Después icimos el ejercicio
poner en el tablero can o can´t entre algunos compañeros que
me acuerde salieron: Mary, Estefany, Elisabeth, Wendy, yo
entre otros. Yo pensaba que caminar se escribia como saltar
pero yo estaba en ese momento confundida por que caminar es
uno y saltar es otro. En poco después respondimos
correctamente las respuestas que estaban en la fotocopia
después la seño Liris nos puso un ejercicio para ver que podia
hacer los perros, las gallinas, el cat, etc. El segundo punto
trata de escoger tu super herue y describirlo y por que es tu
herue favorito.
Cuando yo estaba explicando a Mary que era un herue por que
ella no entendia el segundo punto yo le dije tu eres un herue
cuando por ejemplo: un viejito va por la calle y tu vez el carro
que viene a toda velosidad y tu alcanzas a coger el viejito para
que el carro no lo coja ese es herue pero si tu te quedas mirando
mientras el viejito cruza la calle eso es tener un corazón duro.
Pero aqui se trata de hablar de tu super herue favorito.
Pero esa explicación si le silvio por que silvio para que ampliara
el trabajo. Gracias a Dios y a la seño Liris puedo aprender el
ingles correctamente. T.Q.M chao.
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MARIA MONICA
Fecha: Septiembre 6
Hora: 8.30 a.m.
Querido diary te estoy escribiendo con el fin de
desahogarme. Hoy estuvimos rebisando la actividad
anterior la seño a algunos compañeros les pregunto pero
unos no la hicieron. Yo pase cuando estaban preguntando lo
del caballo y esto fue lo que respondi: the horse can run me
pusieron a decirlo en ingles y en español esto significa: el
caballo puede correr.
La seño Liris se enojo porque uno de mis compañeros estaba
molestando. Aunque se salio de sus casillas después volvió a
ser mas calmada y salio a una reunion que tenia.
Yo quisiera que todos los dias la seño Liris cuando se esten
portando mal les grite porque de una vez se quedaron
quietos aunque cuando salio algunos compañeros
comensaron a moverse pero eso no es problema por que sie
esa tarea la revisan y ellos no la hacen los que se friegan son
ellos por que necitan esa actividad.
Querido diary tu eres mi mejor amigo y confidente te cuento
que antes me da mucha emoción saber que puedo llegar a
hacer una gran gringa y que gracias a la seño Liris puedo
hacer mi gran sueño.
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